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"Then fiery clouds collect in thick masses; the thunder sounds
deep and heavy. Rainbows appear, now fonning an unbroken
curve and again separating, and the ends of the bow dip into
the sea. The sea sends back a bellowing sound, and boils with
angry surges; the loose rocks dash against each other, and
detached sea-weed covers the water; there is a thick, murky
atmosphere; the water fowl fly about affrighted; the trees and
leaves bend to the south - the typhoon has commenced. "
S. Wells Williams (1883)
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This guide has been prepared as a project of the WMO's Tropical Cyclone Programme and
published in the TCP series(i.s aWMO ,Technical Document, as proposed by the WMO
Expert meeting on preparation of· a Guide on Tropical Cyclone Forecasting (Manila,
Philippines, December 1989) held in conjunction with IWTC-TI.
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FOREWORD
Although research and development of techniques and numerical models has
produced significant gains in forecast accuracy for tropical cyclones throughout
the world, the most important link in the forecast chain continues to be experienced forecasters. Official forecasts are almost always better than the best
objective techniques, largely because humans have a remarkable capacity to
recognise patterns and to discriminate between "good" and "bad" techniques in
an operational environment. WMO has long recognised the importance of this
human link and has actively supported programs such as the International
Workshop on Tropical Cyclone (IWTC) series. A result of the first workshop
was the "Global View of Tropical Cyclones" edited by Russ Elsberry. This
Guide to Tropical Cyclone Forecasting arose from materials collected at both
IWTC-I and IWTC-TI. Our purpose is to complement the theoretical and
descriptive content of the Global View with a practical guide to the more applied
aspects of tropical cyclone forecasting. We aim to improve the capacity of
forecasters to discriminate and objectively judge the current conditions: a) by
contributing logical methods for proceeding through analysis and forecasting; b)
by providing insights into the approaches used; and c) by clearly indicating the
limitations of various forecast techniques.
The Guide is presented in a loose-leaf format that is designed for ease of use and
browsing, and for quick reference in operational conditions. We also encourage
insertion of local information and forecast guidelines.
The IWTC series was established to help improve the communications between
forecasters and researchers by bringing them together in a workshop environment
to discuss mutual problems and solutions. This Guide and the Global View
provide very tangible outcomes of these interactions. I am very pleased to take
this opportunity to acknowledge the vision of Bill Gray and the excellent
organisational work by Nobuo Suzuki in establishing the workshop series.

Greg Holland
16 September 1993
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CHAPTER 1:

GLOBAL OVERVIEW

"When that cloud begins to move apace, you may expect the
Wind presently. It comes on fierce, and blows very violently
at N.E. 12 hours more or less..... When the wind heginds to
abate it dyes away suddenly, andfallingflat calm, it continues
for an hour, more or less: then the wind comes about to the
s. W. and it blows and rains as fierce from thence, as it did
before at N.E. and as long" Abstract from the log of
William Dampier on 4 July 1687, in the South China Sea,
the first such record of a tropical cyclone (Sbaw, 1926).

Charles J. Neumann
Science Applications International Corporation
Miami, Florida, USA
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 provides background infonnation relevant to the more specific topics
addressed in subsequent chapters. In keeping with the overall theme of the guide, emphasis
is placed on the presentation of material in tabular or graphical fonnat for ready reference.
We begin with a discussion of the WMO global tropical cyclone forecasting concept,
including the structure and goals of the WMO Tropical Cyclone Programme (TCP), areas
of forecast responsibility, tropical cyclone naming conventions, and descriptive tenninology.
A key issue here is to note the many procedural differences between oceanic basins and, to
a lesser extent, also between forecast offices.
Although the United States Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) in Guam is not
directly associated with WMO, the extensive geographical coverage of its activities interrelates with the WMO global coverage forecasting system concept. Accordingly, JTWC's
activities in tropical cyclone forecasting are also included in this chapter. A complete guide
to JTWC operations and systems may be found in Guard et al. (1992)
The chapter continues in Section 1.3 with a new global tropical cyclone climatology
presented in a manner to enable direct comparisons from one basin to another. For this
purpose, a new global tropical cyclone data set was developed. Various global and ocean
basin charts are presented and used to illustrate forecasting problems in the various basins.
The chapter is concluded with a blank section for inclusion of regional climatologies by local
forecast offices.

1.2 THE GLOBAL TROPICAL CYCLONE
FORECASTING NETWORK
The global functions of the WMO are divided into six continental regions.
Respectively, these regions (Region I through VI) encompass the landmasses of Africa, Asia,
South America, North and Central America, southwest Pacific and Europe, together with
their surrounding islands and oceanic areas.
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The WMO Tropical Cyclone Programme (WMO/TCP) seeks to promote and
co-ordinate the planning and implementation of measures to mitigate tropical cyclone
disasters on a worldwide basis. Since not all regions are effected by tropical cyclones, and
the regional structure does not always coincide with tropical cyclone basins, the TCP has
established tropical cyclone committees that extend across the regional bodies
(Table 1.1). These committees also extend across the ocean basins defIned in Table 1.2.
The WMO Operational Plans/Manual referred to in Table 1.1 contain practical
information, such as: station duties, addresses, telephone and other communication numbers,
communication procedures, terminology, defmitions, operational procedures, tropical cyclone
naming conventions, unit conversions, coordination, analysis requirements, radar and satellite
observations and dissemination, aircraft reconnaissance (where applicable), and wording of
warnings. Through the efforts of the WMO/TCP there has been considerable procedural
standardisation within the regional bodies. However, some differences still remain, as
discussed in this section.

1.2.1

Tropical Cyclone Warnings

There are two general types of tropical cyclone warnings: those for land areas and
coastal waters and those for the high seas (sometimes referred to as marine warnings). Each
Member of a regional body is in principle, and normally, responsible for its land and coastal
waters warnings. There are some exceptions in RA IV and RA V. For example, by
agreement, the RSMC Miami and the TCWC Nadi issue warnings not only for their own
countries but also for other countries. The relevant details are discussed in the appropriate
WMO Operational Plans/Manual cited in Table 1.1.
The areas of responsibility for high seas warning by terrestrial broadcasts as defmed
in the WMO documents specified in Table 1.1, are indicated in Figs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.4,1.5 and
1.6, and the area for which JTWC issues warnings is shown in Fig. 1.3. Additional
arrangements have recently been initiated for warning broadcasts by satellite.
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Table 1.1: The five regional bodies of the WMO/TCP. The abbreviation ESCAP refers
to the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.

Name

Area of
Responsibility

Operational
Plans/Manual

Basin
numbers

Figure
number

WMO/Regional
Association I
(RA I)
Tropical Cyclone
Committee

South-West
Indian Ocean

WMO,1983a

5

Fig. 1. 1

WMO/Regional
Association IV
(RA IV)
Hurricane
Committee

WMO,1988
North Atlantic
Ocean, Caribbean
Sea, Gulf of Mexico
and the Eastern
North Pacific

1,2

Fig. 1.2

WMO/Regional
Association V
(RA V)
Tropical
Cyclone Committee

South Pacific
Ocean and
South-East
Indian Ocean

WMO,1989

6,7

Fig. 1.4

WMO/ESCAP
Panel on
Tropical Cyclones

Bay of Bengal
and Arabian Sea

4

Fig. 1.5

ESCAP/WMO
Typhoon
Committee

Western North
Pacific Ocean

3

Fig. 1.6
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WMO,1986

WMO,1987

1.2.2 Naming of Tropical Cyclones
The assignment of a name or number to a tropical cyclone facilitates identification of
a given cyclone in both operations and archives (WMO 1993). As agreed upon, on a
regional basis, the three non-ESCAP (Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific) regional bodies use cyclone names, while the two WMO/ESCAP bodies use a
numbering system. Names or numbers are assigned whenever the intensity of a cyclone
reaches a threshold intensity of 63 km h- 1 (34 kt). As an exception the Cyclone Operational
Plan for the Bay of Bengal, uses a threshold intensity of 52 km h- 1 (28 kt). However,
Mandal (personal communication, 1993) indicates that the operational practice is to use the
global standard of 63 km h- 1 (34 kt), and that action is being taken to change the operational
plan. This standard value is used here.
Tropical cyclone names are obtained from predesignated lists maintained and periodically updated by the various regional bodies. If a tropical cyclone attains special notoriety
because of strength, deaths, damage or other special reasons, its name may be withdrawn
from the list by the regional body concerned.
For Regional Association I (RA I), moderate tropical cyclones (63 km h- 1 or 34 kt, see
Fig. 1.1) are assigned one of a predesignated series of names by the national Meteorological
Service of Madagascar or Mauritius. Tropical cyclones developing between 55°E and 90 0 E
are named by the National Meteorological Service of Mauritius and those west of 55°E by
the national Meteorological Service of Madagascar.
Two sets of predesignated cyclone names are used within RA IV by the Regional
Specialized Meteorological Centre, i.e. RSMC Miami Hurricane Center (which is also NHC
Miami), one for North Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico cyclones and the other for
eastern North Pacific cyclones which reach the threshold intensity of 34 kt (63 km h- 1)
The naming of a tropical cyclone in RA V is accomplished by the Tropical Cyclone
Warning Centre (Fig. 1.4) that is responsible for the area in which the required intensity of
63 km h- 1 (34 kt) is first analysed. Separate lists of names are used by each of three Australian Tropical Cyclone Warning Centres (Perth, Darwin and Brisbane), by the Fiji
Meteorological Service and by the Papua New Guinea National Weather Service.
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Figure 1.5: WMO/ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones (WMO, 1986). High seas tropical
cyclone warning responsibility areas for the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and vicinity; a)
India (Calcutta for the Bay of Bengal, with rebroadcast bulletins from Madras; Bombay for
the Arabian Sea) and Thailand (Bangkok, the eastern portion of which is in the
ESCAP/WMO Typhoon Committee Region); b) Pakistan (Karachi), Bangladesh (Dhaka) ,
Burma (Rangoon) and Sri Lanka (Columbo).
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Figure 1.6: ESCAP/WMO Typhoon
Committee (WMO, 1987). High seas
tropical cyclone warning
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China (Dalian, Shanghai· and
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The trC!pical cyclone identification system in the two WMO/ESCAP regional bodies
differs from that used in the TCP Committees of Regional Associations. RSMC (Regional
Specialized Meteorological Center) New Delhi provides an identification number for all
tropical cyclones in the region (Fig. 1.5). These codes consist of the letters BOB or ARB,
to identify cyclones in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, respectively, followed by the
year and a two digit sequential number. For example, the second tropical cyclone of the year
1992 over the Arabian Sea is designated ARB 9202. No letters are used in the Typhoon
Committee Region; thus, the first tropical cyclone of 1992 is identified as 9201 by RSMC
Tokyo Typhoon Center which has this responsibility.
Several countries, for example Philippines, use local names for tropical cyclones
directly affecting their nation. A set of names is assigned by the Central Pacific Hurricane
Center (CPHC) in Hawaii for tropical cyclones fonning in the area of responsibility shown
in Fig. 1.2. This latter set of names is provided by the USA and specified by OFCM (1990)
but is not included in the WMO Operational Plans/Manual as these stonns do not affect the
territory of more than one country. Separately from the regional agreements ofthe Typhoon
Committee, JTWC assigns names for all western North Pacific cyclones. However most of
the advisories issued by Typhoon Committee members include this name, together with their
number designator. For the north Indian Ocean, JTWC uses a sequential numbering system
with the suffixes A and B for the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal, respectively.
Additional infonnation on JTWC naming conventions can be found in a recent issue of their
Annual Tropical Cyclone Report.

1.2.3

Terminology

There is considerable variation in the tenninology of each of the five TCP regional
bodies, the WMO's International Meteorological Vocabulary, WMO's Commission for
Marine Meteorology, the Beaufort scale and JTWC for the different stages of tropical
cyclones (Fig. s 1. 7, 1. 8a). Also, significant differences exist among the north Indian basin
nations (Fig. 1.8b). Differences in wind averaging times further compound the complexities,
since I-min, 3-min and to-min averages are used in different countries. Thus, a tropical
system may acquire a name or number in one country, but not in another with the same wind
criteria but different averaging times (Section 1.3.3).

1.3 A GLOBAL CLIMATOLOGY
Global statistics on various aspects of tropical cyclones are presented. A Mercator map
projection, similar in size and scale to that used in an earlier global climatology by Crotcher
and Quayle (1974), is used to display the data in a homogeneous and global context, rather
than by ocean basin. Additional charts, not amenable to the global fonnat, are presented for
individual basins. The visual fonnat is used as much as possible, with minimal
accompanying descriptive text. The data and discussion complement that found in Elsberry
et al. (1987).
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Figure 1.7 WMO CLASSIFICATIONS OF TROPICAL CYCLONES, TROPICAL
DEPRESSIONS AND TROPICAL DISTURBANCES
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that indicated in the headings of the column.

(a) Term not specifically defined but appears to relate to storm force winds,
defined by RA V as 48-63 knots.
(b) Depression or tropical depression: maximum sustained wind is between
17 and 33 knots, except for terms used nationally in Bangladesh, India
and Pakistan where the system may be called deep depression if the
maximum sustained wind is between 27 and 33 knots.
(c) SWIO.
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1.3.1 Daq. Collection and Processing
The initial step in preparing the global climatology was to develop a global data set in
a common format. Current tropical cyclone archives were obtained from the ocean-basin
representatives cited under acknowledgments There were many inhomogeneities in these data
that needed to be addressed in developing a common format. These, and associated matters
are discussed in this section.

1.3.1.1 Inhomogeneous Formats and Observational Practices
The data sets obtained from the various sources used widely different computerised or
hard copy formats. These format dissimilarities could be circumvented, but it was more
difficult to resolve inhomogeneities, such as: widely different periods ofrecord, missing data,
different documentation of the same tropical cyclone in adjacent basins, asynoptic observation
times, different wind thresholds for stages of tropical cyclones, different practices for naming
tropical cyclones and different wind averaging times in the various basins. In general, it was
possible to completely or partially deal with all but the wind averaging heterogeneity (Section
1.3.3).
This lack of a standard for archiving tropical cyclone information was considered by
a TCP Technical Co-ordination Meeting (Tokyo, December 1992) which prepared a global
tropical cyclone data set - report format, subsequently recommended by CMM and then
approved by the WMO Executive Council in 1993. The standard format is given in
Table 1.5.

1.3.1.2 Historical Perspective
Preparation of a complete global climatology has only been possible since the satellite
era began in the mid-1960s. Before then documentation of tropical cyclones in remote areas
of the globe was very fragmented and mostly depended on chance encounters with ships or
populated land areas (Holland, 1981c; Elsberry, 1987). Aircraft reconnaissance, which
began in the mid-1940s, has provide excellent documentation, but only over portions of the
North Atlantic and the western North Pacific basins.
Even with satellite data, a standardised method for inteqJretation, establishing suitable
documentation procedures and formats, and dissemination of the data took several years to
develop. Since tropical cyclones are relatively rare events that exhibit considerable
interannual variations, at least 20 years of record is required for an adequate climatology.
Thus, it is only recently that a comprehensive global climatology has become feasible.

1.3.1.3 Basin Definitions
Seven tropical cyclone basins (Table 1.2) are considered in this study. In Elsberry et
al. (1987) the southeast Indian Ocean, Australia and the western South Pacific Ocean were
considered as a single entity. However, there are sufficient longitudinal variations in tropical
cyclone characteristic to justify separation into two basins at 142°E.
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1.3.1.4 Data Sources and Periods of Record
The principal sources used are specified in Table 1.2. Global tropical cyclone
summaries through the year 1986 issued by the United States National Climatic Center in
Asheville, North Carolina were used to fill in some missing data. The JTWC Annual
Tropical Cyclone Reports were used for most of the Southern Hemisphere basins for the
three seasons 1986-87 through 1988-89. Data from neighbouring meteorological services
were utilised to develop the data base for the southern-hemisphere basin definitions used in
Table 1.2.
Since the available periods and the quality and quantity of data were highly variable,
different periods were used for each type of climatology. In general, intensity summaries were
confmed to the post-satellite years. In basins with aircraft reconnaissance (North Atlantic and
the western North Pacific), climatologies extend from 1945.

Table 1.2: Basin Nomenclature, areal extent, and principal data source.

Basin
Number

Principal Data
Source

Basin name

Areal Extent

1

North Atlantic

North Atlantic Ocean,
Caribbean Sea and
Gulf of Mexico

NHC

2

Eastern North Pacific

North America to 1800 E

NHC

3

Western North Pacific

West of 180oE,
including South China Sea

JTWC

4

North Indian

Bay ofBengal and
Arabian Sea

India Met. Dept.

5

Southwest Indian

South Indian Ocean
west of 1000 E

Met.Service, Reunion

6

Southeast Indian/Australia

Southern Hemisphere
lOO-142°E

Bur. Met. Australia

7

Southwest Pacific/Australia

Southern Hemisphere
142°E-120oW

RSMC, Fiji
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1.3.2

Tabular Listing of Tropical Cyclone Frequency

Table 1.3 summarises the frequency of tropical cyclones by basin and is based on the data
sources specified in Table 1.2. Alternate data sets that exist in some basins would result in slightly
different statistics. For example, records maintained by the Central Meteorological Bureau of the
People's Republic of China (CMB, 1972; Dong, personal communicatioin, 1990), indicate slightly
larger western North Pacific frequencies than those given by JTWC. Some of these inconsistencies
are due to the different wind averaging times used.
The average annual frequency of tropical cyclones over the globe is 83.7. This is slightly
higher than the value of 80.1 from Frank (1987) and Gray (1985) or 81.6 from Crotcher and
Quayle (1974), but is consistent with the use of post-satellite data only. Also, considerable
differences can be found for some years between Table 1.3 and Frank (1987, his Table 3.1). This
is likely due to the use of very recently issued basin summaries here.
Table 1.3: Seasonal variation in tropical cyclone (> 63 km h- l , 34 kt) frequency, 1968-1989/1990.
Parenthesis gives the number of tropical cyclones with maximum winds > 118 km h- l (64 kt).
Asterisk (*) indicates that intensity is based on 10-min wind averaging; otherwise, averaging time
is 1-min (see text). Note that subtropical systems are included in the North Atlantic statistics.

Season
N.Hem S.Hem

North I SouthwestIAustralia/IAustralia/1
North
I Eastern NI Western NI
I
! Atlantic! Pacific I Pacific: Indian 11 Indian ISE Indian :SW Pacific! Totals
I
1
1
1
1
1 <100'E 1100-142'E : >142'E
1
I
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
I
7( 4)*
8( 4)*
18( 6)
27( 20)
4( 0)*
7( 3)*1 79( 42)
1968 1968-69
8( 5)
10( 4)
19( 13)
6( 2)*
13( 8)*
1969 1969-70
18( 12)
4( 2)*
7( 3)*1 77( 44)
7( 4)*
19( 4)
24( 12)
15( 10)*
7( 6)*
7( 3)*1 89( 44)
1970 1970-71
10( 5)
18( 12)
8( 5)*
6( 3)* 16( 11)*1 103( 65)
1971
1971-72
13( 6)
35( 24)
7( 4)*
1972 1972-73
7( 3)
14( 9)
30( 22)
7( 6)*
13( 8)*
8( 6)*
10( 2)*1 89( 56)
6( 1)*
1973 1973-74
8( 4)
12( 7)
21( 12)
8( 1)*
9( 6)*
13( 3)*1 77( 34)
18( 11)
1974 1974-75
11( 4)
32( 15)
7( 2)*
10( 3)*
9( 5)*
5( 3)*1 92( 43)
1975 1975-76
9( 6)
17( 9)
20( 14)
7( 3)*
8( 3)*
8( 3)* 11( 5)*1 80( 43)
1976 1976-77
10( 6)
15( 9)
25( 14)
10( 4)*
9( 5)*
6( 5)*
13( 3)*1 88( 46)
1977 1977-78
6( 5)
8( 4)
19( 11)
6( 5)* 14( 2)*
6( 3)* 10( 4)*1 69( 34)
19( 14)
1978 1978-79
12( 5)
28( 15)
9( 4)*
7( 3)*
6( 3)*
8( 3)*1 89( 47)
1979 1979-80
9( 5)
10( 6)
23( 14)
5( 3)* 12( 5)*
9( 7)*
9( 4)*1 77( 44)
1980 1980-81
11( 9)
14( 7)
24( 15)
3( 0)*
12( 2)*
10( 6)*
10( 4)*1 84( 43)
1981
1981-82
12( 7)
15( 8)
28( 16)
6( 3)* 11( 4)*
11( 4)*
2( 2)*1 85( 44)
1982 1982-83
6( 2)
23( 12)
26( 19)
5( 4)*
6( 0)*
4( 1)* 12( 10)*1 82( 48)
1983 1983-84
4( 3)
21( 12)
3( 1)* 11( 4)*
23( 12)
7( 4)*
7( 3)* 76( 39)
1984 1984-85
13( 5)
21 ( 13)
27( 16)
3( 2)*
8( 1)*
10( 2)*
8( 6)* 90( 45)
1985 1985-86
11( 7)
23( 13)
26( 17)
7( 0)*
12( 5)*
8( 2)*
8( 5)* 95( 49)
1( 0)*
1986 1986-87 I 6( 4)
17( 9)
27( 19)
7( 3)
6( 3)* 12( 6)
75( 43)
1987 1987-88 : 7( 3)
20( 10)
5( 1)* 14( 7)
24( 18)
1( 0)*
7( 3)
79( 43)
1988 1988-89 I 12( 5)
15( 7)
26( 14)
3( 1)* 12( 9)
5( 3)* 11( 5)
85( 45)
1989 1989-90 I 11( 7)
17( 9)
31 ( 21)
3( 2)*
8( 5)*
6( 3)*1 80( 47)
7( 1)*
22-year totals I 214(118) 364(195) 565(353)
120( 55)
228( 98)
152( 75)
199( 94) 11842(988)
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
11
1
Average
I 9.7( 5.4) 16.5( 8.9) 25.7(16.0) 5.4( 2.5) 10.4( 4.4) 6.9( 3.4) 9.0( 4.3)183.7(44.9)
Stnd deviation! 3.1( 2.2) 4.1( 3.0) 4.1( 3.6) 2.1( 1.7) 2.6( 2.6) 2.4( 2.1) 3.1( 2.3)1 7.B( 6.4)
I
I
1
1
I
I
1
I
I
1
1
I
I
1
% Global Total !11.6(12.0) 19.8(19.7) 30.7(35.7) 6.5( 5.6) 12.4( 9.9) B.2( 7.6) 10.B( 9.5) I 100.0%
I
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1.3.3

Uncertainties Arising from Different Wind Averaging Times

In Table 1.3 a distinction is made between maximum winds averaged over 10-min and 1min periods. Following WMO guidelines all Regional Associations except RA IV (Northern
and Central America) and the JTWC, use lO-min winds. In Table 1.3, 1-min averaging is
indicated for the Southern Hemisphere basins in 1986-87 through 1988-89, when JTWC data
were used.
The longer the averaging period used, the lower the maximum wind speed for a cyclone of
a given intensity. Therefore, the cyclone frequency statistics in Table 1.3 are low compa.red to
those that would be derived using 1-min averages. This is a heterogeneity that is difficult to
address and has been generally ignored when comparing statistics from different basins.
Following Simiu and Scanlon (1978), a multiplication factor of 0.871 is applied to convert
between I-min and 10-min winds. Thus, a 63/118 km h- I (34/64 kt) wind in the 1-min system
would only be equivalent to about 55/103 km h- 1 (30/56 kt) in the lO-min system. The effect
on tropical cyclone frequency is estimated in Table 1.4 by converting the maximum wind
observations to lO-min means then recalculating the statistics for the North Atlantic, eastern
North Pacific and western North Pacific.
The general conclusion obtained from Table 1.4 is that the different averaging times have
an inconsequential effect on tropical cyclone frequency. The 4 % difference lies well within the
variations arising from analysis methods for determining maximum intensity and is too small to
justify any additional homogenisation of the statistics in Table 1.3. The 17 % difference for
systems of hurricane or typhoon strength is sufficiently large, however, to require care with
interpretation. All statistics for severe systems in Table 1.3 and in the following sections
should therefore be assigned an uncertainty of at least + 15 %.

1.3.4

Global Charts

Figures 1.9 through 1.14 depict tropical cyclone frequency and motion on a global scale
using the data sources in Table 1.2. Only systems of at least minimal tropical cyclone intensity
(>63 km h- I or 34 kt) are included in the analysis. The region from 10 0 W to 30 0 E is not
included since tropical cyclones do not occur over these longitudes in either hemisphere. We
also note that in the Atlantic basin the analysis includes the extratropical stages of storms (see
comments in Section 1.3).
The tracks of all tropical cyclones for the lO-year period 1979-1988 are displayed in
Fig. 1.9. These tracks were constructed from 6-h best-track positions interpolated to hourly
positions using the method of Akima (1970).

I.

Further confusion is caused by the lack of a uniform system of wind observations in the north Indian basin; the countries
in this region use a combination of 1,3 and IO-min averaging; for synoptic observations 3-min averaging is the most common.
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Cyclone density is indicated by Fig. 1.10, following the approach adopted by Neumann
and Pryslak (1981) for the North Atlantic and by Xue and Neumann (1984) and PRC (1972) for
the westem North Pacific. It is based on the number of tropical cyclones (resolved into hourly
positions) passing within 75 nm (139 km) from each of 77 x 163 grid points spaced along the
equator at 2° intervals, but linearised in the meridional direction to the Mercator map shown.
The advantage of using circular areas rather than the traditional 2%° or 5° Marsden squares is
discussed by Taylor (1986). The data were normalised to a 100 year period and smoothed with
the 9-point filter of Shuman (1957).
Table 1.4: Number of tropical cyclones, 1966-1989, reaching specified intensity using 1-min
and lO-min averaging, together with the percentage reduction in number of occurrences using
the longer averaging period.
MAXIMUM WIND REACIDNG AT LEAST 63 km h- 1 (34 kt)
Number of occurrences

Averaging time
(min)

Atlantic

North Pacific
east
west

Combined

1
10

233
230

599
582

394
364

1226
1176

Decrease

1.3%

2.8%

7.6%

4.1%

MAXIMUM WIND REACIDNG AT LEAST 118 km h- 1 (64 kt)
Averaging time
(min)

Number of occurrences

Atlantic

1
10
Decrease

North Pacific
west
east

Combined

133
95

372
317

210
179

715
591

28.6%

14.8%

14.8%

17.3%

Care is needed in the interpretation of these data. A frequency of 100 cyclones over 100
years indicates an average of 1 per year. This should not be interpreted as a 100% probability
of a cyclone occurring on that date. Rather, use of the Poisson distribution (Xue and Neumann,
1984) indicates a 37% chance of no tropical cyclone occurring. This distribution provides an
excellent estimate of occurrence probability for small numbers of cyclones in limited regions.
If a long period of accurate record is available Neumann, et al. (1987) found that the use of
relative frequencies provide a better estimate of event probability.
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Table 1.5: GLOBAL TROPICAL CYCLONE DATA SET - REPORT FORMAT

Position
1-10

Contents

Cyclone identification code (if any) and name(if any) separated by 1 space if applicable.
If the 'code and name' exceeds 10 characters, then use an abbreviation of the name (fIrst
letters only) instead of the full name in positions 1-10 and the complete name should
then be entered in the expansion fIelds beginning in position 53. Not more than one
name should be entered for the cyclone during the period shown in positions 11-20, that
is the name most used for regional or international purposes by the centre indicated in
positions 51-52.

11-14 Year
15-16 Month (01-12)
17-18 Day (01-31)
19-20 Hour - universal time (at least every 6 hourly position -00Z,06Z,12Z and 18Z)
21

Latitude indicator: 1 = North latitude; 2 = South latitude

22-24 Latitude (degrees and tenths)
25-26 Check sum (sum of all digits in the latitude)
27

Longitude indicator: 1

= West longitude;

2

= East longitude

28-31 Longitude (degrees and tenths)
32-33 Check sum (sum of all digits in the longitude)
34

position confIdence*
1 = good ( <30 nm; <55 Km)
2 = fair ( 30-60 nm; 55-110 km)
3 = poor ( > 60 nm; > 110km)
9 = unknown .

Note*: ConfIdence in the centre position: Degree of confIdence in the centre position of a
tropical cyclone expressed as the radius of the smallest circle within which the centre
may be located by the analysis.
"position good" implies a radius of less than 30 nautical miles, 55 kilometres; "position
fair", a radius of 30 to 60 nautical miles, 55 to 110 km; and "positionpoor" , radius of
greater than 60 nautical miles, 110 km.
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Position

Contents

35-36
37-38

Dvorak T-number (99 if unknown or unavailable)
Dvorak Cl-number (99 if unknown or unavailable)

39-41

Maximum average wind speed (whole values) (999 if unknown or unavailable)

42

Units of wind speed. 1

43-44

Time interval for averaging surface wind speed (minutes) for measured or derived wind
speeds or 99 if unknown (e.g. estimated)

45-46

Cyclone type:
01 = tropics; disturbance (no closed isobars)
02 = a < 34 knot winds, < 17 ml s winds and at least one closed isobar
03 = 34-63 knots, 17-32 m/s
04 = > 64 knots, > 33 m/s
05 = extratropical
06 = dissipating
07 = subtropical cyclone (nonfrontal, low pressure system that
comprises initially baroclinic circulation developing over subtropical water)
08 = overland
09 = unknown

47-50
51-52

Central pressure (nearest hectopascal) (9999 if unknown or unavailable)
Source code (2-digit code to represent the country or organization that provided the data
to NCDC USA, WMO Secretariat, TCP applied to assign number to additional
participating centres, organizations)

= knots;

2

= meters per second

01 RSMC Miami-Hurricane Center
02 RSMC Tokyo-Typhoon Centre
03 RSMC-tropical cyclones New Delhi
04 Meteorological Service, La Reunion
05 Australian Bureau of Meteorology
06 Meteorological Service of New Zealand Ltd.
07 TCWC Nadi, Fiji
08 Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Guam
09 Madagascar Meteorological Service
10 Mauritius Meteorological Service
11 Meteorological Service, New Caledonia
Headings 1-10 Cyclone identification code and name; 11-20 Date time group; 21-34 Best track
positions; 35-46 Intensity; 47-50 Pressure; 51-52 Source code; 53-80 Expansion.
Note:

The 80-character format allows for data to be digitized on cards, diskettes, or
magnetic tape.
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The mean cyclone motion was obtained by averaging zonal and meridional components,
together with scalar speed of the tropical cyclones within the 140 km circular domain around
each grid point (Figs. 1.11-1.13). To avoid a bias towards slower moving tropical cyclones,
the average motion of each cyclone per grid point was archived, regardless of the number of
hours it remained within the domain. Only those grids which contained at least 7 cyclones were
used in the analysis.

1.3.4.1 Tropical Cyclone Tracks
Considerable basin variability in the poleward extent of tracks is evident in Fig. 1.9. Some
of this variability could be the result of different and sometimes archaic observational and
documentation procedures. For example, some of the statistics in the North Atlantic are due to
the inclusion of the early portions of the extratropical stage in the tropical cyclone archives.
Further processing of these Atlantic data for the 10-year period shown in Fig. 1.9 indicate that
the proportion of extratropical systems poleward of 42.5,47.5 and 52.5°N is 50,75 and 100%,
respectively. However, the ability of tropical cyclones to maintain warm core characteristics as
they move out of the tropics also is a function of a number of factors including sea surface
temperatures (SSTs), environmental flow characteristics (such as vertical shear and equatorial
extent of westerlies), and land/waterconfiguration.
In the eastern North Pacific tropical cyclones typically encounter cold SSTs «22.5°C) at
low latitudes (eg Frank, 1987) and dissipate before recurvature into the westerlies.. By
comparison, relatively warm SSTs in the western North Pacific and the North Atlantic allow
tropical cyclones to be sustained well into the subtropics, even after recurvature into the
westerlies.
Southern Hemisphere SSTs, on the average, are lower than those of the Northern
Hemisphere for the same latitude and tend to be intermediate between the two extremes cited
above. This, together with the more equatorward extent of westerlies typically result in
poleward moving tropical cyclones losing their warm core characteristics at lower latitudes than
for similar systems in the Northern Hemisphere.

1.3.4.2

Tropical Cyclone Density

The tracks in Fig. 1.9 indicate that the eastern North Pacific basin experiences the
maximum number of tropical cyclones per unit area followed by the western North Pacific; but
the latter has a much larger areal extent. Tropical cyclone densities in the remaining basins are
seen to be reasonably similar. This is quantified in Fig. 1.10 using longer periods of record.
The minimum contour of 5 cyclones per 100 y provides an approximate bound to tropical
.
cyclone activity.
The maximum tropical cyclone density (303 per 100 y) occurs in the eastern North Pacific
Ocean near 16°N, 112°W. Another substantial maximum (238 per 100 y) is found east of
Luzon in the Philippines. The highest frequency in the Southern Hemisphere is 124 per 100 Y
off the Australian west coast. The local maxima of 88 in the south Indian Ocean near 900 E and
71 in the Australian Gulf of Carpentaria do not appear on earlier global climatologies (Fig. 2.2
of WMO, 1979; Crutcherand Quayle, 1974). This is interpreted as lack of detection of
cyclones in these regions in the pre-satellite era (Holland, 1981c; Foley, 1989).
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Figure 1.9: Tracks of tropical cyclones (maximum winds > 63 km h- 1, 34 let) for the period
1979-1988.
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Figure 1.12: Mean scalar speeds (km h- 1) of tropical cyclones over the indicated periods. Light shading indicates speeds < 20 km h- , dark
shading > 45 km h- 1• Minimum number of cases, 7.
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A useful estimate of the number of years having discrete tropical cyclone occurrence in
a particular area (the number of years to expect no cyclones, 1 cyclone, etc) may be
obtained by use of the Poisson distribution. Discussion on this application is given by Xue
and Neumann (1984).

1.3.4.3 Direction of Tropical Cyclone Motion
The mean directions of motion (Fig. 1.11) show that the classical recurvature patterns
occur over the North Atlantic and the western North Pacific basins, and to a lesser extent in
the southwestern Indian Ocean. As discussed earlier, cyclones over the eastern North
Pacific typically dissipate before recurvature into the westerlies. In both the north Indian
Ocean and northern and western Australia regions cyclones often encounter land and
dissipate before or during recurvature. The near-equatorial approach of mid-latitude
westerlies in the southwest Pacific leads to a predominantly eastward motion of tropical
cyclones. Section 1.3.5.1 contains additional comments and details on recurvature.

1.3.4.4 Tropical Cyclone Speed
The scalar (E Iv IIN) and vector (Eu/N + Ev/N) means of cyclone motion are presented
in Figs. 1.12 and 1.13, respectively. Wide ranges in tropical cyclone translational speeds
are observed, both within and across ocean basins. Some of the more significant aspects of
translational speeds are:
o
o
o

o

Predominance of slow tropical cyclones over the north Indian basin and the more
equatorial portions of the Southern Hemisphere west of 160E;
A marked lack of slow tropical cyclones over the North Atlantic and the western
North Pacific basins;
The fastest cyclones predominate only in the high latitudes of the North Atlantic
and the western North Pacific basins, where average speeds occasionally exceed
40 kt (75 km h- 1), but a qualification is needed here on the inclusion of
extratropical systems in these data (Section 1.3.5.1);
A comparatively small range of speeds are observed over the eastern North
Pacific basin.

1.3.4.5 Variability of Tropical Cyclone Motion
Analyses of tropical cyclone position forecast errors by Neumann and Pelissier (1981)
and Jarrell et al. (1978) demonstrate that they are highly dependent on the tropical cyclone
translational speeds and variability thereof. The greatest forecast errors are typically
associated with rapidly moving or highly variable tropical cyclones. Thus, indications of the
steadiness of cyclone motion, combined with a knowledge of the mean translational errors
provides a useful means of comparing forecast errors.
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The vector speeds, displayed in Fig. 1.13 are always less than the scalar speeds and the
proportion of speed reduction compared with the scalar means in Fig. 1.12 indicates the
degree of variability in tropical cyclone motion. Thus, the western part of the eastern North
Pacific basin has highly consistent tropical cyclone motions, whereas the recurvature latitudes
of the North Atlantic and the western North Pacific as well as the equatorial regions of the
Southern Hemisphere experience highly variable motion. A climatological measure of speed
variability therefore can be obtained by algebraically dividing vector speeds by scalar speeds.
Such a measure is often referred to as a steadiness or constancy index (Crotcher and
Quayle, 1974; Hope and Neumann, 1971; Miller et al., 1988).
The global variation in tropical-cyclone motion steadiness, as defmed by the above index
multiplied by 100 and rounded off to the nearest integer value, is presented in Fig. 1.14.
Note that the higher the index, the more consistent the motion, and perfectly steady cyclones
would rate 100. Three ranges of steadiness have been arbitrarily dermed with indices greater
than 90 being rated high, 60-90 indicate average steadiness and systems below 60 are rated
as erratic.
Noteworthy in Fig. 1.14 are the regions of erratic motion (some less than 40) in the
Australian/southwest Pacific region and the remarkably consistent tracks in the eastern North
Pacific basin. Relatively low steadiness values also are found over the recurvature latitudes
of the North Atlantic and the western North Pacific basins.

1.3.5

Meridional Profiles

Meridional profIles of zonal mean parameters for each of the seven ocean basins (Table
1.2) are presented in Figs. 1.15-1.21. These profIles were prepared from the same data used
in Section 1.3.4. The data for each basin were averaged over 2° latitude bands centred at
odd latitudes from 1-55°. The total number of tropical cyclones included in the analyses are
given in the inset as "NSTMS = nun", while the number of cyclones included in the various
latitude bands is given under the column labelled "number of cyclones". Thus, for the
eastern Pacific Ocean basin in Fig. 1.16, 401 tropical cyclones were used and 306 of these
passed through the 2° lat band centred on 15°N. Only those bands for which the number of
tropical cyclones exceeded 10 were included in the analysis.

1.3.5.1 Tropical Cyclone Motion
With some minor variations, tropical cyclones in all basins experience an increase in
translational speed, both poleward and eastward, as they move into the subtropics. Variations include small speed maxima in the equatorial region (for example, near lOON in
western North Pacific) and at high latitudes (for example, near 500 N in the North Atlantic
basin). Overall, the lowest translational speeds (see figure insets) occur in the north Indian
basin and the fastest movement occurs in the North Atlantic and the western North Pacific
basins.
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Figure 1.14: Steadiness of tropical cyclone motion over the specified periods. The index is
defmed by 100x(ve2tor speed)/(scalar speed). Light shading < 65, dark shading > 90,
minimum number of cases, 7.
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The inset on each figure indicates the latitude of zero mean zonal motion. In basins
which exhibit the classical recurvature patterns, such as the western North Pacific (Section
1.3.4.3), this can be interpreted as being near the average latitude of recurvature into the
westerlies. However, for regions such as Australia and the southwest Pacific this latitude
simply separates regions of mean westward and eastward motion; the few recurving cyclones
in this region do so at 17-20 S rather than at the 9.9°S lat of zero zonal motion.
0

Figs. 1.15 through 1.21 also include an index of the expected maximum cyclonic winds
in each 2° lat belt, relative to the average cyclonic maximum wind for the entire basin. This
value was used in preference to the actual wind to avoid some of the wind heterogeneity
problems among basins as discussed in Section 1.3.1.
Tropical motion· is a vector quantity; it is best described in the bivariate sense and
Crutcher (1971) recommends use of the bivariate normal distribution. However,
specification of the sizeable bivariate normal statistics l for the various basins is beyond the
scope of this document. Such basin statistics, using mostly pre-satellite data, are given by
Crutcher and various co-authors; for example, the North Atlantic Ocean basin by Crutcher
and Quinlan (1971) and the southwest Indian Ocean basin by Crutcher and Nicodemus
(1973).
Tropical cyclone scalar speeds, which have a zero lower bound and no upper bound, can
be described by the Gamma distribution. Examples for the western North Pacific basin are
given by Xue and Neumann (1984) and for the North Atlantic by Neumann (1987). Both
publications describe methods (moment estimates and maximum likelihood) for estimating the
two parameters needed to defme the Gamma distribution. In addition, the latter publication
describes other distributions useful in tropical cyclone climatology. This includes the
Weibull distribution for describing maximum winds in tropical cyclones and the log-normal
distribution for describing the radii of maximum wind (Hahn and Shapiro, 1967).

, Note that five parameters are necessary for each sampling space: the mean and standard deviation of the zonal
and meridional components and the linear correlation coefficient between components.
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Figure 1.16: Meridional profiles of specified tropical cyclone parameters for the eastern
North Pacific basin averaged over 2° lat bands (details as in Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 1.17: Meridional profIles of specified tropical cyclone parameters for the western
North Pacific basin averaged over 2° lat bands (details as in Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 1.18: Meridional profIles of specified tropical cyclone parameters for the north
Indian basin averaged over 2° lat bands (details as in Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 1.20: Meridional profIles of specified tropical cyclone parameters for the
Australian/southeast Indian basin averaged over 2° lat bands (details as in Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 1.21: Meridional profiles of specified tropical cyclone parameters for the
Australian/southwest Pacific basin averaged over 2° lat bands (details as in Fig. 1.15).

1.3.5.2 Tropical Cyclone Maximum Winds
In basins where classical recurvature occurs, the average maximum intensity tends to
occur just prior to recurvature-; This confmns the f'mdings of Riehl (1972). However, there
is considerable variation from one tropical cyclone to another and it is inadvisable to use this
as a forecasting rule for individual systems.
The maximum wind in tropical cyclones is related to a number of factors including
sea surface temperatures, low level inflow and advection, high level outflow, topographic
factors, vertical wind shear etc. (Merrill, 1987; Emanuel, 1986; Holland, 1987). Since a lag
can be expected in tropical cyclone response to these factors, the average latitude of
maximum wind can be interpreted as the region slightly poleward of where the factors
related to intensification are maximised. For example, in the eastern North Pacific basin,
maximum winds occur while tropical cyclones are embedded in the easterlies. Here, the
cold SSTs at low latitudes cause rapid weakening as cyclones move poleward.

1.3.5.3 Variability in Tropical Cyclone Motion
The steadiness index defmed in Section 1.3.4.5 indicates the degree of variability of
tropical cyclone motion in each latitude band (Figs. 1.15-1.21). As a general rule for the
Northern Hemisphere basins, the least variability occurs in equatorial regions and the most
variability is near the mean latitude of recurvature. Interestingly, this also is the region of
highest intensity and thus of greatest forecast priority. In the Southern Hemisphere, and
particularly in the Australian region, considerable variability is found in all but high latitude
storms.
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1.3.6

Seasonal Profiles of Tropical Cyclone Occurrence

Figures 1.22-1.24 depict intraseasonal aspects of tropical cyclone frequency for each of
the seven basins (Table 1.2). Combinations of tropical cyclones in all basins also are
presented in Fig. 1.24. The time scale on these charts was adjusted to begin on 1 December
and to end 14 months later, on 31 January to avoid splitting the Southern Hemisphere
maxima.
Preparation of these figures required use of pre-satellite data, with the problems
discussed in Section 1.3.1. Further, hurricane frequency2 was not specifically documented
over the north Indian basin prior to 1980 (Mandal, 1990, 1991). These problems were
partially addressed for the north and the southwest Indian basins by computing daily
frequencies both for the satellite era, 1980/1989, and for the earlier period of available data.
The daily hurricane frequencies for the earlier years were then uniformly scaled upwards to
match the satellite era. Tropical cyclone frequencies for the southwest Indian basin were
similarly adjusted but no tropical cyclone scaling was needed for the north Indian basin.
Although no adjustments were made to the data for other basins, Holland (1981c) and
Murphy (1988) indicate that estimated surface pressures in pre-satellite and early satellite
years may have been too high in and around the Australian area. Accordingly, daily
hurricane frequencies (and perhaps, tropical cyclone frequencies) may be somewhat higher
than those depicted for these regions.
The data were smoothed using a linear moving average period of 15 days. For very long
periods of record, Neumann et al. (1987) found that a 9 day smoothing period is optimal for
removing random data fluctuations whilst preserving known seasonal variations. However,
the longer 15 day period was necessary here to maintain homogeneity with some of the
basins of short historical record. The figures also are presented in terms of the number of
tropical cyclones per 100 years to be expected on any given day (discussed in Section 1.3.4).
Figs. 1.22-1.24 reveal considerable details in the character ofthe tropical cyclone season
over the various basins. For example, some basins exhibit a sharp single maximum of
tropical cyclone occurrence while others basins shqw multiple maxima. The western North
Pacific has experienced tropical cyclones throughout the year, whilst most other basins have
several months of little,or,no tropical cyclone occurrence."
No attempt is made here to describe the met~orological reasoning for the various basin
patterns, which is covered by Frank (1987). Considerable information relating to the
Australian area and vicinity may be found in the Australian Tropical Cyclone Forecasting
Manual (Bureau of Meteorology, 1978) and for the North Atlantic in the US NHC
Trackbook (available from the NHC).

2Hurricane force winds are relatively infrequent in the north Indian basin and the early practice was to
distinguish between tropical cyclones of 63~88 km h-I maximum winds (34-48 kt) and severe tropical cyclones with
maximum winds exceeding 88 km h-1 (48kt). Current practice is to also include the hurricane stage of winds in
excess of 118 km h-I (64 kt).
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Some of the more important features depicted in Figs. 1.22-1.24 are:
o

A very well-defined maximum in the Atlantic basin (Fig. 1.22) in early September
with weaker maxima in June and October;

o

A single maximum in late August in the eastern North Pacific basin (Fig. 1.22) along
with some weaker secondary maxima. These secondary maxima may be artefacts of
the data or the data processing methodology;

o

The western North Pacific is theonly region to be active throughout the year (Fig.
1.22). A maximum occurs in early September and is followed by a minimum in
February; there are several minor peaks, which may not be meteorologically
significant even though the period of record appears to be adequate;

o

A relatively low tropical cyclone frequency in the north Indian basin (Fig. 1.23) with
the principal maximum in November followed by a clear secondary maximum in
May;

o

Double mid-seasonal maxima (January and February/March) in the southwest Indian
basin (Fig. 1.23 middle panel) and the Australian/southeast Indian basin (Fig. 1.23
bottom panel);

o

A late February maximum in the Australia/southwest Pacific basin (Fig. 1.24).

The bottom panel of Fig. 1.24 contains the total tropical cyclone activity for all basins
combined. Minimum tropical activity over the globe as a whole occurs during May; this is
followed by a maximum in September and a secondary minimum is experienced in
December. There also is a suggestion that the number of tropical cyclones reaching
hurricane intensity is greater over the Northern than over the Southern Hemisphere.
However, the magnitude of the difference is probably less than that shown in Fig. 1.24,
since: 1. all Southern Hemisphere basins use 10-min average winds, which may introduce up
to 20% bias (Section 1.3.3); and 2. considerable underestimation of southern cyclone
intensity may have occurred in early and pre-satellite years (Murphy, 1988; Holland, 1981c).
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1.4 REGIONAL CLIMATOLOGY

It is recommended that forecast offices

include local climatologies of relevance and
importance to the region here for ready
reference.
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CHAPTER 2:

TROPICAL CYCLONE STRUCTURE

"All things considered, the most imponant factors appear to
be: (a) the area influenced by the initial convergence of very
humid air determining in pan the amount of air evicted upward; (b) the temperature of the environment, influencing
the upward convection velocity; and (c) the facilities for
disposal of air aloft." Father Depperman (1947).

Robert T. Merrill
Co-operative Institute for
Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS)
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, USA
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

Tropical cyclone structure forecasting has received considerably less attention than
has motion forecasting. This is also a more difficult problem since the dynamics are more
highly nonlinear and occur on smaller scales under conditions that make them very difficult
to observe. Analysis and forecasting techniques are therefore highly empirical. Although
high resolution numerical models may provide useful forecasts in the future, empirical
methods are expected to provide the backbone of the forecasting effort Research in the next
decade should improve our understanding and conceptual models of structure change
processes.
The forecast aids presented here are based· upon our conceptual understanding as
of 1990. Because of the lack of published material in this area, many of the check sheets
have been developed specifically for the Guide and in some cases they have not been
rigorously evaluated under operational conditions. Improvements will depend heavily on
operational use, critical testing and exchange of information and ideas between the forecast
and research communities.

2.1.1 General Principles
As with any type of weather forecasting, predicting tropical cyclone structure
involves analysing the present conditions and estimating how they will change, i.e.
monitoring and forecasting. In the absence of aircraft reconnaissance information,
monitoring tropical cyclone structure is usually a problem of inferring intensity, size, and
rainfall from frequent satellite imagery and reconciling the estimated structure with infrequent
in situ observations from land stations, ships, and rawinsondes. Aircraft reconnaissance data
simplify the analysis, but still leave considerable difficulties. Structure change forecasts are
made using short-term indications from satellite cloud signatures and longer-term indications
from synoptic conditions. These indications are based on a blend of forecaster experience
and conceptual models of tropical cyclone dynamics. Because of the essentially subjective
nature of this process, each section in this chapter is accompanied by a check-list to guide
the interpretation and introduce a maximum amount of objectivity and consistency between
forecasters.
Recommendation: Because structure changes are poorly understood and difficult
to forecast, it is especially important that forecasters:
1. Keep the needs, vulnerability, and response capacity of the community in mind;
2. Know the range of forecast errors and communicate these as necessary; and
3. Keep a record of all forecasts, the reasoning that went into them, and the
results.
Tabulations of responses to all of the check-list items and the future structural changes of the
tropical cyclone being forecast, especially if maintained on a computer database, would allow
the rules to be clearly evaluated and refined after only a few seasons.
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Expert systems provide an attractive way of logging this infonnation, and of
utilising it in subsequent system upgrades. Some experimentation is currently occurring with
the use of expert systems; for example, prototype systems are being developed for use in the
Australian Tropical cyclone Workstation (F. Woodcock, personal communication, 1993).
However, since such systems are not yet in widespread use, no detailed mention is made
here.

2.1.2 Notes on Interpreting Satellite Imagery
Accuracy of Satellite Methods: The almost universal method of estimating
intensity from satellite imagery follows Dvorak (1984). This approach provides an
orderliness and common approach to analysing satellite data for intensity and intensity trend
and is the single most successful techniques used for cyclone intensity. However,· used
alone, it also is one of the most dangerous methodologies. Because it manages to keep
orderliness and a "climatological" approach, it also deceives unacceptably when explosive
deepening occurs.
A further concern is the lack of appreciation amongst forecasters of the inherent
variability in satellite analysed intensity (Sheets and Grieman, 1975; Sheets and Holland,
1980). Because the Dvorak analysis is empirical, it has been "calibrated" based on aircraft
reconnaissance in the North Atlantic and western North Pacific only. Other basin relationships between Dvorak Cl (Current Intensity) Numbers and cyclone intensity (measured as
lowest sea-level pressure or highest sustained winds) either assume the Atlantic or Pacific
scale or else have been modified locally using rare direct observations. A particular concern
here is the different wind-averaging times used in different ocean basins (see Section 1.3.3). '
Recommendation: Cyclone intensity estimates based on the Dvorak technique have
significant variability and potential for error, which is often overlooked in basins without
other direct intensity infonnation. It is recommended that forecasters take great care to
incorporate the real level of uncertainty into their forecast policy.
Diurnal Variability: Tropical convective systems, especially those at sea, undergo
large diurnal variations because of the differences in the shortwave and longwave radiation
budgets of clear and cloudy regions (McBride and Gray, 1980). Tropical cyclone structure
changes, on the other hand, show little substantiated diurnal preference. Because many
forecasting methods use trends in satellite imagery, it is critical that forecasters be aware that
cloudiness, and therefore the satellite signatures of tropical systems, also show a marked
diurnal variation unrelated to structural changes. Short-tenn trends in satellite imagery can
be very misleading and cause major forecast errors.
The diurnal variability of satellite-observed cloudiness has been described for the
Atlantic (Browner et al., 1977), the Australian region (Lajoie and Butterworth, 1984), and
the western North Pacific (Zehr, 1987). The times of maximum and minimum cloud area
in a satellite image depend upon the cloud type and therefore the range of IR (InfraRed)
brightness temperatures (Tb) being considered:
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1.

The strongest diurnal variation is in very cold (Tb < -65°C) clouds associated
with deep convection. The maximum area of such cold cloud occurs between
0300-0600 LST (Local Solar Time) and the minimum between 1200-1800
LST.

2.

The area covered by cirrus clouds (-15°C < Tb < -45°C) also follows. a
strong diurnal cycle but with an areal maximum around 1800 LST, at the time
of the minimum in deep convective cloud area.

3.

The diurnal cycle in total cloudiness (Tb < -lYC) is weaker and follows that
of cirrus, with a late afternoon (1800 LST) maximum.

4.

Heavy rain follows the same diurnal cycle as convection. The maximum
occurs between local midnight and dawn over the ocean, but can be. anytime
over land, especially when orographic effects dominate.

An idealised example of cloudiness variation is shown in Fig. 2.1. Because of these
diurnal cycles, a tropical disturbance or cyclone often appears to be intensifying between
local midnight and dawn and weakening in the afternoon. It is best to compare the current
satellite picture with one from 24 h ago to identify trends associated with structure changes.
Reaction to 6-12-h trends should only occur when they appear to be going against the
expected diurnal cycle. For example, a reduced diurnal oscillation between morning and
afternoon may indicate that the tropical cyclone is intensifying, and a sudden decrease in the
area of very cold cloud may indicate that intensification has stopped temporarily. These nondiurnal trends are covered in Section 2.3.2.

Convection

cv

Cirrus shield

0600 Local Time

1800 Local Time

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the diurnal variation in cold, convective clouds (solid line, radius
changes by 3:2 between morning and evening) and thin cirrus (region between solid and thin
lines, radius changes 10: 11 between morning and evening), and total cloudiness (entire region
within thin line). After Zehr (1987).
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2.2 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION
Tropical cyclogenesis is a continuous process that may span several days, rather than
a sudden event. At the beginning of this process a tropical cyclone does not exist and at the
end one clearly does. During this time, the incipient tropical cyclone acquires a low-level
mesoscale circulation and associated organised convection and the two (together with the
surface heat fluxes) begin to co-operate to amplify the system further. The forecaster's task
during this period is to monitor the area of responsibility for regions of co-located persistent
convection and low-level cyclonic circulation(s). Such suspect areas are intensively watched
for evidence of organisation in the convection. Formation forecasts are made by evaluating
large-scale factors, which are known to inhibit or enhance development.
Each ocean basin has operational criteria for tropical cyclone formation. These must
be monitored and appropriate administrative and procedural steps taken when they are
reached. However, when making meteorological assessments, the forecaster should always
keep in mind the idea of a process over several days, rather than an instantaneous event.

2.2.1 Monitoring Formation
The Dvorak (1984) analysis is the generally accepted means of monitoring tropical
cyclone formation and intensity changes using satellite imagery (Section 2.3.2). This section
contains additional material to identify the various stages of tropical cyclone formation and
assess the likelihood of further development using both satellite imagery and conventional
observations and analyses. Much of this additional material is adapted from recently'
completed research on western North Pacific tropical cyclogenesis by Zehr (1992). The
procedures should be applicable to other basins as well.
Zehr (1992) identifies two pre-genesis stages in his conceptual model. Two distinct
increases (superimposed on the diurnal cycle) of deep convection occur in a developing
disturbance. The first convective increase within a persistent tropical disturbance is the
beginning of Stage One. As the convection subsides, a small vortex (less than a few hundred
kilometres across) remains. This vortex will probably go undetected in conventional
observations unless they are dense or well-placed. A subsequent increase in convection in
the vicinity of the small vortex marks the beginning of Stage Two, during which the systems
acquires all of the characteristics of a minimal tropical cyclone, including maximum winds
of 17 ms- 1 (34 kt, 63 km h- 1) or more concentrated near the vortex center, a warm core, and
associated deep convection.
A suggested procedure is provided for formation monitoring and forecasting. The
procedure involves assigning each tropical disturbance to one· of three stages using satellite
and in-situ data. The stages are patterned after Zehr (1992), and are not intended to be rigid
classes based on wind speed or pressure criteria. Rather, the stages are intended to focus the
forecaster's attention on those trends or conditions associated with development.
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Stage 0 ("Pre-genesis") is initially assigned to any cloud mass containing convection that:
a)
b)

persists for at least 24 h or
fails to diminish from morning to evening according to the typical
diurnal pattern.

Once Stage 0 has been assigned, it should be maintained until convection has been absent for
an entire 24-h period. The system should be monitored for an increase in convection beyond
the diurnal cycle and the associated formation of a Low-Level Circulation Centre (LLCC),
which has a scale of a few hundred kilometres.

Stage I ("Suspect Area") is assigned to systems with current or recent (12-24 h) evidence
of an LLCC, but with diminishing or steady convection not closely associated with the
LLCC.
The distinguishing mark of an LLCC is low-level concentration; especially in
monsoon trough regions, cyclonic curvature and shear may be present but only on scales of
500-1000 km or more. The LLCC may go undetected in conventional data and infrared
imagery but is often first evident in visible satellite imagery, especially loops at full
resolution. If convection persists, the existence of an LLCC may also become apparent
through the development of curved bands. Care is required, however, as it is possible for
thick cirrus to appear highly organised without any surface circulation at all.
Convection may be less extensive than during Stage O. Stage I systems should be
monitored for an increase in convection beyond the diurnal cycle, particularly within a few
hundred kilometres of the LLCC.

Stage II ("Incipient Tropical Cyclone") is assigned to systems with current or recent
evidence of an LLCC that has increasing convection relative to the diurnal cycle in its
vicinity. Commencement of this stage often is associated with organisation of convection
into curved bands. Stage IT systems should be monitored using the intensity guidelines in
Section 2.3.
Figure 2.2 contains a work sheet for monitoring cloud masses and direct observations
for indications of tropical cyclogenesis. The procedure is designed to reconcile the Dvorak
method and whatever synoptic observations are available. It also accounts for the convective
burst that often occurs during the formation process (Zehr 1990).
As indicated by the previous discussion, the critical events of development are
establishment of a small-scale low-level vortex and co-located persistent convection. Satellite
imagery (especially visible loops) is the most useful data source. Where available and
trustworthy, in situ reports can assist in detecting a low-level "centre of action" within a
convective mass. Pressures are especially useful in trade-wind areas. Unusually low
pressures or 24 h pressure falls (2 hPa or more) at reliable stations should be noted,
especially if concentrated in a relatively small area.
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FORMATION EVALUATION CHECKLIST:
SYNOPTIC FACTORS: 1 for "yes", 0 for "not sure," -1 for "no"
SEA LEVEL PRESSURE ANALVSIS
.
Is sea level pressure 2 hPa or more below surrounding area or c1irnatological mean? _ _
Is low pressure anomaly concentrated over an area 500 km radius or less?
Are 24 h pressure tendencies less than -2 hPa
Is the area of pressure falls less than 500 km in radius?
LOW-LEVEL WIND ANALVSIS
Are there anomalous winds in a cyclonic sense relative to climatology in the
vicinity of the disturbance?
Are there two or more wind observations within 500 km of each other indicating
cyclonic curvature (turning at least 90°) within the disturbance?
Are the winds defining the circulation in excess of 10 m/sec relative to the moving
disturbance?
Do the disturbance-relative winds have a local maximum within 500 km radius
of the middle of the disturbance?
RAWINSONDE ANALVSIS
Is the disturbance at least 2°C warmer than its surroundings at
300 hPa (200-500 hPa thickness anomaly of 60 m or more) ?
Is cyclonic curvature evident between 850-500 hPa

SF= __

SUM OF SYNOPTIC FACTORS

l
SF

APPLY DVORAK
CLASSIFICATION
(refer to Section 2.3.2
and Figs. 2.6 -2.8)

Dvorak T number
Unclassified I 1.0 to 2.0 I 2.5 or more

4 to
10

ONE

ONEI
TWO·

TWO

-3 to
3

ZERO

ONE

TWO

ZERO

ZERO

TWO

~.

Determine Stage
Consult Table at
right using Synoptic
Factors total and
Dvorak T unmber
TWO: go to Section 2.3
"Intensity"
ZERO or ONE: go to
Fig. 2.4.

-10
to -4

*TWO if gales observed within 250 km of circulation
center or if previous Stage ONE circulation now
embedded within convection.
~

I

Figure 2.2: Monitoring formation. Begin keeping these records for any Stage 0 system (see
page 2.10) and continue at 6 or 12 hourly intervals until the system has completely
dissipated. Each circulation center within a larger region of disturbed weather should have
its own evaluation as well.
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Surface winds are more difficult to interpret because of local circulations (land-sea
breezes and the like) or nearby rain showers; time-sections should be kept for stations in
suspicious areas to help detect persistent trends. Turning of the wind, between stations or
with time at a single station, is especially noteworthy. Strong winds are not necessarily
significant; they may be part of a large scale feature such as a trade or monsoon surge, the
disturbance may be moving rapidly, or there may be a local squall. Subtracting the velocity
of the disturbance to obtain disturbance-relative winds can be helpful; for example, the 15
ms- 1 (30 kt) trades poleward of a disturbance moving west at 10 ms- 1 (20 kt) are only 5 ms- 1
(10 kt) in a relative sense. Local maxima in wind speed that are embedded in the curved
flow defIning the circulation and are close to its centre arehigWy signifIcant.
Rawinsonde and jet aircraft reports, when available, can provide valuable indirect
evidence of the development of the deep, warm-core structure associated with a tropical
cyclone. Upper-tropospheric warm anomalies and low- to mid-tropospheric cyclonic
curvature are supporting evidence of tropical cyclogenesis.

2.2.2 Forecasting Formation
The internal dynamics of incipient tropical cyclones are diffIcult to observe in most
situations and the relationship between internal processes and large-scale conditions are
poorly understood, so forecasting is usually reduced to "watchful waiting." The environ.:.
mental influences that are easiest to measure are those that inhibit formation, and clear cases
of non-development are relatively frequent. Cases where formation can defmitely be forecast
to occur are much less common; often the large-scale conditions do not appear adverse, yet
an apparently vigorous disturbance fails to progress. A work sheet for formation forecasting
based on satellite and conventional observations ofthe environment is presented in Fig. 2.3.
Satellite signatures: For evaluating the satellite signature and shear, the disturbance
centre should be placed in order of priority: at the LLCC; at the CSC (Cloud System Centre,
Section 2.3.2, Step 1); or at the overall centre of the most persistent convection during the
last 24 h if no circulation is evident. As noted in Section 2.2.1, the degree of organisation
(presence of an LLCC or curved convective bands) is an indication of the stage of formation.
Future trends are best inferred from the tendency (relative to the diurnal trend) of the area
covered by cloud tops colder than about -65 C. Emphasis should be given to deep
convection in the vicinity of an existing circulation.
0

Satellite imagery can also indicate adverse environmental conditions. The cloud-band
rule (last on the list of inhibiting factors) has been extensively used in the Northern
Hemisphere as part of Dvorak's (1984) procedures, but its utility has been questioned in the
Australian region. It should therefore be applied tentatively in the Southern Hemisphere until
more convincing evidence of its usefulness is obtained.
Weldon and Holmes (1991) have recently published guidelines for using water vapor
(6.7 micron) imagery in identifying favourable environments for tropical cyclone formation.
These rules have not been incorporated in this Guide but appear promising for basins viewed
by geostationary satellites fItted with a water vapor channel.
Environmental Factors: Vertical shear should be computed from the vector
difference of horizontally averaged winds in a ring 500-1000 km around the disturbance. An
alternate method for computing the horizontal averages is described in an appendix at the end
of this chapter.
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FORMATION FORECASTING CHECKLIST:
EVALUATE SATELLITE SIGNATURE:
Note the change in the area covered by IR cloud tops colder than -65°C within 250 km radius of
the disturbance centre in a 24 h period, or relative to the diurnal cycle. If it is
INCREASING with time
COLDER
DECREASING or REMAINING THE SAME
WARMER

EVALUATE INHIBITING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS:
Enter "2" if yes, "1" if not clear, and "0" if no.
VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. 2.-J:
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)
D = Diameter of region of persistent
convection (km)

=

=

SI Shear index 100S/Dsinelat)
SHEAR INDEX of 15 or more?
HORIZONTAL SHEAR: Surfacellwe level anticyclonic horizontal shear and/or
curvature across a 500 km radius circle centred on the disturbance
TROPICAL CYCLONE located within 1000 km of the disturbance
Disturbance separated from OTHER MAJOR CONVECTIVE FEATURES,
especially ITCZ bands, by less than 500 km
Disturbance is moving generally westward (260°-320° in Northern Hemisphere,
220°-280° Southern) AND there is a CLOUD BAND within 2500 krn poleward
and westward of the disturbance and the distance is decreasing

I.F. = _ _

SUM of INHIBITING FACTORS

":>

Satellite
COLDER

LF.
6-10

LF.
0-5

I

NOT LIKELY

I

POSSIBLE
watch for increasing convective band
curvature

I

Satellite
WARMER

I

NOT LIKELY
system could
dissipate

NOT LIKELY
watch for appearance of
LLCC in VIS
imagery

I

I

I I

IF.

6-10

LF.
0-5

ONE

Satellite
COLDER

~

I

Satellite
WARMER

IMMINENT
subseqUent
development will
be slow

NOT LIKELY but
monitor for
improving
environment &
convective burst

IMMINENT
subsequent
development
could be rapid

PROBABLE if
low-level surge
is evident,
POSSIBLE
otherwise

Figure 2.3: Forecasting fonnation; the work sheet should be evaluated at 6-12 h intervals
for each system being monitored.
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Climatology: Climatology can help estimate the probability that a given disturbance
will progress to tropical cyclone stage, especially when large-scale synoptic information is
scarce. Disturbances in favourable regions and seasons should be regarded as a greater
threat unless the synoptic conditions are clearly adverse; the converse is true of disturbances
in areas and at times where tropical cyclones seldom form. Care needs to be taken with
climatology, since rare and potentially dangerous conditions are neglected. This can be
alleviated to some extent by keeping additional climatological information of the important
rare events, such as rapid development.
Maps of tropical cyclone formation by month or other periods can provide a useful
forecast aid. The archiving procedures suggested below will make these maps more useful
with each passing year. Track records from the pre-satellite era should be used with caution;
the beginning of a best track may only indicate where the tropical cyclone was known to exist
based on conventional data. Formation may have actually occurred well prior to that.

2.3 TROPICAL CYCLONE INTENSITY
The Dvorak (1984) analysis is the worldwide standard for tropical cyclone intensity
monitoring in the absence of aircraft reconnaissance and is the most commonly used method
of intensity forecasting as well. An important part of the technique is a climatological
development rate, which provides a basis for estimating intensity changes.
Research by Holliday and Thompson (1979) indicates that 75% of all western North
Pacific tropical cyclones deeper than 920 hPa have experienced a period of rapid intensification of 42 hPa d-! or more. Extreme deepening rates of nearly 100 hPa d-! have been
observed. All tropical cyclones, even the weaker ones, should therefore be regarded as
potentially serious.
One conceptual model of tropical cyclones at sea is that they are self-amplifying
systems. They will intensify until they reach a Maximum Potential Intensity (MPI) unless
their surroundings disrupt them, as is frequently (and fortunately) the case. The potential
intensity is primarily a function of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and tropopause temperature (Emanuel, 1988b), so passage over colder water (or land) reduces the MPI. Strong
vertical shear of the environmental flow is the most common factor limiting intensification
in tropical and subtropical latitudes at sea. Tropical cyclones with a compact core of maximum winds and strongest convection are thought to intensify more rapidly, as are those that
are well below their potential intensity. Another commonly held view is that interactions
with upper-level troughs, either oftropical or subtropical nature, may further tropical cyclone
intensification under the right conditions!.
The threat of rapid intensification resulting in a very destructive tropical cyclone
should therefore be considered greatest for compact, well-organised circulations with warm
SST, a high tropopause, and relatively low vertical shear of the environmental flow. The
Dvorak method contains detailed procedures for evaluating the satellite signature of a tropical

!These rules have not been rigorously shown, and the physical mechanisms are poorly understood.
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cyclone in terms of its current and near-future intensity and is included in abbreviated fonn
in Section 2.3.2 for convenience. Work sheets designed to modify the Dvorak forecast
development rate based on other information are then presented and discussed. Also
described are other forecast methods that show promise but are not fully developed or require
specific regional implementation.

2.3.1 Observing Methods
Direct measurements of intensity in the form of wind and pressure observations are
seldom available. The eye and area of maximum winds cover a very small area and are
unlikely to affect a station directly, especially for a ship whose captain is intent on avoiding
the opportunity to observe the most severe part of the tropical cyclone. Observations from
anywhere within the circulation are helpful (see Section 2.4) but alone reveal little about
intensity (Holland, 1981c; Weatherford and Gray, 1988). The area of destructive winds can
be very concentrated, especially in the case of a rapidly developing tropical cyclone.
The most common estimates of intensity are those inferred from satellite imagery
using Dvorak analysis (Section 2.3.2). It is also possible to monitor the upper-tropospheric
warm anomaly directly using passive microwave observations from satellites. Thermodynamic sounding retrievals from the NOAA Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) have been
statistically related to central pressure reduction and maximum winds for tropical cyclones
in the North Atlantic (Velden, 1989) and western North Pacific (Veiden et al., 1991). The
technique has not been used operationally but is expected to have errors similar to the
Dvorak analysis. It also performs less effectively on rapidly developing tropical cyclones,
but does have the advantage that each estimate is independent of earlier analyses. Thus the,
Velden technique does not suffer from an accumulation of errors that may occur with a
Dvorak analysis.

2.3.2 The Dvorak Intensity Analysis Technique
The Dvorak technique forms the basic intensity analysis method for most tropical
cyclone forecast offices (McBride and Holland, 1987). It exists in various forms and has
been modified by many forecast offices for their own local procedures. The version used
here has been abstracted from Dvorak (1984) and follows that used in WMO (1987). The
overall approach is summarised in Figs. 2.4-2.6 and described below.

Step I: Locate the Cloud System Centre (CSC): The CSC is the focal point of all
curved lines or bands of the cloud system, or the geometric centre of the eye, if present. A
full description of its location is provided in Section 3.2.3.

Step la: Initial Development: Disturbances showing signs of development into tropical
cyclone intensity (see Section 2.2) are classified as T1. To be so classified, the disturbance
must have the following three properties:
ID1. It has persisted for 12 h or more;
ID2. It has a cloud system centre defined within an area having a diameter of 2.5 0 lat
or less, which has persisted for 6 h;
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ID3. It has an area of dense, cold « -3 PC) overcast greater than 1.5° lat in extent
that appears less than 2° lat from the centre. The overcast may also appear in
cumulonimbus lines that curve around the centre.
Considerable variability of cloud pattern often is observed during the Tl stage.
Curved cirrus lines often develop in association with upper-level anticyclonic shear and may
indicate patterns far more advanced than Tl at the time of the initial classification. These
patterns do not involve deep tropospheric circulations at this time and will be short lived so
that the Data T-number on day 2 may be analysed as less than that on day 1, as is consistent
with the two-stage conceptual model of tropical cyclogenesis. These weak systems are also
especially prone to diurnal and non-periodic oscillations in convection which have no
relationship to the slowly varying circulation (Section 2.2.1). The rule is to never lower the
T- number at night during the first 24 h of development. Note that a classification of Tl
forecasts tropical cyclone intensity (TI.5) 36 h after the Tl observation only when the
environment is expected to remain favourable. A minus symbol is used after the Tl to
indicate a Tl pattern that is not expected to develop.

Step 2: Determine the Pattern Type: The manner in which the cloud system centre
is defined determines which of the following pattern types would be used. When the cloud
pattern being analysed does not resemble one of the patterns, proceed to Step 3.
Step 2a. Curved Band Pattern
Step 2b. Shear Pattern
Step 2c. Eye Pattern
Step 2d. Central Dense Overcast (CDO) Pattern
Step 2e. Embedded Centre Pattern
General Analysis Rules:
GAl. When short-interval pictures are available, use the average measurement of all
of the pictures with well-defined features taken within the 3-h period ending at
analysis time;
GA2. When two or more T-number estimates are made from the same picture, use the
estimate closest to the Model Expected T-number (MET);
GA3. When in doubt concerning ambiguous features, bias the analysis toward the
MET;
GA4. When two or more clear-cut Data T-number estimates are made for the same
picture, and there is uncertainty on which is the most representative, split the
difference between the two.
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Step 2a: Curved Band Pattern: The intensity estimate is derived by measuring the arc
length of the curved band fitted to a 10° logarithmic spiral overlay. The spiral overlay is
fitted to the axis of the coldest overcast gray shade (most dense clouds) within the cloud band
and should rougWy parallel the overcast edge on the concave side of the band. When the
band indicates two possible axes, use the one with tightest curvature. Cellular clouds and
small breaks in the cloud band should be ignored. As the curved band pattern evolves it will
usually be defmed by the dark gray shade, but may at times appear defined in warmer or
colder shades of gray. At times the boundaries ofthe band must be interpreted from its form
in previous pictures.
The associated Data T-number (DT) is taken from Fig. 2.4a or 2.5a. Curved band
measurements may be used with both visible and EIR pictures until an intensity of DT4.5 is
reached. For EIR patterns greater than DT3.5 use measurements from Fig. 2.5a.
During the first 2 days of development (Tl to TI), the amount of overall band
curvature may change excessively, very little, or even decrease somewhat for short periods.
Thus, the tendency should be to raise the T-number by one during the first 24 h of
development as long as the band remains curved enough for TI and clear signs of weakening
or rapid development are not apparent. It is also important to allow at least 24 h to pass
between a T2 and a T4 classification. Even though the coiling process has been observed
to be faster than this at times, the surface pressure. does not fall accordingly.

Step 2b: Shear Patterns: Shear patterns most commonly occur during early
development and weakening. They are identified by the cold clouds moving to one side of
the cyclone and developing a sharp edge.
The DT is derived from both the method of defming the CSC and the distance
between the low cloud centre and the dense, cold overcast. For tropical storm intensity
(T2.5-3.5), the centre will be defmed by parallel, circularly curved low cloud lines with a
diameter of 1.5° lat or less near or under the edge of a dense, cold ( < -31°C)} overcast
cloud mass. For weaker systems (T1.5-2.5), the low cloud centre will either be poorly
defined in spiral lines within 1.25° lat of the cold overcast clouds, or circularly defmed near
a small, dense overcast « 1.5° 1at diameter).
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Step 2e: Eye Pattern: Eye patterns are analysed for systems which have been at T2 or
greater for 24 h and have an eye (Section 3.2.3).
DT

=

The data T-number is derived from,

E + EA + SF

where: E the' Eye number, EA the Eye Adjustment number (Fig. 2.4a,2.5a) and BF is the·
Banding Feature number (Fig. 2.5a). The eye adjustment factbrisdeterminedby using the
table next to Step 2ain Fig. 2.4a and th~·l1l1es at the top right hand corner of Fig. 2.5a.
The BF addition is· used with EIR pictures only when the T-'number estimate ~ithout the BF
is lower than th~ model expected T-number.

Step 2d:

cno

Pattem (Visible imagery): CDO patterns consist of a dense,

solid-looking mass of clouds covering the cloud system centre Generally, well defmed CDOs
of at least 10 lat width are associated with tropical stortil intensitieswhilst those measuring
20 lat or more are associated with hurricanes. Banding features (BF) are usually added to
the CF term for cno patterns (Fig. 2. 5~).
.

Step 2e: Embedded Centre Pattern (Infrared imagery): Embedded centre patterns
are analysed when the tropical cyclone has had a previous history of a T3.5 or greater
intensity and when the CSC is dearly indicated to be within cold overcast ( < goC). Curved
cloud lines or bands within the cold overcast as well as the outer curved·bands.will indicate
the location of the CSC within the overcast. The analysis of this pattern is similar to the eye
pattern analysis except that no eye adjustment factor is added (Fig. 2.4a).

a

Step3: Central Cold Cover (CCC) Pattern: The GCC pattern consists of an
approximately circular, cold or dense overcast covering the cyclone centre or comma head
and obscuring the expected signs of pattern evolution. The CCC pattern usually is associated
with arrested development (Figs. l.4b, 2.5b). Care should be exercised under the following
conditions:
.,.
.
CCI. Do not confuse a CCC pattern with a very cold comma pattern, usually
indicated by a very cold comma tC).il and head, with smooth texture and an
indication of a wedge;. Curved cirrus lines or boundaries usually appear around
the cold pattern and not around the CCC pattern.
CC2. Do not assume weakening in a CCC pattern when the comma tail begins to
.decrease in size, as is commonly observed; also the CCC often warms as the
eye of the T4 pattern begins to develop.

Step 4: Past 24-h Trend: The trend of the past 24-h intensity change is determined by
other observations, or by comparing the current and 24-h past cloud features. Development
is generally associated withincreased organisation and better defmed central features. Signs
of development (D) include:
DJ. Curved band pattern: Curved band coils farther around theCSC;
D2. CDOpattern: CDO becomes larger or an increase in banding features is noted;
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D3. Shear pattern: CSC becomes more tightly defmed in curved cloud line or
appears closer to the dense overcast.;
D4. Eye pattern: Eye is more embedded, more distinct (wanner), less ragged, or
is surrounded by colder (smoother textures) clouds, or more banding features;
D5. No significant (non-diurnal) warming of the cloud system is noted.
The cyclone has weakened(W) when its cloud pattern indicates a persistent trend opposite
to those listed in (1)-(5) above. Watch in particular for patterns that become sheared or
exhibit wanning (lowering) of cloud tops that is NOT associated with the diurnal cycle. The
cyclone has become steady state (S) when:
A central cold cover appears in a T3. 5 or greater tropical cyclone or has
persisted for more than 12 h in a weaker cyclone;
S2. The CSC's relationship to the cold clouds has not changed significantly;
S3. There are conflicting indications of both development and weakening.
SI.

Step 5: The Model Expected T-number (MET): The MET is detennined by using
the 24-h old T-number, the D, S, or W, decision in Step 4, and the past amount ofintensity
change of the cyclone. When the growth rate has not been established in the case of new
developments or reversals in trend, assume a past rate of change of oneT-number per day;
generally:
Cl Number/Yesterday's T-Number
1
(1.5) 2
3
0

4

5

(5.5) 6

(6.5) 7

8

24-h Forecast Cl Number/Today's MET
D
1
1.5/1 (2.0) 3
4
5
1
(1.5)
2
S
4
3
0
1
(1.0) 1
W
0
2
3

6
5
4

(6.0) 6.5
(5.5) 6
(4.5) 5

(6.5) 7
(6.0) 6.5
(5.5) 6

8
7
7

Rapid or slow past rates of change are established when two consecutive analyses showing
rapid or slow pattern evolution are observed at 6-h or more intervals, or when one
observation of strong intensification or marked weakening is made (see Step 10).

Step 6: The Pattern T-number (PT): The pattern T-number is used primarily as an
adjustment to the MET when an adjustment is indicated, as shown in Figs. 2.4b, 2.5b.

Steps 7,8: Determining the Final T-number: The fmal T-number is determined
from the rules in Figs. 2.4b, 2.5b. Constraints are used to hold the T-number within acceptable bounds and avoid misinterpretations of marked changes.
Step 9:

The Current Intensity Number: The Cl number relates directly to the

intensity of the tropical cyclone and is determined from the T-number by the rules in Figs.
2.4b, 2.5b. Table 2.1 indicates the empirical relationship with intensity.
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After each intensity analysis, the previous analyses of the tropical cyclone should be
reviewed for consistency. When an error was made in the previous day's analysis, correct
the T-number to provide athore accurate model"'-expected intensity. This correction may at
times alter the current intensity analysis.
Table 2.1: Empirical relationship between the current intensity number (Cl), the Maximum
sustained l-min Wind Speed (MWS ,'ld), arid the central pressure (hPa) in tropical cyclones.
The' central pressure values for the western North Pacific are from Shewchuckand Weir

(1980).

.

Cl

0.0

0.5 '

1
1.5
'2
2.5
3
3.5
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4.5
5
5.5
6
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(kt)
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(Atlantic)
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1009
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TROPICAL CYCLONE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
June

1983

STEP DESCRIPTION RULES -

DATElTIME

I

T-NUMBER ESTIMATE FROM MEASUREMENTS
FOR DATA T-NUMBER (DT) COMPUTATION
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Figure 2.6: Work sheet for applying the Dvorak technique
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2.3.3 Forecasting Intensity Changes
At present, intensity change forecasts are made using the Dvorak model development
curve (Section 2.3.2 Step 5), statistical methods, and subjective assessment of satellite
imagery and environmental conditions. The statistical methods are similar to those developed
for predicting motion but are generally less effective because intensity trends can change so
quickly. Basin-specific statistical blends ofclimatology and persistence have been developed
using multiple regression (Jarvinen and Neumann, 1979, Merrill, 1987) and Markov chain
methods (Leslie and Holland, 1991). A statistical method combining enviromnental
parameters (vertical shear, upper-tropospheric fluxes of angular momentum,and circulation
size) withclimatological parameters and an empirical estimate of the potential maximum
intensity has shown promise for. Atlantic basin tropical cyclones (DeMaria and Kaplan,
1993). These statistical models are developed in the same way as those used to predict
tropical cyclone motion. Forecasters interested in developmg such techniques for local use
should refer to the section ontropical cyclone motion, especially regardirig CI1PER-type
methods' and references to the statistical procedures used.
Figure 2.7 provides a work sheet for intensity forecasting that merges the Dvoiak
method with other forecaster rules ,and incorporates some recent research results. It is an
attempt. to retain the usefula.nd physically reasonable predictors from several Sets of
empirical roles and.also to account explicitly for extratropical transition and tnmsfonnation
(Section2.5). Many sets of empirical rules have been developed in the form of flow charts
and check lists but few have been rigorously verified and evaluatedl • . As noted at the end
of Section 2.2, detailed records of the responses to all of the,work sheetentrlesand the
subsequent 'behaviour of the tropical cyclone would be extremely useful in ref~g. this
method.
The favourable and unfavourable satellite imagery signatures associated with cloud
bands .were developed in the Atlantic basin and their usefulness in the Southern Hemisphere
has beenquestibned.· They' should be applied tentatively there and their usefulness
documented further.
The vertical, shear under ,environmental features should be calculated using..areaaveraged' winds in the upper and lower troposphere. A method for ,computing such .averages
is presented in the appendix to Chapter.2..
The adjustment for "outftowjets" is based upon an Atlantic basin results (MerliU,
1988) that: 1. the outflow jet (Fig.. 2.8) tends to wrap nearly all of the way around tropical
cyclones that have stopped deepening well below their MPl; 2. the jet exits the region within
a quadrant or two for intensifying systems.

1

See Bebert (t978) for one example of .arigorous evaluation ofacheck sheet

Page'L..24,

Yes

POSSIBLE EXTRATROPICAL TRANSFORMATION
Prepare composite analysis and 24 h prog chart (Fig. 2.19),
Estimate time to intersection between tropical cyclone and
low-level frontal zone based on present motions.

No

...

wNo

Yes

Proceed to
"Extratropical
Tansformation"
(Section 2.5
Fig. 2.2.23)

SATELLITE IMAGERY
SIGNATURES
FAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear'1
Two succesive Ovorak T-numbers at least 6 h apart indicate rapid development
A Dvorak T-number increase indicating rapid development, accompanied by:
A very cold pattern (defined by -70°Cl"white" enhancement)
A comma cloud pattern
Number of quadrants with outlflow indicated by cirrus bands emanating
from COO (0-4)
Cirrus bands "fanning" equatorward and eastward of CDO
ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPONENT OF
MOTION (Northern Hemisphere bearing approx. 260-320°; Southern bearing approx. 280-220°)
No cloud bands within 2500 km in westward/poleward quadrant
Band (previous item) exists but is bowed away from the tropical cyclone (if no band
enter 1)
Band exists but is non-convective (if no band enter 1)
Band exists but is retreating poleward and becoming less convective in last 24 h
(if no band enter 1)
Band exists but it and the tropical cyclone have become further apart in last 24 h
(1 if no band)
TOTAL FAVOURABLE FACTORS (0-13)

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
UNFAVOURABLE SATELLITE IMAGERY SIGNATURES

t
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns.
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UNFAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear")
TCcloud pattern warmer than 24 h ago, or warming relative to diurnal trend over
at least 12 h. (Unless previously had Cold Cloud Cover)
Above, plus warming sufficient to lower Dvorak T-number.
Central Cold Cover (CCC) has persisted at least 3 h
TC moving into stratocumulus region
VIS imagery shows arc clouds emerging, frolll·CDO
Eye 'be~~l11ing larger, less distinct, or concentric
Cirrus lines in outflow becoming less curved with time
ADDITiONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPoNENT OF
MOTION
Cloud band exists within 2500 km in westward/polewaI'd quadrant AND
Band is bowed towards the tropical cyclone
Band is convective
Band is expanding equatorward and becoming more convective in past 24 h

'--'--

Band and tropical cyclone have become closer in last 24 h.
TOTAL UNFAVOURABLE (0 to 11)

subtract "UNFAVOURABLE TOTAL" from "FAVORABLE TOTAL"
and evaluate:
RATE (T-NUMBERS PER DAY)
SUM
Strongly favourable
1.5 to 2.0
9 to 13
1.0
Favourable
5 to 8
2 to 4
Slightly favourable
0.5
Neutral
0.0
-1 to 1
.Slightly unfavourable -0.5
-4 to -1
-7 to -5
-1.0
Unfavourable
-11 to -8
Strongly unfavourable -1.5 to -2.0

Forecast 24 h intensity tendency (in Dvorak T-numbers) based on
favourable and unfavouralble satellite imagery signatures

~

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSES

~,
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (conLd).
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Forecast ten dency (T/day) based on satellite imagery
(brought forward from last page)

,.
VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. A2.1):
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)

----

o =Diameter of COO (km)
SI = Shear index

=100S/Dsin(Olat)

ADJUSTMENT for SI of:
30 or more
-1.0 T per day
-0.5 T per day
i5to 29
O.OT per day
Oto 14

--

OUTFLOW: evaluate using upper-tropospheric analysis (nominally 200 hPa). See Fig. 2.8 for the
procedure to define the "principal outlflow jet")
Number of quadrants with outflow (0-4)

01=

Outflow jet constriction. Number of complete
quadrants the principal outflow jet passes
through within 1000 km radius of center (0-4)
02=
ADJUSTMENT for 01-02 of
-0.5 T per day
-4to 0
0.0 T per day
Ho 2
0.5 T per day
3to 4

--

FINAL INTENSITY FORECAST
Forecast tendency (T/day) after corrections (do not forecast
T-number change of less than -1.5 or more than +1.5 T-day.
regardless of corrections)

FT

Dvorak Current Intensity (Cl)
Estimated Max. Potential Intensity for SST of __DC
at 24 h FORECAST position (Fig. 2.9)

MPI

Forecast intensity (Dvorak) use smaller of MPI and CI+FT

FI _ _

(Vmax, m/sec) _ _

Cl

(MSLP, hPa) _ _

Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (cont.d).
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did not pass outward across
circle around Central Dense
Overcast (COO)
60° (beanng where outflow
streamline
leaves
circle
aroundCDO):

11000 km radius

150° (bearing where outflow
streamline passes beyond
1000 km radius)

Figure 2.8: A method for defining the "principal outflow jet" using an uppertropospheric streamline analysis. All streamlines which cross a circle around the tropical
cyclone's core convective region are candidates, shown with intermediate line widths. Of
these streamlines, the one which is associated with the strongest wind speed within 1000
km of the tropical cyclone center is designated the "principal outflow jet." In the
example, it exits the storm at a bearing of 60" and crosses 1000 km radius at 150',
having passed through 90' of azimuth, or one complete quadrant.
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The maximum potential intensity (MPI) can be estimated using the theoretical curve
in Fig. 2.9 and maps of climatological or observed sea surface temperature (SST) and
tropopause temperature, which should be close to the outflow temperature for more intense
systems. The MPI so obtained is in terms of central pressure, which can be convered to a
Dvorak Cl-number for use at the end of the intensity change work sheet using Table 2.1 or
a local Cl/pressure relationship.

RH = 80%
40

38
36

Hypercanes

34

Ts (OC)

32

30
28
26
24
1000

22
20 '

o

I'
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- 45
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1
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" 1
- 90

"I
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" I"
-120

), i
-135

To (OCl

Figure 2.9: Maximum potential intensity (central pressure in hPa) as a function of sea
surface and outflow temperatures from Emanuel (1988b). An ambient pressure of 1013 hPa
and a relative humidity of 80 percent are assumed.

2.4

OUTER STRUCTURE

The problem of analysing and forecasting the outer circulation of tropical cyclones
has received much less attention than any other aspect of structure and structure change. Its
importance depends entirely upon the vulnerability of the persons and property at risk. A
common example is an airport with a single runway. A cross wind of only 20-30 kt causes
no damage by itself but may be enough to prevent aircraft from taking off and escaping the
much stronger winds to come. To the airport manager, the extent of 30 kt winds around the
tropical cyclone, and their anticipated time of arrival at the field, are important forecasts
indeed!
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No standard definition exists for outer circulation. The most common definition
appears to be the extent of gale force (17 mS-I, 34 kt) winds at the surface. This is typically
100-500 km from the centre and can be highly asymmetric. Another measure is the Radius
of Outer Closed Isobar (ROCI), which is related to (but not interchangeable with) the radius
of gale-force winds. Climatologies of the ROCI exist for the Atlantic and western North
Pacific, where it has been observed to vary between 100 and 1000 km (Merrill, 1982).
Both measures are poorly related to intensity (yYeatherford and Gray, 1988); it is possible,
even common, to find small tropical cyclones with extremely high maximum winds and very
large ones with weaker maximum winds.
All else being equal, filling tropical cyclones tend to be larger than intensifying ones
(Merrill, 1982). More details can be found in Holland (1987).
Outer circulation is conceptually one of the easieraspecis of tropical cyclone structure
to predict. The governing dynamics, particularly for tropical cyclones entering the
subtropics, are more nearly those of large-scale mid-latitude systems and do not involve the
complex and largely unobservable interactiot,ls between vortex, convection; and surface
processes which dominate the core region. Unfortunately, lack of directed research to date
means that a climatology of the radius_ of outer closed isobar (ROCI) and a few general
principles implied by it are the onl-y fotecastaids available at present.
Hence this Guide can only present general principles and climato10gical information.

2.4.1 Observing Methods
The outer circulation is probably the easiest element to observe directly and the most
difficult to infer remotely from satellite imagery, for which recent attempts have met with
mixed results. Because ships skirt tropical cyclones, the peripheral circulation is often well
observed if it affects shipping lanes. Although these observations often defme the regions
where there are no gales, this is useful information for analysis. When defIDing the outer
circulation near land, issues of anemometer exposure and land-sea roughness difference need
to be carefully considered; the gale-force isotach defined at sea can be very slow to advance
inland.
Low level satellite cloud motions produced at larger national centres also may be
available, either directly or incorporated in analyses transmitted from these centres. These
may define the outer circulation well in quadrants free of high cloud, but except in relatively
symmetric tropical cyclones they should not be considered representative of other quadrants.
Studies of mean conditions in convective bands associated with tropical cyclones (Wei and
Gray, 1985) indicate that surface winds are higher in major cloud bands than in clear regions
at the same radius.
Passive microwave radiometers, such as the SSM/I aboard the US DMSP series, can
be used to estimate surface wind speeds in rain-free areas. These observations are based on
scattering from the wind-roughened sea surface and have shown skill in monitoring peripheral
winds around tropical cyclones (Rappaport, 1991).
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2.4.2 Forecasting Changes in Outer Circulation
The climatology of ROCI for the North Atlantic and western North Pacific are
contained in Figs. 2.10, 2.11. Note the frequency of larger tropical cyclones late in the
season and at higher latitudes in both basins; the western North Pacific also has a tendency
to produce large systems at low latitudes that is not apparent in the North Atlantic. The
following general principles are suggested:
1.

The initial size of the tropical cyclone is related to the environment in which
it forms. Most tropical cyclones form near monsoon troughs and tend to be
large initially. Tropical cyclones forming in trade-wind regimes tend to be
smaller;

2.

Tropical cyclones often contract as they intensify, and tend to expand as they
fill;

3.

Subsequent changes in size follow the change in the tropical cyclone's surroundings. Those which move out of the monsoon trough into the trades may
contract. Those which approach a mid-latitude surface trough or enter a break
in the subtropical ridge often expand as they are sandwiched between surface
anticyclones (Fig. 2.12);

4.

Very large tropical cyclones are most common in the subtropical latitudes late
in the season. The typical synoptic situation is for the tropical cyclone to
move poleward ahead of a mid-latitude trough with the subtropical ridge to its
east and a more baroclinic anticyclone to the west.

Particularly in cases 3 and 4, but also for monsoon troughs in which a westerly wind
surge accompanies tropical cyclone formation, the extent of gale force winds is likely to be
highly asymmetric. It is helpful to devote as much attention to predicting the movement and
pressure changes in surrounding synoptic systems as to the tropical cyclone itself. For
instance, a developing anticyclone will often be associated with an increased pressure
gradient and stronger winds between itself and the tropical cyclone and lead to increased
asymmetry. Fig. 2.13 provides a schematic life cycle for tropical cyclones that form in a
trade-wind regime.
No known statistical methods exist for predicting outer circulation changes. The
ability of dynamical models, both limited area or global, to predict tropical cyclone size have
not been evaluated either, although their results probably depend heavily upon the size of the
bogus vortex if one is specified and they should therefore be used with extreme caution.
Because the vortex size is believed to be related to the dynamics of tropical cyclone motion,
a recent emphasis on motion research may indirectly lead to more attention to outer
circulation analysis and prediction as well.
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Figure 2.10: Percentage of large tropical cyclones relative to all systems in the period
1961-1969 that passed through 5° Marsden squares during August, September and
October in the western North Pacific (after Merrill, 1982).
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Figure 2.11: Percentage of large tropical cyclones relative to all systems in the period 19571977 that passed through 5° Marsden square during August, September and October in the
North Atlantic (after Merrill, 1982).
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Figure 2.12: Examples of lower-tropospheric environments associated with a small tropical
cyclone (left) and a large, or growing tropical cyclone (right).
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Figure 2.13: Average changes of size and intensity of 12 recurving Atlantic hurricanes.
The circle is the radius of the average outer closed isobar. (Merrill, 1984),
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2.4.3 Archiving Procedures
Recommendation: It is recommended that the radius of outer closed isobar, and/or the
radius of gale force winds in four quadrants along, and normal to the direction of motion be
added to the "best track" archived for tropical cyclones. Within a decade or less, this will
enable climatology-persistence class multiple regression methods to be prepared for each
tropical cyclone basin. Synoptic conditions associated with very large or very small tropical
cyclones, or rapid increases in outer circulation, should also be summarised and catalogued.

2.5

EXTRATROPICAL TRANSITION

Tropical cyclones that penetrate into the middle latitudes pose special forecasting
problems. Over three-fourths of tropical cyclones crossing 30· latundergo "extratropical
dissipation" and weaken as they move over land or colder water or encounter the vertical
wind shear associated with mid-latitude baroclinity. As cooler air enters the western portions
of the circulation, the tropical cyclone may expand (Section 2.4) and spread high seas and
moderate winds over a much larger area, while still retaining a concentrated core with active
convection. Eventually, the convection may either cease entirely or be displaced well east
of the center and extratropical dissipation begins. Dissipating tropical cyclones, especially
those with a large circulation, retain winds of well over gale force aloft within 1-2 km of the
surface for several days. Any process which causes vertical mixing (convection or passage
over rough terrain) can therefore result in strong surface winds.
The remaining one-fourth of tropical cyclones passing into the middle latitudes
interact directly with a frontal zone and undergo extratropical transformation to produce an
extratropical cyclone with far different dynamics and distribution of wind and rainfall (Brand
and Guard, 1978; Muramatsu, 1985). The differences in characteristics between a tropical
and extratropical cyclone are summarised in Fig. 2.14 and Table 2.2.
During transformation, the cyclone may be a confusing and rapidly changing mixture
of tropical and extratropical characteristics. Sekioka (1970) describes transformation types
as "compound" or "complex" based on low-level synoptic structure.
Compound
extratropical transformation occurs when the tropical cyclone merges with a pre-existing
extratropical cyclone, which usually intensifies because of the additional diabatic heat and
moisture. Complex extratropical transformation occurs when a tropical cyclone approaches
a frontal zone and induces a new low-pressure wave on the front. The tropical cyclone then
typically accelerates into this wave and a single extratropical cyclone results. The structure
changes associated with both of these processes are described in Section 2.5.3.
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Extratropical transfonnations have received little attention from the tropical cyclone
community. Rapidly developing marine extratropicallows, or bombs (Sanders and Gyakum,
1980), have received much more attention. These systems develop in a baroclinic
environment, but their mature state is strongly influenced by surface fluxes and diabatic
processes and they have some structural features in common with tropical cyclones. Newton
and Holopainen (1990) provide a thorough review of their structure and dynamics. Some
of this knowledge may be applicable to transforming tropical cyclones as well, so that
blending of tropical and extratropical forecasting methodologies might be beneficial.

Table 2.2: Structural and dynamical changes associated with extratropical transformation.

Element
Tropical Cyclone
Temperature Axisymmetric, warm core
strongest aloft

Extratropical cyclone
Strongly asymmetric with fronts at
low levels

Wind

Mostly axisymmetric and
concentrated, with strongest
winds typically to the right
(NH) of motion

Highly asymmetric and less
concentrated with speed maxima
in both cold and warm air masses,
especially near fronts

Rainfall

Somewhat symmetric, often
heaviest to the right (NH) of
the motion

Asymmetric, often heaviest on the
poleward side of the cyclone

Energetics

Baroclinity produced locally
by evaporation from the sea in
high wind and low pressure.
Kinetic energy produced by
concentrated, largely symmetric
ascent in convective clouds in
the warm core, subsidence in
the eye and weak subsidence
outside.

Concentration of existing large scale
baroclinity by cyclone-scale thermal
advection. Kinetic energy produced
by cyclone-scale ascent in the warm air
and subsidence in the cold air.
Condensation in the ascent
region provides additional energy.

2.5.1

Climatology

Climatologies of extratropical transfonnations which are of use to forecasters are not
generally available. A goal of the IWTCs is to encourage tabulation of transfonnation events
in different basins using standardised definitions and procedures.
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Climatologies may be either geographical or synoptic. A geographical climatology
of the number of tropical cyclones entering the mid-latitudes by basin is provided in Table
2.3. Synoptic climatologies, such as Table 2.4 (from Brand and Guard, 1978), are more
useful to forecasters since they quantify such issues as the length of various periods of the
cyclone lifecycle and frequency of transformations by type. This climatology, based on only
a single year of data, could be used as a starting point for tabulations in any basin by those
who are familiar with the subtleties of the records. Other basins will certainly differ
quantitatively and may have other patterns besides compound and complex as well, but these
will only become known through systematic archival and summary in each basin. Such
climatologies can then serve as the starting point for specific forecasting rules and guidelines.

2.5.2

Analysis Procedures

Tropical cyclone remnants should be tracked as long as possible. Visible satellite
imagery is especially useful for analysing these systems, as the low-level circulation center
(LLCC) can be followed even if the convection has dissipated or is no longer organised. It
is also important to follow the mid-tropospheric remnants (which may follow a different
course than the LLCC) because they contain abundant moisture. Heavy rain can quickly
develop if a tropical cyclone remnant is drawn into an extratropical weather system, even if
the tropical cyclone's low-level circulation has become insignificant by itself.
Table 2.3: A climatology of tropical cyclone movement into middle latitudes by basin,
compiled from recent season summaries (Foley, 1989). Comparisons between basins are
difficult because some offices (JTWC for example), drop a tropical cyclone from their logs
once they have determined extratropical transformation is complete. Others (eg, NHC,
Miami) may carry a cyclone as extratropical for a period of time (see Section 1.3.4).

Region

Years

NW Pacific
NE Pacific
Atlantic
S. Pacific
S. Indian
N. Indian
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5
4
4
4
4
5

Cyclones
132
74
37
54
68
26

Poleward of
25 30

35

40

45

66 49
1
9
32 31
32 19
17 8
0
0

27
0
24
10
4
0

8
0
15
0
1
0

0
0
9
0
0
0

2.5.2.1

Synoptic Analysis

Extratropical cyclogenesis occurs as low-level ascent associated with wann advection
becomes superimposed with upper-level ascent associated with cyclonic vorticity advection.
In individual cases, either the low-level or upper-level component may dominate. Foley
(1989) cites cases of both types. Unfortunately, descriptions of extratropical transformation
have been almost entirely from conventional analyses rather than satellite imagery, so the
suggested analysis procedures are also weighted quite heavily to traditional .synoptic
meteorology methods. This is unsatisfactory given the lack of conventional data over the
oceans (although it is possible to prepare somewhat useful analyses using only surface and
upper-troposphere data).
Muramatsu (1985) suggested that the extratropical transformation encompassed several
of the following features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The temperature and moisture fields develop distinct asymmetries;
The organised core convection becomes disrupted and disappears;
The circulation in middle and upper levels becomes disrupted and weakens;
The major precipitation bands shifts towards the front eastward quadrant;
Dry, cold air intrudes into the circulation from the front;
The area of gale force winds expands and beComes highly asymmetric.

Analysis and forecasting of extratropical transition should take such features into account.

Table 2.4: Synoptic climatology of western North Pacific extratropical transformations from
Brand and Guard (1978) based on a single season -- 1971.

Classification by type:
Number of cases not dissipating over land:
Number of "complex" transformations:
Number of "compound" transformations:
Number of dissipation at sea:

16
12
3
2

Classification by duration:

Mean
Standard
Deviation
Maximum
Minimum

Number of days:
pre-recurvature
recurvature to
transformation
3.9
1.5

2.8
8.9
1.0

0.9
5.5
0.3

extratropical
4.4

2.7
9.3
0.7
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Fig. 2.15 suggests symbols that can be used to highlight low-level and upper-level
features of interest for monitoring extratropical transitions. These features are also important
for forecasting the occurrence of heavy rain, as described in Section 2.6. Selected features
from the low-level analysis (surface or 850 hPa), mid-level analysis (500 hPa), and upper
level analysis (200, 250, or 300 hPa), which are associated with vertical motions or thermal
and vorticity advection, can be identified and plotted together on a "composite chart." The
degree to which features are becoming aligned in the vertical can be readily seen, and the
composite chart itself becomes a compact archival form for synoptic information about the
case.
Examples of composite charts for a complex transformation with slight redevelopment
(Agnes, 1972) and a compound transformation with explosive redevelopment (Hazel, 1954)
are shown in Figs. 2.16-2.18 and 2.19-2.20, respectively. The Agnes (1972) transformation
did not result in a strong extratropical low but did cause widespread heavy rain and· severe
flooding (Di Mego and Bosart, 1982a,b; see Section 2.6).
Agnes is initially dissipating over land within an upper-level ridge (Fig. 2.16). One
day later, a front and upper trough advance into the region (Fig. 2.17). The front
subsequently merges with Agnes (Fig. 2.18), which is then centred beneath an upper trough.
The Hazel (1954) transformation was far more rapid and violent. A rapidly advancing front
and upper trough with a very strong jet stream overtake severe hurricane Hazel as it accelerates northward (Fig. 2.19) and a severe extratropical cyclone with a highly asymmetric wind
distribution results within 12 h (Fig. 2.20).

2.5.2.2 Satellite Image Interpretation
Unfortunately, no widely used satellite image classification technique in the manner
of Dvorak (1975, 1984) exists for extratropical transformation, although some cases have
been examined by Sekioka (1970) and Herbert and Poteat (1975). Guidelines for interpreting
imagery associated with extratropical cyclogenesis are available and are provided in Fig.
2.21. The initial development signature (Fig. 2.21a) is called a "baroclinic leaf"; it is a
region of solid middle- to high-level cloudiness parallel to the surface front and high-level
jet, with the incipient surface low located near its equatorward upstream corner. As the
extratropical low develops, the leaf deforms into a comma cloud made up of multi-layer
cloud with considerable variability (Figs. 2.21b-c).
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Figure 2.17: Composite chart using the symbology of Fig. 2.15 for the remnants of
Hurricane Agnes on 1200 UTC 21 June 1972.
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Figure 2.18: Composite chart using the symbology of Fig. 2.15 for the remnants of
Hurricane Agnes on 1200 UTC 22 June 1972.
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Figure 2.19: Composite chart using the symbology of Fig. 2.15 for 0300 UTC 15
October 1954, as Hurricane Hazel approaches the middle Atlantic coast of the United
States ahead of an extremely vigorous baroclinic trough.
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Figure 2.21: Satellite image patterns associated with extratropical cyclogenesis (from
Newton and Halopainan, 1990). Dashed lines indicate cirrostratus cloud decks, crosshatching front clouds, and dots low-middle level cloud decks.
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2.5.3 Prediction
2.5.3.1 Numerical Models
Research numerical models have successfully simulated both marine extratropical
cyclogenesis and extratropical transformation of tropical cyclones. Unlike tropical cyclone
intensity, the horizontal resolution requirement should be within reach of regional models and
the highest resolution global models. However, at IWTC-ll (1990), it was indicated that the
performance of operational NWP models on extratropical cyclones has tended to be poor.
Analysis uncertainties may be responsible, as may an inadequate treatment of boundary layer
and diabatic processes. If the latter error source dominates (as some studies of rapid
extratropical cyclogenesis seem to indicate), model physics packages may be improved
sufficiently to provide good guidance. In any case, numerical model performance should be
noted and recorded in connection with potential cases of extratropical transformation so that
strengths and weaknesses can be reliably identified.

2.5.3.2 Empirical Methods
No clearly documented empirical methods for forecasting extratropical transition exist.
A suggested decision aid is provided in Fig. 2.22. It is patterned after those used for
intensity change and rainfall and has received very little testing. Care thus needs to be taken
with its application, and local documentation of the results is strongly recommended. One
example of a controversial hypothesis in Fig. 2.22 is that strong redevelopment during
extratropical transition will not occur without favourable upper-level conditions. Although
this may be true, it has not been adequately tested either empirically or theoretically and
forecaster prudence is recommended.

2.6 RAINFALL
Tropical cyclones contain extremely warm, moist air, cover an area of up to 1 million
square kilometres, and move relatively slowly. Hence, they are capable of producing very
heavy rain. Especially difficult forecast situations arise when a cyclone is moving inland and
redeveloping as a flood depression, or during extratropical transformation, when anew,
hybrid system of the type described in Section 2.5 may rapidly develop and produce heavy
rain.
Quantitative prediction of tropical cyclone rainfall is very difficult for three reasons:

1.

Rainfall itself is difficult to measure accurately, which hinders both
operational analysis of rainfall and the development of improved forecasting
aids;

2.

Current errors in track prediction mean that accurate rainfall estimates cannot
necessarily be transformed into precise predictions, this being especially a
problem when a cyclone is moving near regions of significant orography;
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EVALUATEUPPER-TROPOSPHERIC SUPPORT
Check all that are overspreading or approaching the tropical cyclone
500 hPa cyclonic vorticity advection (CVA)
500 hPa height falls
200-300 hPa divergence or diffluence
200-300 hPa jet streak, especially poleward exit region
midlevel "comma cloud," especially if convective
If above are generally evident, upper support is FAVOURABLE, otherwise
UNFAVOURABLE

-r

EVALUATE POSSIBLE TRANSFORMATION TYPE
Is there
A significant surface low (one or more closed isobars at 2 hPa spacing)

__
OR
A "baroclinic leaf' satellite signature (see Fig. 2.218) within the frontal zone
In the region towards which the tropical cyclone is moving?
__

If generally evident
transformation type is COMROUND (a merger and development of the tropical
cyclone and a pre-esixting low). otherwise
transformation type is COMPLEX (tropical cyclone induces and merges with new
low)

1

Likelihood of transformation resulting in a STRONG extratropical low
.,

Upper support
Transform-ation
Type
FAVOURABLE

UNFAVOURABLE

POSSIBLE
COMPOUND

PROBABLE

Especially if existing frontal low is
deepening

NOT L1KELY but watch for::
COMPLEX

PROBABLE

"baroclinic leaf' forming in frontal zone
"self-development" of trough upstream
of tropical cyclone outflow ridge

Figure 2.22: A suggested decision strategy for analysing and predicting extratropical
transfonnation of tropical cyclones.
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3.

InteraCtions 5etweeIItt6piCarcyc10tl(~s and btnetWeatlier systems (Section 2~5)
are themselves complicated and-poorly uilderstood;so that-heavy rain in areas
of large-scale asceht and high humidity ar,edifficu1tto'prediCt;,' .
'

4.

'Even within clearly defmed threat ,areas, mesoscateprpcesses, which are
poorly understood and difficult tQJ11omtor, may.,determine'thedistribution of
heavy rainfall.

As with other aspects of tropical cyclone structure forecasting, operational numerical
models generally lack the resolution and physical processes to prediCt rainfall accurately and
explicitly but they are rapidly being improved., They may be especially useful in determining
threat areas in complicated situations.
Research on tropiCal cyclone rainfall has tended towards intensive examination of a
few cases. Improvements in forecasting ability, especially of regional peculiarities, would
be well served by the development of a simple archive of the relevant synoptiC features and
resulting rainfall for a wide variety of cases. Were this available, forecasters.wou1d be able
to classify each new situation within the range of typical patterns and perhaps make a more
accurate prediCtion of the heavy rain threat area.

2.6.1 Rainfall Measurement
Rainfall is very difficult to measure accurately, especially for small areas, heavy rain,
and short periods of time. Three methods are commonly used:
Rain Gauges: are very simple and direct. Unfortunately, convective rainfall is extremely
variable in the horizontal (Fig. 2.23), so a rain gauge network must be very dense.
Otherwise a local extreme can be misinterpreted as the amount for an entire region. High
winds such as found in tropical cyclones may also cause turbulence around the gauge and
lessen its catch unless special shielding is used. Rain gauge networks are of most value in
providing the ground truth, however limited, for indirect radar and satellite estimates.
Radar: can continuously cover a 200 km radius circle over all conditions, unless blocked by
terrain. It is less prone to sampling problems than gauges because of its continuous spatial
coverage and implicit averaging over an area determined by the pulse length and beamwidth.
Radar measures the strength of radio pulses scattered back to the radar by precipitation
particles, which is related to their size and type (rain, snow, hail) by a rather complex
equation. The size and type of particles is in turn related to rain rate by a less clearly known
relationship, based on empirical Z-R relationships' (Batten, 1973) determined by comparing
radar and rain gauge measurements. The relationship varies according to the radar and type
of weather system.
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Figure 2.23: Three-hourly isohyets (mm) centred on 1200 UTC 21 June 1972 (left) and
1200 UTC 22 June 1972 (right) during the extratropical transformation of Hurricane Agnes.
These times coincide with the composite analyses in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18 respectively. Note
the complex pattern and extreme spatial variability (DiMego and Bosart, 1982a).
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Satellite Imagery: can be used to estimate rainfall by empirical relationships based on the
shape, texture and (infrared) black-body temperature of the tops of clouds. Although the
relationships are not overly accurate, the large area and frequent time coverage make this a
useful initial estimate of tropical cyclone rainfall over the ocean.
Satellite Microwave Measurements: use either radiometers measuring upwelling microwave
radiation, or active "radars" in space, which work on the same principle as ground-based
radars. Several systems are currently being tested and show significant promise for
quantitative determination of tropical cyclone rainfall. Their operational use is untested at
this stage, however.
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2.6.2 Rainfall Analysis and Forecasting
Because of the meteorological complexity, measurement limitations, and lack of objective
aids, analysis and forecasting of heavy rain associated with tropical cyclones can at best.be
indicative of likely outcomes. A suggested mode of operation is to frrst classify the situation
as uncomplicated or complicated.
Uncomplicated situations satisfy the following conditions:

1. The tropical cyclone is relatively well developed;.
2. The tropical cyclone is a day or less from landfall and is moving rapidly enough
such that its precipitating region will pass over a given point completely within a day
or less;
3. There are no topographic features within the path of the tropical cyclone which
are significant enough to appreciably alter the rainfall;
4. There are no significant nearby weather systems, including frontal zones, jet
streams, or upper-level cut-off lows, which are likely to interact with the tropical
cyclone during its passage inland.
Unfortunately, the majority of forecast situations near landfall involve rapid changes
in the character and structure of the precipitation as the system moves inland and interacts
with orography and other weather systems. Simple extrapolation procedures will not work
very well and the situation is therefore complicated. About the best the forecaster can do
in advance is identify a general threat area based on the locations of the tropical cyclone and
surrounding weather systems. The actual locations of heavy rain must then be identified as
the event proceeds in order to identify areas which are accumulating dangerous amounts of
rainfall. In the absence of dominating terrain, mesoscale processes such as the development
of new convective cells at the merger of old convective outflow boundaries generally
determine where within the threat area the heavy rain actually falls. If these mesoscale
focusing mechanisms are quasi~stationary, extremely heavy rain may fall even though the
individual convective elements are moving relatively quickly.

2.6.2.1 Uncomplicated Situations
Under these conditions, a reasonable precipitation forecast can be made by estimating
the present spatial distribution of rainfall rates within the tropical cyclone and assuming that
they will persist throughout its passage over a given point. A technique for making such
forecasts using geostationary satellite imagery is summarised in Fig. 2.24 and a simple
example is shown in Fig. 2.25 (Spayd and Scofield, 1984). Note that the rainfall rates vary
by a factor of 5 or more for a given region of the satellite signature (precipitation class). It
is therefore not necessary to be precise in calculations in order to get an estimate well within
the uncertainty of the technique. The dominant factors are the translation speed of the
tropical cyclone, the size of the region of active precipitation, and the overall character of
the satellite signature (expanding and cooling or contracting and warming).
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The example in Fig. 2.25 is included to indicate the method of making time and
distance calculations. The example uses average rain rates for all regions and does not have
a leading-edge band (LEB) or embedded cloud tops (BCT). Total rainfall in LEB and BCT
regions can be very significant, especially if a band is oriented roughly parallel to the tropical
cyclone motion. In this case one region may be effected by the entire length of the cloud
band. Because the actual locations of BCTs vary, it is acceptable to use a percent-coverage
approach. For example, the passage of an outer band area 200 km wide at a speed of 5 ms-I
(10 kt, 20 km h- 1)) with embedded cloud tops covering 10 % of its area would result in an
expected exposure of 9 h of OBA (outer band area) and 1 h of BCT.

2.6.2.2 Complicated Situations
The task in complicated rainfall situations is twofold: 1. detennine in advance of onset
the general areas where heavy rain is probable; and, 2. monitor the event as it develops for
areas that accumulating dangerous precipitation totals. As an aid to the fIrst task, a checklist
is provided in Fig. 2.26, together with some typical synoptic-scale patterns associated with
mid-latitude flash floods in Fig. 2.27 (adapted from Maddox et al., 1979).
Similar confIgurations to those in Fig. 2.27 occur for tropical cyclones in subtropical
latitudes with complicated rainfall situations. The general threat area is between the upstream
500 hPa trough and the downstream ridge, in the vicinity of the 850 hPa low-level jet and
the cool (downstream) side of any low-level frontal zones (even weak ones) or convergence
lines. Surface boundaries are an especially important factor in localising the heavy rain.
Such boundaries do not have to be synoptic-scale fronts; it is quite common that an area of
heavy convection will move away but leave a pool of cool air and weak high pressure at the
surface. The boundary between this cool region and the warm, moist air flowing into the
large-scale system is a preferred area for repeated convective development, with each episode
renewing the boundary for the next. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 2.27(c).
The series of composite charts for the remains of Hurricane Agnes (Figs. 2.17-2.19)
illustrate some of the ingredients of a complicated situation involving a tropical cyclone
remnant, orography, and pre-existent upper-level waves and low-level frontal boundaries.
At 1200 UTC 20 June (Fig. 2.17), the center of the remnants of Agnes was just onshore near
32°N 84°W. A 500 hPa trough extended north-northwestward from the center with a 500
hPa ridge along 75°W. Within the general threat area dermed by the trough and ridge, other
features were highly dispersed. The 200 hPa jet was· well to the north and surface
boundaries and wann advection regions were near the north and east edges of the map.
By 21 June (Fig. 2.18), Agnes had moved northeastward along the coast. The frontal
zone had advanced from the west, warm-air advection had developed over a large area to the
northeast of Agnes' center, and the 500 hPa ridge and 200. hPa jet had redeveloped and
rotated counter-clockwise, bringing nearly all of the heavy rain factors together in the region
between 35-40oN and 77-83°W. Heavy rain was falling in the areas marked with the four-dot
symbols (see Fig. 2.23 for the rainfall accumulation). The separate area of heavy rain near
42°N and 800 W was apparently associated with the northern portion of the advancing trough
in the westerlies. The overall distribution of heavy rain relative to the trough and tropical
cyclone remnant resembles the schematic in Fig. 2.27d.
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Figure 2.24: Determining rainfall rates for an uncomplicated situation followingSpayd and
Scofield (1984). This technique is illustrated in Fig. 2.25. It should not be applied for
periods longer than 24 h.
STEP 1.

Identify and sketch the outlines of the following satellite imagery features and
the storm center onto a piece of glass or clear plastic placed over the current
storm position on a tracking map.

Wall Cloud (WC): the area within 40 km of the outer edge of the eye or the cloud system
centre if no eye is present. Omit regions with no high cloud, even if
within 40 km.
Central Dense Overcast (CDO): as defmed by Dvorak (1974, 1985).
Leading Edge Band (LEB): the frrst-convective band on the front of the storm.
Outer Band Areas (OBA): the edge of all other outer convective cloud regions.
Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT): overshooting tops or extremely cold areas within the OBA.
STEP 2.

Move the overlay along the forecast track and note the length of time each
rainfall region effects the forecast location(s) in the "Elapsed Time" column.
Refer to comments in text for assigning times when Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT)
are present.
Region
WC
CDO
LEB
OBA
ECT

Elapsed Time (h) Rate (mm h-1)
a bed e

25
10
10
5
5 10

50
25
25
10
25

Rainfall (mm)

75
50
50
15
50 100

TOTAL
STEP 3.

Determine the rain rate for each region. For areas that will affect the point. ..
more than 6 h after analysis time, use the average rate (c) for that precipitation
category.
.within 6 h of analysis time, use the higher rain rates for those which are
expanding, becoming colder, or are highly textured in visible
and the lower rates for those which are diminishing or warming.
Note that the range of rates for BCTs varies from the OBA minimum to 100 mm
h1

STEP 4.
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•

Multiply the elapsed time by the selected rate, enter the result the rainfall column,
then sum to arrive at the predicted rainfall for the location.

A

~

B

Core (from outer edge of
eyewall to 50 km radius)

-

"

Eyewall (10 km thick)

- -----

Precipitation
Class
periphery

_.

Rain Rate
(mm/h)

8

Distance
(km)
225

-

-

- -

- - --

Time (hours)
(distance/speed)
11.25

Precipitation
Contribution
90

Storm Total

90 mm

..

-

-. -

-.---_ .. --_.. ------

Precipitation
Class
periphery
(front)
core (front)
eye wall
(front)
eye
eye wall
(rear)
core (rear)
periphery
(rear)

. -- . - .. --- -

\.----

-

--

. ---

8

Distance
(km)
100

Time (hours)
(distance/speed)
5

Precipitation
Contribution
40

25
50

30
10

1
0.5

30
25

--

20
10

1
0.5

--

30
50

1
2.5

30
20

Rain Rate
(mm/h)

50
25

8

Storm Total

25

170mm

Figure 2.25: Example of the technique used in Fig. 2.24.
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Figure 2.26: Forecasting and monitoring rainfall during a complicated situation. ),
n1

This is intended to be an example of how a real case appears in a composite chart
sequence. Variability is the rule, and considerable work remains to be done to pool the
experiences of forecasters in different basins by making case summaries available using common
symbology and notation.

Determining threat areas: Heavy rain threat areas should be revised at least every 12 hours.
Threat areas can change. New threat areas can develop.
This procedure requires a set of composite charts prepared as described in Fig. 2.15. The heavy
rain threat area for the time (analysis or prognosis) covered by the composite chart is defmed
as the intersection of .areas defmed by surface and 850, 500, and 200 hPa features as listed
below:

Satellite: The threat area always includes areas of current heavy convection.
Surface: The upstream edge of the threat area (relative to the surface flow) is one or more
of the following: the edge of the coastal plain or beginning of terrain gradient, a frontal
boundary, an outflow boundary from previous convection, or the upstream end of a
surface convergence zone. The downstream edge is the 15°C isodrosotherm, or a
mountain ridge line (beginning of downslope flow).
Tropical Cyclone Track: Add to the threat area the area along the forecast tropical cyclone
track and extending outward to the width of the current central dense overcast (CDO).
850 hPa: The threat area is a corridor 100-200 km on either side of where the low-level jet
crosses the surface threat area.
500 hPa: The threat area is beneath and upstream of the upper ridge and bounded to the west
by the trough or upper low centre.

200 hPa: Threat areas are in regions of jet streak divergence (left-front and right-rear of speed
maxima in the northemhemisphere) and streamline diffluence.
The more of the above features present in a region, the greater the threat of heavy rain. The
surface features should receive the maximum emphasis.

Monitoring the Event: Use the rainfall rates for OBA and BCT from Fig. 2.24 to estimate
rainfall rates every 1-2 hours or as often as imagery is available. Be especially alert for small,
rapidly expanding cells as they typically produce much higher rain rates than large, impressive
cloud shields which are often mostly stratiform. Maintain a single map with positions of active
cells from each estimate as this will indicate:
1)
2)
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where large accumulations are probably occurring, and
preferred areas of redevelopment, which in conjunction with surface analyses can
help refme the threat areas.

b)

a)

Ik

I
f

I

IS

\

d)

c)

IS

IS'
20

\

\
\
I

I
I
/

Figure 2.27: Typical patterns associated with mid-latitude flash floods (a-c; adapted from
Maddox et al., 1979) and with the remnants of Hurricane Agnes approaching the baroclinic
westerlies (d; adapted from Carr and Bosart, 1978).
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On 22 June (Fig. 2.19) the region of juxtaposed heavy rain threat factors had shifted
northward by about 5° lat, associated with the movement of Agnes. The southern end of the
heavy rain area was determined by the 500 hPa trough axis (westward from Agnes' centre) and
a transition from warm to cold air advection.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE WINDS AROUND
TROPICAL DISTURBANCES AND CYCLONES
This method uses variable weights around the circle to represent the shear directly over .
the disturbance more accurately, while still preserving the conservatism of area averaging.
Fig. A2.1 shows a common situation in which the tropical cyclone is situated several
hundred kilometres equatorward of a jet.
The following page indicates the vector
components (u,v) of the total wind at eight points around the circle and shows two different
ways of computing their average. Note that uniform weighting gives a resultant wind speed
of 19 kt. The suggested variable weighting gives a reduced speed of 12 kt because the zonal
winds north and south of the center (and the meridional winds east and west) receive less
weight.
Figure A2.!: An example of upper-level flow around a tropical cyclone to illustrate the
variable-weighting method of computing vector average winds.

(260170)

(260/50)

(260/50)

(200/10)

(170/5)

(060/12)
(070/5)

(080/10)
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(68.9,12.2)

(49.2,8.7)

(49.2,8.7)

(3.4,9.4)
(-0.9,4.9)

(-10.4,-6.0)

Calculation of resultant u and v with uniform weighting

U;;;:..!.(68,9+49.2-0.9-4.7-:9.8-10.4+3.4+49.2):: 18.1 kt
8 .
l '

,

v:: '8(12.2 +8.7 +4.9 -1.7 -1. 7 - 6,0+ 9.4 +8.7) :: 4.3 kt
0

V = (18.1,4.3);;257 /19 la
Formulas for calculating weight

sin %e·>wv =cos2 e
e;; ; bearingclockl"v'ise from North

'W ~ ;;

,.

Calculation of resultant u and v with variable weighting
1

..'

u= 4[O.5*(49.2+49.2-4.7~10.4)-O.9+3.4] ;;11.0 Id
1

.

v::;: 4 [0.5*(8.7 +8. 7 -1.7 -6.0)+4.9+9,4];; 4.8 let
V = (11.0,4.8) =246~ 112 kt
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CHAPTER 3:
TROPICAL CYCLONE MOTION

"When the free vorlex rotates in the same sense with the
master vorlex, the former moves around the latter and the
distance between them decreases" s~ Fujiwhara (1921)

Greg J. Holland
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Forecasting the future location of a tropical cyclone is universally considered to be
the most important function by tropical cyclone warning centres (McBride and Holland,
1987). This level of importance is reflected in the· large number of forecast techniques that
have been developed using a wide range of approaches, from empirical through statistical and
dynamical. Until recently, technique development, together with improved observing
methods in some basins, had resulted in a slow, but steady decrease of forecast error of
approximately 1 % per year (Neumann, 1981). Over the past five years, a marked increase
in basic research on tropical cyclone motion has occurred, including several concomitant field
experiments in the western North Pacific region (Elsberry and Abbey, 1992). At the same
time the resolution and initialisation of tropical cyclones in numerical models have been
considerably improved. Shatp improvements in forecast skill have resulted, with some
cyclone regions having record low levels of forecast errors in 1991/1992 (F. Woodcock,
personal communication, 1992).
Substantial improvements are still possible and to be expected, however. Mean
forecast errors increase almost linearly to 72 hours, are approximately 30 % of the cyclone
displacement over the same time, and, when nonnalised by climatology and persistence, have
a small initial skill that increases with time (Pike and Neumann, 1987; Leslie et aI., 1990).
The distribution is skewed towards large forecast errors, so that the median error is
significantly better than the mean. Eliminating these large errors would produce a major
improvement in forecasting.
The ultimate limit on forecast errors seems to be much lower than the current level.
Bell (1979) compared the best track analyses from several western North Pacific cyclone
warning centres (during a period of both aircraft and satellite observations) and found that
the uncertainty in the initial location lay around 40 km. Simple extrapolation of this
uncertainty level using CLIPER, or the commonly noted linear error growth rate, provides
forecast errors that are half those of current forecast techniques. This simple analysis
indicates that the current forecast errors may be twice the level dictated by predictability
limits.
Further improvements in track prediction will come from several areas, including:
research, improved observations, numerical models and statistical techniques. Continued
research is required to elucidate the fundamental processes and to provide a solid foundation
for future technique development. Improvements in observations are essential, especially
those required to better locate tropical cyclones and defme their outer circulation and near
environment. Improvements in numerical models can be expected to provide further
improvements .in forecast skill. In particular, improvements will come from better model
resolution, the use of synthetic observations to fill in gaps, better assimilation of the cyclone
and its environment, and the use of coupled atmosphere/ocean models. Coupling numerical
model and statistical forecasts will continue to provide further improvements.
An interesting and powerful new approach is to combine some estimate of the forecast
skill with the forecasts. This can be done by so-called Monte Carlo methods of integrating
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a numerical model many times, whilst introducing slight changes to the initial analyses
(Palmer et al., 1992). Alternatively, the forecasts from several centres can be combined in
a manner which indicates the degree of forecast uncertainty (Leslie and Holland, 1991).
This chapter describes the approaches used for analysing and forecasting tropical
cyclone position. It is divided into four main sections covering position analysis, forecast
techniques, the approach to forecasting, and verification methods. Because of the strong
operational content of the motion chapter in A Global View of Tropical Cyclones (Elsberry,
1987) some overlap exists on the description of forecast techniques.

3.2 POSITION ANALYSIS
Fixing the current cyclone position is the ftrst step in making a track forecast. Since
the forecast quality is dependant on the accuracy of the initial fix, considerable care is
warranted in this analysis stage. Highly accurate positioning is especially important for short
range forecasts in critical situations, such as near landfall, but large position errors have
resulted in major forecast failures at all times.
An example of the importance of accurate initial cyclone locations is shown by Table
3.1 (Woodcock, personal communication, 1993). By comparing forecast errors for tropical
cyclones with good, fair and poor initial position location, Woodcock· found the following
relationship:
FE

=

IE + 6. 3a t,

(3.1)

where FE is the forecast error after at hours, and lE is the initial location error. As
indicated by the numbers in parentheses in Table 3.1, Eq. 3.1 accurately reproduces the
observed error growth. This growth is equivalent to a mean speed error of 6.3 kmh- 1, which
is independent of initial forecast error. Thus, on average an initially bad position location
will be carried through the whole forecast period.
The survey by McBride and Holland (1987) indicated that cyclone position analysis
depends primarily on surface observations, satellites and land-based radar. Whilst most
centres would prefer aircraft reconnaissance, this is now only available in the North Atlantic.
This section is based on these survey results. First we examine some analysis pitfalls, then
we discuss methods of analysis using different observing systems.
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Table 3.1: Operational tropical cyclone forecast errors ·stratified by initial position error.
The numbers in parentheses are those derived from Eq. 3.1.

TIME (h)
00
12
24
48

INITIAL POSITION ERROR (km)
> 100 km
0-25 km
25-100 km
15
55
150
91 (91)
131(131)
222 (226)
217 (206)
286 (301)
178 (166)
382 (317)
392 (357)
442 (452)

3.2.1 Analysis Pitfalls
There is no such thing as a "true" position ofa tropical cyclone. The centre, or
location is a function both of how we choose to define it and of the type of observing
equipment used. For example, satellite and radar are used to locate the geometric centre
of a circular region of cloud or rainfall encompassing the eye. Unless there is an exposed
surface centre, satellite imagery tends to show the location of the mid-level circulation, which
can be quite different to that at the surface in a weakly organised or sheared cyclone.
Similarly, radar observations first locate the upper rain features at a distance, then
progressively sample lower levels as the cyclone approaches.
The surface pressure and wind centres are rarely co-located with the geometric centres
shown by radar or satellite, or with each other. A simple calculation using a symmetric wind
and pressure field, defined by the tropical cyclone profIle of Holland (1980), indicates that
the pressure and wind centres maybe displaced by half the radius of maximum winds for a
moderate cyclone moving at 5-10 ms-t.
Weak systems are a particular analysis problem as they may be strongly sheared or
contain multiple centres. The aircraft observations for developing tropical cyclone Irving in
Fig. 3.1 provide one example of multiple centres. Which centre to select to represent the
actual cyclone is a moot point. During development, one centre may tend to dominate for
a period, but then be displaced by a separate centre. Several cases have been found where
sharp changes in best tracks have been associated with this changing dominance of multiple
centres. Further, some major and near catastrophic forecast errors have been made by
analysts following an incorrect feature, or local circulation centre during satellite analysis.
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Figure 3.1. Aircraft reconnaissance observations and related satellite imagery for developing
Tropical Cyclone Irving showing the presence of multiple centres (data obtained during the
TCM-92 experiment in the western North Pacific).
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Figure 3.2. Track of tropical cyclone Tracy (1974) showing the trochoidal oscillation
observed on radar (from Bureau of Meteorology, 1977).
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A common analysis difficulty arises from the presence of small-scale oscillations in
tropical cyclone tracks (Fig. 3.2). When accurate, high frequency observations, such as from
land-based radar, are available these oscillations can be resolved and are included in the final
track. However, on most occasions the data are insufficient for such detailed analysis, the
track is smoothed to some extent, and may be biased by the available ad hoc observations.
In making an operational fIx, it is often nearly impossible to tell whether an analysed position
to one side of the previous track is due to poor data, a real oscillation, or a long term change
in direction. This can lead to major forecast errors if the wrong interpretation is made.
There also is a natural tendency for analysts who have carefully considered all aspects
and available data to overestimate the accuracy of the derived location. As noted in the
introduction, Bell (1979) found a mean difference between "best track" analyses for the same
storms of 40 km, or roughly one eye diameter. These results were for combined aircraft and
satellite fIxes, and for offices that had access to each other's position analyses in making the
best track. It is of interest that the mean operational errors for one of the centres, the
JTWC, were found to be 35 km by Curry et al. (1985), slightly less than the differences
between best tracks.
The often confusing claim and counter claim on accuracy of cyclone centre fixes
should be treated with caution. A study by Holland (1981c) indicated both the changing
quality of the historical record in Australia and the potentially major analysis errors arising
from use of surface observations, even those of good quality and coverage. In particular,
studies that provide error statistics for satellite fixes made in conjunction with aircraft should
not be transferred directly to regions with only satellite data. For example, Curry et al.
(1985) found mean satellite position errors for the JTWC in the western North Pacific to ,vary
from 20-55 km during a period when aircraft reconnaissance also was available. But in the
Australian region, where there was no aircraft reconnaissance available, Keenan (1981) found
a 76 km mean difference between the operational satellite fIxes by JTWC and the Australian
Tropical Cyclone Warning Centres.

3.2.2 Using Aircraft Observations
The best method of locating a tropical cyclone is by direct observation from aircraft.
Unfortunately, the expense of current aircraft operations means that they are now routinely
available only in the North Atlantic Ocean. New initiatives within the United Nations
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction indicate the possibility for widespread
use of small, inexpensive aircraft, such as those proposed by Holland et al. (1992). Special
analysis techniques will need to be developed to fully utilise the data from such new
platforms.
Because of their extremely accurate centre location (usually within half of the radius
of maximum winds for a cyclone with a well developed eye), aircraft locations suffer from
the problems with resolution of trochoidal oscillations described in Section 3.2.1. Sheets
(1985) proposed a "mass-field envelope" approach in which pressure heights outside the
radius of maximum winds are used to provide a conservative centre location that is relatively
unaffected by trochoidal oscillations. However, no evidence has been presented to show that
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this method produces a more accurate forecast and it is likely that the analysis errors are
similar to those arising from trochoidal oscillations.

3.2.3 Using Satellite Observations
Satellite imagery provide the most universal source of data for locating tropical
cyclones. Except for some parts of the Indian Ocean, all tropical cyclone warning centres
have access to data from both polar orbiting and geostationary satellites, although not all
centres have a sophisticated display and analysis capacity (McBride and Holland, 1987).
Particularly useful for satellite analyses are graphical workstations that provide a capacity for
colour enhancement and looping of imagery.
Three ,basic types of sensors are contained on weather satellites, two passive and one
active. First is a television system capable of taking "photographs" of the atmosphere, .which
provided the only observations in the early .satellites and can still provide extremely high
resolution images" Second are sophisticated radiometers that collect theupwelling radiation
from the atmosphere and earth, and are usually set to sample in a range ;of wavelengths
suitable for observing different atmospheric features. Particularly useful for locating tropical
cyclones are sensors' in the visible, near infrared and microwave regions. The infrared
sensors provide· indications of the temperature of the emitting. body and thus directly
differentiate cloud at different levels. The microwave radiation cuts through cloud with little
attenuation, and thus can be used to remotely sense the cyclone warm core. The third type
of· .instruments are active in that they send out a pulse· of energy and measure its
backscattered component, and include microwave radars and lasers. Microwave radars
provide observations ·of the liquid water in clouds and can be interpreted using similar
techniques to those described for ground-based radarsin Section 3.3.4
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Figure 3.3: Six common cloud patterns associated with tropical cyclones (from Elsberry,

1987).
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The most common satellite fix method is to use the Dvorak technique (Dvorak, 1984)
in combination with spiral overlays and subjective interpretations (McBride and Holland,
1987). This is done by locating the appropriate Cloud System Centre (CSC), as illustrated
by example in Fig. 3.3.
For a system that has reached tropical cyclone intensity (maximum winds exceeding
17 ms- , Chapter 1) use the following procedure:
1

TC1. The CSC is located at the centre of the eye or at the centre of curvature of a
partial eye wall when one of these features is observed. An eye may be
identified by:

*

*

A warm spot in dense, cold « 9°C) overcast. Care should be taken
with mis-identifying false eyes, especially those away from the expected
CSC;
A relatively warm spot in a dense, cold « 9°C) overcast that has a
cooler band curving at least halfway around it with a diameter of
curvature of 1.5° lat or less.

TC2. When the CSC is not obvious, but cloud bands are present, draw a line along
the "curved band axis" through the most dense (coldest) portion of the band.
This axis should parallel the concave (inner) overcast boundary of the band.
The CSC is located near the inner (concave) edge of the cyclonically curved
portion of the band, using any tightly curved lines, merging lines or the CDO
if present and greater than 1.5° lat in diameter. For large CDOs, the centre
may be defmed by an arc of overshooting cloud tops or an isolated cluster of
convective tops.
TC3. When the above features are not visible, or the curved band is not apparent, use
the circle method: first draw lines following the cloud line curvature or any
curved boundaries that fall within the band; then fit circles to the lines with
tightest curvature; the CSC is placed at the centre of the area common to the
circles. For relatively circular embedded centre patterns of >T3.5 intensity,
fit a 10° logarithmic spiral overlay to the curved band axis to locate the centre.
TC4. When a wedge of little, or no cloud is visible on the concave side of the band
near its middle, the CSC is located at the midpoint of a line drawn between the
sharp end of this wedge and the cyclonic extremity of the curved band axis.
This method is frequently used with Enhanced IR (EIR) pictures in which the
CSC is often located in the tight gradient near the coldest part of the pattern.
TC5. When the location of the CSC is unclear, or could be placed at different
locations, use all the methods above along with an extrapolation from the past
track position. Such circumstances have lead to major analysis errors and great
care needs to be taken to utilise all other sources of information in making the
analysis decision.
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TC6. When more than one well-defined CSC is apparent, use the one that best fits the
past track of the storm, that is defined by the best low level cloud lines, or that
provides the best fit with other available observations.. When strong vertical
shear is apparent, remember that the upper-level (dense) clouds will not be
centred directly over the low-level centre, but will be displaced on, or beyond
the sharp boundary, upshear side of the dense cloud pattern.
For weak systems, not yet at tropical cyclone intensity, the CSC can be analysed from
the following procedure:
Wl. Curved band, a dense overcast band that shows some curvature around a
relatively warm (cloud minimum) area. It should curve at least one-fifth the
distance around a 10° logarithmic spiral. Cirrus, when visible, will indicate
anticyclonic shear across the expected CSC. Locate the CSC as described in
TC2 above.
W2. Curved cirrus lines indicating a centre of curvature within or near a dense, cold
overcast. Locate the CSC at the centre of curvature.
W3. Curved low cloud lines showing a centre of curvature within 2° lat of a cold
cloud mass. Locate CSC at the centre of curvature.
Considerable care needs to be taken with interpreting weak and sheared systems.
Unless there are clearly defined low-level clouds, the cloud system centre will provide
an indication of the middle-level centre, which may be substantially displaced from that
at the surface. Some of the largest errors result from incorrect analysis where the midlevel circulation is mistaken for the surface centre. The presence of multiple centres
also has caused major errors (Fig. 3.1). Some ofthese are later identified as analysing
the "incorrect" cloud feature, on other occasions a sharp change of "track" is used to
accommodate the changing dominance of different centres. Use of visible satellite
imagery to identify low-level cloud spirals or circulation centres is strongly
recommended, wherever possible.
The use of loops of satellite imagery is strongly recommended as a method of
locating the centre. In this way movement of spiral bands and individual echoes
provide a natural method for the eye to locate centres.
Errors of judgment and
incorrect interpretation of anomalous patterns in the satellite imagery also are less likely
than with static imagery. Considerable care and experimentation also is recommended
for choosing the most appropriate colour or grey shading for differentiating the
important components. This choice is often a personal one and reflects individual tastes
in scales and colours.
Whilst navigation of satellite imagery is much better now than in the past,
substantial errors are still possible. In particular the viewing angle of geostationary
satellites well away from the sub-point can cause unacceptably large errors if
uncorrected. Care should be taken to use coastlines or other visible. geographical
features to check navigation accuracy.
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Some satellites now have sensors . in the water vapor channel and provide
imagery of integrated water vapor throughout the atmosphere. Use of these imagery,
with animation, provides a valuable adjunct to the analysis of visible and IR data,
especially for weak and developing systems (Velden, 1987).
Microwave instruments on polar orbiting satellites provide a means of seeing
through cloud cover. Temperature soundings made in this manner can help to locate
the cyclone wann core and assist in operational fIxes, though the resolution is poor.
Scatterometers and direct sounding devices, such as the SSM/I (Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager), borne on the US DMSP series of polar-orbiting satellites, provide
an indication of surface winds and waves, which also can help with locating the surface
centre. The SSM/I and future spacebome radars, such as is planned for the US/Japan
TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) satellite, can provide detailed mapping
of the rainfall distribution, and thus accurate centre location, regardless of the degree
of cirrus overcast. For example, Velden et al. (1989) showed that rainband
observations from SSM/I provided useful infonnation for locating the centre of tropical
cyclones, especially when the eye region is obscured by cirrus. Unfortunately, such
observations will not be commonly available for some time and will only sample
cyclones occasionally.

3.2.4 Using Radar Observations
Radar is an acronym that stands for RAdio Direction And Ranging. The heart
of the system is a conical beam of pulsed electromagnetic energy in the microwave
range transmitted outward from a rotating antenna. Backscattered energy from
hydrometeors and other atmospheric scatterers is collected by the same antenna and
displayed either as a horizontal Plan Position Indicator (PPI) plot, or a vertical Range
Height Indicator (RIll) slice. Some radar display systems also have the capacity to
integrate volumetric data collected from several scans at different beam elevations.
Doppler radar also measures the change in frequency between the original and
backscattered beam. Because of the Doppler effect, backscattering particles moving
towards the radar will cause a change to higher frequency, particles moving away
change to lower frequency. Thus the mean motion of the scatterers towards or away
from the radar can be detennined. Two Doppler radars in close proximity can provide
full three dimensional winds in regions where their beams overlap at an appropriate
angle. An airborne Doppler radar can also obtain a full wind fIeld by appropriate
manouvering to sample the same volume from different directions. Since Doppler
radars only have limited use in tropical cyclone diagnosis at this stage, no further
description of methodologies will be provided here.
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Because of the conical nature of a radar beam, and the earth curvature,
considerable resolution and information is lost as the distance from the radar increases.
The diameter (m) of the expanding cone can be estimated from:

D = 1.75xlO -2 Ra,

(3.2)

where, ex (0) is the beam width and R (m) is the distance from the radar. Thus, a 2°
beam width radar samples a 7 km diameter conical section at 200 km range. The earth
curvature also causes the straight radar beam to sample higher levels of the atmosphere
with increasing radius, so thataPPI display is actually a huge bowl (Fig. 3.4a). For
a zero degree elevation the height of the centre of the beam above the earth is given by
(Battan, 1973):

Z

1 R2

=- - ,
2 (4 a)
3

(3.3)

where: z is the height above the earth surface (km), a is the earth radius (approximately
6320 km), and the 4/3 factor corrects for the refraction of the radar beam by the
stratified atmosphere. One method of correcting for this fishbowl PPI view is to step
the radar through several elevations to obtain a volumetric scan, then transform the data
to a series of Constant Altitude PPIs (CAPPIs), as shown in Fig. 3.4a.
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Earth Surface

CAPPI

PPI
Earth Surface

Figure 3.4. a) Illustration of the bowl shaped PPI and straight CAPPI relative to the
curved earth surface, b) Tropical Cyclone Joan (1975) off the Australian west coast,
showing the loss of signal at large radii from the combined effects of the bowl shaped
PPI and attenuation by heavy rainfall. All terms are defmed in the text.
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Figure 3.5. a) Radar echo PPI for Trixie (1975) off the Australian west coast, together
with, b) a schematic showing an earlier incorrectly analysed centre, c) the correct
centre after reformation of the eye wall, and d) corrections to the operational track
made by following the conservative features of the eye wall (adapted from Meighen,
1987, and Bureau of Meteorology, 1978).
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As a tropical cyclone approaches a radar the ftrst evidence is usually bands of
heavy precipitation, called precursor rainbands, which move ahead of and at roughly
the same speed and direction as the cyclone. Accurate location is not possible at this
stage. Once signiftcant lengths of spiral band are observed, fttting logarithmic curves
with a constant crossing angle of 10-20° can provide an initial indication of the cyclone
centre (Senn and Heiser, 1959). The basic method is to make up an overlay with
several logarithmic curves, then to fmd the best ftt to the observed spiral bands. The
spiral centre then provides the approximate cyclone flX.
Once an eye, or distinct circulation centre appears, radar can provide high
frequency locations with errors generally equivalent to those from aircraft
reconnaissance (of the order of half the radius of maximum winds). The basic
technique is to simply fmd the geometric centre of the eye (which may be elliptic).
However significant analysis errors may occur when the eye is ragged or only formed
on one side (Meighen, 1987, Fig. 3.5). In these circumstances, considerable care
needs to be taken to fmd the conservative eye wall feature (Fig. 3.5b). This can best
be done by looping the radar PPIs, and by maintaining a conservative size and shape
of the eye over periods of several hours.

3.2.5 Using Surface Observations
Surface observations used in conjunction with other observing methods provide
a valuable analysis aid in ftxing a tropical cyclone. For example, when satellite data
indicate a loosely organised developing system, surface observations of an overall
circulation, especially with westerly winds on the equatorward side, can help
considerably with the satellite interpretation. Two major analysis methods may be used
(Bureau of Meteorology, 1978). In the ftrst, the analyst draws lines normal to the
frictionally adjusted wind observations. The area enclosed by the intersecting radials
then provides an estimate of the centre location. The second method involves fttting
a predetermined pressure or wind proftle (Holland, 1980) to surrounding observations.
This can be done manually by drawing concentric circles inwards from the available
surface observations. Such methods can help to locate the approximate centre location
when an independent method of estimating the cyclone intensity is available, but they
are of little use by themselves (eg, Holland, 1981c).
The importance that forecasters place on the use of surface observations is
indicated by the survey of McBride and Holland (1987), in which such data were
nominated by the majority of forecast offtces as being the most important and useful.
However, we strongly caution that care be taken with using surface observations as the
major means of locating a tropical cyclone. Holland (1981c) showed the errors in
location of the early tropical cyclone data for the Australian region, despite a careful
reanalysis of these data using all available surface observations. Holland also reported
on an experiment where a large number of experienced analysts estimated the location
and intensity of a tropical cyclone using surface data alone. Although the data were
extremely good by normal standards, errors of over 100 km in location were common,
and the intensity estimates were of little use.
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3.2.6 Special Observations
Several non-standard methods of locating tropical cyclones have been developed.
Some of these, such as the use of microseisms transmitted from breaking waves
(Bureau of Meteorology, 1978) and the appearance of storm swell at the coast, have
been made redundant by the use of satellites. Two methods that do have some merit
are the use of spherics and data from over-the-horizon radar (OHR).
Spherics use an array of instruments to locate the timing and direction of the
radio "crackle" associated with lightning discharges in the atmosphere. They were
traditionally used to locate regions of intense storms and have recently been reestablished with modem, personal-computer based analysis and display. These offer
a potentially useful means of locating tropical cyclone bands, and perhaps the core over
oceanic areas. At this stage insufficient analysis has been completed, but those offices
with spherics networks should experiment with analysis methods for tropical cyclones.
OHR is a phased array radar which sends out and receives beams of
electromagnetic energy over very long distance by using reflection from the
ionosphere. When properly processed, the signals that are backscattered from ocean
waves can provide a good indication of the local wind direction and a fair to poor
indication of the wind-speed (Keenan and Anderson, 1987). With only one radar an
ambiguity exists in wind direction, which can only be resolved by hand analysis, or by
comparison with other observations in the region. With available resolution of less than
25 km the resulting surface wind field can be used to accurately locate cyclone centres.
The major advantage of such OHR observations is their incredible range which can
extend several thousands of kilometres from the radar site. Some testing has been
conducted in Australia, but the full operational potential has not yet been achieved.

3.2.7 Keeping an Operational Track
During operations cyclone fixes are derived at odd times from a variety of
observing platforms. Analysis inaccuracies, inherently different locations provided by
different observing systems and real high-frequency oscillations of the cyclone centre
combine to produce a scatter of potential cyclone positions from which an operational
track must be derived. Most cyclone warning centres do this by using some form of
curve fitting or smoothing based on a reliability-weighted average of the available fixes.
Surface analyses are used to check for gross errors and to fine tune the final position
estimate (McBride and Holland, 1987).
A good, conservative method of deriving the operational track is to plot all
available fixes with a code that indicates their source (aircraft, satellite, radar, etc).
Where possible this should be done on both a computer and a large chart. The chart
provides an opportunity for independent hand analysis, a ready reference for later cross
checking, and a fail-safe recourse in the case of a computer failure. The computer
provides a capacity for use of objective curve fitting or smoothing routines and ease of
direct comparison of tracks derived from different sources.
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The next step is to make a forecast of the current analysis position using past
data. This forecast may be derived from the previous official forecast, application of
a simple persistence and climatology technique, or use of some curve fitting method.
The forecast period used depends on the required detail in the operational track. A
smooth track for long-period forecasts should use 6-12 hours and a low-order curve
fitting method. Tracks needed to resolve short period oscillations should use a few
hours and high-order techniques. It should be noted that the sensitivity to noise
increases as smaller scales are resolved and only radar or regular aircraft flxes are
really capable of resolving the details of a trochoidal oscillation.
The forecast position is the first guess for fixing the cyclone. This provides a
conservative method, especially when using satellite data with poorly defmed systems,
but great care needs to be taken to ensure that the wrong cloud feature is not being
followed. For hand analysis, the next step is to carefully consider all fixes over the
past 24 hours, or so, and indicate those that should be given the highest weighting.
Such weighting can be generic to the observation type (eg radar would rate higher than
satellite), or it can be from immediate past experience for the current cyclone. Next
redraw the track for at least the past 24 hours using a degree of smoothing appropriate
to the situation, as described in the previous paragraph. Go back further in the track
if needed to overcome an obvious analysis error.
On a computer, several objective methods for developing and maintaining an
operational track may be utilised. A curve of suitable order may be applied to the past
fixes using a least-squares fit with each fix weighted according to the perceived accuracy. Holland and Lander (1992) provide an indication of the impact of fitting curves of
various orders to cyclone tracks and Willoughby (personal communication, 1989) has
utilised a least-squares approach to smoothing aircraft tracks for NHC. Such curves
also provide a short tenn forecast method, but care needs to be taken as higher order
curves can provide very unstable extrapolations. A better alternative, is to fit a curve
through both the past fixes and short-tenn forecasts. For example, Curry et al. (1985)
use a simple climatology and persistence technique to forecast the short-tenn track, then
fit a smooth curve to derive the current warning position. Applied weighting factors
give most emphasis to recent fixes in addition to observation type. Titus and Jarrell
(1985) use a Kalmen fIlter approach in which the relevant parameters change in time
based on the errors of previous fixes along the current stonn track. This is an
objective equivalent to the subjective forecaster judgement of fix accuracy. The above
techniques provide warning positions that are of similar accuracy to those derived by
forecasters.
11

11

The next step is to carefully consider the possible errors in the track,
particularly those that might significantly change the direction or speed of the
immediate past motion, which is of considerable importance for the first 24 hour
forecast. It is a good idea to consider all outlying fixes individually. Many can be
ruled out as inaccurate, but some may indicate a real change in direction. The basic
rule to be applied in such cases is to be conservative and to maintain the current track
in uncertain situations. A good rule also is to selectively remove certain fixes of
doubtful quality from the track and all computer based systems should have this
capacity as a requirement.
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Occasionally a major analysis error occurs and new information indicates that
the cyclone position needs to be substantially modified. In this case, it is a good idea
to go back and redraw the track for a substantial period, re-interpreting the observations
and their inherent errors in light of the new information. Considerable care should be
taken to understand the reasons for the erroneous track interpretation, especially so that
it will not be repeated.
Once the analysis position has been decided, it should be given a confidence
indicator for the benefit of other users. For example: radar, good 20 km, fair 40 km,
or poor 100km. The associated errors should be derived from known analysis errors
using the particular observing platform or analysis technique.

3.3 MOTION FORECASTING TECHNIQUES
The characteristics, underlying assumptions and methodology for currently used
track forecasting techniques are described in this section. The techniques are loosely
grouped into the following categories based on their major characteristics: Persistence,
Climatology, Synoptic Techniques, Satellite Techniques, Expert Systems, Dynamical
Methods, and Statistical-Dynamical Techniques.

3.3.1 Persistence
Persistence of the current track is easy to apply and has considerable skill for
short-term forecasts. The simplest method is to use the current, or immediate past
motion by maintaining either a constant direction and speed or constant meridional and
zonal components. Because of the uncertainties inherent in analysing warning locations
and analysis trends, a conservative approach of using the past motion over at least 6-12
hours instead of the current motion is recommended. The precise period to be used
depends on the degree of smoothing that is required, or considered desirable.
The next level of complexity is to maintain the recent trend, or pattern in the
analysis track. This can be achieved manually by maintaining the current curve in the
track, but it is preferable to use some objective approach. Fitting a function to the
track using least-squares is one such approach, but care needs to be taken with highorder polynomials, which can be quite unstable when used to extrapolate beyond the
original data. An alternative method is to use a form of regressive filter, such as a
Kalmen fIlter (Titus and Jarrell, 1985).

3.3.2 Climatology
Observations that tropical cyclones in certain regions and seasons move along
similar tracks have given rise to a range of climatological techniques for forecasting
motion. These techniques may be loosely grouped into three categories: climatological
mean motion, analogue, and Markov chain.
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The simplest approach is to calculate the mean motion of all tropical cyclones
in a few degrees latitude/longitude squarel for a specified time period. One method
is to use means and standard deviations of meridional and zonal motion for 5° Marsden
squares by calender month; the standard deviations give an indicator of the uncertainty
in the climatological forecast. A variation on this method is to develop histograms for
specified direction and speed ranges and to present these as cyclone roses on charts for
display in the forecast office (Fig. 3.6, Lourensz, 1981).

Figure 3.6: Histograms of cyclone direction and speed, presented in rose format, for
the Australian region in January (after Lourensz, 1981).

IKnown as a Marsden square
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The climatological tracks can be used to calculate the probability of a tropical
cyclone being in a specified area at each of the standard forecast time periods (Crotcher
and Hoxit, 1974). A very effective variation on this method is to generate a scatter
plot of the 12, 24, 48 and 72 hour positions of cyclones that moved through the current
storm location (J. Martin, personal communication, 1989). This plot may contain all
tropical cyclones or some subset, such as those within a certain time or motion window
for the current storm. Such plots effectively indicate potential bifurcation regions
where storms have a tendency to move in one of two (or more) preferred directions.
This knowledge is useful for identifying potential for large forecast errors and for
interpreting other techniques, such as CUPER.
Analogue methods consist of searching for all tropical cyclones in the historical
record that occurred within a preset spatial, seasonal and translational velocity range
of the cyclone to be forecast (Hope and Neumann, 1971). The forecast track is derived
as the. mean of all these cyclones. Such analogue techniques are based on the
assumption that tropical cyclones moving similarly to the current system will be in
similar environments, so that their future movements will provide a good forecast. The
scatter in analogue tracks provides an objective indicator of the uncertainty in the
forecast. Operational analogue techniques are summarised in Table 3.2, the RECR
technique is based only on a data base ofrecurving cyclones. Minor variations to these
techniques used in Typhoon Committee countries are summarised in WMO (1987).

Table 3.2: Analogue techniques

TECHNIQUE
HURRAN
TYFOON
CYCLOGUE
TOTL
RECR

REFERENCE
Hope and Neumann (1971)
Jarrell and Somervell (1970)
Annette (1978)
JTWC (1992)
JTWC (1992)

The Markov chain approach provides transition probabilities between speed and
direction ranges, known as "bins", based on the climatological characteristics of previous
cyclones in the region and time of year (Leslie et al., 1992). The selection of bins is
constrained in that each must contain a similar proportion of cyclones with sufficient numbers
to allow a stable prediction.
Of the above climatological techniques, we recommend the use of monthly charts
listing roses of cyclone direction and movement (Fig. 3.6) to provide a very useful
familiarisation with the monthly climatology for the region. The Markov chain technique
provides useful indications of the likelihood of changes in speed and direction and thus the
degree of consideration given to persistence. Analogue techniques are not recommended for
primary track forecasting aids as they do not perform consistently better than other methods,
and require substantial computing facilities to search the archive for track analogues.
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However, a variation on this approach, used by the JTWC (J. Martin, personal communication, 1990), is to keep all cyclone tracks in a data base on a workstation or personal
computer, then to search for analogues by any criteria specified by the forecaster. This
method provides a degree of flexibility in the analogue selection criteria and provides a
ready, objective answer to the types of climatological questions that often arise in forecast
discussions.

3.3.3 Combined Persistence and Climatology
A combination of persistence and climatology provides the best basic forecast
technique and the basis for comparing forecasts from different regions. The fIrst such
technique was to combine persistence and climatology with equal weights, the %(P+C)
method developed at the Royal Observatory, Hong Kong (Bell, 1963; Chin, 1970). This is
still used in a number of forecast offIces (WMO, 1987) and is designated HPAC at JTWC.
Operational analogue techniques also use persistence with decreasing weight over the fIrst
36 hours.
In recent years the CLIPER technique (CLImatology and PERsistence, Neumann,
1972) has gained widespread acceptance (Leftwich and Neumann, 1977; Aoki, 1979; Xu and
Neumann, 1985; WMO, 1987; Leslie et al. 1990). CLIPER consists of regression equations
to predict the zonal and meridional displacement of a tropical cyclone for set time periods,
usually 12, 24, 36, 48 and 72 hours. The equations are developed by some form of stepwise
regression with the set of predictors including current and past position, intensity, motion,
and Julian date. Up to three combinations of these predictors may be used. The selection
criteria are based on the amount of variance explained from the climatological cyclone record
and additional methods are used to further stabilise and enhance the fInal result (see
Neumann, 1972). As a general outcome, persistence predictors are given the highest
weighting for the fIrst 24 hours or so, and climatology dominates at longer time periods.
An alternative approach has been developed within the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology, in which forecasts are made in 12 hour time steps, with the previous forecast(s)
being used as predictors (Morrison, Woodcock and Holland, personal communication, 1992).
This provides improved forecasts of recurvamre compared to the original CLIPER, but has
not as yet been utilised widely.

We strongly recommend that all forecast offIces use CLIPER as their basic forecast
tool. Although a large computer is needed to develop the original equations, the forecasts
can be made on any computing system, in essentially zero time. CLIPER also provides a
convenient and consistent benchmark for indicating the skill of other forecast techniques, as
is elaborated in Section 3.5.

3.3.4 Determining the Steering Current
Techniques to estimate the" steering current" in which a tropical cyclone is embedded
have arisen from the notion that tropical cyclones are equivalent to corks in a stream, and
that an accurate determination of the stream flow will provide excellent forecasts. Research
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over the past decade has shown that this simplistic picture is inaccurate and that interaction
between the tropical cyclone and its environment has a marked impact on motion (eg, Fiorino
and Elsberry, 1989b; Shapiro and Ooyama, 1990; Smith et al., 1990; Wang and
Holland,1993, Holland and Wang, 1993). Nevertheless, up to 80% of the variance of
tropical cyclone motion can be explained by the large scale environmental flow (Neumann,
1979; Keenan, 1982) and its estimation provides valuable support for track prediction.
Operational techniques for determining an appropriate steering flow include space mean
approaches, such as the MUSIC technique (MUltilevel Steering by Integrated Current) used
in several Asian countries (WMO, 1987), and the Control Point method of Chin (1970). The
major difficulties arise from removal of the cyclone circulation and in determining the
appropriate level or layer mean.
George and Gray (1976), Chan and Gray (1982) and Holland (1984a) examined the
relationship between. tropical cyclone motion and the environmental flow using composite
cyclones. They estimated the basic current by averaging over a 1-70 lat radial band
surrounding the cyclone and found significant and consistent track deviations, which agreed
with those from composites of operational analyses by Brand et al. (1981). In the mean,
cyclones tend to move polewards and westwards of this basic current. For example, low
latitude, westward-tracking cyclones move faster and slightly poleward of the basic current,
those moving to the northeast move slower and to the west. These fmdings are in qualitative
agreement with the theoretical studies referenced in the previous paragraph (see also Carr and
Elsberry, 1990). The theoretical studies also support forecaster experience that very large
cyclones tend to move more independently of the environmental flow than do small systems.
Some studies have used geopotential heights to estimate the environmental flow eg,
Chin (1972) and George and Gray (1976) showed that these produced similar results to direct
wind observations. However, height fields are noisy and unreliable in the deep tropics
(Neumann, 1979) and modem wind analysis methods are becoming quite accurate. We
recommend use of winds directly in determining the environmental flow surrounding tropical
cyclones.
Removal of a symmetric cyclone is not recommended for operational applications, as
this does not always provide a good indicator of the environmental flow. The cyclone may
be asymmetric and non-linear asymmetries in the environment will be partially removed, as
has been shown by the idealised studies of Evans et al. (1991) and Smith et al. (1990). A
much better, but not perfect, approach is to use an appropriate filter to remove the cyclone
scales, preferably only in the vicinity of the cyclone. A Fourier filter has been used with
success by Marks (1989) and Ueno (1989), and Elsberry and Bohner (1993) have suggested
a method of filtering consistent with known theoretical studies of tropical cyclone motion.
The appropriate level or layer mean to be used to indicate the steering current has
been debated widely (Elsberry, 1988). The most consistent observational result is that the
700 or 500 hPa level provides the closest approximation (George and Gray, 1976; Neumann,
1979; Pike, 1985). This is supported by theoretical studies ofWang and Holland (1993) and
Holland and Wang (1993). A more consistent and stable relationship is found for layer
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means, however. Holland (1984) argued against the inclusion of outflow and inflow layers
and recommended the layer from 850-300 hPa. The layer from 900-500 hPa was found to
be the best by Wang and Holland (1993)and Holland and Wang (1993). This agreed with
the barotropic forecast studies of Velden and Leslie (1991) and Velden (1993), who also
found a distinct relationship between intensity and depth of the optimum layer mean (Fig.
3.7). Many forecast offices consider that deeper layer-means, eg 850-200 hPa, are best for
forecasting. This apparent conflict with observational and theoretical results probably arises
from the lack of good mid-level observations in the vicinity of most tropical cyclones. In
these cases, the inclusion of 200 hPa analyses, with their observations from satellite clouddrift winds and commercial aircraft may provide a more stable analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Optimal depth of the deep-layer mean flow (based at 850 hPa) used in
barotropic model forecasts of tropical cyclone motion in the North Atlantic and Australian
regions (after Velden, 1990).
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Recommendation: Where possible, we recommend that charts of 850-500 or 850300 hPa layer mean flow be utilised as a general forecast aid. Mass weighting must be used
in calculating this layer mean. Where mid-level observations are poor, inclusion of the 200
hPa level in the layer mean may be beneficial. For strongly sheared systems, a lower mean,
possibly just the 850 hPa level, should be considered. Fourier, or similar filtering of the
flow to remove the cyclone scales is desirable.

3.3.5 Synoptic Methods
Many synoptic methods have been developed on the forecast bench to provide
guidance in a number of difficult situations. Unfortunately, most of these are never verified
and remain in the realm of forecast folklore. Although such methods can contain the
combined experience of many years, they also can be demonstrably incorrect, hence only
those methods that have been through some form of independent evaluation are discussed.
Recommendation: It is good forecast practice to keep a comprehensive log of the
forecast decision process, and to use it in post-operational verifications. Such practice over
a period of years can help to show inconsistencies in "favourite" but suspect forecast lore.
It also forms the basis for development of check sheets and expert systems to enable a more
coherent forecast process.
.
The most widespread synoptic pattern recognition involves the relative locations of
the cyclone with the subtropical ridge and upper-level troughs in the mid-latitude westerlies.
Generally, though not always, a strong subtropical ridge located poleward of the cyclone will
result in continued movement westward: Similarly, presence of a westerly trough in the
upper levels west of the cyclone is an excellent indicator of recurvature (Dunn and Miller,
1964; George and Gray, 1976). George and Gray particularly show that consistent increased
troughing in the upper troposphere westerlies west and poleward of the cyclone can be
observed 2-3 days prior to recurvature.
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Figure 3.8: Synoptic situations associated with: a) rapidly accelerating cyclones, and b)
those that move steadily down the Western Australian coast (Hanstrum and Foley, personal
communication, 1988).
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Hanstrum and Foley (personal communication, 1988) have developed a synoptic
classification to discriminate cyclones that rapidly accelerate along and across the Western
Australian coast and that have been responsible for major forecast failures. They stratified
cyclones moving down the coast into two groups of rapidly and steadily moving systems,
then composited the surface and upper-air fields to produce the synoptic typing shown in Fig.
3.8. This stratification has since successfully differentiated all rapidly accelerating cyclones,
and provided improved forecast confidence and accuracy. Such synoptic classifications
provide valuable guidance during periods of potentially major forecast failures and are
strongly recommended.
Quasi-stationary seasonal features also can provide an indicator of the net movement
of tropical cyclones, even though such features may be partially obscured on daily analyses.
For example, the upper circulation over Asia is generally dominated by the Tibetan high
during the summer monsoon and cyclones approaching China are prone to recurvature.
When the Tibetan high is weakened, or unseasonably eastward, increased incidence of
westward moving cyclones can be expected (Chen and Ding, 1979). Chen and Ding also
describe how a quasi-stationary blocking high with attendant highly meridional flow can
produce persistent track anomalies until it breaks down. Similarly, Holland and Pan (1979)
showed quite strong relationships between cyclone tracks and the 30 day mean flow in the
upper-troposphere over the Australian region.
At a smaller scale, interactions between adjacent weather systems can result in
consistent track patterns that have a degree of forecastability, provided that the interactions
are recognised. The most famous of these is the interaction of binary cyclones, known as
the Fujiwhara effect (Fujiwhara, 1921, 1923, 1931). When two cyclones occur within 1500
km of each other they may interact in a manner that seems chaotic, but is made up of a
combination of mutual rotation and advection by the larger scales (Brand, 1970). The basic
analysis method (Fig. 3.9) is to plot the cyclones on a separate screen or map in a coordinate
system that moves with the geometric centre of the line joining their centres. For cyclones
which vary considerably in size, a weighted centre, which is closer to the larger cyclone,
may be preferred, but generally the uncertainties are sufficient for us to recommend use of
a simple geometric centre. Whilst the mutual interaction occurs, the forecast method is to
separately forecast both the binary orbit (usually by persistence) and the movement of the
system centre, then to add the two forecasts back together to obtain the actual forecasts.
Mutual cyclonic rotation of binary cyclones becomes apparent once they approach to
within 1500 km (Brand, 1970) and its frequency of occurrence increases as the separation
distance decreases (Fig. 3.10, Dong and Neumann, 1983). This graduated response of
tropical cyclones to each other is related to the effects of the imposed environment. For
example,an environment with a strong cyclonic (anticyclonic) horizontal shear will enhance
(weaken) the binary cyclone rotation. Further, large tropical cyclones will exert an influence
over a larger distance than will small systems.
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The global occurrence of binary tropical cyclone interaction is indicated by Fig. 3.11
(Neumann, personal communication, 1993). This figure provides a frequency graph of the
number of simultaneous tropical cyclones within separation distances of up to 1850 km (1000
nm). Binary tropical cyclones are most common in the western North Pacific, where about
4 pairs occur each year within the 1500 km distance at which mutual interaction occurs.
Binary interaction is also quite common in the eastern North Pacific basin and
Australian/southwest Pacific regions. Indeed, if the number of interactions is normalised by
tropical cyclone frequency2 (inset to Fig. 3.11), the rate of binary interaction is about the
same for all three basins. However, as pointed out by Dong and Neumann (1983), binary
tropical cyclones over the western North Pacific basin typically occur in the monsoon trough
where large-scale steering currents. are weak and binary interaction dominates. In the eastern
North Pacific, and to a lesser extend the Australia/southwest Pacific basin, binary interaction
often is masked by the stronger environmental steering.
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Figure 3.11: Frequency of binary interaction over each of the ocean basins defined in
Chapter 1 (Neumann, personal communication, 1993). The lower inset contains the average
number of tropical cyclones per season for the specified time period.
Brand (1970), Bao et al. (1979), Dong and Neumann (1983) and Elsberry (1988)
discuss operational aspects of binary tropical cyclones. A recent study by Lander and
Holland (1993) has shown that binary cyclones do not follow the classical Fujiwhara model
of mutual rotation and approach. Their revised model (Fig. 3.12) consists of a mutual
approach, which tends to be more often anticyclonic than cyclonic. A period of rapid
change, during which the cyclones capture each other, is followed by a long period of mutual

2These annual frequencies may differ from those in Table 1.3 due to the different periods of record.
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rotation, during which the cyclones mayor may not approach each other. The cessation of
the interaction occurs either by destruction of one of the systems, which merges into the
circulation of the dominant cyclone, or by rapid escape from each other's influence. In
terms of chaos theory, the approach!escape, mutual orbit, and merged state are stable
attractors which are separated by the transition regimes· of capture, merger and escape.
Some of the details of what happens in these stages has been elaborated by Ritchie
and Holland (1993) and by Holland and Dietachmayer (1993). Of importance to forecasting
is their conclusion that the transitions are difficult, .if not impossible to forecast, and that the
dominant cyclone may continue to meander about a mean track, even after the secondary
system has been sheared beyond the resolution of the observing system. Forecasters should
realise, however, that capture and escape occur abruptly, so that actual forecast skill can be
obtained during the orbit phase.
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*

Figure 3.12: Model of binary tropical cyclone interaction developed by Lander and Holland
(1993). See text for description of components. The tracks are plotted in a coordinate
system relative to their mutual centre and each dot represents a 6 hour period.
Other mesoscale systems within the cyclone circulation can be expected to cause track
meanders. Holland and Lander (1993) have shown that mesoscale convective systems (MCS)
produce major track deviations, such as those for Typhoon Sarah in Fig. 3.13. Although
these MCS cannot be resolved by current observing systems in most ocean basins, they can
be recognised by their consistent convective signature over a period of up to several days.
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The MCS interaction with the cyclone can be analysed using the binary cyclone method in
Fig. 3.9. In this case, the location of the MCS is taken as either the geometric centre of the
cloud mass, or the centre of circulation, when one is evident.
Recent work by Carr (personal communication, 1993) indicates that sharp changes of
tropical cyclone motion may arise from cyclones interacting with nearby synoptic scale
systems. For example, in the western North Pacific it is common for cyclones to develop
on the eastern flank of the major monsoon low in the Philippine Sea. These cyclones track
around the low, but may also merge and coalesce with. After merger, the combined cyclone
and monsoon low remnants will turn sharply poleward. One example of this process is the
fmal sharp turn back on a poleward track by Typhoon Sarah (Fig. 3.13). In tbis case the
movement seems to have been the result of a complex interaction and merger of the typhoon,
a mesoscale complex, and the large monsoon low.

rM

!([})
Figure 3.13: Meandering track of Typhoon Sarah (1989) during interaction with mesoscale
convective system Alpha (Holland and Lander, ·1993). Also shown is the nearly straight
track of the geometric centre of the two systems and their cyclonic orbit about this centre
(inset).
Recommendation: These interactions between tropical cyclones and surrounding
weather systems is subject to intense current research. It is expected that such research will
lead to significant improvements· in our knowledge with improved conceptual models for
forecasting. In the meantime, it is strongly recommended that care be taken to identify
nearby systems that have the potential for introducing erratic changes in cyclone movement.
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In particular, whenever, two tropical cyclones occur within 2000 km of each other,
or there is evidence of a distinct mesoscale convective system within 1000 km of a tropical
cyclone, their centroid relative movement should be plotted. This plot will provide valuable
information on both the degree and type of interaction relative to the model in Fig. 3.12.
Once binary orbit has commenced, the motion of the centroid should be analysed. The total
cyclone motion is then forecast as a combination of binary orbit and centroid motion.
Hallin (1993) has developed a computer program for use at JTWC that tracks two
adjacent tropical cyclones, indicates capture, rotation and escape, calculates the centroid of
the rotation, builds a forecast of the centroid motion using CLIPER, then combines all
parameters to produce track forecasts for each cyclone. The technique is being expanded to
utilise numerical model and statistical forecast guidance.

3.3.6 Satellite Techniques
Satellite techniques involve interpreting cloud patterns that are associated with specific
types of motion, or changes in motion. In contrast to the widespread adoption of the Dvorak
method for estimating cyclone intensity, satellite based motion techniques have not gained
wide acceptance. Those that have been developed usually have related movement to the
orientation of outer convective bands, or to changes in shape of the inner cloud mass. They
have not been objectively verified under operational conditions and should be used with some
caution.
There is a tendency for tropical cyclones to move towards the downstream end of
convective cloud bands in the outer circulation (Lajoie and Nicholls, 1974; Lajoie, 1976a).
Changes in the orientation of such cloud bands indicate that a similar change in cyclone
direction may occur in the next 12-24 hours. Further, tropical cyclones do not continue
towards, nor curve towards, any cumulonimbus free sector in the outer circulation. Fett and
Brand (1975) noted that rotation of gross cloud features (such as an elliptical cloud mass, or
a major outer band) provide a very good indication of cyclone direction changes in the next
24 hours. The rule of thumb is to turn the cyclone to a constant heading relative to the
rotated cloud mass. A mass of middle-level cloud streaming poleward from a tropical
cyclone indicates potential recurvature (Ramage, 1974), and disappearance of this cloud
indicates that a more westward track is likely.
Substantial qualitative information can be obtained form use of observations in the
water-vapour emission window of 6.7 J-tm (Velden, 1987). By clearly indicating dry and
moist regions, such imagery can provide excellent information on the location and movement
of synoptic features likely to influence the storm motion. A set of pattern-recognition
techniques for interpreting such imagery were proposed by Dvorak (1984), but these have
not been operationally verified.
Animated satellite data have proven valuable in allowing forecasters to track the
movement of peripheral synoptic features that influence tropical cyclone motion. It is
recommended that only the last 24 hours be assessed for trends in movement of these
peripheral features.
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3.3.7 Expert Systems
The term "Expert System" covers a variety of methods. The check sheets used in
many forecast offices to· proceed logically through a specific forecast process are a
rudimentary form of expert system. More complex decision trees also have been developed
for interactive use on workstations or personal computers. For example, the synoptic
classification of Hanstrum and Foley (Fig. 3.8) can be applied by an interactive program on
a personal computer, which takes the forecaster logically through a series of questions to
determine the relevant forecast situation. Software now exists for automated development
of decision trees, which present the answer in a probabilistic form, rather than the yes/no
format of traditional check sheets.
TAPT (Typhoon Acceleration Prediction Technique; Wier, 1982; JTWC, 1992) is
used at the JTWC. This technique uses surrounding wind fields to estimate the potential for
rapid or delayed acceleration associated with poleward oriented or recurving tropical
cyclones. Guidelines are provided for duration of acceleration, maximum acceleration and
typhoon path.
Other forms of expert system have not yet been applied to tropical cyclone motion
forecasting, so only a general description of potential approaches is provided here. One area
of considerable potential for meteorological applications is the use of visualisation techniques.
Work being undertaken in the biological sciences indicates that specific patterns, for example
on satellite imagery, could be recognised objectively and entered into decision trees. Thus,
a sequence of satellite imagery and cyclone· tracks could be used to develop new motion
forecast algorithms.
Greater complexity can be achieved by the use of high order expert systems, such as
neural networks. These accept a set of input data and results from historical events, such
as past tropical cyclone tracks, then iteratively calculate all possible paths via a series of
intermediate points, known as nodes. Advantages include the potential to recognise extreme
cases and branch points. They require massive computing facilities to develop, however, and
have not been shown to be better than standard statistical techniques.
Some limited research is being undertaken to document the approach made by experienced forecasters with the aim of reproducing these in an expert system. However, thus far
forecaster's thought processes have successfully defied logical description!

3.3.8 Dynamical Methods
The family of dynamical forecast methods extends from simple, quasi-analytical
trajectory techniques to complex numerical models integrated over many days on a global
domain. A summary of current techniques is presented in Table 3.3. Detailed descriptions
of the major numerical models are provided in Chapter 8 and a comprehensive survey may
be found in Elsberry (1993). Surveys of earlier models have been made by Elsberry (1979,
1987) and in Anthes (1982).
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The BAM (Beta and Advection Model) and FBAM (FNOC BAM) are used at NHC
and JTWC, respectively. These techniques were developed from the analytic motion
equations in Holland (1984) by Marks (1989). The forecasts from a global spectral model
are filtered to remove small scales and averaged through either the 850-300 hPa or 850-200
hPa layer to provide an advecting flow, to which is added a first-order approximation of the
beta effect. Although very simple in its application and dynamics, the model is competitive
with other dynamical techniques and consistently improves upon CUPER (JTWC Annual
Tropical Cyclone Report Series; DeMaria et aI., 1990).

Table 3.3: Summary of dynamical techniques currently used in operations. Regional and
global models are described in Chapter 8.

TECHNIQUE

REFERENCE

Trajectory
BAM/FBAM

Marks (1989)

Dynamical Space-Mean

WMO (1987)

Barotropic
VICBAR
BARO
Philippine

DeMaria (1993)
Holland et al. (1991)
WMO (1987)

Simple 3D
OTCM

Hodur and Burke (1978)

The National Hurricane Center replaced the SANBAR model (Sanders and Bmpee,
1968) with VICBAR in 1990. Recent statistics provided by Lawrence (personal communication, 1993) indicate that VICBAR is competitive with the best forecast techniques to
24-36 hours.
The Dynamical Space Mean model is used at the Hong Kong Royal Observatory and
assumes that the cyclone can be considered to be· an air parcel moving under the influence
of the large scale steering and pressure gradients. These are derived using four grid-points
surrounding the storm. Persistence is incorporated through the past 12 hour movement.
According to WMO (1987) this technique provides competitive 24 hour forecasts, but
caution is recommended with its use until local statistics have been obtained.
The BARO model was developed in the Australian Bureau of Meteorology Research
Centre (BMRC) for interactive use on a personal computer in the TCM-90 experiment
(Holland et al., 1991; Table 3.4), during which it provided valuable forecast guidance. It
has subsequently been adapted both for operational use in the Australian region and for
generic use on workstations in any tropical cyclone region. It utilises the non-divergent
barotropic vorticity equation, a Barnes analysis and a relocatable grid to facilitate interactive
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operational use on any atmospheric layer mean. A modified form of the analytic wind
profile of Holland (1980) is used to provide a bogus cyclone at the analysis stage.
Table 3.4: Main features of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (BMRC)
barotropic tropical cyclone model, BARO.

Basis
Resolution
Grid
Analysis
Bogus
Lateral boundary
Forecast time
Solution procedure

Non-divergent Barotropic Vorticity Equation
Variable, defmed by user
Moveable latitude/longitude of variable size, defmed by user
Bames
Automatic or user defined
Defmed by user; for Australian use, TAPS
48 hours· maximum
Semi-Lagrangian

OTCM (One-way influence Tropical Cyclone Model; Hodur and Burke, 1978) is a
coarse resolution (205 km) grid-point model with three vertical levels used by the JTWC.
It is integrated on a 6400x4700 km domain centred on the cyclone, is initialised by 6 or 12
hour prognostic fields from NOGAPS, and uses NOGAPS forecasts to update the boundaries.
The initial fields are smoothed in the vicinity of the storm, a persistence-of-track steering
component and a symmetric bogus are then added. This vortex is maintained against
dissipation by an analytic heating function.
Statistics provided by the JTWC in their Annual Tropical Cyclone Reports, indicate
that the OTCM is amongst the best techniques. Both NOGAPS and OTCM perform substantially better than CUPER at periods greater than 24 hours.

3.3.9 Statistical and Statistical/Dynamical Techniques
Statistical and statistical/dynamical techniques are developed from some form of
statistical screening using past storms and a variety of input information. Statistical/Dynamical methods utilise output from a numerical model. Full details of the procedures
used may be found in Elsberry (1987). WMO (1979), and Bureau of Meteorology (1978)
contain surveys of past techniques, whilst Neumann and Pelissier (l981a,b) provide an
operational evaluation. A summary of current techniques is provided in Table 3.5.
The first three statistical techniques use a grid located on the tropical cyclone to
develop predictors for use on current analyses, together with past cyclone motion.
Climatology is included in NHC72 by CLIPER and in TOPEND by CYCLOGUE. The
Vietnam technique uses an empirical orthogonal expansion of the mid-level geopotential and
surface pressure fields, combined with empirical parameters related to surface pressure
gradient and past cyclone motion.
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Table 3.5: Summary of statistical and statistical/dynamical techniques currently used in
operations.

TECHNIQUE

REFERENCE

Statistical
NHC72
TOPEND
Veigas":Miller
Vietnam

Neumann etal. (1972)
Keenan and Woodcock (1981)
Veigas and Miller (1958)
WMO (1987)

Statistical/Dynamical
CSUM
NHC83
NHC90
JTWC92
SD75

Matsumoto (1984)
Neumann (1988)
JTWC (1992)
WMO (1987)

The statistical!dynamical techniques use forecasts from a numerical model as
predictors. CSUM is used by JTWC and uses cyclone positions and 500 hPa height fields
from the NOGAPS analyses over the past 24 hours, together with NOGAPS prognoses at 24
and 48 hours. For intense cyclones following recurvature, 200 hPa height data are used
instead of those at 500 hPa. NHC90 is an upgrade of NHC83 and is used by NHC in the
North Atlantic; JTWC92 is NHC90 applied to western North Pacific cyclones. SD75 was
developed in China and is similar to the dynamical space mean technique (Table 3.3).
CSUM was developed using actual analyses instead of prognoses. Often referred to
as a "perfect prognosis" approach, this means that CSUM is not optimised for a particular
version of a numerical model. But it also does not degrade as the model changes, and, in
theory, CSUM should improve as the numerical forecasts become more accurate. CSUM
also has the unique feature of using three different sets of regression equations, depending
on whether the cyclone is equatorwards of, on, or poleward of the subtropical ridge. This
technique has consistently been better than CUPER in the western North Pacific, where it
is the best statistical technique (JTWC Annual Tropical Cyclone Reports).
The major advance made with NHC83 was to rotate the analysis and forecast grids
to a Lagrangian coordinate system centred on the storm and oriented along its track. This
decouples the along- and cross-track errors and produces an optimal statistical result (Shapiro
and Neumann, 1984). NHC83 has consistently been the best forecast aid past 24 hours at
NHC and has shown significant potential in trials at JTWC.

3.3.10 Strike Probability Forecasts
One method of objectively defining the uncertainty inherent in cyclone forecasting is
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to utilise strike probabilities (Jarrell, 1978). Probabilistic forecasts provide valuable early
guidance in estimating the risk of tropical cyclones effecting important, or vulnerable
facilities. Operational methods include those of Neumann (1987) and Templeton and Keenan
(1982).
Strike probabilities can be presented as either a set of probability contours (Fig. 3.14)
or a time series of probability of a particular region (such as a major industrialcothplex)
being affected. The probabilities are derived from a knowledge of past cyclones ami forecast
errors in the region of interest (see Neumann, 1987). New programs aimed at objectively
estimating the uncertainty in dynamical forecast models (Leslie and Holland, 1991) should
help to identify critical situations when major forecast errors are possible.
The use of probability forecasts can be highly misleading to the public. In particular,
the size of the strike probability is a"funCtion of time along the predicted track and" the
probability of across-track error. Thus, for example, a 36 h motion along a confident track
will result in lower probabilities of landfall than will a highly improbable track from a
cyclone 12 h from landfall. Care and good public educations programs must accompany
'
.
.
their introduction.

10

Figure 3.14: 24 hour Strike probability contours (at 10 % spacing) for Tropical Cyclone Joy
off the Australian east coast (Woodcock, personal communication, 1993).
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An advantage of strike probabilities is that users can make objective decisions based
on potential costs and losses. This method, often referred to as "cost-loss" decision making
is based on the simple formula:

(3.4)

CL = C

L'

where C is the cost of taking action to avoid cyclone effects and L is the loss arising from
taking no action. From an entirely economic viewpoint, action does not commence until CL
is less than unity. More complex and well founded methods can be derived for specific
circumstances.

3.4 MAKING THE POSITION FORECAST
To conform with the warning cycles used in most offices (Chapter 7), we divide the
forecast period into two: Extended range forecasts of greater than 36 h and short range
forecasts of up to 36 h. We illustrate the discussion with examples from the 1991 season
in the western North Pacific, obtained from JTWC (1992).
Reports at IWTC-I and IWTC-ll indicate that current practice varies considerably in
the length of forecast periods employed, which range from 24-72 hours. We strongly
recommend that all forecast offices make 72 hour forecasts, at least for internal use. The
forecasts at this time period provide valuable support to longer-term planning and help with
determining the shorter-term forecasts. Further, an archive of 72 h forecasts provides
valuable information for judging the improvement of forecast skill.
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Caution does need to be used with 72 h forecasts. Once made, the forecast team is
committed to a specific scenario, which may be difficult to maintain when a tropical cyclone
is approaching a bifurcation. Some conservatism and reluctance to change this scenario must
ne maintained to prevent the "windshield wiper" effect of rapidly changing backwards and
forwards between potential forecast scenarios. Such windshield wiper forecast changes are
a cause of major confusion and loss of confidence amongst forecast users.
Each forecast period requires special strategies and uses different forecast techniques,
the relative performance of which is indicated in Fig. 3.15. Care must be taken to account
for the degree of uncertainty in the forecast at each time period. Historical mean forecast
errors provide a first order indicator of this uncertainty, but forecasters also should be aware
of the type and degree of scatter in these forecasts. As shown in Fig. 3.16, the error
distributions at all time periods are significantly skewed. A few large errors have a marked
effect on the mean, which is consistently larger than the median.
These large errors typically come from erratic cyclones, or those that exhibit sudden
changes of direction or speed (Chen, 1988). This has been shown objectively by Neumann
(1981), who ranked one-thousand 48-h forecast errors over the North Atlantic according to
forecast error. He found that the 10 cyclones with the lowest error followed smooth tracks,
but that the 10 with the highest error were quite erratic. The average error in the erratic
group was about twice that of the those with smooth tracks. Neumann (personal
communication, 1993) fmds that erratic movement occurs in all basins, with the Australian
region being the worst. The difficulty with such track forecasts has lead to the use of terms
such as "unusual" to describe them. We note, however, hat smooth, steady tracks are in the
minority and that such "unusual motion" is more usual than implied by its title.
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3.4.1 Extended Range Forecasts (36-72 hours)
This period is used mainly as an alert and preparation guide, and to provide an iriitial
envelope for determining the shorter period forecasts. Dynamical and statistical techniques
dominate (Fig. 3.15) and the use of probabilistic forecasts can be a very useful aid to
objective planning.
Since the cyclones are normally well out over the ocean, most position analysis is by
satellite. Fortunately, however, there is less relative sensitivity to initial position error than
at shorter periods. Care needs to be taken to smooth out small-scale oscillations that have
little impact on the longer term track. However, sensitivity to initial analysis conditions can
lead to either damping or strong amplification of initial analysis errors in numerical models.
The major forecast errors arise from misintetpretation or poor forecasting of the
evolving situation and are most common near recurvature or other expected, or actual, shatp
direction or speed changes. Expected changes in direction are responsible for a similar
proportion of major forecast errors to those of unforecast track changes (Fig. 3.17). For
Typhoon Yunya (Fig. 3. 17a), JTWC missed the recurvature, leading to two major errors in
a set of otherwise quite good forecasts. The very next typhoon, Zeke (Fig. 3.17b), was
expected to recurve over Hainan Island, leading to a series of incorrect forecasts.
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b) expected recurvature of Typhoon Zeke. The figures contain all 72 hour forecasts from
JTWC overlain on the cyclone track (ITWC, 1992).
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There is no easy solution to this large forecast error problem, but considerable care
in analysis and selection of appropriate forecast aids can help. This requires that forecasters
have an intimate knowledge of the details of the available techniques and of their strengths
and weaknesses in different circumstances. This can be helped by regular, objective
operational evaluation of the available techniques, for example, Neumann and Pelissier
(1981) and the Annual Tropical Cyclone Reports of the JTWC. Also, it is possible to
combine several forecast techniques in a statistically optimal manner to produce improved
forecast guidance (Leslie andFraedrich, 1989). Mundell (personal communication, 1993)
also has developed a technique for optimal blending. of forecast aids at JTWC.
An example of avoiding bias, or errors in a particular technique is provided by the
poor climatological forecasts of Typhoon EIDe in Fig. 3.18. Following a potential
recurvature point (arrowed) the typhoon moved consistently westward to the south of the
subtropical ridge. The climatology at this high latitude is dominated by northward moving
and recurving storms, as is clearly seen in Fig. 3.18. When such anomalous tracks can be
identified, the climatological techniques can be disregarded in favour of dynamical techniques
that are better able to resolve the situation.
Figure 3.18 also indicates another standard bias in climatological techniques. Notice
how the forecasts as the cyclone approaches China tend towards stronger and sharper
recurvature and keep the cyclone off the coast. This arises because westward moving
cyclones decay over land and the longer range forecasts are dominated by cyclones that
moved along, or away from the coast.
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3.4.2 Short Range Forecasts (less than 36 hours)
The 12-36 hour period is used mainly for establishing warning zones and initiating
civil defence procedures, such as evacuation of coastal zones. Persistence, climatology and
statistical techniques become more important relative to the dynamical techniques. The
causes of major forecast errors described in the previous section apply at this range, but with
less impact. Moderate sensitivity to initial position error is experienced, and care needs to
be taken applying the position analysis recommendations in Section 3.2. Often tropical
cyclones are nearing, or within the range of shore-based radar, with attendant analysis
improvements and pitfalls.
Within 12 hours, coastal communities normally will be experiencing heavy rain, and
strong to gale force winds. The forecasts are geared towards fme-tuning coastal zone
evacuation and damage amelioration decisions. Persistence dominates at this short forecast
period and considerable care needs to be taken with position location and correctly analysing
short-period oscillations of the eye.
Recommendation: Considerable attention must be taken with maintaining the best
possible track of the tropical cyclone. In particular, great care should be taken to avoid
misinterpretations of recent positions and trends in the cyclone track.
For example, short-period oscillations can cause considerable uncertainty, or error in
the forecast track if they are confused with longer term trends. This is illustrated in Fig.
3.19, for a cyclone moving at 5 ms- l with a small-scale trochoidal oscillation of amplitude
14 km and period 12 hours, which produces a cyclic speed variation of 2 ms-l.

a

b
500 km

Figure 3.19: Illustration of the effects of incorrect interpretation of a small-scale cyclic
oscillation of amplitude 14 km with period 12 hours for a cyclone moving at 5 ms- l and 25
hours (450 km) from the coast: a) cyclone moving directly towards the coast, b) cyclone
moving at an angle of 30° to the coast.
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For a cyclone 25 hours (450 km) from and moving directly towards the coast (Fig.
3.19a), the resultant forecast errors would be + 180 km along the coast with no significant
difference in landfall time, or between 4 h early and 6 h late at the forecast landfall point.
The along track error is acceptable, provided sufficient evacuation time has been allowed.
The cross-track error places an additional 200 km uncertainty in landfall forecast location and
introduces a potential for poor warnings, but is still within normally acceptable ranges. In
this case the along- and across-track errors are decoupled, neither has any direct effect on
the other. For the same cyclone approaching the coast at an angle of 30° (Fig. 3.19b), the
errors become coupled and the uncertainty increases dramatically. Forecast landfall could
be 10 hearly and 210 km to the right of the actual landfall, or 67 hours late and 1400 km
beyond this point. Thus, an incorrect interpretation of the oscillation could have the cyclone
arriving ashore 67 hours ahead of and 1400 km away from the forecast landfall point!

3.5 VERIFICATION METHODS
One of the more neglected components of motion forecasting is the routine
preparation of best tracks and detailed forecast performance statistics at the end of each
season. Whilst this is a time-consuming task, which uses valuable resources, it provides the
best possible storm archive, together with invaluable information on overall forecast
performance and the relative performance of individual techniques. Such information is
essential for:

*

Developing new techniques and monitoring forecast improvements resulting from new
techniques, observing systems, and the like;

*

Providing a basis for objectively estimating forecast uncertainty, which is used in
deciding the timing and extent of warnings and watches, especially for critical
regions;

*

Providing feedback on the relative accuracy of available forecast techniques, perhaps
including stratification into different synoptic, latitudinal, or seasonal types (eg
Neumann and Pelissier, 1981);

*

Providing feedback to external organisations, such as the global modelling centres,
on their performance in the region.

3.5.1 Best-Track Preparation
The preparation of the best track is undertaken using the procedures outlined in
Section 3.2. An additional major advantage at this stage is the knowledge of the whole storm
track, so that the post-analysis can make good use of interpolating between past and future
movement in deciding the optimal position. A major question for the analyst is the degree
of detail that is to be included in the final track. For example, fine-scale, trochoidal
oscillations can be resolved by radar data, but generally not in systems over the open ocean.
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Recommendation: Best track archives should include the maximum possible detail.
Although the detail will vary by observing system, this provides the maximum possible
information available for later research and development use. Care needs to be taken,
however, not to provide detail that is within the noise level of the observing systems, and
thus largely one of analyst intetpretation. As a general role, 6 hourly positions provide a
sufficiently detailed description of the track.

3.5.2 Estimating Forecast Error
Analysis and forecast errors can be developed from several perspectives. The most
common are the absolute track error, but the across and along track errors also are used (Fig.
3.20). The absolute track error is the great circle distance from best track location to the
operational analysis or forecast position. This must be a great circle distance, simply
averaging the meridional and zonal components leads to error biases.
One essential component of the error analysis is to normalise all forecast errors by
a standard technique. CllPER was recommended for this putpose by IWTC-ll, and an
example has been provided in Fig. 3.15. Since CllPER is based entirely on current position
and motion and derives its forecast from past storms, techniques that do not improve on this
have no real skill. This normalisation also allows a ready comparison between "easy" and
"difficult" forecast years and different ocean basins (Pike and Neumann, 1987).
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Figure 3.20: Illustration of the calculation of absolute and along/across track forecast errors
(after JTWC, 1992).
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The method of presentation of the forecast errors is one of personal preference.
Histograms showing the frequency of errors in defined ranges provide a ready indication of
the most frequent errors, together with the skewness towards large errors (eg Fig. 3.18).
Plotting error components in scatter plots with either meridional and zonal (Fig. 3.21), or
along and across track axes, provides very useful information on relative bias and clustering
of errors (for example consistently slow techniques).
One curious anomaly in the approach used for derming forecast error at most
operational centres is that errors are defmed from the analysis time rather than the time of
availability of the forecast. For a delay of an hour or so, this has little real effect.
However, for a global modehhat is notavailable until 12 or more hours after analysis time,
the real forecast period is reduced accordingly so that the 24 hour model forecast is only a
12 hour real forecast. The current approach is biased against simpler models; which may·
have slightly worse errors from analysis time, but because of their early availability are more
accurate in real terms.
Recommendation: Forecast error statistics should be routinely prepared by all
forecast offices and promulgated to the international community. The forecast period· should
reflect the time. of forecast availability rather than the base analysis· time.

Di-norMal distribution of 24 hr forecast position errors.
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3.5.3

The Concept of Forecast Difficulty3

Neumann (1981, 1985) introduced the concept of forecast difficulty to assess forecast
improvements over the North Atlantic basin. The concept is based on the use of residual
errors of CLIPER to provide a threshold skill level and a basis for determining forecast
difficulty. These CLIPER errors are directly proportional to operational forecast errors; for
example, both have lowest errors when tropical cyclones move slowly and along persistent
tracks. The index of motion steadiness presented in Section 1.3.4.5 addresses persistency
of direction, but it does not include a sensitivity to translational speed.
Thus, CLIPER is an excellent measure of forecast difficulty and normalising all
forecasts by the CLIPER errors provides a homogeneous indication of forecast skill. IWTCIT recommended that all cyclone motion forecasts be normalised by concurrent CLIPER
forecasts to provide a universal standard for comparison.
Pike and Neumann (1987) developed CLIPER models based on the same criteria for
each of the tropical cyclone basins4 and compared residual errors (Fig. 3.22). Their
Forecast Difficulty Level (FDL) varies widely, from a maximum in the Australian/southeast
Indian and southwest Pacific regions to a minimum in the north Indian basin. This implies
that, given similar information on the current and past positions of a cyclone, the most
accurate forecasts can be expected in regions with low FDL. For example, mean 72-h
forecast errors are 665 km for the North Atlantic, but only 460 km for the eastern North
Pacific. Mter accounting for the FDL, forecast skill is comparable in the two basins.
Note that the FDL relates only to the intrinsic nature of the cyclone tracks. For
example, no account is taken of operational factors such as the accuracy of centre fixes,
which will affect the persistence forecasts. This qualification is particularly applicable to the
north Indian basin, where cyclones are relatively weak and centre positions difficult to locate
accurately. Moreover, the FDL does not address inherent warning problems, such as storm
surge potential, communications to coastal populations and evacuation.
A further problem is that not all CLIPER techniques are equally skilful. When small
data sets are used, or historical data have considerable uncertainty, for example, the CLIPER
equations may be unstable.
Recommendation: Provided its limitations are understood, the FDL provides an
excellent means of comparing ocean basins, different forecast techniques, and seasonal
changes in forecast errors. We strongly recommend the use of FDL in all comparisons of
forecast errors from different data sets, for different techniques and for long term forecast
trends.

3Provided

by C. Neumann

4Pike and Neumann combined basins 6 and 7 of Table 1.2 into a single basin.
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CHAPTER 4:

THE HABITATION LAYER

camped on a ridge fully 40 ft above sea level, and about a
half-a-mile from the beach....an immense tidal wave swept
inshore, and reached waist deep on the ridge...Here the wave
stretched between two and three miles inland. "
Kenny (1899)
If• ••
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The tenn "habitation layer" was coined by Bob Simpson (Simpson and Riehl, 1981)
to describe the thin layer of the atmosphere in which we live. In this region, the atmosphere
is interacting with the underlying surface, with resulting quite complex winds that are gusty,
suffer large perturbations around local obstructions, and may contain microbursts and
downbursts. The interaction between ocean and atmosphere also occurs in this region, with
resultant generation of very high wind waves and coastal stonn surges.
In this chapter, we indicate the mechanisms involved in generating stonn surge
(Section 4.2) and wind waves (Section 4.3), and provide forecast guidelines. We also
examine the wind-field changes that occur as a tropical cyclone makes landfall (Section 4.4).

4.2 STORM SURGES
4.2.1 Definition
The stonn surge is a long gravity wave with a length scale similar to the size of the
generating tropical cyclone, and lasts for several hours depending on the cyclone size and
speed of movement. It is thus of a similar scale to an astronomical tide and should not be
confused with short gravity wind waves, which have wave.:.lengths of metres and periods of
seconds. The surge usually consists of a single passing wave that elevates or depresses the
still water height. In some special situations, especially for cyclones moving parallel to the
coast, secondary waves or resurgences can fonn behind the tropical cyclone.
The ocean response to tropical cyclones is quite different in deep water and in
shallow, offshore water. In deep waters, far from a coast, the surface wind stress from a
tropical cyclone creates a rotating mound, or vortex, of water by diffusing momentum
downward. The ocean elevation is small, approximately the hydrostatic uplift in response
to the low central pressure (the inverted barometer effect) and some minor long term Coriolis
effects. Dynamic effects become pronounced as the tropical cyclone approaches a coast. On
entering the shallow waters of a continental shelf, conservation of the potential vorticity of
the mound requires development of marked divergence. Channelling by local bathymetry,
and reflections from the coast also contribute to substantially amplify the surge height.
Unlike the short-wavelength, propagating wind-waves, a translating surge wave does not
break in shallow waters. As viewed by an observer facing out to sea, a tropical cyclone has
onshore winds, with positive surge, to the right (left) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere,
and offshore winds, with negative surge, to the right (left).
The radius of maximum winds provides an important scaling parameter for stormsurge calculations. A crude approximate measure for the wave length of the long gravity
surge wave is 4 times the radius of maximum winds, discounting the effects of the pressure
gradient body force on the surge wave. Tropical cyclone size, translation speed, residence
time on the continental shelf, and angle of attack to the coast, together with local offshore
bathometry and inland topography all play significant roles in surge generation and inland
flooding.
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Some confusion exists between storm tides and storm. surges. In this report a storm
surge is the elevation of water generated by a tropical cyclone above or below the normal
astronomical tide. A storm tide, on the other hand, is the total elevation (including the
astronomical tide) above or below a standard datum. The storm tides are predicted water
heights issued in tropical cyclone advisories. The generic term "surges" is used interchangeably according to context. Storm surge can be computed with modelling efforts but
the storm tide is difficult because of phasing uncertainties with astronomical tide.
Scale (Ft.)
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
September 1944

iE

Figure 4.1. Recorded storm-tide gauge trace at Steel Pier, Atlantic City, New Jersey, USA,
generated by a hurricane on September 14-15, 1944, with predicted astronomical tide
superimposed (numbers indicate the LST running from left to right). Subtracting the astronomical tide from the trace gives the surge generated by the hurricane.

4.2.2 Storm-Surge Observations
Raw surge observations are always storm tides. Historical observations of storm tides
are frequently scarce, haphazard, targets of chance and at times inconsistent with datum
points for accurate post tropical cyclone analysis. It is remarkable how little effort is made
to record and archive surge data after tropical cyclone passage throughout the world!
The best data are from a tide gauge trace of water levels against time, similar to an
anemometer trace of winds (Fig. 4.1). Although short gravity wind waves normally are
filtered out by the stilling well of the gauge, substantial wind-wave contamination may occur
during a tropical cyclone, as may be seen by the high frequency "noise" in Fig. 4.1. The
usual archive procedure is to visually average the surge at hourly times, which leads to
inaccuracies as peaks and troughs may fall between hourly readings (as indicated on Fig.
4.1). Astronomical tide predictions are then subtracted from the record to produce the storm
surge.
Staff gauge records are visually-averaged, still-water sightings of water levels, against
time, from a scaled ruler anchored to the ground with respect to a known datum. These data
are as good as tide gauge data, assuming a competent, trained observer remains nearby
during the tropical cyclone passage.
Tide and staff gauges, unfortunately, are few and far between, and they frequently
fail during core passage of a tropical cyclone. Post tropical cyclone surveys of high water
marks against geodetic bench marks are therefore normally required for surge estimation.
In the absence of tidal or staff gauge data, it is best to have a cluster of nearby high water
observations for verification studies. A single, isolated high water mark or debris
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observation should be treated with caution because of inherent inaccuracy. A reliable surge
model can approximate the occurrence time of high surge to enable removal of the
astronomical tide to determine the peak storm surge at the observation point.

4.2.3 Statistical Storm-Surge Forecasting Methods
Statistical and empirical methods utilise historical data to develop a forecast technique
by regression or other statistical approaches. Unfortunately, such an approach requires a
large data base, which is non-existent in most regions. This lack of data is a handicap for
statistical studies (Harris, 1956). Some incomplete data sets have been compiled in localised
areas for developing empirical surge forecast· techniques (Connor et al., 1957; Goudeau and
Connor, 1968).

4.2.4 Numerical Storm-Surge Models
Numerical models provide the best approach to computing surges associated with
tropical cyclones, albeit with qualifications. A surge model requires a geographical data base
consisting of sea bathometry and, if inland inundation is to be computed, the
complex inland topography surrounding the cyclone landfall point. The data must extend
alongshore for the region of gale force winds and out to the edge of the continental shelf with
a resolution of, at worst, several kilometres, and inland to the 10 m land contour with 1 m
height resolution. Such data are referred to as a basin or basin data. Because of the lack
of adequate meteorological data, a parameterised tropical cyclone model is used to provide
the external forcing for the surge model. This cyclone model is initialised with the size,
central pressure and track of the cyclone. Such a procedure is "diagnostic" since a surge
model does not (and is not required to) forecast tropical cyclone conditions or tropical
cyclone track. A surge model will accept any reasonable tropical cyclone parameters from
an outside arbiter without regard to its pedigree. With this freedom, surge models are
capable of answering "What if?" questions according to basin and tropical cyclone input data.
With the aid of desk computers, actual computer runs can be made in a timely fashion
for coastal surges. Moreover, colour computer monitors can easily graph salient features
of surges for instant display. Any tropical cyclone can be run with a particular basin,
providing that the basin data have been prepared and that the requisite coastal surge model
and parameterised tropical cyclone model have been programmed. One example of such an
application is the personal-computer based surge model developed by Hubbelt et al. (1990).
Coastal surge models are not useful for inland surge inundation associated with
estuaries, bays, lakes, meandering rivers, canals, realistic coastlines with capes and coves,
barriers (roads, levees, spoil banks, etc.), as well as flooding across low lying terrain. For
these fragmentary, non-ideal conditions,a more sophisticated surge model is required.
Surge models can be run concurrently with an astronomical tide to include the
interesting non-linear interactions that occur between these. However, the normal 6-hour
error for tropical cyclone arrival in a 24-hour forecast period is roughly the time difference
between high and low semi-diurnal astronomical tide. Thus, the direct inclusion of
astronomical tides in surge models is inappropriate for operational forecasting. Instead,
surge forecasters generally superimpose astronomical tide onto the computed surge using
subjective estimates of the quality of the forecast track. If forecasting defensively, the high
tide is usually superimposed on the surge.
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The surge from most landfalling tropical cyclones affects 100-200 km of coastline for
a duration of several hours. Unfortunately, tropical cyclone track forecasts have errors of
a similar magnitude for the crucial 24 h leading up to landfall. Model surge
computations cannot provide a valid surge estimate with such imprecision in the track
forecast. An example for Hurricane Elena (1985) is shown in Figs. 4.2a,b using SLOSH
(Jelesnianski et al., 1992) for storm-surge computation. The computed and observed surge
values using the post-analysis best track were in good agreement (Fig. 4.2a). However,
using the forecast track produced very poor surge estimates (Fig. 4.2b). The track forecast
error at landfall was 40 km, which is excellent by meteorological standards, yet produced
surge estimates that were radically different from those that were observed. This arises
because the generated surge is sensitive to small errors with a track at an acute angle to the
coast.
It is disagreeable, of course, to predict a non-occurring high surge with a forecast
track. Suppose, however, the predicted and real track were reversed and a low surge were
predicted instead of a calamitous high surge? A reliable surge model can be used to indicate
surge sensitivities peculiar to a given basin with complicated coastal and terrain features,
thereby alerting users to possible surprises in surge generation.

One method of countering the problems with imprecise forecast tracks is to run a
proven and reliable surge model with several alternate tracks, varying on either side of
forecast landfall point. Similar procedures can be applied for possible changes in tropical
cyclone.intensity and size during a forecast period. In this way, a range of possible surge
values is generated corresponding to the range of meteorological imprecision.

4.2.5 Storm-Surge Nomograms
Numerical models also can be used to develop nomograms for surge forecasting,
which have appeal for their simplicity, but are subject to limitations of use in complex terrain
and are usually restricted to coastal surges. The nomograms are usually prepared from precomputations with a simplified numerical surge model, quasi-idealised basins and hypothetical
tropical cyclone conditions. The basin requirements are bathymetric depths only and a
coastline of long horizontal extent, small islands excluded. The basin geometry is idealised
with a regular, unbroken coastline of mild curvature and an infinite height vertical wall at
the coast to represent rapidly rising inland terrain, but has realistic offshore bathometry. For
ease of presentation the cyclone components are restricted to time-invariant tropical cyclone
parameters, straight line landfall tracks at any angle of attack to the coast, constant speed
along tracks and a s~quential series of coastal landfall points (Jelesnianski, 1972; Das, 1981;
Das et al., 1974; Ghosh, 1977).
To determine a peak coastal surge, for any landfall tropical cyclone in a restricted
area, consider, for example, the three nomograms in Figs. 4.3-4.5 (Jelesnianski, 1972). The
first nomogram (Fig. 4.3) requires two cyclone parameters: radius of maximum winds (an
indicator of cyclone size) and pressure drop (ambient pressure surrounding the tropical
cyclone less central pressure of the tropical cyclone). These two arguments give a
preliminary value of storm surge for a standard tropical cyclone moving perpendicular to the
coast across a standard basin with a translational speed of 6 ms-i. The standard basin
consists of a straight line coast centered at latitude 30°, a 4 m depth at the coast, and a onedimensional slope descending seaward at 0.6 m km-i.
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Figure 4,6, A family of 12 westbound, hypothetical tracks. Hurricane symbols reference
landfall points, the dots are eye positions 6 h apart and each track is identified by the
distance in miles to the left side (LS) or right side (RS) of the harbor entrance to Miami,
Florida.
Notice how the computed peak surges vary almost linearly with pressure drop and
only mildly with tropical cyclone size. These are fortuitous features since tropical cyclone
size is difficult to ascertain compared to central pressure. Since the maximum wind can vary
with tropical cyclone size for a given pressure drop (Fig. 4.3) this suggests maximum wind
by itself is too sensitive a parameter for surge studies, Also, surface pressure measurements
are not contaminated with the same level of noise as are wind observations.
For non standard tropical cyclone motion, Fig. 4.4 corrects the preliminary surge
value with a correction factor FM for any track angle of attack to the coast at any speed of
motion. The nomogram was prepared with a standard basin, a tropical cyclone with radius
30 km, and a pressure drop of 62 mb. Two conclusions can be drawn from this figure: (1)
tropical cyclones moving from land to water have much smaller surges than landfalling
tropical cyclones (water to land); (2) higher tropical cyclone translational speed gives higher
surges (up to a critical speed) for landfall tropical cyclones, but the reverse for cyclones
moving out to sea. Nomograms of this nature will not work well with strongly curved
coasts; that is, if the coastal radius of curvature is smaller than the radius of maximum
winds. The correction factor, of course, is dependent on the choice of tropical cyclone
parameters, but the variation is small for a large range of parameters.
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Figure 4.5 further corrects the preliminary surge value for a composite of nonstandard, real geographical basins via a shoaling factor Fa developed from experience along
the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico. The basins used have 2-dimension depth contours in which
strongly curved and ragged coastlines were smoothed to mild curvature. The correction
factor is invalid if applied to other regions of the world unless bathymetric depths
correspond, latitude does not differ significantly, coastal curvature is mild and inland terrain
rises rapidly. The nomogram was prepared with a standard tropical cyclone motion. Since
the shoaling correction is mildly sensitive to tropical cyclone size but not pressure drop, two
tropical cyclones of radii 20 and 40 km, were used. A nomogram of this nature is a useful
tool since it lucidly portrays the relative surge potential along an extended coastal segment
threatened by a tropical cyclone.
The preliminary surge value must be multiplied by both the correction factors, Fa and
FM, to compute the peak surge. Other nomograms can be prepared to include the envelope
profIle of the coastal storm surge (Ghosh, 1977). Once prepared for a specific region, these
nomograms do not require the use of a computer and quickly give an answer for quasiidealised conditions. Nomograms for alongshore, non-landfall, tropical cyclones can also be
prepared but are unwieldy and of such complexity they lose their simplicity and appeal
(Jelesnianski and Barrientos, 1975).

4.2.6 Pre-Computed Storm-Surge Atlases
On site computations with several tracks, tropical cyclone intensities and sizes may
require many computer runs. During a real time situation this can overload computer
facilities and personnel, and require unacceptably time consuming analysis of the output. An
alternate procedure both for surge forecasting and for evacuation and planning purposes is
to prepare an atlas of pre-computed surges (Jarvinen, et. aI., 1985).
To generate a data base of pre-computed atlases of storm surges for a particular basin
with inland water bodies and complicated terrain features, recourse is made to a tropical
cyclone climatology, which gives a broad view of the tropical cyclone types likely to affect
a given region. Much ingenuity is required to optimally stratify meteorological parameters
from sparse meteorological data within limited regions. Usually, historical tropical cyclones
affecting a region are stratified into preferred track directions, intensities, and sizes. An
example of a family of parallel tracks, idealised from climatology, is shown in Fig. 4.6 for
Biscayne Bay, Florida, USA. Such a family of equally spaced, parallel tracks for surge
computations need not follow great circles. They can gently curve to reflect climatological
data, but should all correspond in the vicinity of the landfall points.
The family of tracks account for alternate landfall points for a given direction along
a coastal area of interest (or else alternate distances from the coast for alongshore moving
tropical cyclones). It should be recognised that the generated surge normally is strongly
dependent on the angle the track makes with the coast, several hours before and after
landfall. The remaining track segments affect the surge only mildly. Thus, although the
location of a tropical cyclone far out to sea and its landfall point may be
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significantly in error, the family, or families, representing the broad approach to land can
be used to estimate the likely surge consequences.
For simplification, it is often assumed that the cyclone translational speed,central
pressure and size remain constant along the track. Alternate values of these parameters can
be used for each track family to provide a more comprehensive data base. The embedded,
identical tropical cyclone model in each family of tracks, also can be designed to alter the
tropical-cyclone central pressure and size with time after landfall to represent any explosive
filling and core changes of the tropical cyclone.
Care needs to be taken with using many parameters to develop a comprehensive surge
data base. For example, using 3 families of tropical cyclone tracks, each family with 10
parallel, equally spaced tracks, 5 different central pressures, 2 different sizes and 2 different
translational speeds, would require 3xlOx5x2x2=600 model runs.
It is impossible to account for all possible eventualities. The atlas that is developed

should be regarded as a good starting point to isolate the potential surge whenever a tropical
cyclone is forecast to affect a given coastal region. After a study of potential surges with
idealised tracks from the atlas, runs can then be made to fine tune a surge forecast, that
includes relevant details from the actual cyclone.

4.2.7 Maximum Envelope Of Waters (MEOW)
An atlas of pre-computed surges can be a bulky document and collating the several
possible tropical cyclone conditions from the many into a composite potential of surges is a
demanding chore. Since each computer run gives an envelope of highest waters in a basin
for the life history of a tropical cyclone, it is a simple computer chore to determine the
highest possible surge at all vulnerable coastal locations from a particular family of tracks.
The resulting map is called a Maximum Envelope of Waters, or MEOW.
To put the concept of a MEOW into perspective, consider how the SLOSH surge
model (Jelesnianski, et al., 1984; Jarvinen and Lawrence, 1985) is used by the US National
Hurricane Center. The model.has been used widely and was designed in a universal sense
that does not require specialised calibration for runs in any basin with any tropical cyclone.
An example of a basin and its attendant, polar, telescoping grid for Biscayne Bay, Florida,
is provided in Fig. 4.7a, and the overlapping basins used along the US coast are indicated
in Fig. 4.7b.
Model runs were made using hypothetical tropical cyclones with central pressures
stratified by the Saffrr/Simpson scale of intensity categories and sizes from climatology. For
example, the surface envelope of highest waters for a westbound tropical cyclone, moving
at 5 ms- 1 with Saffir/Simpson category 3, radius of maximum winds 30 km and landfall at
Miami, Florida is depicted in Fig. 4.8a, for the window region of Fig. 4.7a.
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Note the site 20 km south of the track in Fig. 4.8a, where no flooding is present
(denoted by a star). If the same tropical cyclone moving in the same track direction made
landfall 100 km further to the south, the resulting surge (Fig. 4.8b) would inundate this site.
To generate the MEOW, the maximum surge value from the entire family of cyclones
at each grid square of a basin is saved, regardless of which cyclone was responsible. The
resulting composite of peak surges makes up a MEOW such as that shown in Fig. 4.9 from
the 12 tracks of Fig. 4.6. Other MEOWs can be developed for a range of cyclone profiles
and conditions. This provides an easily accessible summary of the "worst case" surge
scenario given the uncertainty in the current forecast situation (Jarvinen et al., 1985).
It is recommended that any atlas of pre-computed surges contain composite sets of
MEOWS. When an offshore tropical cyclone is posed to strike inside a basin, such a set
provides both a ready reckoner of the surge disaster potential and a quick summary of those
cyclone tracks and types that need to be examined more carefully.
If all the computed surge data of an atlas are available for graphical display on a
computer, a "mini" MEOW can be quickly assembled in real time. This is especially useful
since it allows the user to select the most probable range of possible tracks and cyclone
proftles for the present situation. Such a procedure, which is best utilised near landfall time,
is utilised by the US National Hurricane Center to forecast stonn surges. The user selects
the range of scenarios from a display on the screen, consistent with anticipated forecast track
errors, and then the computer prepares the composite envelope of maximum waters from a
pre-computed atlas of surges.

4.2.8 A Case Study: Hurricane Hugo (1989)
During late September, 1989, a powerful tropical cyclone, Hurricane Hugo, was
threatening the eastern coast of the United States. Its landfall time and position were
uncertain and the central pressure and tropical cyclone size was evolving, but there was
confidence in the prevailing track direction. Whilst Hugo was still far out to sea, the
Charleston Basin (Fig. 4.Th) was chosen to study surge potential. From the computer data
base, a MEOW (Fig. 4.10) was derived from a category 3 tropical cyclone family with
radius of maximum winds of 40 km, travelling to the NW at 5 ms- I and with landfall points
15 km apart. The processing was done using a personal computer based SLOSH, a menu
driven, sophisticated, friendly and flexible procedure to explore surge potential from a vast
data base of pre-computed hypothetical tropical cyclones. A zoom facility (Fig. 4 .lOb) was
used to highlight the vulnerable Charleston city area.
The potential peak surge of around 5 m given by the MEOW was a most disturbing
record surge for the region and difficult for many weather forecasters to accept, but based
on this analysis surge forecasts of 4-5 m were issued. Hugo subsequently intensified to a
category 4 hurricane and accelerated to a translational speed of over 10 ms-I. The SLOSH
post-analysis using best track data (Fig. 4.11) gave a computed peak stonn tide of over 6 m
(20.3 ft), which agreed quite well with the available observations (shown as triangles in Fig.
4.11). Since the tropical cyclone made landfall at high astronomical tide, 1 ft needs to be
added to the computed surge to arrive at the storm tide.
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Figure 4.10. A MEOW generated by a family of cyclones characteristic of the forecast
features of Hurricane Hugo (1989) moving along the parallel tracks (black lines). The extent
of the basin is shown and white lines represent the coast: a) full basin, b) zoomed to
highlight the Charleston region.
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Figure 4.11. Computed surge (ft) using the SLOSH model on the best track for Hurricane
Hugo (1989). Numbers in triangles indicate observations or estimates of actual surge height
and an astronomical tide of 1 ft must be added to the surge to arrive at the stonn-tide value.
The agreement between this actual cyclone analysis and the pre-computed MEOW
is excellent and indicates that the MEOW can be very useful in defIning the scale of the
surge problem very well, given a reasonable estimate of the forecast uncertainties with the
tropical cyclone. Not all examples will be this accurate, however, comparisons of computed
surge values against available data from past historical tropical cyclones suggest an accuracy
range of ±20% for SLOSH derived surges.
The MEOW scheme is applicable to any coastal region, but devising a SLOSH type
procedure for a lengthy coastline is a laborious and time consuming project. Many basins
are required (Fig. 4.7b), extracting geographical data onto grid schemes from bathymetric
and topographic maps is a tedious task, as is developing a suitable cyclone climatology.
Each basin then requires hundreds of individual runs with hypothetical tropical cyclones to
stratify MEOW composites. Once the data base is secured in computer memory, however,
both "What ifl" games and special studies, such as tropical cyclone evacuation procedures,
can be undertaken with relative ease.
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4.3

SEA STATE (WIND WAVES)

4.3.1 Wave Generation Mechanisms
The sea state at any location is normally comprised of a combination of wind waves,
or "sea", and swell. Sea waves are short gravity waves generated by local wind conditions.
They have a chaotic appearance with sharp, angular tops, irregular heights, short distance
between crests and many smaller waves are superimposed onto the larger ones. The
individual crests have a short lifetime. It is not possible to follow anyone wave for a
distance greater than a few times the distance between crests, and they move in many
directions, at times up to 50° from the wind direction.
When the wind blows across an initially calm ocean surface, small eddies near the
surface generate local pressure fluctuations that perturb the water surface and generate small
ripples, of a few millimetres in height. Those ripples that have phase velocities equal to the
velocities of the atmospheric eddies will continue to grow to the stage where different energy
transfer mechanisms take over. The wind exerts a shear stress on the windward side of a
finite amplitude wave and also induces a pressure differential across the wave. Both
mechanisms contribute to continued growth of the wave. In addition, smaller waves form
on the larger wave by local eddies and can contribute to its growth by non-linear interactions.
Thus the growth of a sea in response to an imposed wind starts with small/high-frequency
waves and develops towards larger/lower frequency waves.
As the sea develops, the longer wavelength waves will begin to move faster than the
wind and lose energy back to the atmosphere, so that the maximum wavelength is limited by
the wind speed. Other waves break and dissipate their energy as turbulence and heat in the
ocean. Ultimately, a quasi-balanced state is reached in which the energy being supplied to
waves from the wind is equal to that being lost by the waves, and the sea is said to be "fully
developed".
Seas that have not reached this steady state are said to be "partially
developed". Whether a sea becomes fully developed depends on the duration of reasonably
constant winds over a suitably large area of ocean, or "fetch". In tropical cyclone
conditions, highly variable winds blow over limited fetches, so that the seas are normally in
a constant state of change and remain partially developed.
To a first order approximation, the total energy (potential and kinetic) of a wave is
proportional to twice the square of its wave height (Kinsman, 1965). Thus the maximum
wave height is limited by the available kinetic energy in the wind, and it is roughly
proportional to wind speed.
As sea waves propagate away from their generation area, they transform gradually
into swell. This can occur by a combination of non-linear interaction leading to growth of
certain waves at the expense of others, and gradual separation of waves of different
wavelength that propagate at different speeds. Swell is thus characterised by regularly
spaced, smooth wave crests which are of similar height, move in a uniform direction, and
can be followed for long periods of time.
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4.3.2 Coastal Effects
For major tropical cyclones of Saffrr-Simpson category 3 or higher, it is not unusual
to fmd wave heights of over 15 m in deep water: These waves break in water depths of
approximately 20 m and "feel" the ocean bottom at much greater depths, well offshore on
shallow continental shelves.
At the coastline the waves respond to the local bathymetry within hundreds of metres.
If the near shore waters are deep and the shore itself a near vertical cliff rising from deep
waters, then waves can reflect from the cliff instead of breaking. They increase in height,
however, gaining potential energy at the expense of kinetic energy, and may overtop the cliff
causing extensive damage immediately inland. When combined with lifted water from a
storm surge, the extreme consequences may result. Typical of this behaviour are occurrences
along some of the northern shores of the island of Jamaica. The shore has vertical cliffs
which drop from several meters above mean sea level to tens of meters below sea level.
Wind-waves generated by historical cyclones tracking north of the island have suffered
reflection with their upper portions overtopping the cliffs and causing considerable
destruction.
The swell propagating away from a tropical cyclone can affect coastal regions
hundreds of kilometres away. Frequently the resulting damage to coastal structures arises
from the long duration of such swell waves, which causes erosion of foundations and undermining of coastal structures. This is especially a danger with large and slow moving tropical
cyclones.
If the coast has an extensive and shallow continental shelf, the large wind waves will
break: well offshore and cause only minor residual shore effects. New wind waves can
reform over the continental shelf, but these are limited in height by the shallow water.
Breaking waves at the shore often force water inshore leading to a phenomenon known as
wave set-up (Fig. 4.12). For shallow beach frontages, such wave set-up can significantly
increase the impact of storm tides. Local obstructions, such as angled sea-walls or small
inlets can focus the wave energy into a small region with dramatically increased effects.

== WAVE SET UP

SURF ZONE·

~

Figure 4.12. Illustration of the effects of breaking waves and wave set-up, superimposed
on a storm surge (after Bureau of Meteorology, 1978).
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4.3.3 Wave Forecasting Methods
Theories have been fonnulated for the initial generation of short gravity wind waves
across a placid sea surface. However, estimating further development is fraught with difficulties. Application of simplified techniques usually requires specification of fetch length and
wind duration. Unfortunately, in tropical cyclones the winds constantly change, fetches are
far from ideal, and it is extremely difficult to estimate fetch length for a given situation.
Further, forecasting of tropical cyclone induced sea state across coastal waters is a fonnidable task due to the complexity of the dynamics and of the inshore coastal topography and
offshore bathymetry. Considerable understanding is required on how the sea surface
responds to meteorological and bathymetric influences, together with detailed observations
of the surface wind structure of the tropical cyclone.
Although sophisticated techniques exist for wave forecasting, most require computing
facilities, together with an input data base for local geography, calibration and testing, that
are well beyond the resources of many weather offices. The tenaciousness of scientists to
formulate simplified products or models in this regard must be applauded, but engineers and
forecasters need to be aware that the real world can be far different from the idealised cases
that are used.
In the fetch region, the sea is chaotic and from a multitude of measurements statistics
can be applied to specify a probability distribution of the wave periods and heights. The
significant wave height is defined as the average of the highest one third of all waves in the
region, and the significant wave period is the corresponding mean period It should be
recognised that there is considerable scatter with the statistics for "significant" wave values.
Empirical nomograms can provide a first order approximation of the significant wave
heights and periods according to fetch length and duration of wind (e.g. the 5MB method of
Bretschneider, 1957). The 5MB method is semi-empirical but more sophisticated discrete
spectral and parametric approaches have been developed, (Kinsman, 1965). Most such
nomograms are restricted to deep water regions that are unaffected by a coast or land. They
consider wave generation with a unifonn and constant wind in deep, or else in shallow and
constant depth waters (Shore Protection Manual, 1973).
The empirical work is biased toward extratropical stonns where fetch and duration
parameters can be detennined, albeit coarsely. These parameters, however, are difficult to
ascertain for tropical cyclones because of their small size, movement (L e., a moving fetch),
and the nearly circular and rapidly shifting wind field. The details of the core region are
difficult to estimate accurately over the ocean, though new observing methods, such as
microwave imagers, may help in the future. The small tropical cyclone core creates large
gradients in wind-wave characteristics, the swell from one region may be propagating against
the wind in another part, ensuring chaotic wave dynamics. Furthennore, near shore
phenomena such as shoaling, refraction, breaking waves, wave run-up, reflection from shore
obstacles, interactions with local currents, etc. are extremely difficult to treat empirically.
These phenomena require specialised,local treatment of an engineering nature that is time
.consnming and difficult to manage in real-time. .
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A crude but quick estimate of the maximum significant wave height, in metres,
generated by a tropical cyclone in deep water may be obtained from:
H max = O.20(Pn-P J,

(4.1 )

where Pn-Pc is the pressure drop from the environment to the cyclone centre in hPa (Hsu,
1991). This maximum value applies only near the maximum wind region, and wave height
rapidly attenuates outside this region. In shallow coastal waters, these maximum height
waves normally will break well before reaching the coast.
Alternatively, Table 4.1 provides a quick reference for estimating the state of the sea
under a variety of wind and fetch conditions (Bureau of Meteorology, 1978; see also Section
8.4)).
A simple, coarse, frrst-order estimate of wave heights near the coast can be obtained
from the idealised formula:
H

=

O.78(d+ T+h) ,

(4.2)

where H is the breaking wave height (crest to trough), d is an estimate of the average
bathymetric depth to a couple of hundred metres offshore, T is the tidal deviation from mean
sea level, and h is the storm-surge height (Shore Protection Manual, 1984). Thus, Eq. 4.2
indicates that the maximum height of waves in shallow water is, to a first approximation,
about 75 % of the local oceanic depth.
The sensitivity to timing of cyclone landfall, relative to the tidal cycle and the degree
of storm surge are readily apparent. For example, in a region of 3m average oceanic depth
and ±1 :ni tidal variation, the maximum wave height varies from 1.6 to 3.2 m between high
and low tide. If we add a surge of 5 m at high tide the waves could exceed 7 m. Thus, in
this illustrative example, near-shore structures could experience ocean water to a height of
10 m above mean sea level (Fig. 4.12)*. Such breaking waves can be devastating for
structures that are just offshore, such asjetties and buildings on stilts. Inland from the coast,
sand dunes, levees, etc., complicate the breaking wave height, but, assuming reformation of
wind waves over flooded land, our surge depth of 5 m could support 4 m waves, which
would be rapidly attenuated inland.

*

Note that the height of the waves above MSL is only about half their height as given
in equation 4.2.
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Table 4.1. A nomogram for estimating the sea state under various wind and fetch
conditions. The wind duration and fetch requirements must be met for the indicated sea-state
to occur. Longer duration and greater fetch may result in an increase of 10 %. This applies
only to waves generated by local winds and not to swell and is derived from Bureau of
Meteorology (1978).

Wind Speed

Beaufort No.*

(ms-I)

3
gentle breeze

Required
Sig. Wave
Duration Fetch Height Period
(hr)
(km)
(m)
(sec)
5

100

0.5

2

Slight

5

10

15

Sea State

4
mod. breeze

20

150

1

4

White caps form
Moderate

5
fresh breeze

25

200

2

5

Rough

6
strong breeze

25

300

3

Very Rough

7
mod. gale

30

500

5

9

High

8
fresh gale

30

600

8

10

Very High

9

30

800

11

11

Very High

10
whole gale

30

1000

14

12

Precipitous

11
storm

35

1100

16

14

Precipitous

12
hurricane

35

1200

18

16

Phenomenal

20
strong gale
25

30

35

*

ForBeaufort scale, see section 9.4
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These simple methods of forecasting sea state generated by tropical cyclones are
imprecise and substantial errors must be tolerated and accounted for. One approach is to use
sea-state models to estimate the worst case possibilities for a given type of tropical cyclone
(in a manner similar to the storm-surge MEOW concept). Using a sophisticated wave model,
wave forecasts are generated for a family of landfalling tropical cyclones with required
characteristics and an understanding of the potential forecast errors. An envelope of worstcase wave conditions may then be produced for forecast guidance. Using the MEOW
(Section 4.2.4) to estimate the maximum surges height, Eq. 4.2 can be used to quickly
estimate the worst case effects of breaking waves.
Forecasters also may wish to record areas of particular concern for wave damage.
Where coastal cliffs rise from deep waters, the expectation should be of wave activity
overtopping the cliffs and causing potentially serious damage a short distance inland.
Regions protected by outer reefs, or by shallow water extending several kilometres from the
shore, may be protected from massive ocean waves, but may also regenerate local, shallowwater waves. Local inlets may cause wave focussing. Some structures may be particularly
vulnerable to waves breaking on top of a local storm surge.

4.4 SURFACE WINDS AT LANDFALL
4.4.1 Horizontal Asymmetry
It has been known since the very earliest analyses (Reid, 1838) that the cyclone wind
field over the ocean is asymmetric with a maximum generally to the right (left) of the
direction of motion in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. Although there are exceptions
to this rule (Shapiro, 1983), the available observations are generally so poor as to negate any
detailed analysis, especially under operational conditions. The general forecast rule,
therefore, is to assume that the above asymmetry, with an amplitude given by adding and
subtracting the tropical cyclone translational speed. The surface wind can readily be
estimated by taking 0.7-0.8 of the gradient wind (Powell, 1982).

A combined empirical and theoretical study using the Holland (1980) wind and
pressure profiles (Section 8.7) by Hubbert et al. (1992) found that the best combination was
to locate the maximum wind slightly in the forward quadrant at an angle of 70° to the
direction of motion. The amplitude of the "asymmetry was given by adding the tropical
cyclone translational motion to the symmetric wind field given by the derived pressure field.
A constant reduction of 0.7 from the gradient level to the surface was used, together with
a frictional turning of 20° (Shea and Gray, 1973). The analysis is automated with input of
central pressure, radius of maximum' winds and past two positions only required.
Independent testing by G. Foley(personal communication, 1990) indicated a close fit to
available anemometer records in a wide range of tropical cyclones, so that this method is
recommended for use in estimating the horizontal wind structure within a couple of hundred
kilometres of the centre of tropical cyclones.
Additional asymmetries over the ocean arise from asymmetric convection and the
development of low-level jets. Convective asymmetries can be associated with increased
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inflow and with strengthened winds, usually on the inward side (Holland, 1987). When
local stabilisation of the boundary layer occurs (eg from ocean cooling by mixing and
upwelling) a local inertial acceleration and development of a low-level jet may occur (Moss,
1978; Anthes and Chang, 1978; Holland, 1987). There are no objective methods of
incorporating this information into operational analyses, but forecasters should be aware of
the potential.
At larger distances from the core, synoptic influences dominate in determining the
overall wind asymmetry. For example, a tropical cyclone cradled by a strong subtropical
high, may result in strong winds extending hundreds of kilometres from the cyclone. Such
synoptic asymmetries are within the resolution of most observing platforms.
An objective technique for estimating the mean radius of 30 kt winds has been
developed at JTWC by Martin and Holland (JTWC, 1992). This technique uses the Dvorak
intensity estimate to estimate the parameter b in the Holland equations (Section 8.7) and the
overcast cloud shield size (determined by the -65°C TBB isotherm) to estimate rm •
Asymmetry is based on the cyclone movement and latitude. Operational use over several
years has indicated that the technique provides useful analysis guidance.
As a tropical cyclone approaches land, the maximum winds tend to be located over
the water just off the coast, with winds just inshore being around 20% less (Powell, 1982;
Tuleya et al., 1984; Jones, 1986). When a significant mountain range is present, the coastal
confluence and maximum wind region may develop whilst the cyclone is a considerable
distance off shore (Holland, 1984c,d). In some numerical modelling studies (Jones, 1986),
a new convective ring cycle has been initiated, leading to a temporary weakening of the
cyclone. This could be followed by a rapid increase in surface winds as the new eye-wall
contracts, following the process described by Willoughby et al. (1982) .
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Figure 4.13: Twelve hour decay rate as a function of central pressure for tropical cyclones
in the USA (dots) and from the numerical study by Tuleya etal. (1984, triangles).
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All tropical cyclones weaken after landfall at a rate that is approximately proportional
to the intensity at landfall (Fig. 4.13). There is some evidence also that larger tropical
cyclones tend to decay slower than do small systems. Immediately following landfall, the
maximum wind belt tends to expand outwards and the surface pressure outside the core
region may drop slightly (Miller, 1964; Tuleya and Kurihara, 1978). Presence of significant
mountains causes more rapid disruption and weakening of the cyclone, but may also be
associated with transient development of local jets (Tuleya and Kurihara, 1978; Padya,
1978).

4.4.2 Wind Variability and Gustiness
The local variability and gustiness of the winds in a tropical cyclone will be considerable and will be unpredictable in any detail. As a general mle, the surface wind speed will
be higher over the ocean than over the land, but the gustiness will be higher over land and
especially in mountainous terrain. This is illustrated by the anemometer traces in Fig. 4.14.
The oceanic site of Willis Island (Fig. 4.14a) and the flat terrain of Onslow (Fig. 4.14b)
result in much lower gustiness than does the mountainous terrain of Cairns (Fig. 4.14c) and
Mont Desert Alma (Fig. 4.14d).
The ratio of maximum gusts (defined by the peak 2-s wind) to mean 1- and lO-min
winds at an elevation of 10 m is indicated in Table 4.2. These provide both a single estimate
and a potential range. Also shown in Table 4.2 are the ratios of peak gust over various
terrains to that over the ocean; this includes the expected reduction in mean winds over the
ocean and provides a ready estimate of the likely peak gusts for surface winds of a tropical
cyclone approaching the coast.
Table 4.2: Gust factors defined by the ratio of peak 2-s wind to the mean wind at 10 m
elevation for various exposures and averaging times and in wind speeds of at least hurricane
force. Parentheses give an indication of the range in gust factors. From Atkinson (1974),
Spillane and Dexter (1976) and Padya (1976).
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Several dynamical factors also may cause substantial variations in the surface winds.
Mountains and other· obstructions can produce local jets, rotors and other microscale
variations in the winds. The cooling of the surface air over flat land may result in a
stabilisation of the boundary layer and substantial reduction in mean surface winds. Local,
downburst-type severe wind-storms may then occur when upper flow mixes down to the
surface (Fujita, personal communication, 1980). Recent analyses by Fujita (personal
communication, 1992) of Hurricane Andrew in Miami also indicates that very small,
tornadic-like circulations may have occurred in the surface flow and produced short-lived but
extreme winds. As documented by Novlan and Gray (1974,) tornadic disturbances also can
occur in large numbers in the outer circulation of landfalling tropical cyclones.
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CHAPTERS:

SEASONAL FORECASTING

"We can perhaps best sum up the situation by saying that there
is a swaying of pressure on a big scale backwards and
forwards between the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean."
Sir Gilbert Walker, collected papers (1986).

William M. Gray
Dept. of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Coilins, Colorado, USA
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

Tropical cyclones typically do not evolve in climatologically fixed conditions but
rather in environments that exhibit favourable weekly to seasonal scale deviations from the
long-term background climatology. Although the role of the environment has been known
and accepted in varying degrees by tropical cyclone specialists for many years, the full extent
of this role is only now becoming better understood and appreciated.
Recent studies have contributed to improved understanding of how month-to-month
and season-to-season variations of wind and thermodynamic factors are associated with large
variations in seasonal tropical cyclone frequency and intensity. Examples include: Gray
(1988), Gray and Sheaffer (1991), Landsea and Gray (1992), Gray et al. (1992), Joseph and
Liebmann (1991), Hastenrath (1986, 1990) and Nicholls (1985, 1992). Previously, we had
pictured the tropical cyclone and the weaker mesoscale systems which spawned them as
primarily the products of rapidly varying local circulation characteristics that have a large
random component and for which prediction was not possible more than a few days ahead.
Although this is still true for individual mesoscale cyclone systems, it is not the case for the
seasonal aggregate of systems; particularly in the case of the North Atlantic basin.
In this chapter we first examine some known relationships between the El Nino
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and tropical cyclone activity in each ocean basin (Section 5.2).
Relationships with the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) are discussed in Section 5.3, and
the potential for intraseasonal prediction is covered in Section 5.4. Considerable success has
been demonstrated with seasonal forecasts of tropical cyclones inthe North Atlantic in recent
years; the techniques and relationships are therefore described in detail in Section 5.5.

5.2 ENSO RELATIONSIllPS WITH SEASONAL
TROPICAL CYCLONE ACTIVITY
5.2.1 North Atlantic Basin
Tropical-cyclone activity in the North Atlantic is more sensitive to El Nino influences
than in any other ocean basin. Gray (1984a) and Fig. 5.1 indicate that comparing a non-El
Nino year to one with moderate to strong El Nino, the North Atlantic basin experiences:
1. A substantial reduction in cyclone numbers, especially at low latitudes;
2. A 60% reduction in numbers of hurricane daysl;
3. An overall reduction in system intensity.
Gray et al. (1992) attribute this reduction of tropical cyclone activity to the anomalously

'Defined as the number of days that a hurricane was present in the basin.
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strong westerly winds that develop in the western North Atlantic and Caribbean region
during El Nino years.

5.2.2 Eastern North Pacific Basin
Satellite estimates of tropical cyclone intensity for this region are available only for the
24 years since 1966, during which five strong El Nino events occurred (Landsea and
Gray, 1989). Although the satellite intensity estimates are less accurate than aircraft,
there seems to be a strong signal for increased frequency of hurricane force systems
during El Nino years (Table 5.1). This fmding is physically consistent with the known
association of maximum potential tropical cyclone intensity with sea -surface temperature
(Emanuel, 1986; Merrill, 1988).
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Figure 5.1: Tracks of all hurricane intensity systems in the North Atlantic for the period
1900-1976 grouped relative to El Nino years: a)one year before, b) during, and c) one
year after (Gray 1984a).
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Table 5.1: Modulation of eastern North Pacific basin tropical cyclones by warm and cold
ENSO events (Landsea and Gray, 1989).
Annual Average
of 5 El Nino Years
1972-76-82-83-87

Annual Average
of 5 Anti-El Nino Years
1967-70-73-75-88

Ratio

No. of Named Stonns

16.8

15.2

1.11

No. of Hurricanes

9.6

6.0

1.60

37.4

21.4

1.75

No. of Hurricanes
5.2
With Max Winds > 50 ms- 1

2.2

2.36

No. of Hurricane Days

5.2.3 Central and Western Pacific Regions
The total amount of tropical cyclone activity in the western Pacific varies little during
ENSO cycles. But recent work by Hastings (1990) and others has clearly demonstrated an
eastward displacement of the primary centres of tropical cyclone activity during El Nino
years. As shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, tropical cyclones extend a considerable distance
eastward during strong El Nino episodes and there is a reduced frequency in the Coral Sea
and Eastern-Australian region. These results agree with the earlier findings of Dong (1988)
and Revell and Goulter (1986a,b).
Tropical cyclone activity during the intense 1982-83 El Nino provided an extreme
example of this eastward shift in tropical cyclone occurrence. Many more tropical cyclones
(eight systems) fonned east of 180° in the South Pacific in 1982-83 than in any previous year
on record, and activity in the Australia region was much reduced. Hastings (1990) also
shows that a later than normal start of the South Pacific tropical cyclone season typically
occurs during the year following an El Nino.
A similar but less dramatic change occurs in the western North Pacific basin. Chan
(1985, 1990a, 1990b) shows that the frequency of tropical cyclones in the North Pacific
between 140-1600 E is increased during El Nino years (Fig. 5.4). South China Sea activity
follows an inverse relationship, experiencing decreased activity in El Nino years and
increased activity in anti-El Nino years. Chan also shows that western North Pacific
tropical cyclone activity typically decreases in years following an El Nino, except in the
South China Sea (Fig. 5.5).

5.2.4 North and South Indian Ocean Regions
Statistical analysis of the records for the last 40 years of tropical cyclones in the
Indian Ocean indicates no obvious systematic, ENSO related variations of seasonal tropical
cyclone frequency or location in the North and South Indian Oceans. However,
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more careful studies of Indian Ocean cyclones are needed. It is likely that meaningful
seasonal influences are present and may be elucidated in more detailed analyses.

1J
Figure 5.2: The western South Pacific region tropical cyclone tracks for the El Nino
composite (Hastings, 1990).
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Figure 5.3: The western South Pacific region tropical cyclone tracks for the anti-El Nino
composite (Hastings, 1990).
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square for years following an El Nino (Chan, 1990).
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5.2.5 Australian Region
Nicholls (1979) was the first to report that the austral winter to spring anomalies of
sea level pressure at Darwin, which is closely associated with the Sal, is highly correlated
with early season Australian region tropical cyclone activity and to a lesser extent with total
seasonal cyclone activity. Subsequent research and operational testing (Nicholls, 1984, 1985,
1992; Drosdowski and Woodcock, 1991; Ready and Woodcock, 1992) well verifies these
results (Fig. 5.6).
There are notable differences in the physical causes of ENSO induced variations of
tropical cyclone activity between the Australian and North Atlantic regions. Whereas the
strength of the upper level westerly wind and the vertical shear mechanism appears to
account for tropical cyclone reduction in the Atlantic in El Nino years, differences in sea
surface temperatures and surface pressure seem to provide the primary physical linkage in
the Australian region. Here, cool sea surface temperature anomalies and associated high
barometric pressure accompany El Nino events and are associated with the diminished
frequency of Australian Coral Sea area cyclones. By comparison, the El Nino appears to
cause no significant alteration in Atlantic Sea surface temperatures or sea level pressure.

Figure 5.6: Scatter diagram of the seasonal number of Australian region tropical cyclones
versus the mean September to November Sal (Nicholls, 1992). Seasons after 1986 are
indicated by the full dots, from 1959-1986 by open dots; the line is the regression using all
data.
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5.2.6 Summary of ENSO Relationships
The ENSO modulation of total tropical cyclone frequency and intensity is strongest
in the North Atlantic basin. Strong zonal displacements in tropical cyclone location occur
in the central and western Pacific and a later start of the tropical cyclone season typically
occurs in the year following an El Nino. Table 5.2 summarises the ENSO influences by
region, and provides a basic forecast relationship. If a significant El Nino (or anti-El Nino)
event is occurring or is expected to occur, then the anticipated seasonal tropical cyclone
activity and intensity can be qualitatively altered as specified in this table. Care needs to be
taken, however, as it is to be expected that some El Nino and anti-El Nino years will not fit
these guidelines. The forecasts should be used for general guidance only.
Table 5.2: Recommended seasonal tropical cyclone activity forecasts by region dUring a
moderate or strong El Nino event or a moderate or strong anti-El Nino event.

Cyclone Basin

El Nino Years
Frequency
Intensity

Anti-El Nino Years
Frequency
Intensity

North Atlantic
Basin

Large
Decrease

Small
Decrease

Small
Increase

Small
Increase

Eastern North
Pacific Basin

Slight
Increase

Increase

Slight
Decrease

Decrease

Western North
Pacific Basin:
Eastern Part;

Increase

No Change

Decreas~'

"". No Change

Decrease

No Change

Increase

Western Part.

No Change
,

North Indian Ocean No Change

No Change

No Change

No Change

South Indian Ocean No Change

No Change

No Change

No Change

Australian Region:
Western;

No Change

Slight
Increase

No Change

'Blight
Decrease

Increase

Slight
Increase

Increase

Decrease

Slight
Decrease

Slight
Decrease

Central and East. Decrease

South and Central
Pacific ( > 1600 E)
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Increase

5.3

TROPICAL CYCLONE MODULATION BY THE QBO

In addition to the ENSO, there is another important global-scale meteorological
parameter whose slowly varying properties are related to seasonal trends in tropical cyclone
frequency and intensity. This is the stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), which
appears to have an important modulating impact upon tropical cyclones within 20° lat of the
equator. During an easterly phase of the QBO (Fig. 5.7), the westward moving systems in
these latitudes are inhibited'from developing into tropical cyclones, and those that form tend
to not become intense. By contrast, formation and intensity are typically enhanced when
QBO winds are in the westerly phase.

5.3.1 North Atlantic Basin
Substantial variation of tropical cyclone frequency and lifetime is observed during
west and east phases of the QBO in the North Atlantic (Table 5.3). There have been 44 %
more hurricanes and 74% more hurricane days during the west as opposed to east phase of
the QBO. The association between the frequency of intense Atlantic hurricanes with maximum sustained winds greater than 50 ms- 1 and the September phase of the QBO is
summarised in Table 5.4. Nearly twice as many intense hurricanes occur during the westerly
compared to the easterly phase (Gray, 1988).

-

EOf--llf'~

"

"2

.~."(1.I:
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.

WEST PHASE QSO

EAST PHASE QBO

I

I

;. , c:::

~. .b; c

11'[1'
q [

IEO

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the two basic wind conditions for the stratospheric QBO, which
occur over the tropics at 50 hPa (or 20 km altitude) during the summer seasons of both
hemispheres. The left diagram shows conditions during the easterly phase when moderate
easterly winds occur on the equator and strong easterly winds occur at 10-15° lat. During
the westerly phase (right diagram) stratospheric winds on the equator are from the west and
weak easterlies occur at IQ-15° lat.
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5.3.2 Western Pacific/Australian Region
Recent studies by Gray and Sheaffer (1989) and Collimore and Gray (1991) suggest
that a modest reduction of the total frequency of western Pacific tropical cyclones may occur
during the west phase of the QBO, especially in the Australian region (Table 5.5). These
results are opposite to the North Atlantic observations in Table 5.3.
Although the Pacific relationship is only weak, the opposite association between
tropical cyclone frequency and phase of the QBO between the North Atlantic and the western
Pacific may be attributed to differences in upper tropospheric zonal wind regimes in the two
oceans. Tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic typically form in a region of low-level
easterlies and upper-level westerlies. Formation is thus: 1. inhibited by the increased
upper-tropospheric westerly winds during the westerly QBO phase; and 2. enhanced by the
weaker vertical shear in the easterly QBO phase. The opposite occurs in the western Pacific,
where the 200 hPa zonal winds are typically stronger from the east during the cyclone
season. Thus the QBO has less effect on the vertical shear, which is slightly reduced in the
upper troposphere during easterly phases.

Table 5.3: Comparison of seasonal mean North-Atlantic tropical cyclone activity by east
versus west QBO wind stratifications between 1950-1990, during which there were 19 of
each phase.

Named Storms
Hurricanes
Hurricane Days

QBO PHASE
Westerly Easterly

RATIO
West/East

11.52
7.05
31.42

1.35
1.44
1.74

8.53
·4.95
18.05

Table 5.4: QBO stratification of the 104 most intense Atlantic hurricanes (maximum winds
greater than 50 ms-I) during the period of 1949-1990 based on September average 50 hPa (20
km) winds in the lower Caribbean basin (approximately lOON).
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Category of
QBO wind

Intense Hurricanes
Number
Annual Average

West Phase (17 years)
East Phase (17 years)
Intermediate (6 years)

60
31
13

3.3
1.7
2.2

Table 5.5: Total frequency of summer and autumn tropical cyclones of all intensities
occurring in the west Pacific area during easterly versus westerly QBO phase. The QBO
phase was determined from montWy 50 hPa wind anomalies at Trok (7.5°N, 152°E) during
each season (Collimore, 1989b).

Western North Pacific, 0-20oN
June-August
September-November
Australian Region, 0-20oS
January-March

TOTAL

QBO PHASE
West
East

RATIO
West/East

7.8
10.3

8.2
10.3

.95
1.00

9.3

11.2

.83

27.4

29.7

.92

Contrary to the results in Table 5.5, intense typhoons over much of the western
Pacific have a definite preference for the westerly phase of the QBO, when their frequency
(Table 5.6) is nearly a: factor of two greater than for the east phase. Because western North
Pacific typhoons tend to be more intense than those in the Australian region (perhaps due to
the lack of aircraft reconnaissance), it was necessary to lower the intense cyclone criteria as
shown. This relationship breaks down in the western ponion of the South Pacific Ocean for
reasons that are as yet not well understood.
Willoughby et aI., (1989) listed all aircraft reconnaissance measurements of western
North Pacific supertyphoons with central pressure below 900 hPa during the period 19501987. The data cover the period of the 1950s through mid-1987. Thirty-six such super
typhoons were found in 11 seasons. Thirty of these (83 %) occurred dming a westerly QBO
phase and 5 of the remaining six occurred in one easterly phase year (1979). Thus nearly
all of the extreme intensity cyclones in the western North Pacific have occurred during QBO
westerly years.

5.3.3 Summary of QBO Relationships
The long period quasi-periodic nature of the QBO allows for relatively reliable
estimates of the lower stratospheric zonal winds well before the start of each regional tropical
cyclone season. The aforementioned relationships with tropical cyclone frequency and
intensity then provide a means of forecasting the seasonal activity, especially that associated
with the relatively infrequent, but very damaging intense cyclones. Table 5.7 offers
suggested qualitative forecast guidelines for tropical cyclone frequency and intensity for each
region. Care needs to be taken to include the uncertainty involved in making such seasonal
forecasts.
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Table 5.6: Reported intense cyclone maximum wind speed estimates stratified by the
relative phase of the 50 hPa QBO winds at Truk. Cyclone data for the western North Pacific
and Australian regions (roughly 90E to l80E) start in 1952 and 1958, respectively (Collimore
and Gray, 1991b).

Cyclones with
maximum winds
exceeding:

82
77
72
67

1

msms- 1
ms-1
ms-1

(160
(150
(140
(130

kts)
kts)
kts)
kts)

Total number occurring by
QBO Phase
West East Intermediate

Ratio

Western North Pacific, 0-20N'
15
3
4
5.0
31
13 6
45
20 8
63
35 10

1

Entire Australian Region, 0-20S
17
9
0
23
2
1.7
50
8
1.7

51 ms- (100 kts)
44 ms- 1 ( 80 kts)
33 ms- 1 ( 65 kts)

40
87

44 ms- 1 ( 80 kts)
33 ms- 1 ( 65 kts)

Australian Region, 0-20S, East of 145E
23
7
0
3.3
52
21
3
2.5

44 ms- 1 ( 80 kts)
33 ms- 1 ( 65 kts)

Australian Region, 0-20S, West of 145E
17
16
2
1.1
35
29
5
1.2
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West/East

2.4
2.3
1.8

1.9

Table 5.7: Suggested seasonal forecast of tropical cyclone frequency and intensity as a
function of the projected phase of the QBO cycle at 50 hPa.

-Westerly Phase
Frequency
Intensity

Cyclone Basin

, Increase

Atlantic Basin

Easterly Phase
Frequency
Intensity

Large
Increase

Decrease

Large
Decrease.

No Change

Small
Increase

No Change

Small
Decrease

Small
Increase

Increase

Small
Decrease

Decrease

Small
Decrease

Increase

Small
Increase

Decrease

North Indian Ocean

No Change

Increase

No Change

Decrease

South Indian Ocean

No Change

Increase

No Change

Decrease

Small
Decrease

No Change

Small
Increase

No
Change

No Change

Increase

No Change

Decrease

Small
Increase

Increase

No Change

Decrease

Eastern North Pacific

Western North Pacific
Eastern Part

Western Part

Australian Region
Western

Central and Eastern
South and C~ntral
Pacific (> 1600 E)

5.4

INTRA-SEASONAL PREDICTION

Tropical cyclones are observed to vary on intra-seasonal time scales (Fig. 5.8). There
is potential predictability here, especially if the intra-seasonal variability is associated with
low-frequency tropical circulation anomalies. A few Atlantic studies have been carried out
by Ray (1935), Namias (1955), Ballensweig (1959), and more recently by Shapiro (1987).
However, most of the predictive signals have not been verified over a long period record and
it is premature to make any definitive. statements on prediction methods.
Good intra-seasonal forecast prospects may develop as new data sets become available
and as we learn more of the physical processes of the tropical cyclone and its environmental
interactions. This appears to be a profitable area of future research. A few examples of
potential intra-seasonal predictability signals are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 5.8: Temporal clustering of tropical cyclone genesis in the Northern Hemisphere.
Numbers in shaded (unshaded) areas give the tropical cyclone fonnation during active
(inactive) periods. Numbers between arrows indicate cyclones before and after the main
summer period (Gray, 1979).
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Figure 5.9: Temporal clustering of tropical cyclone genesis in the Southern Hemisphere.
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5.4.1. Clustering of Tropical Cyclones in Time
Tropical cyclones tend to cluster in time (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9). One can occasionally
observe 10-20 cyclones about the globe within several weeks and such active periods
typically are separated by an equivalent period of much reduced cyclone activity. An
obvious alternation of active and inactive periods of 15-25 d duration is evident in all years
in both Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. Figure 5.10 portrays the annual cycle of global tropical cyclone
formation for a recent 7-year period (1978-1985). Also shown are the monthly number of
named tropical cyclones occurring in active and inactive periods. The 3-5: 1 ratio of cyclone
numbers between active and inactive periods seen in the hemispheric observations is
maintained throughout the year.
This obvious 30-50 d cycle in tropical cyclone activity implies that there may be some
connection with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), especially since the variability named
tropical cyclone activity is primarily confmed to tropical cyclone activity at latitudes
equatorwards of 20° lat. This relationship has not been properly investigated at this stage,
however.
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Figure 5.10: Annual variation in global tropical cyclone formation, together with the
average numbers forming during active and inactive periods. The data used were all named
tropical cyclones for the period 1978-1985.
Good forecast practice would be to keep a log of both tropical cyclone activity, on
a global basis, and also to keep in mind the current phase of the MJO. This should provide
qualitative indications of the potential degree of activity over the next few weeks, and such
statistics can ultimately be used to develop objective forecast techniques.
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5.4.2 Indian Rainfall and Western North Pacific Tropical Cyclones
Joseph (1989), and Joseph and Liebmann (1991) have noted an inverse association
between Indian monsoon rainfall and western North Pacific tropical cyclone activity. When
the Indian monsoon is delayed or is in a mid-summer monsoon break period, they have
observed increased numbers of tropical cyclones in the western and northern portion of the
North Pacific, and these cyclones tend to follow a more po1eward track. Eastern North
Pacific cyclone tracks are also affected similarly. In contrast, when India has an early
monsoon onset or enhanced monsoon rainfall mounts western North Pacific tropical cyclone
activity is reduced, the systems tend to track more westwards, and they are confined more
to the western part of the basin. An awareness of this relationship can provide forecasters
with a qualitative indication of potential future cyclone frequency and track characteristics.

5.4.3.

Other Intra-Seasonal Associations

Recent research by Harr and Elsberry (1991) and by Chan (1991) is showing the
benefits of using EOF (Empirical Orthogonal Function) analysis of upper level winds at
various pressure levels and of SST in specifying cyclone activity from 1-4 weeks into the
future. Their techniques also provides an indication of the likely tracks of future cyclones.
Large-scale flow patterns in thetropics often persist for periods of a week to a month. Such
EOF analyses, which can be routinely made at numerical analyses centres, appear to offer
Additional
promise for the development of new· intra-seasonal forecast schemes.
implementation and testing is required, however.

5.5

NORTH ATLANTIC SEASONAL FORECASTS

The north Atlantic experiences the largest interannual variability in tropical-cyclone
activity of any regioil.(Gray 1985). This strong interannual variability suggests that
large-scale climate factors acting on seasonal·and.longer-term time scales are involved and
that some degree of seasonal predictability may be possible. Recent research (Gray 1984a,b;
Gray et al., 1992, 1993a,b) indicates that there are signals that allow skilful forecasts to be
made as early as November the previous year. These signals have been exploited by Gray
and collaborators to provide forecasts from Colorado State University of seasonal cyclone
activity from the previous December, June, and August. Because this is the only region
where regular seasonal forecasts are made to the public, the techniques are described in some
detail in this section.

5.5.1 December Forecast Scheme
This extended range prediction is made during the late fall of the previous year (Gray
et al. 1992). The basis of the forecasts are regression relations between several different
predictors and six predictands covering the number of: Named Storms (NS), Named Storm
Days (NSD) , Hurricanes (H), Hurricane Days (HD), Intense Hurricanes (IH), Intense
Hurricane Days (lHD). Also predicted is a normalised measure of the square of the
maximum wind-speed for all hurricanes, called the Hurricane Destruction Potential (HDP):
(Predictand) = (}O+(}1(a.. Uso+8:!U30+Cl:3IU50-U50 b+(}2(~Rs+8sRG)'

where the {3 and "a" parameters are empirically derived coefficients and:
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(5.1)

Uso and U 30 are winds extrapolated to September the next year for the 50 and 30 hPa
level, to provide an indication of the QBO;
~

is standardised rainfall in the western Sahel (Fig. 5.11) during August and
September of the prior year; and

Rg is standardised rainfall in the Gulf of Guinea (Fig. 5.11) during August through
November of the pri0r year.
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Figure 5.11: Locations of the meteorological parameters used for North Atlantic basin
seasonal forecasts of tropical cyclone activity.

Figure 5.12: Tracks of intense hurricanes during 15 y of lowest extrapolated 50-hPa zonal
winds and wind shear to 30 hPa (top) compared to the tracks for the 15 y of highest values
(bottom). The total period of record extended from 1950-1990 (Gray eta!., 1992).
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The relationship is based on observations (Gray et al., 1992) that the phase of the
QBO and Mrican rainfall are strongly related to seasonal hurricane activity in the north
Atlantic basin (Figs. 5.12 and 5.13). Using a cross-validated jackknife analysis for hindcast
predictions of cyclones between 1950 and 1990, Gray et aI. (1992) showed that Eq. 5.1 can
explain 45-50% of the variance in all seven tropical cyclone predictands. This indicates that
significant seasonal forecast skill is available for cyclones in the North Atlantic.
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Figure 5.13: Tracks of intense hurricanes following the ten wettest August-November Gulf
of Guinea seasons (top) compared to those for the ten driest August-November seasons
(bottom). The period of record extended from 1949-1989 (Gray et aI., 1992).

5.5.2 June Forecast Scheme
Gray et aI. (1993b) have developed a regression relation for prediction of the aforementioned tropical cyclone parameters, form early June in the following form:
(Predictand) == ~o +~1 (a 1 U50 +~U30 +aa lu50 - U30 b
+~2(a4Rs+~Rg+8e.1xP+a.,.1xn

(5.2)

+~3(Ba8LPA+8gZWA+~o88TA+~1.1,s8TA

+812 801+a13.1 ,sO/),

where, in addition to the parameters described for Eq. 1 (see Fig. 5.11):
~xP, and ~xT are the west African zonal pressure and temperature gradient anomalies
from February to May;
SLPA and ZWA are the Sea Level Pressure and Zonal Wind Anomalies in the lower
Caribbean during April-May;
SOl and ~tSOlare the Sal in April-May and its change from January-February to
April-May;
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SSTA and .dtSSTA are the SST Anomaly in NIN03 (Fig. 5.11) during April-May and
its change from January-February to April-May.
Using a cross-validated jackknife analysis for hindcast predictions of cyclones
between 1950 and 1990, Gray et al. (1993) showed that Eq. 5.2 can explain 50-70% of the
variance in all seven tropical cyclone predictands. All but one (NS) of the predictands were
better than 60% and 71 % of Hurricane Destruction Potential was explained.

5.5.3 August Forecast Scheme
The prediction equation for 1 August is similar to Eq. 5.2 except that June-July
rainfall and other meteorological parameters are used. Only a marginal improvement in skill
from the 1 June forecast is obtained from this approach.

5.5.4 Discussion
These North Atlantic seasonal forecast provide useful information on the overall
occurrence of tropical cyclones, and of hurricane damage potential. The North Atlantic basin
best illustrates the potential for seasonal predictions and should be the standard by which
seasonal forecast skills of other global basins are measured. A decade ago no one would
have imagined that pre-seasonal climate signals would have been so well related to the
hurricane activity. It is likely that all North Atlantic predictive signals have not yet been
fully exploited.
The encouraging degree of skill with seasonal tropical cyclone forecasts for the North
Atlantic does not, unfortunately, appear to carry over to the other cyclone basins. The North
Atlantic seems to be special because:
1.

It has marginal cyclone formation conditions, high interannual variability, and

a short season (Fig. 1.22);
2.

Seasonal cyclone activity in the North Atlantic is more strongly affected by
slowly varying ENSO and QBO conditions than is the activity in other basins;

3.

Most cyclone form from easterly-wave type disturbances in the trade winds,
so that west African conditions have a major role, and westerly upper-wind
anomalies can act as a strong inhibitor.

One major difficulty with developing seasonal tropical cyclone prediction
equations for other basins lies in the lack of good data. Except for the western North
Pacific, direct measurements of tropical cyclone intensity (eg., by aircraft reconnaissance)
are not available and the resulting data base has to be considered unreliable (Holland, 1980).
The use of satellite estimates since the 1970s has improved the quality enormously, but
questions remain on the reliability of analyses of intense tropical cyclones.
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CHAPTER 6:

OPERATIONAL STRATEGY

"When Tracy hit....She thought that she was going to die as
the roof went and louvres and· walls crashed across rooms.
Outside roofing iron was flying like tissue paper and the
steel power poles were bending like saplings."
Durisch, Howarth and Stevens (1975)

Gary Foley
Regional Office and Tropical Cyclone Warning Centre
Bureau of Meteorology
Perth, Westem Australia
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to suggest ways in which to optimise the efficiency of a
Tropical Cyclone Warning Centre (TCWC). Increases in efficiency will come through
meteorological agencies developing strategies that make the most effective use of its two
most valuable resources, its staff and its technology base. Why, however, should
agencies take steps to optimise the efficiency of its tropical cyclone forecasting service?
Several points are relevant here.
There are countries in the tropical zone that. contain some of the highest population
densities in the world, through the whole tropics there has been extraordinary growth in
recent years, mainly due to industrial development and tourism. There has not been,
however, a correspondingly rapid increase in forecast performance associated with
tropical cyclones. Neumann (1981) estimated that track forecast errors are improving (on
average) at the rate of about 1 % per year. These two points give a perspective of the
increasing pressures and expectations being absorbed by cyclone forecasters throughout
the world. Meteorological agencies may be able, even in some small ways, to offset the
slow pace of improvement in actual forecasting through increases in organisational
efficiency.
In many areas of the world today an increasing volume of data is being presented
for forecasters to evaluate within a limited time frame. It is certain that this trend will
continue in future years as technology (particularly with respect to satellites and communications) develops further. There is an urgent requirement to have data in a form that
is readily digestible for forecasters.
There is a need for an efficient and effective evaluation of forecast performance.
Without these sorts of performance indicators, it becomes very difficult to assess if a
warning service is progressing. More importantly, it is imperative to identify and correct
deficiencies in the service. Many offices are not performing this important task because
they do not have the human resources or systems in place to do it efficiently.
A meteorological agency will often be judged by its ability to efficiently disseminate warnings. Timeliness in delivery is paramount to credibility, and this makes careful
planning of the communications component of a warning service a high priority task.
Figure 6.1 provides a schematic overview of the processes involved in tropical
cyclone forecasting. It can be seen that the steps involved in the total forecasting process
are not only those concerning the understanding of scientific principles and the application
of techniques. There are other practical issues that a meteorological agency must take
into account in order to produce an effective warning service. The following issues need
to be fully addressed by a weather service so that it provides the best, most effective
warnings possible:
1.
2.

Forecast office design and staffmg
Dealing with incoming communications
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Workstation technology
Forecast dissemination
Interacting with the media
Pre-season preparation
Forecast evaluation

During IWTC-ll a survey was conducted amongst participants to detennine the
present situation regarding the distribution of resources in the tropical cyclone forecasting
community. Although responses were not received from every participating country, the
analysis is considered to be representative of the current situation, and the results of the
survey are interspersed through the chapter to help to establish the starting point for
further discussion.
Any plans to optimise the efficiency of a TCWC must impinge upon the budget
resources and on the existing organisation within the parent weather service. Certainly,
the economic factors may be difficult to overcome even if deficiencies in the warning
service can be identified. The first step in gaining extra funding however, is to present
the administration both documentation of perceived deficiencies and realistic proposals on
how to overcome them.

6.2 FORECAST OFFICE DESIGN
There appear to be three separate .infrastructures which operate under the generic
name of TCWC:
1.

An office fully devoted to the issue of tropical cyclone warnings. The
IWTC-ll survey indicated around 8 % of offices operated in this manner.

2.

A cyclone forecasting area located adjacent to but separate from the main
forecasting area; 16% of offices are included in this category.

3.

The cyclone forecasting function is integrated into the office routine. The
majority of countries fall into this organisational structure.

When it comes to planning the design of a forecasting office, there are two
fundamental areas for consideration; one being the actual physical design of the TCWC,
and the other being how to make the best use of staff resources. If meteorological
agencies are planning to commence or upgrade their tropical cyclone forecasting services
in future years, then this section may provide the basic guidance as to what would be
required to achieve this.

6.2.1 Forecast Office Layout
Any consideration of the design of a TCWC must relate directly to the availability
of space and equipment, commodities which vary considerably between all forecast
offices. The principles suggested in this chapter are therefore necessarily general and are
intended as guidance only.
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Weather services should plan to have adequate physical space available to
accommodate the tasks which need to· be performed. There are problems in locating the
TCWC in a room which is too small for the number of staff required to make it operate
effectively. Inclusive in this are factors such as staff discomfort and frustration.
The TCWC should also be located so that there is as little outside distraction as
possible for the forecasters. Personnel who are involved in extremely difficult situations
do not need unnecessary interruptions.
Equipment should be located as close as possible to the forecaster. It is not
efficient to have to physically move around the office (often repeatedly) to examine
different types of incoming data. The data should be channelled towards the forecaster
rather than be randomly distributed around the office. Some thought and planning in this
area can greatly streamline forecasting procedures.
Lighting should be an important aspect of office design as it impacts on the area of
occupational health and safety. Good lighting is essential for a forecasting office,
particularly in areas used for data analysis (for example over synoptic charts). Areas of
strong reflection or glare should be reduced or eliminated. Glossy satellite pictures and
computer screens are often prone to these effects, and the resulting glare can cause eye
strain. This can lead to a reduction in efficiency in the short term and health problems in
the longer term.
Attention should also be paid to the provision of an area where forecasters can
record warning messages for automated telephone dissemination without interruption or
background noise. This could be a sound-proof booth or a room isolated from the rest of
the forecasting area. A separate room for conducting media interviews would also be
advantageous for some TCWCs (this will be discussed in 6.6), and this concept should at
least be considered in office design.
The three different styles of TCWC will naturally have varying requirements with
regard to office layout:

1. TCWC Incorporated Into the Main Forecasting Area: When sharing
facilities in the area where normal forecasting duties are carried out, care should be taken
to ensure the least disruption to either operational task, and of course, close liaison should
be maintained between each operation to maximise consistency. An area within the
forecasting area should be designated as the TCWC (even if only a temporary arrangement), and this should contain such facilities as necessary to carry out the basic cyclone
forecasting task. Ideally this should include a tropical cyclone workstation and operational charts.
Other facilities would need to be shared between the two operations and this may
include satellite imagery, radar imagery, forecast guidance material (for example,
facsimile charts from other centres) and local analyses. The office should then be
planned such that any common facilities are located as close as possible to both
operations. Permutations of the placement of facilities within this basic design are
numerous and left to the individual circumstances of the weather service;
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2. Dedicated TCWC: In the case of an office which is fully dedicated to tropical
cyclone forecasting, it is essential to have facilities arranged such that staff are in close
proximity to their major forecasting tools. Certainly multi-tasking workstations can
ensure that the forecaster has access to observational data (including satellite, radar and
synoptic observations) and warning preparation facilities at his/her fmgertips. Conventional synoptic charts are also important for most forecasters and should be located close
by;
3. TCWC Adjacent To Main Forecasting Area: A TCWC located separate
from but closely adjacent to the main forecasting area affords all weather service staff
some measure of insulation from interruption and background noise, while still allowing
an avenue for interaction to maintain forecast consistency.
The TCWC should preferably be equipped with all facilities so that it can operate
quasi-independently, however, if some facilities need to be shared, the design of the
office should ensure that the common equipment is located close to both operations.
An Eye to Future Design: It seems inevitable that workstation technology will
dominate future planning of the layouts of a TCWC. Workstations capable of both
displaying data and being used for warning preparation will most likely be the
centre-piece of the new style offices. The advent of the workstation will also bring
problems to the TCWC, which must be addressed from the outset. Any future office
design should also include suitable ergonomic furniture to accommodate the introduction
of workstations. Adjustable desks and chairs should be a major component of office
furniture to try to eliminate any health problems resulting from continual use of computer
terminals.
Noise from equipment should also be reduced to acceptable levels by the use of
sound-absorbent materials, "silent" printers and the judicious placement of unavoidably
noisy units to more unobtrusive places in the office.
The build-up of static electricity in the office environment can effect sensitive
electronic equipment (not to mention the human discomfort experienced in being "zapped"
by electrostatic charges), and thus consideration should be given to the use of anti-static
materials in the TCWC.

6.2.2 Forecast Office Staffing
Meteorological agencies generally operate under stringent budget considerations
and are staffed for the "average" weather situation only ("average" usually meaning
"fine" weather conditions). Consequently, the extra workload associated with a tropical
cyclone generally means that there is not enough staff to cope with the cyclone and also
fully cover an office's routine obligations. Weather service staff usually have to be
diverted from their normal duties to work in the TCWC.
Weather service managers and supervisors will be well aware of these sorts of
problems and many often have to walk a fme line when deploying staff resources in
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tropical cyclone situations. In establishing the number of staff necessary to carry out
tropical cyclone duties effectively, there are thus several points to be considered.
A TCWC should be manned on a 24 h basis once a tropical cyclone is considered
to pose a significant threat to a community. The ideal situation would be for a TCWC to
be manned around the clock for any tropical cyclone within its area of responsibility.
However there is usually a need to compromise this in order to meet an agency's other
commitments, within its level of staff resources. Care should also be taken to try to limit
the other responsibilities of staff assigned to deal with a tropical cyclone situation.
The level of staffing should increase as the level of threat increases. Certainly
there is a significant rise in workload as a tropical cyclone approaches an area and more
people become aware of its presence. Staffing levels should comprise of a roster of at
least four senior forecasters working around the clock, and being assisted by an equal
number of support staff. All staff should be assigned clearly defined duties so that there is
a minimum of confusion within the office routine during a tropical cyclone event.
There are large benefits to be gained from having tropical cyclone (or, in general,
severe weather) specialist positions established within a TCWC. As well as being
available to bolster forecasting staff numbers in cyclone events, cyclone specialists can
fulfil a number of other roles which are central to the overall efficient running of a
TCWC. These include applied research and techniques development work for the benefit
of the TCWC, an involvement in public education campaigns, the establishment of close
links with counter-disaster groups, and generally maintaining the TCWC at a high level of
efficiency. At present, according to the IWTC-11 survey, approximately 75 % of countries
affected by tropical cyclones do not have specialist positions devoted to the tropical
cyclone problem.

6.3 COMMUNICATIONS:
THE RECEPTION OF DATA
Time is a precious commodity when information must be gathered, plotted and
presented to the forecaster before warnings can be prepared and distributed, all on a rigid
time schedule. Consider the expression below. The time available to a forecaster (A) to
assess the latest information relating to a tropical cyclone and make a prediction about its
future state can be expressed as follows:
W - 0 =

T

+

D

+

A

+

P,

(1)

where:
W = Warning issue time
o = Observation time
T = Time taken for observational data to arrive at TCWC
D = Time taken for data to be processed and then presented to the forecaster
A = Forecaster analysis, assessment and prediction time
P = Time needed for message preparation.
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The optimum situation for the forecaster is to have A as large as possible. To
achieve this, T, D, and P must be made as small as possible. TCWC managers should be
continually examining ways to reduce the time taken for these operations in order to give
staff the maximum possible time for assessing the situation and arriving at a sound,
reasoned forecast policy.
As an example, synoptic observations made at 0300 UTC can take up to 30 min
to arrive at a TCWC (T ,= 30). In order that the observations are presented to the
forecaster, they must be plotted on a chart (unless the forecaster can both remember the
codes and visualise its location relative to the cyclone's centre). The plotting can take up
to 45 min manually (depending on the volume of traffic) but considerably less by
machine. With manual plotting then, the forecaster would generally receive a chart at
between 0415 UTC and 0430 UTC, which would allow (for a 0600 UTC warning) around
90 min for assessment of the situation and warning preparation. Direct ingestion of the
observations into a workstation would further reduce D.
A geostationary satellite observation taken at 0300 UTC (Observation time) would
generally be received at a TCWC at 0330 UTC (T = 30 min). If ingested directly into a
workstation the imagery can be analysed by a forecaster almost immediately (D = 0
approx.). However if some manual processing of the data is necessary (photographic
printing for example), D may be substantially longer.
In the situation where a radar is collocated within a TCWC or a radar network is
directly linked to a TCWC, a radar observation will take a very short time to reach the
forecaster and can be processed and presented to make T + D small. Observations can
also be received frequently. This would allow a forecaster an almost continuous
monitoring of the tropical cyclone for assessment, even during the preparation of the
warning message.

6.3.1 Synoptic Data
Responses from the IWTC-ll survey showed that around 55 % of TCWCs analysed
hand plotted synoptic charts while the remainder had synoptic data machine plotted. Of
those offices with machine plotted charts, 30 % also had access to synoptic data via a
workstation. None of the offices with hand plotted charts used workstations to view data.
The majority of TCWCs then, are in the situation of having lengthy delays while
incoming synoptic observations are manually plotted. This practice would tend to
decrease the time available for assessing the synoptic situation (large D or data processing
time), particularly in relatively data rich areas. Significant economies of time could be
made in a number of TCWCs by introducing machine plotting capabilities or by direct
ingestion of synoptic data into a workstation (or preferably both).
There are other clear advantages for having machine plotted charts; a machine
gives a uniform and overall cleaner presentation, it ensures that all data are plotted, and it
is fast.
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There are a few problems in introducing machine plotting and these must be
recognised early and catered for appropriately. Data must be in the correct format; a
machine will not recognise an observation unless it is stringently correct. Thus some
human intervention is still necessary for error correction, and machine plotting can never
circumvent the late arrival of observations.

6.3.2 Satellite Observation
All participants surveyed at IWTC-ll indicated that their TCWC had access to
satellite imagery. Forty two per cent had access to hourly or better satellite data while
another 42 % could access three hourly imagery from geostationary satellites (compare
with McBride and Holland, 1987). At present all of the tropical cyclone basins are under
surveillance by geostationary satellites, however 16% of TCWCs do not have direct
access to this type of imagery and must rely on polar orbiting satellites to monitor tropical
cyclone activity. Several TCWCs, notably Fiji, Mauritius and La Reunion, are not able
to monitor the total area of their responsibility with geostationary satellite imagery.
The analysis of geostationary satellite images is the preferred option for monitoring tropical cyclone motion and intensity, as it provides that continuity of observation that
cannot be achieved with polar orbiting satellites alone.
Satellite imagery is presented to the forecaster in various ways. Paper copy of
satellite imagery is still considered very useful. Of course the better the quality of
reproduction the more useful it is. Twenty per cent of TCWCs at present have to work
with low quality paper copies, while 70% have access to high quality glossy paper prints.
Half of the TCWCs are able to analyse satellite imagery via a personal-computer
workstation, which allows the use of more sophisticated analysis techniques. Personalcomputer workstations make available useful manipulations of a satellite image, such as
digital enhancements, animation (for Geostationary satellites), and channel manipulation
(for AVHRR reception).
The IWTC-ll survey indicated that 62 % of offices possessed image enhancement
facilities, 58 % could use an image magnification (zooming) function, and 54 % were able
to loop sequences of images.
One third of TCWCs had none of these facilities available to forecasters. Half of
the respondents indicated they had access to satellite derived cloud drift winds at their
TCWC.
Recent satellite technology expected to come into increasing operational use in
future years is the microwave imager. The D.S. Air Force Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) system is already on board a polar orbiting satellite (Negri et aI.,
1989). The microwave sensor provides essentially a "smeared" radar image which can
help forecasters in determining centre locations of less intense or developing tropical
storms which do not display an eye pattern on conventional satellite imagery (Velclen et
aI., 1989). This system also shows promise for improved rainfall estimates (Olson et aI.,
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1989) and surface wind estimates outside of high rainfall rate areas where wind speeds
are less than 30 to 50 knots (Rappaport and Black, 1989).

6.3.3 Radar Observation
Radar is a powerful detection tool for tropical cyclone forecasters but 25 % of
TCWCs surveyed did not have access to a radar display. Half of these offices indicated
however that they do have access to radar infonnation through coded bulletins. For 30 %
of respondents, the radar is collocated at their forecasting office, while the remainder
accessed imagery from remotely located radar sites. Only 25 % of TCWCs have their
radar imagery displayed on a workstation.
Personal computer technology can import high quality digital radar imagery from
remote sites into a TCWC, which can then be manipulated to effectively monitor a
tropical cyclone (a good example of this is the Australian RAPIC system).
With a view to future directions for radar in TCWCs, the addition of Doppler
capabilities (Doviak and Zrnic, 1984) for the next generation of U.S. National Weather
Service (NWS) radar systems, or NEXRAD, will add a new dimension to tropical cyclone
detection.
Scheduled for installation in a network along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico and
Atlantic coasts during the early to mid-1990s, the Doppler capabilities can provide
valuable infonnation on tropical cyclone wind fields and changes in wind fields both prior
to and as a stonn moves inland (Woods and Marks, 1989), allowing more precise
warning advice. Sheets (1990) envisages that while hurricane warnings will be issued
similarly to the present, the NEXRAD system will be employed by local NWS offices to
provide short-tenn warnings of the approach of rainbands, destructive winds and possible
tornadoes towards specific locations.
The NEXRAD system should also assist in
improving forecasts of rainfall intensity and so pennit better warnings for inland river
flooding.
The critical requirements in the presentation of radar data are that the radar
receiving equipment in the TCWC needs to be in close proximity to the cyclone forecaster and that it should be an interactive display.

6.3.4 Aircraft Reconnaissance Data
Although the use of reconnaissance aircraft is not widespread through the tropical
cyclone basins due to the expense involved in their operation, data from this source were
used by around 20% of countries surveyed at IWTC-ILAl1 of these countries were
located in the Atlantic basin, and used data from U.S. Air Force reconnaissance and
NOAA research aircraft.
Communication of real time data from these aircraft to the US National Hurricane
Center was originally made by radio/voice link which significantly limited the volume of
infonnation which could be transmitted. However the development of an Aircraft
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Satellite Data Link (ASDL) (Pifer et aI., 1978; Parrish et aI., 1984) has permitted much
more data to reach the forecaster in real time. Further, it is expected that real time
aircraft-based Doppler radar data will be made available to forecasters in the near future.
These systems can provide entire data fields within several miles of the path of the
aircraft (Jorgensen, 1984; Marks and Houze, 1987).
The expansion of the use of reconnaissance aircraft in other parts of the world can
only be achieved if sound economic arguments on the cost effectiveness of this type of
operation are submitted to and accepted by governments. In the harsh economic reality of
tight budgetary restraint on government spending, this is a daunting task; particularly so
because, while the cost of new resources is overt and quantifiable, the benefits they bring
are predominantly covert, perspective dependent, and difficult to measure (Woodcock,
1989).
An alternate approach has been proposed which advocates the use of long
endurance, remotely-piloted aircraft to observe tropical cyclones. The Perseus (Emanuel
and Anderson, 1991) has been designed to fly at altitudes up to 18 km and to periodically
drop sondes (up to 100 in the payload) into the tropical cyclone. The Autonomous
Aerosonde (Holland et aI, 1992) is a smaller aircraft weighing less than 20 kg, and is
planned to carry on-board meteorological sensors to provide radiosonde-quality observations as it orbits within the eye region of the storm. The emerging technology of lightweight computing, communications and navigation electronics makes these cost-effective
observing systems a promising source of information in the future.

6.3.5 Numerical Guidance Products
In recent years there have been significant advances in the development of
3-dimensional numerical models. Not only are limited area models (LAMs) being used to
make real time predictions of tropical cyclone motion but also global models. Major
current models that are used for tropical cyclone forecasting are described in other
sections.
Numerical model output is becoming an increasingly reliable source of guidance
for operational forecasters. Even at present, 50% of countries surveyed at IWTC-ll
indicated having access to guidance from global models. This group included smaller
countries with little computing capability of their own. Advice issued by the U.K.
Meteorological Office (UKMO) is sent routinely twice a day to provide general forecasting guidance on tropical cyclone motion. Morris and Hall (1989), showed aspects of the
performance of the UKMO model with regard to tropical cyclones (with maximum winds
in excess of 50 knots) in the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. The study
indicated most skill from the model in the 2 to 5 day period.
The use of numerical guidance from ECMWF for tropical cyclone motion has
been discussed by Reed et al. (1988) and Chan and Lam (1989). Operationally, forecast
positions can be plotted on local area charts, primarily to give forecasters basic guidance
on track movement (Fig. 6.2). This procedure can also give the forecaster a check on the
consistency of the model output from run to run, as well as allowing an intercomparison
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of trends between different models (including statistical/analogue and conventional
techniques) .
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Figure 6.2: Track forecasts (January 1990) plotted from the UKMO advisories for
general guidance. Such guidance allows smaller countries access to global numerical
products.

When several different forecasts are available, consideration should be given to
implementing approaches such as that of Leslie and Fraedrich (1990), who suggest
position errors can be reduced by a combination of independent forecasts.
The ingestion of information from numerical guidance sources into a TCWC can
be made more efficiently through the use of a workstation, as the raw transmission data
can be quickly processed into a useable form.

6.4 WORKSTATIONS
A computer based workstation in every TCWC was a dream even recently during
the first IWTC, but this is fast becoming realisable as personal computers become
increasingly more sophisticated and less expensive. Workstations are becoming affordPage 6.13

able even to modestly budgeted weather services, and more than that, they are becoming
absolutely essential to the efficient running of a forecasting office.
Around 50% of countries surveyed atIWTC-IT did not have access to personal
computers within their forecasting office. It is hoped that this number will shrink rapidly
within the next few years.
Initiatives taken primarily by the United States and Australia should mean that
individual countries will not need to expend precious resources in designing and developing a workstation with applications for tropical cyclone forecasting.
The U.S. Navy and Air Force Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) requested
the Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF) to develop such a system.
The Naval Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecasting System (ATCF) has been used
operationally at JTWC since 1988 (Miller et al., 1990). Features of the system, which
will run on IBM-XT or higher personal computers, include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

database management system,
overlaying of graphical fields,
looping of graphical fields,
CLIPER and climatology models for track prediction guidance,
field analysis capabilities,
friendly user interface.

The Australian Tropical Cyclone Workstation (ATCW) is currently being
developed with flexibility in mind, both in hardware requirements and in the level of
sophistication of operation. Features planned to be incorporated into the ATCW include:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

high resolution map library for tropical cyclone basins,
integrated map-cyclone track display, with colour icon track and fix-type
identifiers and capability to display distance and bearing of cyclone from
map features,
automated verification scheme,
warning preparation capability,
numerical models eg storm surge model, barotropic model,
other integrated applications, including strike probability and CLIPER
forecasts, and wind-radii estimation,
incorporation of expert systems, including several of the decision trees in
this Guide.

The development of artificial intelligence (AI) and expert systems has important
consequences for meteorology including tropical cyclone forecasting. An overview of the
applications of expert systems to weather forecasting is given in Conway (1989), while an
introduction to expert systems is found in Jackson (1986) and Hayes-Roth et al. (1983).
More fundamental reading on AI is given in Winston (1984).
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Expert systems are a method of using computers to perform tasks normally requmng
human judgement, and for this reason offer a new dimension to the task of tropical
cyclone forecast decision making. Certain tropical cyclone events may occur relatively
infrequently and can therefore transcend the experience of forecasters. Consulting a
suitable expert system may provide the necessary guidance to compensate for any lack of
experience in a TCWC. Quite apart from considerations of experience, forecasting rules
and aids can be hard to find or even neglected in the stress of operational forecasting. A
properly designed expert system resident on a workstation can be (either actively or
passively) consulted, particularly in times of indecision. Information and "rules" can be
input and adjusted locally so as to be region specific.
The introduction to a cyclone forecast office of a personal-computer workstation
designed specifically for tropical cyclone applications, and incorporating a user-friendly
interface appears to be an effective way of bringing about a significant advance in
operational forecasting efficiency, globally, in a relatively short time. Such a system will
give forecasters access to sophisticated technology, state of the art forecasting techniques,
and increased efficiency in message preparation.
Another example of workstation technology already being used successfully in
forecast offices and in the first instance by the NHC in Miami in 1983 (Sheets, 1990) is
the Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS), which was developed by
the University of Wisconsin (Suomi et aI., 1983). In Australia, the MclDAS system has
been modified to run operationally on a personal computer (Le Marshall et aI., 1987) and
has been a prominent forecasting tool in its three TCWCs since 1988, particularly with
respect to the analysis of satellite information. Capabilities of this system include the
processing, display, enhancement and animation of satellite data, and the overlaying of
data as well of fields from numerical models. Significant computing power is required to
operate this system, however.

6.5 FORECAST DISSEMINATION
Once the warning is ready to send, rapid dissemination is essential. The method
of delivery of warnings is very much a function of the communications infrastructure of
individual countries. Operationally, a forecaster's job does not end when the warning is
issued. Forecasters need to be involved in aspects of the dissemination process however,
for the sake of the efficiency of the overall TCWC, the general rule should be that the
less human intervention in the sending process the better. Precious time can elapse by
hand written warnings being prepared for transmission by communications staff.
Workstation technology can eliminate this. Warnings prepared on a workstation can be
interfaced with the office's communications system for direct transmission.
Not all warnings however can be disseminated from a TCWC by means of a
workstation/communications interface. The following sections describe the most efficient
ways of using each of the major communications system to advantage.
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6.5.1 Telephone
All TCWCs should be encouraged to establish a recorded message service. It is
much more efficient to tape a warning once than to have to repeat that warning many
times to different individuals. The Royal Observatory in Hong Kong tapes its warnings
in both English and Chinese on two separate lines for general inquiry calls. For the
future, the development of synthetic voice systems will increase the efficiency of
transferring warning information directly to a recorded telephone message with minimal
human intervention.

6.5.2 Radio
Broadcasting authorities should be encouraged to regularly transmit warnings as
scheduled broadcasts so that people know where to be able to obtain this information. In
Australia, for example, communities in cyclone-prone areas know that warnings are
broadcast at set times (in most cases, 15 min past the hour) by regional radio stations and
the broadcast is preceded by a distinctive alerting sound which draws attention very
effectively that the latest cyclone information is about to be transmitted.
Radio broadcast of cyclone warnings remain one of the most widespread and
effective means of communicating information because it has a relatively rapid response
time, and it is capable of reaching remote areas. It is inexpensive to buy some sort of
radio receiver, and battery powered radios allow people to keep informed even if their
normal power supply has failed.

6.5.3 Television
The IWTC-ll survey indicated that television is being used to transmit warning
information in more than 70% of countries. The visual impact of television makes it a
very effective means of communicating information and one that should be fully exploited
by TCWCs whenever possible. There are four methods of getting information across by
television:

1.

The direct reporting of a cyclone event in news bulletins,

2.

A strip message of the latest warning details displayed across bottom of the
screen,

3.

Graphical representation of the latest warning details (including the use of
radar or satellite images of the tropical cyclone),

4.

Media interviews with the forecaster.
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6.6 INTERACTING WITH THE MEDIA
Good tropical cyclone forecasters have a sound scientific knowledge of meteorology combined with experience, but "complete" tropical cyclone forecasters are also
excellent communicators. People will react to a warning only if they believe that the
information they are hearing is true. A good communicator will give the cyclone warning
this credibility factor.
There are two major benefits of forecasters interacting directly with the media.
Firstly this helps to curtail misinterpretations Of a warning message (which is so prone to
happen given the limited meteorological background of most broadcasters). Also, it
establishes a direct link between the forecaster and the affected community.
Rather than leave good communication to chance, senior staff in the TCWC should
be groomed in media presentation. The trend for forecaster interaction with the media is
increasing, particularly for significant weather events, and it is very important that the
forecaster is prepared for it when it happens.
A tropical cyclone event is a high proftle news story and the media these days
(television in particular) attempt to capture the excitement/tension of a TCWC in
operation. To achieve this they need to have images of the TCWC as an animated (even
chaotic at times) office rather than some static, sterile organisation. This means some
degree of intrusion into the operational area, which can be a source of annoyance to the
staff, already under pressure from the task at hand.
The D.S. National Hurricane Center has adopted a policy which allows the media
to have open access during a hurricane event with free access to the forecasting area and
to all staff, particularly senior decision makers. This gives the NHC a high public proftle
during a hurricane event which allows a path for effective, direct communication of
information. The trade-off for this is a corresponding level of disruption for staff
involved in the forecasting process.
In the Australian experience, the media are not as numerous and largely tend to
operate by pre-recording interviews rather than subject forecasters to prolonged episodes
in front of the cameras. Some Australian TCWCs try to minimise the intrusion on staff
by arranging for television crews to arrive when the workload is the lightest so that senior
staff are able to devote time to the interview. The interview is generally conducted away
from the main forecasting area but in association with a workstation which has a display
of radar or satellite imagery. After the interview is completed the television crew is at
liberty to take "vision" of the forecasting centre in operation as general background which
they use in editing the story prior to transmission. Live to air coverage of cyclone events
also occurs occasionally, but these are not usually of a prolonged nature.
Smaller offices (Jamaica TCWC, for example) tend to have more limited interaction with the media, and this is largely confined to pre-arranged interviews with senior
personnel. Again the trend here is to limit these to times which are most convenient to
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the TCWC. The Royal Observatory in Hong Kong tends to maintain a more strict
approach to media coverage. The media do not as a general rule enter the forecasting
area and interviews are carried out by senior staff in a separate part of the Royal
Observatory. However they cater to media needs by the provision of graphics presentations of the typhoon event.
There are no hard and fast rules for any particular office about how to interact
with the media. It will always be a matter of the circumstances surrounding each cyclone
event and the traditions and backgrounds of each individual country. However it must be
emphasised that direct media interaction is a very effective way of communicating
warning information, and if pursued correctly, also gives that valuable commodity,
credibility. To this end, training of senior personnel in communication skills is highly
recommended. The degree of interaction is very much a function of the sophistication of
the media itself, but if possible TCWCs should try to develop a protocol which minimises
media intrusion on staff already under stress from dealing with the tropical cyclone, but
still shows the TCWC as a dynamic, credible organisation. If a separate area can be
allocated in the layout of a TCWC specifically for media interviews, then disruption to
the office routine can be minimised. However, this should be done in consultation with
the media - it would be plainly wasting resources to set up a facility that the media would
not be happy to use, and media who have traditionally enjoyed free access to a TCWC
may not see any benefit from this at all.
Media interaction should be integrated into the office routine as a planned,
deliberate task rather than left as an ad hoc or rather onerous exercise. There are
significant benefits to be gained from disseminating warning information effectively.

6.7 PRE-SEASON PREPARATIONS
As part of a TCWC's operational strategy, it is absolutely necessary that there be
planning for the coming cyclone season. Forecasters in particular must be ready and
waiting for the first active episode in the season rather than merely to react to events as
they unfold. Managers should be aware of issues such as systems preparedness, staff
preparedness and public education, prior to the start of the season.

6.7.1 TCWC Systems Preparedness
It is important that every piece of equipment that is needed to make a TCWC

functional works. This will require a systematic checking and monitoring programme
which should also be carefully costed and incorporated into the weather service's annual
budget. The following points are noteworthy in a TCWC pre-season schedule:
1.
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There is an operational plan which is both effective and current. If any
deficiencies are identified in the cyclone warning system, then the plan
should be amended to correct these;

2.

Data acquisition systems are operative, ego radars tested, remote AWS
serviced, observation sites checked (barometers, hydrometers, anemometers
etc) , and satellite equipment serviceable;

3.

All computer systems are operative, eg chart plotters, workstations, etc;

4.

Warning proformae and office equipment are in adequate supply;

5.

All communications are tested, eg data in, communication lines out (fax,
telex, SSB radio, etc) , and trial warning messages sent to ensure the
recipients of the warnings are ready and that address lists for warnings are
current;

6.

Contingency plans should be in place (don't forget Murphy's Law, it's very
applicable to tropical cyclones - Section 8.2). There needs to be fallback
positions in case of major failure of equipment so that some level of service
can still be maintained. It helps to ask the question "What if this fails?"
for every piece of equipment in the TCWC;

7.

The cyclone season programme must be adequately funded so that it can
work properly, eg extra funds allowed for supplementary observations and
payment for staff callouts (if applicable).

6.7.2 Forecast Staff Preparedness
All staff should be completely aware of their individual roles in a cyclone event.
Pre-season briefing sessions are an effective means of doing this, although it can present
problems when staff are operational shift workers and cannot all make meetings at the
same time. Every endeavour should be made to overcome these sorts of problems. The
task of ensuring staff preparedness is an important role and emphasises the fact that there
should be a designated specialist within the TCWC to accommodate this.
Forecasters should be aware of the office procedures, particularly any new
procedures or techniques that have been introduced. Established techniques should be
revised (eg Dvorak, formation checklists, motion techniques, storm surge calculation,
etc.). The normal or expected performance of the TCWC should be pointed out to
forecasters (eg previous seasons' forecast errors) as well as general climatological trends,
and tips/rules from the more experienced staff on features that should be watched for in
the coming season.
Procedural checklists should also be in place so that TCWC duties are clear and
can be worked through systematically in a cyclone event (Fig. 6.3). This can minimise
instances where tasks may be forgotten under the pressure of work.
An invaluable· means of preparation is the use of training modules, educational

videos from experts in various fields, and cyclone "games" (operational simulations of
tropical cyclone events) on a personal-computer workstation (Holland et aI, 1985). This
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is a very effective method of overcoming the problems of rotational shift working staff
becoming familiar with procedures and techniques.
Support staff must also be aware of their duties in a cyclone event. Check lists
should be prepared for all staff so that the performance of peripheral tasks is not
neglected or forgotten, to the detriment of overall operations.

TROPICAL CYCLONE WARNING CENTRE TIME LINE (Times in WST)
0001

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Issue RADOB to Guam (if cyclone on radar)
SATELLITE BULLETIN TO MAURITIUS (if applicable)
Dvorak intensity analysis

0100

Issue TC INFORMATION UPDATE if appropriate
Issue WATCHIWARNING message, TV STATEMENT to GWN.
GALElSTORM/HURRICANElWARNING to shipping.
Prepare TCILC warning and record. Record cyclone warning.

0200

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)

0300

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Issue RADOB to Guam (if cyclone on radar)
Dvorakintensityanalysis

0400

Issue WARNING message, TV STATEMENT to GWN.
GALElSTORM/HURRICANElWARNING to shipping.
Prepare TCILC warning and record. Record cyclone warning.

0500

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Supply data to NMC to run TOPEND
Run CLlPER

0600

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Issue RADOB to Guam (if 'cyclone on radar)
SATELLITE BULLETIN TO MAURITIUS (if applicable)
Dvorak intensity analysis

0620

Issue CYCLONE BULLETIN to Darwin

0700

Issue TC INFORMATION UPDATE if appropriate
Issue WATCHIWARNING message, TV STATEMENT to GWN.
GALElSTORM/HURRICANElWARNING to shipping.
Prepare TCILC warning and record. Record cyclone warning.

0800

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)

0900

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Issue RADOB to Guam (if cyclone on radar)
Dvorak intensity analysis

1000

Issue WARNING message, TV STATEMENTto GWN.
GALElSTORM/HURRICANElWARNING to shipping.
Prepare TCILC warning and record. Record cyclone warning.

1100

Issue hourly warning statement (if appropriate)
Supply data to NMC to run TOPEND
Run CLlPER

Figure 6.3: Example of a time checklist for use during tropical cyclone events.
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6.7.3 Public Education Programme
A warning service can never be effective unless the warning recipients understand
what is being said and react appropriately. It is essential, therefore, to embark on a
campaign of public education and awareness to help overcome public ignorance of
tropical cyclones. Deficiencies in this area make it so much harder to operate in a tropical
cyclone environment and can be the root cause of criticism after the threat has passed.
Put another way, a weather service can achieve a marked increase in its value to the
community even though its actual forecasting skill has remained unchanged, just by
undertaking to raise the level of awareness of tropical cyclones.
A weather service may be able to conduct a public education programme on its
own but it is usually made more effective if it can be achieved in collaboration with the
country's counter disaster organisations. Senior personnel should be closely involved in
the public education programme. A cyclone education campaign is valuable in the
following ways:
1.

It presents a face for the public to associate with and to focus on so that the

weather service is not seen as just an anonymous
impersonal infonnation issues;
2.

orga~sation

from which

It lets weather service people tell the public the risks involved with tropical

cyclones, what a cyclone is, how a cyclone forms, how it can behave, and
the problems involved in forecasting tropical cyclones;
3.

It can acquaint people with how a TCWC operates; how it detects and

tracks cyclones and how it puts a warning together;
4.

It can try to curtail complacency, particularly in areas that have not been

seriously affected for some time or where there is a transient population;
5.

It should have a strong bias towards local counter-disaster groups so that

their key people are well informed about cyclones and TCWC operations.

6.8 PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
Another important function of a TCWC is to perform routine validation of forecast
information. It is strongly recommended that each weather service should carry out a
rigorous evaluation of its forecast ability. The survey conducted at IWTC-ll indicated
that over 60% of countries do not perform routine error analyses on their forecasts. A
routine validation programme can assess any tangible improvements in forecast skill, and
may even be able to suggest where resources could be most economically directed to
effect forecast improvements. United States weather services (in particular the National
Hurricane Center) have been routinely verifying their forecasts over a long period to
assess their skill (e.g. Neumann, 1981). This long-term verification has been able to
confirm a gradual decrease in forecast errors. JTWC, Guamproduce comprehensive
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error statistics in support of their forecasting operations, which are displayed in their
annual tropical cyclone reports.
Two thirds of countries surveyed at IWTC-II indicated that they already perform
post-event best track analyses, so forecast verification is only a small step removed from
this. The bare minimum of any weather service's validation programme should be an
assessment of its forecasts of track position and intensity, at least at 12 and 24 h. Ideally,
however, an office should validate all of the parameters that it uses in its warnings.
Eventually parameters should include position, intensity, size, wind speed and direction
(for site specific warnings and/or for islands), rainfall, storm surge, area of land under
warning and time of landfall.
Performance validation can be a time consuming process, involving many hours of
staff time, which some countries may struggle to afford. The advent of workstations
however means that the validation process can be automated. With a database management system running in the background of normal operational tasks, forecast data can be
efficiently stored, and then used by the verification program to produce the desired results
very efficiently and with a minimum of human resources. It is further recommended that
weather services also verify the effectiveness of any forecast guidance material that they
use to produce their warnings. An analysis of such data will assist in determining the
relative usefulness of individual forecast techniques and products.

6.9 A FORECASTER'S OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
The previous sections have outlined areas where efficiencies could be made in an
operational environment. These involved office layout and staffing, observing systems,
the use of workstations, warning dissemination systems, validation of forecasts and the
need for public education programs. Something that has not really been addressed in the
chapter so far and which probably demands examination is what forecasters actually do
during a cyclone episode. What should be the operational strategy of a TCWC? The
scope of this question must be sufficient to cater for the situation of both the forecaster,
sitting alone in a small forecasting office, or a member of a forecasting team in a major
TCWC. With a cyclone approaching, can forecasters turn to this chapter and gain from it
information on what they should be doing?
One could subtitle this section "What to do when you are operational - on the
bench - in charge - responsible". The following points are intended to serve as general
guidance for a TCWC forecaster - a checklist of what to do.

6.9.1 Know Your Operational Plan
Your government may be able to justify a forecasting error made with the best
intentions and based on all available information a lot easier than trying to justify an error
resulting from a lapse in procedures or indecision that could point to some degree of
incompetence. Forecasters should be fully aware of the operational plan and adhere to it.
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6.9.2 Know Your Duties
Have available a checklist of duties on a time schedule. You can then manage
your available time more effectively. There is nothing worse than not being able to make
a warning deadline, particularly if the delay was avoidable.

6.9.3 Know Your Equipment
Once upon a time all a cyclone forecaster needed to know was how to keep the
pencil sharp. Technology is changing all that and a forecaster must be absolutely familiar
with the intricacies of all operational equipment, especially computer based workstations.
Although these systems are designed with robustness in mind, one can never eliminate the
possibility of "crashing" a system, and this is most likely to occur in a pressure situation.
A forecaster will need to be able to quickly restore a system in such an event (assuming
the problem is not hardware related). Pre-season familiarisation with equipment is
essential.

6.9.4 Try to Anticipate Cyclogenesis
Refer to Chapter 2 of this manual for techniques to use in assessing cyclone
formation. If the suspect area has the potential to produce gales within 12 to 24 h, act.
Warnings of gales developing with· this order of lead time will assist shipping operations
and counter disaster groups. If the system does not develop, . then the warning can be
readily cancelled, but as long as there is a recognised potential for cyclone formation,
there should be appropriate alerts to users. It is easier and often a lot less painful to
cancel a warning for a system that did not develop than to issue a reduced lead time
warning for a developing system.

6.9.5 Locate the System Centre as Effectively as Possible
Make sure each position ftx is consistent with previous ftxes. It may be necessary
to revise past locations in the light of more recent data. Always have a consistent track.
Know the location errors associated with each technique used (Refer to Section 3.2 for
position analysis). Make sure you have processed all available information.

6.9.6 Use All Available Prediction Techniques
Refer to Chapter 2 on intensity change techniques and. Chapter 3 on track prediction techniques. Be aware of the techniques and of their shortcomings in your region.
Forecasters need to know which techniques to favour in certain circumstances. This
ability may be acquired after years of working in a TCWC and it may be called "experience", but if it can be documented, this useful knowledge can be passed on to others.

6.9.7 Keep a Log
If time permits, keeping a log or diary (for example, of reasons for adopting
certain policies, or reasons for discounting a certain track prediction technique or for
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positioning the centre in a particular location) can be of significant benefit. By
documenting everyone's reasoning, someone (your cyclone specialist for example) can
post-analyse why things went right or maybe astray. Progress through this process can
then be made in an operational environment. Forecasters may be squandering vast
amounts of experience and knowledge by not documenting their actions. If it is possible,
assign a period to the forecaster (at the end of the shift maybe) for annotating the log.

6.9.8 Issue "Now-Time" Warnings
In a warning message, always give the cyclone position corresponding to the
warning issue time or at the most, 1 h before. For example the last firm cyclone fix may
have been at 2100 UTC, prior to the next warning issue time of 2400 UTC. That
warning should carry an extrapolated cyclone position for either 2300 UTC or 2400 UTC.
The error in the extrapolation will be small overall, but it will have the effect of enhancing the timeliness and the credibility of the whole warning message. Users do not
respond well to apparently "hours old" information. Also, make sure the warning carries
the time of the next warning issue, so that users will be in no doubt when the next
information update will be (and adhere rigorously to that schedule).

6.9.9 Know the Danger Zones for Possible Cyclone Impact
Forecasters should be aware of when a cyclone is starting to pose a threat to a
community. Local research into the location of cyclones 24 h prior to impacting a
community can lead to the identification of "danger zones" to alert forecasters as to what
may be occurring. Strike probability routines also allow an assessment of the degree of
threat being posed by a particular cyclone. (Refer to the section on probability forecasts
in Chapter 7).

6.9.10 "Double Check" Warning Information
It is easy to make mistakes when working under the stress of a tropical cyclone

event - simple mistakes such as putting in the wrong issue time, or the wrong date, or an
incorrect position coordinate, or even leaving out an important piece of information about
the cyclone. Simple, avoidable errors and omissions like these can have the effect of
eroding credibility amongst users. Make it a policy to double check every warning before
releasing it. If possible get another staff member to check the warning text, as a fresh
eye will usually pick up an error much more effectively. Time taken at this stage for one
final check will pay dividends.

6.9.11 Be Responsive
If there is a major change likely to the forecast (for example a cyclone changing

direction, a significant relocation of centre position or sudden intensification), know the
key outside people who need to be contacted and pre-empt the issue of the next warning
by informing them of the changes as soon as possible. Time saved at this stage can be
invaluable.
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The theme of this chapter is building systems .;. putting together all the knowledge
and techniques presented in the preceding chapters and moulding it into an effective
tropical cyclone warning service. If the system is not effective, or if it is deficient in any
one aspect of tropical cyclones, then the price in life and property could be intolerably
high.
Ways and means were discussed in which to optimise efficiency within a TCWC,
reasoning that real advances made in the organisation of a forecasting office can compensate to some extent for the relatively slow rate of improvement of forecasting performance.
Modification to the general layout of the forecast office should be considered by
weather service managers when any deficiencies are found to exist in this area. If
infonnation can be channelled into the forecaster rather than the forecaster having to
physically search it out, then economies of time could be made which may then translate
into improvements in the warning itself. Occupational health and safety issues also need
to be dealt with when planning the layout of a TCWC. Aspects such as the reduction of
background noise and the use of appropriate lighting were seen to be important areas for
consideration.
Adequate staffmg should be made available to cope with a cyclone event.
Advantages were seen in the appointment of specialists who would be available and
capable of concentrating on tropical cyclone issues on a year round basis.
Communications are an integral part of the effective functioning of a TCWC and
this was discussed both for incoming data and outgoing warning information. The
principle data types were examined and the most effective methods of assimilating these
into a TCWCwere discussed. The most efficient methods of ingesting data involved the
use of workstation technology for most data types. Rapid ingestion of data into a readily
accessible form will allow the forecaster more available time to assess the situation. The
less rushed a forecaster is, the more likely it is that the forecasting decisions that are
made will be better reasoned and the warnings issued will be error-free.
Personal computer-based workstations are rapidly becoming more accessible and
more affordable, and will eventually become essential to effective operations. The
development of software applications specifically for tropical cyclone forecasting will
most likely be at the forefront of any future major advances in TCWC operations.
Warning dissemination is an important issue if a TCWC is to be effective.
Dissemination systems should be developed so that warnings are issued in a timely
manner and reach the user as quickly as possible. This usually means a minimum of
human intervention (the fewer links in the warning chain the better). The main methods
of sending warnings were identified and discussed. An issue here was the need for
forecasters to become involved directly with the media. Good media skills will payoff
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through an increase in the credibility of a warning and a better reaction to the warning
information by the general public.
A TCWC must be prepared well before the cyclone season begins. For a warning
system to work, it must be well understood by everybody involved, including forecasters
themselves, counter disaster groups and the general community. Forecasters' briefing
sessions should be encouraged within the TCWC. Close liaison should be nurtured with
disaster management groups, and the participation by weather service personnel in public
education programs is essential. Also, equipment and systems should be fully tested prior
to the commencement of the tropical cyclone season.
The importance of routinely verifying tropical cyclone warnings was emphasised.
Although it was recognised that manual verification techniques are tedious, the advent of
a verification package on a tropical cyclone workstation and running off a database
management system made the prospect of routine verification higWy realisable.
Finally, an attempt was made to list (generally, and without being region specific)
the sort of strategy which should be adhered to by an operational tropical cyclone
forecaster. The underlying message was to be systematic in one's personal approach to
forecasting and be involved to ensure that the overall warning system is as efficient as
possible. The stakes are much too high to be anything else.
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CHAPTER 7:

WARNING STRATEGIES

"Make no mistake, it is warnings properly placed,
sufficiently far in advance, that saves lives and property, and
it is failure in these that result(s) in casualties, properly
damage and Congressional investigations"
Grady Norton (1947)
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7.1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of strategies, according to management theory (Koontz et al., 1984), is to
determine and communicate, through a system of major objectives and policies, a concept
of how the main mission of an organisation may be accomplished. Emphasis is placed on
the acquisition and deployment of resources (physical, human and information).
Warning, response and preparedness strategies thus may be described as:
Contingency planning guidelines that promote objective assessments of the
current and changing nature of a hazardous weather threat;
Sequences of actions and announcements that provide the most appropriate
and timely response by affected communities.
The strategies thus provide a framework of guidelines to assist decision-making
required to counter the threat of an approaching tropical cyclone. For example, as a
tropical cyclone threatens a vulnerable section of coast, initially there is a large degree of
uncertainty associated with forecast errors at longer time periods. As the cyclone
approaches, the uncertainty decreases, but so does the available preparation time. Thus
an effective warning and response strategy is to react prudently and alertly at the initial
threat, then to marshall all resources to progressively prepare for the developing threat.
The type of strategy. requires a balance between costs and hardship associated with
unnecessary response and the consequences of being caught ill-'prepared. For extreme
risk areas with slow response times, for example, it is prudent to evacuate early to avoid
catastrophic loss of life; in other regions with rapid response facilities a different strategy
could be employed.
The broader objective or mission of an integrated national warning service
therefore is:
To promote effective community response, to avoid potential disaster, and
thereby.to reduce the loss of life, property and environmental damage, and
the community disruption to a realistic minimum.
Whilst avoiding potential disaster is a major component of this mission, attention also
must be given to reduction of consumption of national resources already scheduled for
deployment in national development programs,and consequential triggering of a host of
other adverse socio-economic impacts on a nation's prosperity.
In a tropical cyclone context, the strategies may be sub-divided into three, highly
interrelated subcomponents:
Forecast Strategy: including the strategy for collection of observations, with
enhanced collection in the cyclone vicinity; specialised analysis methods; and the
preparation of forecasts using the most appropriate techniques for the situation.
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Warning Strategy:
including an explicit understanding of the forecast
uncertainties; an appreciation of the most vulnerable and susceptible
communities in the potential warning area, the "least regret" approach to
ensuring no catastrophes occur; and a sharp sense of timeliness to fit with
communication capacities and community cycles.
Response Strategy: including public education and awareness programs aimed
at ensuring good community responses; developing an infrastructure capable of
handling the threat; ensuring a balanced preparation appropriate to the
community under threat, to ensure full response without unnecessary overreaction; taking contingency action, such as establishing emergency operations
centres and implementation of ordered evacuations; and deploying available
resources to meet the threat and to be available for post-event response.
A major objective of the tropical cyclone strategy should be to provide a strong
element of innovative oversight to plan and facilitate the effectiveness of the critical
decisions made during the event. This planning will vary considerably according to the
meteorological conditions, the facilities and communications available to the community,
and its degree of sophistication in responding to. threat. It also will be readily understood
that the effectiveness of warning strategies needs examination from the perspective not
only of national weather service butfrom the viewpoint of many diverse agencies located
in the sequential cycle of disaster mitigation functions. This includes, primarily, the host
of potential victims at community level most threatened, and having most to gain from the
implementation of effective warning strategies. Thus, experience in one country mayor
may not be readily translated to another. It may be noted, however, that this chapter
incorporates the warning experiences, and lessons learned from a number of recent major
tropical cyclones of global significance.
The chapter draws on published and unpublished sources of. information, in
addition to the author's own practical experience. Particular reference is made to the
following readily available publications: Elsberry et al. (1987), WMO (1990) and WMO
(l983b). Readers not familiar with modem concepts, principles and practices of data
management are invited to refer to two recent publications by ADB (1991, 1992).

7.2

THE NATURE OF WARNING AND RESPONSE

Warning and response are interrelated, one is of little effect without the other.
They are quantifiable actions consisting of:

Warning: a positive action-oriented stimulus intended to alert people about an
impending hazardous event or circumstance in their location, which may threaten
their safety and security, and which requires an adaptive response;
Adaptive Human Response: the degree of organised reaction to a warning
stimulus, which enables rational communication between individuals and communities, and which facilitates avoidance or mitigation of the perceived threat.
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To be of maximum effect, a warning must therefore alert the community at risk,
clearly communicate the physical nature, potential danger and urgency of the threat, and
recommend avoidance/preparedness measures. Such warning and alerting stimuli may
take many audio-visual forms and actions, which will vary according to the type of
community.

7.2.1 Principles for Good Major Hazard Warnings
General issue of warnings is made through the mass media, where opportunities
for queries and feedback are limited. In such cases the following general principles
apply:

*

Design messages to attract attention and evoke timely rational response;

*

Specify the nature, severity and imminence of the threat, in accord with relevant
promulgated warning stages or phases;

*

Specify the location of threatened areas with reference to well-known
geographical locations or landmarks;

*

Advise optimum avoidance or preparedness measures related to the degree and
imminence of the threat;

*

Achieve a balance in content between detail and simplicity in terms meaningful
to the majority of recipients;

*

Allocate the highest priority to the more critical elements in messages, especially
those requiring urgent responsive action;

*

Increase frequency of issue or updates as the threat increases (warnings are
perishable products);

*

Take into account pre-event behavioural response studies, the level of
community experience, and the vulnerability of threatened areas;

*

Advise how, when and where to obtain further information;

It is most important that warnings utilise the selected medium to the best advantage. For

example, radio alerts can be preceded by a distinctive siren or melody, television can
utilise background footage of typical conditions, and perhaps maps of where to proceed.
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Factors Influencing Response to Warning
Clear, direct, simple, practical. relevant
Warning Content .......- - - - - -

!

Individual Perception .......
_-----

!

Specific as to threat and appropriate sanctions
{
Amount of Information "given"

{

Past experience
Inner psychological world
Social and cultural factors
Source of warning (media, unofficial, family)
Higher certainty

Warning Confirmation ........- - - - -

!

Warning belief

Previous disaster experience
Geographic proximity to disaster
Official sources
Accurate and consistent content
Personal communication rather than
impersonal medium of warning
Perceived certainty and likelihood
Previous disaster experience
Increased numbers of warnings
Observable changes in physical environment

Response/individljal
or Group Action

Perceived-behaviors of others (their response,
or lack of. responsel
Group process (if with peers less likely
to believe, while persons with family
more likely to believe)
Informal group interaction may reinforce
disbelief
Closer to threatened area less likely to
overestimate magnitude of threat
Women more likely to interpret warning
as valid than men
Older people less likely to believe

Figure 7.1: Factors influencing human response to warnings (adapted from Mileti et al.,
1975).
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7.2.2 Response to Warnings: Behavioural Factors
Response occurs at a spectrum of levels: (a) individual, (b) family, (c)
neighbourhood or village, (d) local autonomous community, (e) district (taluk, upazilla
etc.), (t) province, (g) region or state, (h) national, (i) regional or international (global).
The immediacy of response decreases from (a) to (i) but the availability of resources
needed for effective response increases from (a) to (i). Warnings need to be conveyed in
language and modes of communication relevant to the response level required.
Many studies, surveys, and general observations during cyclone events have
identified numerous factors that influence human response to tropical cyclone warnings.
One specific summary freely available is WMO (1983). Each catastrophic cyclone event
reveals a spectrum of causes for major deficiencies in effective community response,
some of which may not be closely related to the effectiveness of formal warning messages.
Commonly experienced response factors may be grouped into three overlapping
categories:
Human (personal) factors: Age, sex, health, mobility, education and literacy,
occupation, comprehension of danger, family and neighbourhood influence,
cultural or religious attitudes, previous experience, poverty and economic
circumstance, security of house and livestock, urban or rural residence, etc;
Hazard factors: Nature, severity and imminence of hazard(s), hazard frequency,
immediate past experience of hazard including warning performance, credibility
of warning service, visible evidence of threat, clarity of warnings, vulnerability
of the community, etc;
Community aspects: Supporting infrastructure, availability of safe shelter and
supporting welfare, extent of published evacuation planning, flood-free road
access, confidence in counter-disaster officials, evidence of contingency
planning, media collaboration to upgrade information, integrity of community
lifeline services, level of community awareness, etc.
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the connecting links between warning content,
perception, decision process, confirmation and belief that influence response and
individual group action.

7.2.3 Warning Strategies in an Interdisciplinary Perspective
Many tropical cyclone specialists and forecasters have had limited opportunity to
consider their particular roles of providing hazard and warning information in the
perspective of a comprehensive sequential cycle of disaster management functions. The
same comment applies to most personnel closely involved in natural hazard and disaster
reduction functions.
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Decision Processes in Response to Warning
Authentic Warning of Impending Danger

Information

Are RIsks Serious
If No Protective
Action Is Taken?
.

I'nformation

~

...

No

..

No Action.
No Conflict

No

...

Action.
No Conflict

Maybe or yes

Are Risks Serious
Even If Action Is
Taken?

..

{ Maybe or yes

Information

Is There Better
Hope Of
Means of Escape?

..

No

----:t..........

Defensive Avoidance

t

Maybe or yes

Is There Time To
-DoThis? -

- -.....- No

....... Hyperyigilanc~.
Panic Possible

Maybe or yes ~
Vigilance and
Effective Coping

Figure 7.2: The decision process in response to warnings
Mann, 1977).
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(adapted from Janis and

One estimate of the prime functions and supporting organisational, scientific,
technological, educational and other supervisory interests involved in varied aspects of
hazard mitigation is provided in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. Most disaster managers consider the
warning function to be a limited, though highly important part, of non-structural preparedness measures that often must proceed in relation to hazards for which little or no
warning is feasible. In this respect, the availability of warnings for tropical cyclones may
be considered a special bonus input to the comprehensive function of preparedness.
In respect of warning strategies the following quote indicates the varying perceptions, and thus criticisms, with which specialists may view the effectiveness of tropical
cyclone warning systems:
"The perspective from which the basic organisational effectiveness of a TC
warning service is examined will depend very much upon the focus of interest of
the reviewer or his organisation place in the chain of events in the warning origination - delivery - utilisation - response process. The meteorologist is
anxious to see that his geophysical information, obtained by huge investment in
science and technology, is usefully deployed. The social scientist will study the
behavioural response of communities and individuals to a variety of warning
stimuli in varied social, geographic and cultural circumstances. A systems
analyst may wish to test organisation theories of human interaction in the crisis
situation which the landfall of a cyclone presents, while a disaster specialist may
compare all aspects of the total warning-response system in the context of other
natural hazard occurrences. A politician may take advantage of perceived
deficiencies in the system to plead for additional resources for his electorate, and
perhaps a government economist may be anxious to compare the costeffectiveness of various inputs into a warning system with subsequent outputs to
rationalise competing demands on his budget. These and many other interdisciplinary interests are recognised as contributing to the totality of an
assessment of the usefulness of a tropical cyclone warning system." (WMO,
1990).
Among the most compelling factors which influence response to cyclone
warnings are the degree of sustained community awareness of the great dangers of
cyclone hazards, the perception of the credibility of the warning authority, and degree of
confidence in the capacity of community officials to martial resources to implement
preparedness measures. Thus an aim of warning strategies must be to take into account
the roles played by the great range of interdisciplinary interests that jointly foster human
response to cyclone warning and mitigation measures.
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT CYCLE
(after Fred Cole, OFDA)

Figure 7.3: Disaster management cycle (Fred Cole, personal communication).
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DISASTER UNIVERSE

(after Fred Cole, OFDA)
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Heat Wave
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Disaster Center
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Social Affairs
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Agriculture
Finance
Health
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Communications
Transportation
Public Works
Water Resources
Housing
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GEOLOGICAL

Earthquake
landslide
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Volcano
EPIDEMIC

"

MAN·MADIi
PHYSICAL SCiENCES
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Civil Strife GEOOHAPIIY
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Fire

&
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Medical Systems
De 1i very Systems
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Figure 7.4: The disaster universe (Fred Cole, personal communication).
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7.3

OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR TROPICAL
CYCLONE WARNING AND RESPONSE SYSTEMS

No successful tropical cyclone warning and response system can be finely tuned
and objectively defined to the fillest detail. The facts of life are that each tropical cyclone
embedded in its broader environment exhibits a physical eccentricity and predictability
generally unlike any of its predecessors, whilst the human and physical geography of the
most threatened areas are constantly changing. Warning strategies thus have to be
sufficiently flexible to enable forecasters, emergency services and affected communities to
respond effectively under conditions in which there is not a precise model and the hazard
potential is constantly changing. Unlike many other natural hazards, however, tropical
cyclones do have a development life cycle and seasonal occurrence which assists in
logical planning and in allocation of required resources. A solid effort devoted to
assessment of demographic and economic vulnerability, and to the community response
capacity, will prove to be a very good investment when a tropical cyclone occurs.

7.3.1 Warning and Response System
The warning and response system objectives are threefold: to alert communities
of a potential danger, to identify areas likely to be affected, and to call the community to
action by warning messages and recommendations of specific actions. The strategies
adopted follow the principles in Section 7.2 by an evolutionary, persuasive process
starting with pre-season education and awareness programs, to issue of early alerts of
potential, but uncertain threats, and supported by increasingly detailed and urgent
information as the cyclone approaches or develops, and finishing with review of the
system. The major components of the warning and response system required to support
these objectives are:
Tropical Cyclone Forecast: A scientific prediction of the future location,
motion and intensity, and main parameters of a tropical cyclone. These
predictions must be in a form useful for the derivation of warnings for the public
and be capable of objective verification.
Tropical Cyclone Warning: An imperative tropical cyclone forecast that
consists of several stages: Early Alert of potential threat more than 48 h away,
especially for industrial and emergency service operations; Watch for a tropical
cyclone that is likely to affect the community, but not within 24 h; and Warning
of imminent onset of tropical cyclone conditions within 24 h. This graded
system consists of messages compiled in meaningful laymen's language, which
conveys the personal danger imposed by the destructive elements of an
approaching cyclone, first raising the community awareness of the threat, then
inviting and finally demanding active response commensurate with the urgency
and severity of the threat.
Utilisation: Adaptation of warnings by recipients into required preparedness
measures and announcements in accord with contingency plans for the threatened
areas.
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Emergency Response. Implementation of community emergency procedures
under the coordination of the relevant counter-disaster organisations.
System Evaluation. Review and evaluation of the total system to identify
deficiencies and effect improvements in both warning and response functions.
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Figure 7.5:
Warning and response system effectiveness by combination of the
effectiveness of each component.

The warning and response system thus consists of several interrelated
components, all of which must function effectively and in a complementary manner for
effective operation of the whole system. Perfect warnings are of little use if no response
organisation exists. An objective approach (Fig. 7.5) is to take the effectiveness of
implementation of the warning inputs and of the community response organisation on a
scale of 1-10, then multiply these to arrive at the percentage effectiveness of the overall
warning-response system. Thus an excellent warning effectiveness of 9 with a poor
community response of I would result in a poor 9 % effectiveness of the overall system.
A very satisfactory result and overall practical objective would be to achieve a 9 for each
component giving an 81 % measure of effectiveness. This requires a co-ordinated
approach, which includes the following essential ingredients:

* Development of official, community and special user awareness of the nature of
the threat of cyclones and preparedness measures to counter this threat.

*

Assessment of hazard risk and vulnerability of the local areas prone to cyclone
threat, particularly in respect of preservation of community lifelinel facilities
and services.

lDefined here as "Essential community facilities and services that are vital for the effective response
and rapid recovery of a community threatened or impacted by a severe natural hazard".
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*

Preparation of contingency plans of action to facilitate decision making during
cyclone crises, covering resources allocation and nomination of agency and
individual duties.

*

Training and rehearsal of simulated cyclone exercises to test the effectiveness of
plans for deployment of human and physical resources.

*

Appropriation of funds and resources to support departmental and community
response.

*

Development or institution of longer-tenn mitigation programs to mInImISe
losses which are difficult to avoid by short-tenn .preparedness measures.

7.3.2 Warning and Response Phases
As has been discussed in Chapter 6, effective warning-response strategies cover
all aspects from pre-season review and preparation to post-event evaluation. From the
perspective of a forecaster, ten major phases may be identified.
(i) The Pre-Season Check Phase: All aspects of the system are checked and reviewed,
including: observational and communication equipment, operational procedures, emergency service organisation contacts and revised procedures. Available techniques are updated
and forecasters review their own methodologies. Community awareness campaigns are
conducted in conjunction with counter-disaster authorities.

(ii) Routine Monitoring Phase: Continuous surveillance by a national meteorological or
tropical cyclone warning centre using twice-daily (or more frequent as necessary)
scientifically-based procedural checks for signs of potential cyclone activity.
(Hi) Cyclone Information Phase: Media and preparedness authorities are advised that a
cyclone has fonned near or within the area of warning responsibility but is not forecast to
cause dangerous conditions within a specified time, often 48 h. The infonnation is
contained in low-key statements issued once or twice daily with the aim of arousing initial
interest and creating a climate of expectancy should the system move to the next phase.
Very specific infonnation may be passed to highly vulnerable areas such as offshore oil
operations and fishing fleets.

(iv) Cyclone Watch or Alert Phase: The alert phase commences when an existing or
potential cyclone poses a threat within 36-48 h, but not within 24-36 h. The objective is
to build public awareness of the increasing threat without making definitive predictions
that are beyond the forecast system capacity at this early stage. The frequency of
warning advices is increased, generally to 6 h, but provided only in general tenns, for
example, potential landfall along extended coastal sectors several times the lateral
dimensions of gale or stonn force winds and which incorporate the degree of uncertainty
in the forecast. This phase may activate costly public counter-disaster plans, such as the
setting up of emergency operations centres and initial deployment of resources.
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Preparedness recommendations include return of fishing craft to home ports and
preliminary precautions by residents.
(v) Cyclone Warning Phase: This is initiated when cyclonic conditions, in the form of
gale-force winds, are expected within at least 24 h at a vulnerable location (some regions
may require longer lead times). It is usual at the beginning of this phase to have to place
at least 600-800 km length of coastline under expectancy of destructive winds, with
perhaps another 200 km remaining under a watch stage at the peripheries. For a cyclone
approaching at an acute angle, the warning/watch region may be substantially larger. As
a general strategy discrete coastal sectors between named well-known locations should be
identified in warning statements. This is the highest level of operation of the warning
system and is accompanied by significant cost impact for all concerned parties. Disaster
operations centres are staffed on a 24-h basis to implement contingency action plans,
which will often include evacuation starting from the more exposed areas.
The
community is expected to make immediate arrangements for its safety and security and
businesses and industry commence shutdown procedures.
The frequency of warnings is progressively increased to 3 h. When practical,
such as with radar tracking, abbreviated hourly warnings may be issued to media. The
warning system is fully extended to enable rapid response to changes in the cyclone
motion and structure. In accord with warning strategy principles in Section 7.2, additional
persuasive information is martialled and broadcast to heighten the sense of urgency in the
community and to hasten public response in the decreasing safe lead time available. As
the landfall lead time shortens more specific information on the destructive power of the
cyclone and general warning of abnormal tides (storm surge) are issued, and attention is
drawn to unusual features about the storm, such as unusual intensity or speed of approach.
(vi) hnminent-Landfall Phase: At this advanced stage of the warning phase gale or
stronger force winds are imminent or have commenced along with heavy rain, rough seas
and increasing tides, and the community should be already sheltering in expectation of
landfall of the cyclone within 6-8 h. Well-equipped emergency services personnel
checking on the safety of people in the most vulnerable areas and the continuing operation
of community lifeline facilities should be among the few persons not sheltering inside safe
refuges.
Broadcast warnings contain highly pertinent information concerning the impact
of the cyclone in the most vulnerable areas. The expected landfall region for the destructive cyclone core should be detailed to within an accuracy of 50-100 km, but it is
essential to stress the asymmetric extent of destructive winds and rainfall to ensure
communities do not concentrate unnecessarily on the cyclone centre. Preliminary flood
warnings may be issued for coastal catchments and river basins. During this phase when
increasing gales are being experienced, monitoring and prediction focus on nowcasting.
Predictions are usually given on the basis of persistence and current surface synoptic
conditions.
Because the track and structure of a cyclone may change in the h approaching
landfall, Simpson (1971) advocated last-minute warnings on a "course of least regret".
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This assumes that the most serious impact will occur close to the region or towns of
highest vulnerability. If these locations suffer lesser damage then so much the better. If
the situation is marginal then the higher rated cyclone category or public warning signal
number should be quoted in warnings. For the same reasons immediate pre-landfall
announcements that the cyclone is weakening should generally be avoided, especially as
serious misinterpretations may be made with disastrous consequences.
It is recommended that the highest priority, Flash Cyclone Warning prefix be

used for the first urgent advice of destructive cyclonic effects within 24-36 h in areas not
previously alerted. Flash warnings also should be used to indicate sudden changes in the
cyclone track or intensity, which could seriously effect vulnerable communities.
(vii) Post-Landfall Phase. The warning advices continue at 3-h intervals for about 12 h
after landfall, advising communities of the location of landfall, the subsequent track of the
cyclone and rate of weakening, and potential developments, such as movement back
offshore. The emphasis now centres on the issue of warnings for rapid riverine and flash
floods, and for tornados, where necessary.
A Final Cyclone Warning should be issued, in consultation with counter-disaster
authorities, to indicate the passage of the cyclone threat and recommend a gradual
resumption of normal community activities, and deployment of medical and engineering
crews to badly hit regions.
(viii) Impact Assessment Phase. This phase is entered as soon as a cyclone has
dissipated, or passed into another area of warning responsibility. Meteorological officers,
accompanied by disaster personnel, visit the affected areas to gather relevant observational and hazard-related data and discuss warning-response performance with people and
officials.
(ix) Documentation Phase. This covers the period from genesis of a cyclone through the

sequential warning phases until dissipation or passage of the cyclone from an area of
warning responsibility. All relevant information about the cyclone including copies of
warnings, press items and damage photographs, criticisms, and a chronology of events, is
collected in a substantial case history file for reporting and archival. Selected data are
extracted for storage in computer compatible form to facilitate enquiries and research.
Supervising meteorologists should keep diaries for strategic planning purposes.
A summary of each season's tropical cyclone activity is prepared annually.
Special reports on major disaster-impact cyclones are given wide distribution to interested
parties.
(x) System Review Phase. At the end of the cyclone season, a review is conducted of
the total performance of the warning and response system. This usually culminates in
annual review conferences covering internal procedures as well as external liaison with
counter-disaster authorities. As noted earlier, each new cyclone brings unique experience
in respect of warning and response aspects which may need to be incorporated into
warning procedures and or preparedness contingency plans.
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Major innovations involving the community at large may need to be tested for
their feasibility before final adoption into national procedures. In some cases, such as
when a cyclone has not impacted a country or coastal sector for many years and there has
been a substantial breakdown in the warning and response process, the opportunity should
be taken for a thorough appraisal of the system.

7.4 CONSTRAINTS WIllCD CHALLENGE
WARNING STRATEGIES
Several meteorological, climatological, regional and human perception uncertainties apply to constrain the application of warning strategies. These include the uncertainty
in cyclone forecasts, regional and seasonal variations in cyclone characteristics and
forecast difficulty, and language and communication ambiguities that lead to misinterpretation of warning content.

7.4.1 Forecast Uncertainty
Because the atmosphere is non-linear, some level of uncertainty, or error is
present in all forecasts and must be accounted for in warning strategies. This uncertainty
can be quantified by mean forecast errors (Chapter 3) that generally increase in 100 km
increments for every 12 h of the forecast. Pike and Neumann (1987, see Chapter 1) have
shown that the degree of uncertainty, as defmed by a forecast difficulty index using the
CLIPER technique varies considerably between ocean basins. Marked seasonal and
latitudinal variation also is experienced.
In many situations the forecast errors will prove to be less than indicated by the
forecasting difficulty level because the forecaster will use a number of techniques, allied
with professional judgement and experience, and there may be much better than normal
observations available. In other cases the warning strategy must account for the worst
case scenario, for example, the high degree of uncertainty that can be present when a
tropical cyclone is in a potential recurvature situation.
The warning strategy, therefore, is to account for regional characteristics and the
current situation and for the forecast period and then to provide a prudent margin for
error. At the alert or watch stage, a large section of coast will be notified, and this will
be reduced and focused as the cyclone landfall approaches and the forecast confidence
level increases.
Care needs to be taken to maintain realistic and conservative levels of forecast
uncertainty in the warnings. Counter-disaster managers tend to regard the occasional
instances of excellent forecasts as the basis for routine expectancy of exceptional
performance which, if not achieved on subsequent occasions, quickly inspires criticism of
apparent monitoring negligence. Forecasters have a natural tendency to overestimate their
real predictive skills by making overconfident forecasts of the probable location of
landfall in warning announcements several days in advance. This subsequently leads to
substantial amendments, confusion and potential tragedy. Forecast improvements over
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the past two decades have been quite modest, averaging only approximately 1% per year
(Neumann, 1981). When considered in terms of the disproportionate increases in coastal
populations, intensive land-usage and vulnerable investments, such improvements barely
make improved response measures effective in human and economic terms.
An indication of the best possible forecast skill is provided by that obtained by
the United States National Hurricane Center at Miami, staffed by specialist hurricane
forecasters who have the best available initial location accuracy and forecast track
guidance. The mean errors for the decade 1975-84 were (Neumann, 1985):

Forecast Period (h):
Mean Error (km):
Accuracy Limit (km):

12

24

48

72

104

205
110

414
250

633
360

Whilst current research and model development (Chapter 3) indicates that a substantial
improvement in forecast accuracy is occurring, the best forecast performance that can be
reasonably expected will result in errors greater than half those listed above. This should
be accounted for in planning for future warning strategies.

7.4.2 Strike Probability Forecasts
One method of quantifying the uncertainties inherent in a particular situation is
by the issue of strike probability forecasts (Chapter 3). However, many forecasters are
unaware of the practical significance of these statistics, since forecasts are judged correct,
partially correct or incorrect according to other criteria. They thus may not appropriately
relate hit or miss probabilities to suitable preparedness measures by people living in the
threatened areas.
For the purpose of determining hurricane strike probabilities in the U.S.A. a hit
is adjudged a successful forecast for appropriate preparedness decision-making if actual
landfall occurs within 100 kilometres to left or right of predicted landfall. This is the
approximate length of coastline that may be considered liable to the severe destructive
power of hurricane-force winds and storm surge encompassed by the central core of an
intense tropical cyclone (Carter, 1983). A stricter interpretation would incorporate the
left-right asymmetry due to storm motion. The probabilities of successful hit predictions,
given the aforementioned mean errors for specific forecast validity periods can be shown
to be:
Forecast Period (h):
Maximum Probability (%):
Miss to Hit Ratio:

72
10
9:1

48

36

24

12

13-18 20-25 35-45 60-70
7:1
5:1
2:1
2:3

Thus the odds of a specific location forecast issued more than 36 h in advance of
estimated landfall being assessed as a successful hit prediction are rather slim. An even
probability of success is not reached until nearing 12h before landfall.
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As a caveat to this discussion it should be noted that the narrow assessment used
in the D.S.A. for hit and miss criteria, based on the premise that the destructive power of
a mature cyclone will be limited to a spread of destruction of about 200 km from the
coastal crossing of its centre, may be expanded for the Asian and other regions. Asian
cyclones tend to be larger than those in the North Atlantic (Merrill, 1985). In developing
countries the impact of winds within 300 km or so of the centre of a mature storm may
well cause significant damage to modest houses built of traditional materials. Similarly,·
gale to storm force winds may develop very rough seas sufficient to endanger the huge
number of small craft engaged in fishing off most tropical coasts.

7.4.3 Expect the Unusual, It is Normal
As has been emphasised in Chapter 3, the view of a "normal" cyclone track
extending along a straight or neatly parabolic arc into the subtropics whilst the cyclone
develops along the standard Dvorak climatological curve is actually the exception. The
majority of cyclones are associated with some sort of abnormal behaviour. Examples of
abnormalities and difficulties for preparation of warnings include:

*

rapidly changing trends in motion and intensity;

*

monitoring difficulties, especially related to the central core of the cyclone and
obscuring effects· 'Of .wind shear, and unusual asymmetry in the strong wind
circulation;.

*

large potential errors in predicting the track ~fcyclones for longer periods prior
to a clear indication of initial movement becoming apparent (eg. Bay of Bengal);

*

several cyclones interacting (Fujiwhara effect) and simultaneously threatening
within the same area of warning responsibility (eg. Philippines, and mainland
China);

*

quasi-stationary. cyclones close to landfall (eg. China, Australia, United States);

*

cyclones which· develop or intensify close to a populated coastline or island
group, sometimes" from an origin (Le. pre-cyclone· stage) over land (eg.
Australia, Pacific Islands, Caribbean, Philippines);

*

cyclones approaching a vulnerable coastline at an acute angle so that minor
forecast errors introduce large landfall uncertainty (eg. India, US Atlantic coast,
Western Australia);

*

cyclones which occur outside or at the margin of the normal cyclone season, or
in locations not seriously threatened for a decade or more (Gulf of Thailand, Sri
Lanka, Hawaii);
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*

cyclones which threaten communities during a high pitch of seasonal activity
such as harvesting, festivals, holidays (attracting migrant labour or tourists from
non-cyclone' areas);

*

cyclones which simultaneously offer a greatly varying threat to adjacent coastal
areas -in the same country due to irregular coastal configuration of varying
physical vulnerability (eg. Gulf ofThailand);

*

extratropical re-intensification accompanying'lbss' of typical tropical' cyClone core
structure affecting monitoring (eg. SW Australia, New ,Zealand, Japan, NE
United States);
";

*

'cyclones whose physical' characteristics vary substantially from their immediate
predecessors;

These "unusual" characteristics must· be properly accounted for in warning
strategies. In particular,communitiesneed to understand thatcydones are capable of
erratic behaviour and that the uncertainty in warnings is designed to account for such
behaviour.
'
,
7~4.4.'Warning

Content and Tenllinology

The content of a tropical cyclone warning message is of prime iJiip6rlance in an
effective warning system. This information has to be converted into convincing and
credible images of the approaching threat which will create a cliniateof expectancy and
responsive action over a very widespectrurilofpeople with differing preparedness
interests and responsibilities. In countries which possess a communications and media
infrastructure capable of presenting a current visual view aided by expert commentary the
reliance on the technical formulationofa warning message is not high. In most. countries
affected by cyclones, however, one prime warning message for the general public often
carries the responsibility of catering for a vast diversity of user needs. At best a limited
number of messages semi-tailored to the' needs of major socio-economic groups must
suffice. In some cases, the dissemination relies on a series of relays, often by telephone
and single-side-band radio, during which the messageinay be abbreviated or'distorted and
lose some' of its original intent. '.
The format, content and terminology of warning messages should be determined
by the status of the warning phase,' category of user, level' of public understanding,
vulnerability of the threatened· areas, partictilar medium' used, for dissemination, and
regional agreements on standardised procedures. A major difficulty is that the messages
are prepared by technical experts yet even the most obvious technical terms can cause
considerable confusion amongst many members' of the community. For this reason,
careful use of key words, backed up by public education programs is essential.
Inspection of recent warnings issued by many different warning services
indicates a wide variety in either pragmatic or narrative style, and a seemingly reluctance
to introduce new styles of persuasiveness and format to focus on the most critical
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information. Examples of various styles of messages may be found in WMO (1983b,
1990) and in Elsberry et al. (1987).
The optimum design for tropical cyclone warning advices, including audio-visual
signals, is discussed in detail in WMO (1990). This discussion takes into account the
diverse requirements of users and the available communication modes. Norton (1975)
suggests that it is feasible to separate the main facts, other important facts, and then
details and explanations in descending order of priority in the compilation of messages.
Special consideration should be given to the limited attention span of most people and
their ability to retain the important elements of a message. The essential information may
be determined by surveys of disaster specialists, the media and communities. Use of
information and communications specialists is advisable.

7.5 HAZARD, VULNERABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT
As discussed in Section 7.3, because of the inherent forecast uncertainty,
tropical cyclones initially offer a macroscale threat to large areas and significant populations. This condenses to a mesoscale highly destructive impact in which the greatest loss
of life and property generally occurs in small areas comprising a small subgroup of the
autonomous local government authorities initially under threat. Since the warning task is
to persuasively alert and to promote response to counter this developing threat, it follows
that any developments in the warning system should commence with hazard risk and
vulnerability assessments of the elemental local government authority areas. When
integrated, these indicate the total vulnerability of all components of the system, districts,
provinces, and nations. However, each house has its own vulnerability and only
sustained community programs can hope to bridge the gap between the formality of
government protection at the higher level and the street -by-street level of the local
community.
In .several advanced countries, notably the USA, detailed hazard risk and
vulnerability assessments, often initiated by meteorologists themselves, have been
performed over much of their cyclone-prone coastal zones for many years. This
preparedness homework has enabled detailed evacuation planning to be implemented on
the basis of operational processing of the SPLASH and SLOSH storm surge models in
accord with bathymetric and topographic risk mapping, assisted by community
behavioural response studies in the most vulnerable sectors. This capability is
incorporated in recommended response activity announced in hurricane local statements
issued by national weather service offices around the US coast that follow authoritative
national hurricane advisories issued by the NHC. Detailed topographic mapping makes it
possible to recommend evacuation on a street-by-street basis in respect of forecast storm
surge inundations augmented by heavy rainfall runoff.
Regrettably it is recognised that although most other countries have published
information on the frequency of cyclone occurrences, and some have computed return
periods for cyclones of stated intensity or cyclone parameter statistics, only a few
countries have undertaken comprehensive vulnerability assessments, especially at
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community or district level. The absence of adequate hazard mapping and skills may have
contributed to this situation. A result is the almost complete absence of localised contingency action plans in these countries, which negates many of the benefits of improved
warnings and inhibits the deployment of warning strategies.

7.5.1 Quantification of Risk
Vulnerability and risk analysis provides a structured analytical procedure to
identify and quantify hazards and to estimate the probability and consequences of their
occurrence. It must be emphasised that the absolute risk is a complex, multiplicative
function of the hazard level and the vulnerability of a community. In an illustrative
sense,. this means that:
Disaster Risk

= Hazard x Vulnerability.

Say we were to rate the hazard and vulnerability on scales of 1-5, then a community with
high vulnerability and hazard levels of 5 would be many times more at risk (25) than
would a community with low levels of 1.

7.5.2 Hazard Assessment
Although many countries use designated cyclone warning phases or stages, few
have adopted scales which combine a rating of the intensity of cyclone parameters with
corresponding estimates of the typical damage that may be expected. Examples of this
categorisation include the US Saffir-Simpson scale, and the Australian Cyclone Severity
scale (Section 8.5), both of which range from 1-5. It is recommended that such categorisations be undertaken by all countries with a tropical cyclone threat.
The hazard component may then be assessed in terms of the frequency return
period of a particular intensity category for the specified location. This method is
particularly useful in countries where detailed observations are not available, and
assessment is best made using derived parameters from the known tropical cyclone
statistics. Alternatively, return period estimates of particular cyclone parameters, such as
maximum wind gusts, storm surge heights, river flood levels or rainfall intensity may be
developed or estimated. These latter criteria are favoured for engineered structural
mitigation measures. In any case an estimate is required of the return period frequency of
cyclones of each intensity category as guidance to provide an objective indication of the
cyclone hazard in each coastal sector.
For the purpose of general community preparedness a worst-case scenario for a
period of 30 years maybe reasonable. If this is translated into appropriate contingency
planning, any cyclone of lesser intensity should not cause major unexpected adverse
effects (provided community vulnerability does not increase). Preservation of essential
community lifeline facilities (hospitals, power and water supplies, communication
systems, meteorological radar tracking stations, cyclone shelters and operations centres
etc) require design criteria for a longer time period.
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National standards associations generally detennine regional engineering design
wind loadings. An indicative example, nonnalised by Australian Cyclone Severity Scale
(or category), for a stretch of coast from Port Douglas to Fraser Island on the Australian
East Coast and applicable to 50 km inland is (SAA, 1989):

Category

Cat 2
< 170 km h-1

Occurrence/year

Cat 3
170-225 km h-1

Cat 4
226-280 km h- 1

1/6

1/3

1/30

Cat 5
>280 km h- 1
1/100

These statistics refer to cyclones directly impacting coastal areas. Approximately twice as
many cyclones in each category threaten the coastal section, without direct impact.
An indication of return periods for tropical cyclone parameters for Andhra
Pradesh and West Bengal (which provides a guide for Bangladesh) has been published by
Jayanthi and Sen Sanna (1988) based on a 95-year data base. This includes the following
statistics for maximum wind speed and stonn surge height:
10

25

50

100

200

Andhra
Pradesh

104 kt
3.8 m

113kt
4.2 m

119kt
4.8 m

125 kt
5.2 m

129 kt
5.6m

West
Bengal

90 kt
4.5 m

105kt
6.3 m

116kt
7.8 m

125 kt
9.2 m

135kt
10.9 m

Return
Period (year)

The two cyclones that occurred in nearly the same locations in Andhra Pradesh in 1977
and 1990 and the two that occurred in Bangladesh in 1970 and 1991 were of a similar
intensity that lay within the 25-50 year return period in this table. This illustrates the
problem with literal use of return period statistics. Although catastrophic, with 300,000
and 140,000 deaths, respectively, in Bangladesh, and 10,000 and 1000 deaths in Andhra
Pradesh, these statistics illustrate the advances in warning-response systems in these
regions.

7.5.3. Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability comprises the people in their environment and their exposure to
the cyclone hazard. The geographical and physical components of provincial, district and
local level vulnerability are assessed through a combination of hazard risk maps, detailed
demographic maps, and infonnation on supporting community infrastructure and facilities.
Such assessment can be made by satellite remote sensing, aircraft photography, and on
the ground by surveyors, engineers and urban and rural planners. A good survey will
provide details of:
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*

Siting and constructional integrity of community lifeline facilities, including
access roads;

*

Proportions of flimsy, partly cyclone-resistant, and cyclone resistant residential
housing, commercial buildings and markets;

*

Existence and state of maintenance of cyclone protective works, river and
coastal dykes and embankments, drainage systems and public shelters;

*

Degree of protective forestation and mangroves, which can reduce wind, wave
and surge energy.

The non-physical social and economic aspects of vulnerability of a community
also need to be assessed. These include a measure of the community's capacity for
coping with the occurrence of cyclones by martialling resources and organising effective
response actions. Readily assessable elements include:

*

The existence of a local counter-disaster council, an equipped emergency operations centre, a cyclone contingency plan of action which has been resourced,
implemented and rehearsed;

*

Evidence of an ongoing community cyclone awareness program.
An obvious indication of the vulnerability of a community may be found from

its performance in coping with a previous cyclone, after noting subsequent improvements.
An extensive program of interdisciplinary training courses entitled "Improving
Cyclone Warning Response and Mitigation" is now conducted by the Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center (ADPC), based at the Asian Institute of Technology in Bangkok.
The ADPC has introduced practical experience for participants through the conduct of
field vulnerability assessment studies in towns and villages. Such studies take advantage
of any available hazard maps and primarily comprise visual inspections of potentially
hazardous terrain, community life and facilities, aided by interviews with officials and
residents on cyclone and flood hazard experiences and on the current state of preparedness measures, local communications and warning arrangements. The course participants,
comprising meteorologists and hydrologists, disaster managers, engineers, planners and
technical personnel interact in workshop sessions. Reports to a workshop plenary
session, supported by maps and sketches, are discussed and published and the total
exercise takes little more than a day's work.
While these exercises obviously comprise a fair degree of subjectivity they
summarise a good deal of human hazard experience of residents in a short time and
probably acquire about 80 % of the environmental, physical, and socio-economic
information needed for .a useful vulnerability assessment. An immediate feel for the
community's hazard awareness is gained, as well as knowledge of the cyclone-resistant
integrity and maintenance standards of the principal lifeline facilities.
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A recent finding (PAHO, 1992) notes that a nation's effectiveness in disaster
prevention, mitigation and preparedness is related to its level of economic activity. This
indicates that current socio-economic indices, such as per-capita income, may provide one
objective basis for quantifying vulnerability in the above equation.
A complementary input to the vulnerability index should come from recent
disaster experience. For example, damage evidence in relation to 20 categories of socioeconomic activity is clearly noted for the April 1991 Bangladesh cyclone in BCAS (1992).
This cyclone effected 10,800,000 people with a total damage of US$2.l billion, or
roughly the per-capita GDP of US$21O (FEER, 1993) This simple analysis could be
extended to local districts and normalised on a scale of 1-5. Separate quantification could
be developed for deaths and casualties.
Where recent damage statistics are not available, the current per-capita income
probably provides an objective basis for relating statistics from other regions and
quantifying both the economic and social effects of a tropical cyclone.

7.5.4 Potential Disaster Risk Scale
No objective method has yet been devised to integrate the cyclone hazard and
vulnerability into a disaster risk scale similar to the Saffrr-Simpson Intensity scale. Such
a scale would first require the development of a suitable vulnerability scale, as recommended in the previous section, then a method needs to be developed for incorporating
this with the· hazard scale. It is almost certain that the total risk will be a multiplicative
combination of the hazard and vulnerability scales, but research is needed to determine
the optimum combination.
Such a scale could markedly simplify the development of warning and response
strategies and the allocation of mitigation measures. It could provide a globally consistent
indication of disaster risk. The scale could be printed on maps and displayed on
computer workstations as indicators of the relative vulnerability of hundreds of autonomous local government areas threatened by an approaching cyclone. National potential
disaster risk maps can be prepared and disseminated to indicate an objective measure of
the real danger of the threat, compared to previous occurrences, and thus to promote
preparedness measures. By agreement an tropical cyclone warning centre could include
such information in its advisory warning messages, together with potential disaster risk
predictions for each community, in a manner reminiscent of the issue of hurricane strike
probabilities in the USA.

7.6 WORKING WARNING AND RESPONSE STRATEGIES:
TIlE PIDLIPPINES EXAMPLE
In terms of frequency, strength and hazardous terrain, allied to prevailing socioeconomic conditions few countries exceed the vulnerability of the Philippines to the
impact of tropical cyclones. The Philippines approach to a warning-response strategy is
briefly outlined here as an example of the methods used by a vulnerable country with
limited resources.
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The Philippines is a nation of 70 million people spread over 7000 islands of
which some 3000 are populated. Fourteen regions administered by commissioners are
divided into hundreds of provinces administered by governors, which in turn are
comprised of cities and municipalities with elected mayors. At the community level is
about 45,000 locally autonomous Barangays, each covering 5 km 2 , with around 1000
people and led by an elected Barangay captain. Each year warning and preparedness
personnel are confronted with around 20 tropical cyclones, of which 8 or so make landfall
on the islands. The Philippines area of warning responsibility extends from 5-24°N and
from 115-135°E. Taking into account typical 24, 48 and 72 h mean forecast errors of
about 200, 400 and 600 km, respectively, it is easily demonstrated that 72 h in advance
the whole of the Philippines may be subject to threat of landfall, 48 h in advance most of
the more vulnerable central and northern regions, and 24 h in advance several islands and
communities. When additional margins are included for the peripheral effects of the
disturbance and the potential for major forecast errors, much of the Philippines is under
direct threat from all cyclones that occur in the region.
By Presidential Decree, the Philippines Government, through its civil defence
administration, has established a national Calamities and Disaster Preparedness Plan,
published by the OCD (1987), which is frequently updated. This plan provides a highly
decentralised organisational and operational disaster preparedness structure, with unifonn
functional procedures that are implemented by disaster coordinating councils, each with
their own emergency operations centres. This national organisation extends from a
national headquarters in Manila, through regional, provincial and municipal councils and
down to the Barangays. A municipality may be surrounded by some 20 Barangays. Due
to the generally mountainous and irregular nature of the Philippines landscape and huge
sea frontages even adjacent Barangays may possess distinctly different levels of vulnerability, thus each deserving its own hazard contingency plan. While progress has been
made, the self-reliance ideal of having a local resource of trained, largely volunteer, staff
at the Barangay level, responding to typhoon warnings in accord with documented and
rehearsed local contingency plan is far from being achieved under current socio-economic
circumstances.
The national weather service, PAGASA (Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical
and Astronomical Services Administration), has made excellent progress in promoting
public understanding of its warning system through the conduct of community response
surveys and hazard awareness and education programs. Particular emphasis has been
placed on the role of the decentralised broadcast media, and press, in assisting warning
objectives. One of PAGASA's guiding principles is that awareness programs must be
community specific, hazard specific and audience specific in tenns of potential disaster
risk. This requires that the local warnings be similarly patterned and made entirely
comprehensible to affected communities. In consultation with government and nongovernment bodies, aided by community testing, PAGASA has recently modified its
national warning fonnat, including redesigned public stonn signals, which have been
increased from 3 to 4. These progressive steps have been taken to counter recent trends
of increasing losses of life and property damage due to typhoons in the Philippines. The
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aim is to impress on people the preparedness impact of the message, especially by
providing people enough lead time and arousing their awareness according to the
ascending order of the gravity of the threat.
The modified format comprises three stages of public warning notices; weather
advisories, issued daily at 3 pm, for tropical storms outside or bordering the region of
responsibility, severe weather bulletins for tropical cyclone Alerts, issued at 11 am and 11
pm for tropical cyclones within the region of responsibility, but not offering a threat
within 36 h, and severe weather bulletins for tropical cyclone Warnings, issued at 5 am,
11 am, 5 pm and 11 pm for cyclones providing a threat within 36 h.
One, or more of 4 Public Storm Signals, accompanies the issue of each tropical
cyclone warning. These are defined as:

No 1 - a tropical cyclone will affect the locality, with winds of less than 60 km
h- 1 within 36 h;
No 2 - a tropical cyclone will affect the locality, with winds of 60-100 km h- 1
within 24 h;
No 3 - a tropical cyclone will affect the locality, with winds of 100-185 km h- 1
within 18 h;
No·4 - a very intense typhoon will affect the locality, with very strong ·winds in
excess of 185 km h- 1 within 12 h.
The redesigned number system contains three categories of information:
(a) the meteorological conditions expected to prevail within stated times limits;
(b) the impact of the given range of winds speeds on common objects such as
trees, crops and structures, to enable the people to perceive the likely effects in
terms of their own experience; and
(c) statements of the seriousness of the danger, containing desired precautionary
measures by the public and recommendations for implementation by disaster
agencies.
The full description for each signal, with qualifying notes, is appended for consideration
of national weather services which either do not use such a system for the public, or
currently rely on far more complex systems introduced for maritime purposes.
The storm signal system does not necessarily imply the physical hoisting of
signals, but implies public announcement, generally by radio, of the relevant number.
Blasts on warning sirens are used in populated areas. The writer's experience in conducting cyclone preparedness seminars in the Philippines is that the public quickly learns to
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differentiate between the relative threat implied by each signal through recognition of
various preparedness measures, such as suspension of school classes. A typical PAGASA
bulletin warning containing public storm signal announcements is:
Severe Weather Bulletin Number Twelve. Typhoon Warning (Trining) issued at 5
am today 27 October 1991 (Valid for broadcast until the next bulletin at 11 am
today).
Typhoon Trining has slightly weakened and changed its course and is now
heading towards Cagayan.
At 10 am today, 27 October 1991, the center of typhoon Trining was estimated
based on satellite and surface data about 130 km east ofAparri, Cagayan, or at
(18.4N 123.0E) with maximum sustained winds of 205 KPH near the center and
gustiness up to 240 KPH. It was moving west at 19 KPH during the past six
hours.
Trining is forecast to continue to move west northwest at 19 KPH and expected
to landfall over Cagayan this afternoon, Its center is expected to be 280 km west
northwest of Aparri, Cagayan or 180 km west northwest of Laoag City by 8 am
tomorrow morning or at. (19. ON 119.3E). Trining is expected to move west
northwest starting tonight. It is likely to weaken within the next 12 hours.
Public Storm Warning Signal number Four is now in effect over Batanes Group,
Northern Cagayan including Calayan and Babuyan Islands where stormy
weather with winds in excess of 185 KPH will be experienced today. Coastal
waters are extremely dangerous to all types of sea vessels.
Public Storm Warning Signal number Three remains in effect over the rest of
Cacayan, Kalinga Apayao, llocos Norte, Isabella, Abra, Mt.Province and Ilocos
Sur.
Public Storm Warning Signal number Two remains in effect for the rest of North
Luzon.
Areas under Public Storm Warning Signal number Three and Two will have
stormy weather today and seas will be very rough and dangerous to all
seacrafts.Residents under signal number Four, Three and Two should take
precautionary measures against strong winds and those living in coastal areas
should be prepared against big waves coming from the sea.
Public Storm Warning Signal number One remains in effect over Metro Manila
and the rest of Luzon. These areas will have occasional rains and occasional
gusty winds today and coastal waters will be rough.
The public and the Disaster Coordination Councils concerned are advised to take
appropriate action and watch for the next bulletin to be issued at 5pm today.
PAGASA utilises a standard documentary format and flow chart entitled
"Typhoon Prediction and Warning Process" that sets out details of its analysis, diagnostic,
forecasting and warning processes, and formats. This helps facilitate the rapid compilation of update bulletins for technical and public purposes. These include warnings and
advisories for farmers and agricultural industries, and flood forecasting purposes.
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Posters and leaflets explaining the enhanced amended public storm signal
numbers were widely disseminated in the Philippines prior to their introduction at the end
of the 1991 typhoon season. Considerable illustrated information relating to typhoons and
other natural hazards is incorporated in school textbooks. For younger children a video
using animated puppets depicting hazards such as typhoons, floods, earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions is used in community hazard campaigns.
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APPENDIX:
THE PAGASA PUBLIC STORM WARNING SIGNAL SYSTEM
1. PUBLIC STORM WARNlNG SIGNAL NUMBER ONE (PSWS#l)
Meteorological
conditions

A TROPICAL CYCLONE WILL AFFECT THE LOCAliTY.

Winds of 30-60 KPH may be expected in at least 36 hours or intermittent
rains may be expected within 36 hours. (When the tropical cyclone
develops very close to the locality a shorter lead time of the occurrence of
the winds will be specified in the warning bulletin).

Impact Twigs and branches of small trees may be broken;
of the
winds
Some banana plants' may be tiled or downed;
Some houses of <very light materials (nipa andcogon) may be partially
unroofed;
. Unless this warning signal is upgraded during the entire existence of the
tropical cyclone, only very light or no damage at all may be sustained by
the exposed communities;
Rice crop, however, may suffer significant damage when it is in its flowering stage.
Precautionary When the tropical cyclone is strong or is intensifying and is moving closer,
measures
this signal may be upgraded to the next higher level;
The waves on coastal waters may gradually develop and become bigger and
higher;
The people are advised to listen to the latest severe weather bulletin issued
by pagasa every six hours. In the meantime, business may be carried out
as usual except when flood occur;
Disaster preparedness is activated to alert status.
2. PUBLIC STORM WARNING SIGNAL NUMBER TWO (PSWS #2)
Meteorological
conditions
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A TROPICAL CYCLONE WILL AFFECT THE LOCALITY.

Winds of greater than 60 KPH and up to 100 KPH may be expected in at
least 24 hours.

Impact of
the winds

Some coconut trees may be tilted with a few others broken;
Few big trees may be uprooted;
Many banana plants my be downed;
Rice and corn may be adversely affected;
Large number of nipa and cogon houses may be partially or totally unroofed;
Some old galvanised iron roofmg may be peeled off;
In general, the winds may bring light to moderate damage to the exposed
communities.

Precautionary The sea and coastal waters are dangerous to small craft;
measures
Special attention should be given to the latest position, the direction and
speed of movement and the intensity of the storm as it may intensify and
move towards the locality;
The general public especially people travelling by sea and air are cautioned
to avoid unnecessary risks;
Outdoor activities of children should be postponed;
Secure properties before the signal is upgraded;
Disaster preparedness agencies/organisation are in action to alert their
communities.
3. PUBLIC STORM WARNING SIGNAL NUMBER THREE (PSWS #3)
Meteorological
conditions

Impact of
the winds

A TROPICAL CYCLONE WILL AFFECT THE LOCALITY.
Winds greater than 100 KPH up to 185 KPH may be expected in at least
18 hours.
Many coconut trees may be broken or destroyed;
Almost all banana plants may be downed and a large number of trees may
be uprooted;
Majority of all Nipa and Cogon houses may be unroofed or destroyed and
there may be considerable damage to structures of light to medium construction;
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There may be widespread dismption of electrical power and communication
servIces;
In general, moderate to heavy damage may be expected, practically in the
agricultural and industrial sections.
Precautionary The disturbance is dangerous to the communities threatened/affected;
measures
The sea and coastal waters· will be very dangerous to all seacraft;
Travel is very risky especially by sea and air;
People are advised to seek shelter in strong buildings, evacuate low-lying
areas and to stay away from the coasts and river banks;
Watch out for the paSsage of the "eye" of the typhoon indicated by a
sudden occurrence of fair weather immediately after very bad weather with
very strong winds coming generally from the north;
When the eye of typhoon hit the community do not venture away from the
safe shelter because after one to two hours the worst weather will resume
with the very strong winds coming from the south;
Classes in all levels should be suspended and children should stay in the
safety of strong buildings;
Disaster preparedness and response agencies/organisations are in action
with appropriate response to actual emergency.
4. PUBLIC STORM WARNING SIGNAL NUMBER FOUR (PSWS #4)
Meteorological
conditions

A VERY INTENSE TYPHOON WILL AFFECT THE LOCALITY.
Very strong winds of more than 185 KPH may be expected in at least 12
hours.

Impact Coconut plantation may suffer extensive damage;
of the winds
Many large trees may be uprooted;
Rice and corn plantation may suffer severe losses;
Most residential and institutional buildings of mixed constmction may be
severely damaged;
Electrical power distribution and communications services may be severely
disrupted;
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In the overall, damage to affected communities can be very heavy.
Precautionary The situation is potentially very destructive to the community;
measures
All travels and outdoor activities should be cancelled;
Evacuation to much safer shelters should have been completed since it may
be too late under this situation;
With PSWS No. 4, the locality is very likely to be hit directly by the eye
of the typhoon. As the eye of the typhoon approaches; the weather will
continuously worsen with the winds increasing to its strongest, coming
generally from the north. Then a sudden improvement of the weather with
light winds (a lull) will be experienced. This means that the eye of the
typhoon is over the locality. This improved weather may last for. one to
two hours depending on the diameter of the eye and the speed of
movement. As the eye moves out of the locality, the worst weather
experienced before the lull will suddenly commence. This time the very
strong winds will come generally from the south;
The disaster coordinating councils concerned and other disaster response
organisations are now fully responding to emergencies and are in full
readiness to immediately respond to possible calamity.
FOOTNOTES
It is important to note that when any public storm warning signal number is hoisted or put

in effect for the fITst time. The corresponding meteorological conditions are not yet
prevailing over the locality. This is because the purpose of the signal is to warn the
impending occurrence of the given meteorological conditions. It must be noted also that
the approximate lead time to expect the range of wind speeds given for each signal
number is valid only when the signal number is put in effect for the first time. Thus, the
associated meteorological conditions are still expected in at least 36 hours when PSWS
No. 1 is put in effect initially; in at least 24 hours with PSWS No. 2; in at least 18
hours with PSWS No. 3; and in at least 12 hours with PSWS No. 4. The lead time
shortens correspondingly in the subsequent issues of the warning bulletin when the signal
number remains in effect as the tropical cyclone comes closer.
It is also important to remember that tropical cyclones are constantly in motion;

generally towards the Philippines when PAGASA is issuing the warning. Therefore, the
public storm warning signal number over a threatened/affected locality may be sequentially paraded or downgraded. This means that PSWS No. 1 may be upgraded to PSWS No.
2. Then to PSWS, No. 3 and to PSWS No. 4 as necessary when a very intense typhoon
is approaching or downgraded when the typhoon is moving away. However, in case of
rapid improvement of the weather condition due to the considerable weakening or
acceleration of speed of movement of the tropical cyclone moving away from the country,
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the downgrading of signal may jump one signal level. For example, PSWS no. 3 may be
downgraded to PSWS No. 1 or all signals from PSWS No. 2 may be lowered.
The delineation of areas for a given signal number is based on the intensity. Size of
circulation and the forecast direction and speed of movement of the tropical storm or
typhoon at the time of issue of the warning bulletin. The change in intensity, size of
circulation or movement of the tropical cyclone also determines the change in the PSWS
number over a given locality.
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CHAPTER 8:
NUMERICAL
TRACK PREDICTION MODELS

"The fundamental idea is that atmospheric pressures, velocities, etc, should be expressed as numbers, and should be
tabulated at certain latitudes, longitudes and heights to give a
general account of the state of the atmosphere at any instant....It is shown that there is an arithmetical method of
operating on these tabulated numbers, so as to obtain a new
table representing approximately the subsequent state of the
atmosphere after a brief interval of time, ot say. "
Richardson (1922).

Kamal Puri and Greg .J. Holland
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
Because of the large diversity of spatial scales and the scope of the physical processes
involved, the tropical cyclone prediction problem represents, in many respects, the ultimate
test of tropical numerical weather prediction applications. The rapid increase in computer
power in recent years has enabled numerical models to attain resolutions where small-'-scale
systems such as tropical cyclones are resolved. These models are displaying real skill with
motion prediction, and have the potential to handle formation. However, only a limited
number of high resolution research models (Tuleya, 1988, for example), have attained
resolutions where cyclone structure (including intensity) can be addressed.
Current research models and research programs indicate that numerical model
forecasts of tropical cyclones will continue to improve. Improvements also will come from
increasing ability to resolve fme-scale structure as computer power and memory continue to
expand and become less expensive.
It is important that forecasters have an appreciation of the manner in which numerical

models are constructed, their basic physics, and the constraints under which they operate.
This chapter therefore commences with· a brief overview of. numerical models and their
features, including methods of analysis and bogussing of tropical cyclones. We then describe
current global and regional operational models. The information presented is valid as of
1993, but we emphasise that the details of all operational models are constantly changing.
Readers requiring current information should consult the meteorological literature, or contact
the relevant forecast centre directly. A detailed examination of the performance of track
prediction models may be found in Elsberry (1993).

8.2 OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL MODEL METHODS
Numerical models use a subset of the full fluid dynamics and thermodynamics
equations describing the atmosphere. Subsets that are used for tropical cyclone track
prediction include barotropic, non-divergent; shallow-water equations; truncated baroclinic
and full primitive-equation models. The essential elements of these systems are:
1.

A grid of points at which atmospheric parameters are held (grid-point model),
or a series of polynomials or spectral functions that approximate the
atmospheric fields (spectral models);

2.

One or more distinct layers or levels in the vertical;

3.

An analysis/assimilation cycle to obtain the initial fields;
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4.

A means of bogussing observations to provide additional information in datavoid regions;

5.

A method for integrating the model equations forward in time;

6.

Some form of physical parameterisation to incorporate the effects of systems
smaller than can be resolved by the grid or spectral wave numbers being used;
and,

7.

A means of handling forcing from the model boundaries.

Details of these processes are beyond the scope of this Guide and may be found in
standard texts, such as Haltiner and Williams (1979). Here we provide some of the
essentials and requirements for such processes.

8.2.1 Model Grids
All operational models, including spectral models, start with atmospheric fields on
a regular grid array, on which the required atmospheric parameters are held. Model grids
can have any shape, they do not need to be regular, or square. Grids that are used include
various types of map projections, such as a latitude/longitude array, a Lambert conformal
grid, or a polar stereographicprojection. The grid may be distorted to provide higher
resolution in a specified region or near a system of interest. Alternatively, higher resolution
grids may be successively nested within each other to provide a telescope effect with a high
resolution focus on the region of interest. The grid also may be regular, with all data held
at common grid-points, or it may be staggered, with data split between two overlapping
grids.

8.2.2 Model Vertical Structure
The vertical levels, or layers, are defmed by using some fonn of vertical coordinate.
The a·-coordinate is a popular choice and takes the fonn:
a =

(P-pJ

. (Pt-pJ

,

(8.1 )

where Ps and Pt are the atmospheric pressure at the earth's surface and the top of the model,
respectively. This coordinate has the advantage of adjusting the variable surface orography
into a "flat" surface with a value of (1=0. Most operational models use terrain-following
coordinates similar to these.
It is normal to vary the vertical resolution considerably, especially to provide high

resolution in the atmospheric boundary layer and in the upper-level outflow region, where
sharp vertical gradients occur.
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8.2.3 Analysis and Assimilation
Analysis and assimilation consists of taking all available data and converting them to
a fonn suitable for model integration. The data are obtained from a wide variety of sources
and instruments, including direct temperature, moisture and pressure from radiosondes,
remotely sensed temperatures from TOVS, winds from satellite cloud drift calculations, etc.
These observations must be combined together into an initial analysis in which the various
atmospheric fields are balanced and internally consistent, to minimise shock to the model
during the initial integration.
Observations with high consistency and low error
characteristics also need to be given priority over concomitant observations of lower quality.
The cycle commences with some fonn of quality check of incoming observations for
obvious errors. Examples of such checks include testing for unrealistic vertical gradients in
a radiosonde profile, unacceptably high differences from the short-tenn model forecast for
the same time, or from nearby observations (often called buddy checking).
Analysis of the data onto a model grid can be achieved in a number of ways. A
typical cycle is for the model forecast or the previous analysis to be used as a first guess.
This field is subtracted from all observations to obtain a set of difference data, which are
then. weighted according to their known error characteristics (for example a radiosonde
observation is weighted higher than a TOVS temperature retrieval). These data are then
transfonned to the model grid using some fonn of statistical interpolation (Seaman and
Hutchinson, 1985), or surface fitting routine (Ooyama, 1987). The horizontal and vertical
influence of each observation is detennined from empirical experience and from the number
of observations in the region. For example, a single observing station with no surrounding
observations may be given a wider influence. Also a strong wind observation may be given
an elliptical influence with the long axis aligned in the wind direction.
The analysis may be either univariate or multivariate. Univariate analyses treat each
variable independently. In a multivariate approach, the analysis of one variable is dependent
on the analysis of one or more other variables. For example, the wind field may be analysed
in a manner which maintains balance with the pressure or height field. Typically, univariate
analyses are used in the tropics and at the mesoscale where poor balance exists between
pressure and wind fields. Multivariate analyses are used for synoptic-scale mid-latitude flow.
Observations and analyses may be incorporated into the model forecasts directly, in
what is called a "cold start" for the model. However, fields are not necessarily in a suitably
balanced state for the model. This leads to an initial shock to the model, with degradation
of the forecasts whilst the system adjusts. A much better approach is to assimilate the
observations or analyses directly into the model.
Assimilation may be achieved in a variety of ways and is a topic of current highly
mathematical research. Current models may assimilate data "continuously" or "intennitPage 8,4

tendy". During continuous assimilation, observations are introduced in small increments at
or near the time they were taken as the model integrates forwards. Intermittent assimilation
involves stopping the model at specified times, usually 6 hourly, to bring in new data and
analyses, then restarting the integration. Analyses resulting from these procedures normally
have imbalances between the mass and wind fields. Such imbalances can lead to generation
of high frequency gravity waves in the early stages of the model integration.
Most models employ some form of initialisation to minimise these undesirable waves.
The most commonly used method is called nonlinear normal-mode initialisation. Nudging
also may be used during intermittent assimilation; this involves starting the model some time
before the latest analysis time then integrating forwards whilst nudging it to move towards
the analyses. At the same time the convective parameterisation may be specified to provide
heating in observed regions of convective activity. The result is an initial model field that
is as close as possible to the latest analysis, whilst also being in balance with the model
requirements.
Another form of assimilation is to use previous model analyses to derive vertical
profiles of temperature from satellite observed radiances. This· approach has proven to be
successful in reducing the biases and occasional wild errors that can plague such derivations
from climatological information. Significant improvements in operational forecasts have been
demonstrated (Miller, 1992)

8.2.4. Bogus Observations
In regions of poor data coverage, it is sometimes useful to include bogus observations
derived from human interpretation or empirical relationships to provide an indication of
major weather patterns that would otherwise go unobserved. Here we describe two
approaches that have been successful for tropical cyclone predictions: moisture and cyclone
vortex bogussing.

8.2.4.1 Moisture Bogussing
In the tropics, temperature fields are relatively uniform by comparison with the sharp
frontal gradients of higher latitudes. But moisture fields are highly variable and require
accurate representation for adequate prediction of convective clouds. A technique pioneered
by the Japan Meteorological Agency is to develop an empirical relationship between the
black-body temperatures (including variances) from geostationary satellites and moisture
profiles from available radiosondes (Mills and Davidson, 1987). This relationship is then
applied to the current satellite image to provide a set of bogus moisture observations for
inclusion in the analysis cycle. Such bogus moisture observations are used operationally in
Australia and Japan with excellent results.
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8.2.4.2 Tropical Cyclone Bogussing
Since most tropical cyclones have very few observations in the vicinity, they often go
undetected by standard analyses or are analysed very poorly, with centres ill defmed and in
the wrong location. Such initial errors obviously have a major impact on the forecast of
cyclone tracks and many attempts have been made to provide bogus vortices to approximate
the cyclone. These attempts are helped by observations and theory (EIsberry, 1987) that the
motion of tropical cyclones is not overly sensitive to details of the inner structure. Care must
be taken, however, with the cyclone size and outer structure and particularly with
specification of the near environmental flow.
Most operational centres use some form of tropical cyclone bogus. These all utilise
estimated location and intensity of cyclones from satellite imagery, together with current
structural knowledge of tropical cyclones and any other available observations to generate
mass and wind data representative of the system to be bogussed.
Two basic methodologies are employed for representing the structure of the bogus
tropical cyclone: the circulation may be analytically defmed or the model may be used to spin
up a set of standard cyclones. These two approaches are shown using the Japanese
Meteorological Association, the US NMC, and the US Naval Fleet Weather Center
procedures as examples.
Bogussing Procedures atJMA: Bogussing in the JMA Typhoon Model (TYM)
includes the following steps (Iwasaki et al., 1987):
1. An axisymmetric sea-level pressure distribution is computed using the empirical
formulation of Fujita (1952);
2. An axisymmetric cyclonic vortex is incorporated that is in balance with the height
fields
3. An anticyclone is introduced at the upper-tropospheric (cloud-top) level;
4. Initial cyclone movement is specified as an asymmetric wind component;
Bogussing Procedure at the US NMC: The operational QLM model at the US NMC
also incorporates a detailed specification of the initial vortex (Mathur, 1991).
After an
initial vortex specification similar to that for the JMA, the internal steering flow is
incorporated by adding a dipole similar to the beta gyres of Fiorino and Elsberry (1989 a,b).
Mathur (1991) has shown that track forecast errors for westward moving storms may be
significantly reduced by addition of this dipole. During late 1992, bogussing also was
introduced into the NMC global system.
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Bogussing Procedure at the US Navy Fleet Weather Center: A set of bogus
cyclones are spun up using the forecast model. To accomplish this, a Rankine vortex without
mean flow, a mean tropical sounding and a constant sea surface temperature (301 K) are
specified as initial conditions. The model is then integrated (spun-up) to a steady-state
solution and the winds, heights, temperature, moisture and sea-level pressure within 1600 km
are used for the bogus cyclone. Several cyclones at different latitudes are used.
Inserting the chosen bogus cyclone into the analysis is a difficult task. At present,
two less than optimal methods are used. In the first, the cyclone is smoothly added to the
original analyses (eg., the JMA and US NMC). In the second the bogus cyclone circulation
is used to generate a set of observations that are inserted into the analysis cycle (eg., the US
Navy and Australian NMC).
Both methods have shortcomings. The bogus vortex addition can introduce significant
shocks to the system in the early model integration, which can degrade the subsequent model
forecast. In the second method, the bogus data (and any conventional data around the storm)
can be rejected by the objective analysis scheme. The rejection occurs because of
unacceptable differences from the first guess used by the analysis. This can be somewhat
alleviated by use of more appropriate structure functions and error limits in the cyclone
vicinity (eg.Puri andLOnnberg, 1990). But problems still remain.
Another major problem in cyclone bogussing is that the poorly analysed and specified
vortex in the first-guess analysis must be removed. If not done correctly, this "ghost" vortex
can severely degrade the track forecast. In addition available observations in the cyclone
vicinity should be used optimally. Recent work (Kurihara et al., 1993) indicates that an
initial smoothing of the fields in the cyclone vicinity followed by insertion of the vortex using
a non-linear balance equation approach may provide a solution to the ghost vortex problem,
whilst inserting a nicely balanced vortex to minimise model shock.
A major limitation also occurs in specifying the highly asymmetric upper-tropospheric
outflow layer. Recent work by Wang and Holland (1993) and Holland and Wang (1993)
indicates that the best approach may be to specify only the lower -tropospheric cyclonic
vortex and leave the upper-troposphere to the often bountiful cloud-drift winds and for the
model to spin-up.

8.2.5 Physical Parameterisation
All numerical models operate on a finite grid, or with a fmite number of waves to
describe the spectral signature. As a result, they cannot adequately resolve small-scale
features, such as cumulus convection, or the interchange of energy between the surface and
the ocean. Those "sub-grid-scale" processes that have an important impact on the forecasts
are included by parameterising their effects on the larger scale.
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The basis for such parameterisation are based on early theoretical work, such as the
Monin-Obhukov boundary-layer approximations, and on observational diagnostics such as
those for convection originally proposed by W. Gray and quantified by Yanai, Esbenson and
Chu (1973). In essence, some resolvable characteristics of the atmosphere are related to the
development of sub-grid processes. A separate set of relationships are then invoked to adjust
the large-scale fields for the impact of these processes.
We take cumulus convection as an example. This is known to be related to the largescale convergence in the lower troposphere and the degree of convective instability. One
type of scheme, called convective adjustment, "adjusts" the atmosphere back to a defined
lapse rate whenever convective instability of a prescribed amount develops. Alternative
schemes depend on both a conditionally unstable atmosphere and local convergence. Once
such conditions are satisfied, convection is assumed to occur and a parameterisation scheme
is invoked. Such schemes can be relatively simple and based on a defined vertical heating
profile with magnitude specified by the degree of moisture convergence (eg Kuo, 1974). Or
they can be very complex and based on equilibrium conditions between a population of cloud
types (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974). In all cases, the aimis to provide the model with an
indication of changes required as a result of the unresolved convective activity.

8.2.6 Boundary Conditions
A very important consideration for limited area numerical forecasts is the quality of
the boundary conditions (see, eg, Errico and Baumhefner, 1987). This is because atmospheric waves and disturbances generated at the boundary can rapidly propagate throughout the
domain and swamp the model forecast cycle. Two types of boundary therefore need to be
carefully handled: the real boundaries at the earth surface and top of the atmosphere; and the
pseudo horizontal boundaries required because of capacity limitations with computers used
for operational forecasting. At the earth's surface, models often have many layers close
together to help provide the best simulation of such surface effects as local orography and
SST. For a region of several thousand kilometres per side, the model solution will tend to
be swamped by the horizontal boundary conditions after 2-3 days. For this reason, regional
forecast models are always nested into global forecast systems.

8.3 OPERATIONAL NUMERICAL MODELS
Operational numerical models provide track forecast guidance that is comparable with
other techniques. These systems also have the potential for markedly increased forecast
accuracy as current research is transformed into model improvements. The main features
of a number of current systems are provided here to help forecasters interpret the forecast
output. A detailed survey is provided by Elsberry (1993), and current information from
forecast centres is provided by WMO (1993). The information is valid as of mid-1993.
Because of the rapidly changing nature of operational numerical modelling, the information
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in this sections will change and readers should consult the relevant literature for current
information.

8.3.1 Global Models
Global models have attained resolutions where the outer circulations of small-scale
systems such as tropical cyclones are resolved. Table 8.1 lists the characteristics of several
widely available global models in 1993. Note that all centres except the UKMO use spectral
models.
Parameterisation of physical processes in various degrees of detail are carried out by
all global models (Table 8.2). All models include cumulus-convection parameterisation,
large-scale condensation, surface fluxes, a detailed planetary boundary layer, diagnostic
clouds, radiative transfer, ground hydrology and horizontal and vertical diffusion.
Improvements in the parameterlsation of physical processes have had a significant impact on
the performance of the models in the tropics (Tiedtke et al., 1988) and for tropical cyclones
(Bender et al., 1987; Bender and Kurihara, 1987; Purl and Miller, 1990a,b).
Table 8.1: Features of operational global numerical models.
CENTRE

VERTICAL HORIZONTAL
LEVELS
RESOLUTION

PHYSICS
GRID

TIME
INTEGRATION

UKMO

20

0.83°lat
1.25°long

0.83°lat
1. 25°long

Split-explicit

JMA

21

T106
(1.12°)

130 km

Semi-implicit

USNMC

18

T126
(0.94°)

105 km

Semi-implicit

ECMWF
Miller (1992)

31

T213
(0.56°)

65 km

SemiLagrangian

FNOC.
Goerss and
Jeffries (1993)

18

TI9

1.5°lat

Semi-implicit

(1.5°)
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Table 8.2: Physical processes in operational global models.
CENTRE

CONVECTION

SURFACE
FLUX LAYER

JMA

Kuo

Monin-Obhukov

USNMC

Kuo, shallow
convection, largescale condensation

Monin-Obhukov
(stability dependant)

ECMWF
Miller (1992)

Mass flux,
large-scale condensation

Monin-Obhukov
(stability dependant)

FNOC
Goerss and
Jeffries (1993)

Arakawa Schubert,
large-scale condensation

Table 8.3: Comparison of 12 to 48-h forecast errors (nmand km) for a homogeneous set
of forecasts from the specified JMA model and from persistence (PER).

TYM

ASM
GSM
PER
Sample size

12h

24h

54 101
75 139
89 166
28 52
61

103
119
140
86
59

36h
191
222
262
160

151
173
190
160
51

48h
282
323
354
299

213
235
282
263
46

397
439
525
489

All centres also use some form of data assimilation. ECMWF, JMA and US NMC
use intermittent assimilation (Section 8.2.3) with an analysis performed at 6-h intervals. The
UKMO uses continuous dataassimilation with observations inserted as they occur.
There are no comprehensive evaluations comparing all global models on homogeneous
data sets, but the impression from recent studies (Goerss and Jeffries, 1993; Fiorino et aI.,
1993: Miller, 1992; Shun, 1992; Muroi and Sato, 1992) is that all global models are
producing useful forecast guidance on tropical cyclone tracks (eg Table 8.3). Only the
UKMO provides track forecasts in routine, twice daily tropical bulletins during the southern
hemisphere tropical season to WMO RAV Members (Table 1.1).

8.3.2 Limited Area Models
Even with the improved performance for global models, most operational centres
continue to use limited area models for tropical cyclone prediction, especially because of the
higher resolution that can be obtained and the earlier availability of forecasts. In this section,
we describe the basic features of limited area tropical cyclone prediction models used for
tropical cyclone prediction at the JMA, FNOC, US NMC and Australian NMC (Tables 8.4,
8.5).
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Table 8.4: Features of operational limited-area track-prediction models.
CENTRE

VERTICAL
LEVELS

HORIZONTAL
RESOLUTION

TIME
INTEGR.

BOUNDARY
CONDITION

JMA,TYM
Tatsumi (1986)

8

SO km
(S400xS400 km)

SemiImplicit

I-way, Global,
12-h update

FNOC, NORAPS
Hodur (1987)

12

Variable, by basin Split80-130 km
Explicit
(109x82 grld points)

US NMC, QLM
Mathur, (1991)

16

40 km
(4400x4400 km)

QuasiLagrangian

I-way, Global

Aus NMC, TAPS
Purl et al. (1992)

8

100 km
(4SOX4S0)

SemiImplicit

I-way, Global
12-h update

Perkey-Kreitsberg
NOGAPS.

Table 8.5: Physical processes in operational limited area models.
CENTRE

CONVECTION

SURFACE
FLUXES

JMA,TYM
Iwasaki et al. scale
(1986)

Kuo with largecondensation

Bulk over
ocean, only
momentum
over land

FNOC,
NORAPS

Kuo with largescale condensation

MoninObhukov

US NMC,
QLM Mathur
(1991)

Kuo with largescale condensation

Bulk over
ocean, none
over land

Aus NMC,
TAPS
Purl et al.
(1992)

Kuo with largescale condensation

Bulk

Detailed information on TYM is given by Iwasakiet al. (1987). An important
component of the initial condition is that bogussing is used to defme the circulation in the
region around the reported position of the cyclone. Whenever a cyclone is expected to affect
the area of responsibility, two 60h forecasts are made operationally with TYM, based on
initial data at 0000 and 1200 UTC.
A number of case studies using TYM and other JMA models (Ueno, 1989) indicate
that the size of the forecast domain, horizontal resolution and the convection scheme have
a significant impact on the cyclone track forecasts. Moreover, studies indicate that careful
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specification of the asymmetric part of the bogus is important for track forecasts. TYM
contains a clear tendency for cyclones to drift poleward relative to observed tracks.
As with the TYM, an important component of NORAPS is the use of bogussing in
developing a tropical cycbne structure in the initial analysis. A notable feature is the use
of a 12-h data assimilation cycle.
A distinguishing feature of the QLM is that the time derivative following the
horizontal motion of an air parcel is evaluated by using the so-called quasi-Lagrangian
method. The total acceleration and the nonlinear advective terms are therefore evaluated to
a higher order of accuracy. As with the models at other centres, a bogus vortex is used in
the QLM with the initial grided data (without the prescribed vortex) given by NMC' s
Aviation (AVN) operational initialised analysis. The recent petformance of QLM in
forecasting North Atlantic tropical cyclones (Table 8.6) provides a general indication of the
capacity of regional models generally.
TAPS also uses bogus moisture data and a bogus tropical cyclone, which is inserted
into the analysis as observations. Another feature is the use of dynamical nudging, as
described in Section 8.2.3, during which diabatic heating estimated from Japanese GMS
imagery is used to develop realistic vertical motion in the initial state.

Table 8.6: Comparison of 12 to 72-h forecast errors (km) for a homogeneous set of
forecasts from the QLM, NHC90 and CUPER during the 1990 North-Atlantic hurricane
season (Mathur and Ruess, 1993).

QLM
NHC90
CLIPER
Sample Size
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12 h
117
107
115
111

24 h
194
181
224
101

36 h
265
291
357
88

48 h
312
396
474
77

72 h
431
663
761
56

CHAPTER 9:

READY RECKONER

"every work of reference should be - a work of enterlainment
and a work of instruction - a work to while away the time in
a delightful way, and an aid to work." Manning Clarke, 1986

Greg J. Holland
Bureau of Meteorology· Research Centre,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
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9.1 ··LIST OF.ACRONYMS
ADPC
AI
AOI{
ASDL
ASM
ATCF
ATCW
AVHRR
AVN
AWS

BAM
BF
Bl\ID

CAPPI

CCC
CDO
CF
Cl
CLIPER
CMB
CPHC

CSC
CSUM
CYCLOGUE

DIM
DT
EA
ECMWF
ECT
EIR

ENSO
EOF
ESCAP
FBAM
FDL

FNOC
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Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (Asian Institute of Technology).
Artificial Intelligence.
Area Of Responsibility.
Aircraft Satellite Data Link.
Asia Spectral Model.
Advanced Tropical Cyclone Forecast system.
Australian Tropical Cyclone Workstation.
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer.
AViatioN model.
Automated Weather Station.
Beta and Advection Model.
Banding Features.
Bangladesh Meteorological Department.
Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (radar display).
Central Cold Cover.
Central Dense Overcast.
Central Features.
Current Intensity number.
Climatology and PERsistence (also occasionally CliP).
Central Meteorological Bureau (Peoples Republic of China).
Central Pacific Hurricane Center (NOAA, at Honolulu).
Cloud System Centre.
Colorado State University statistical Model.
CYCLone analOGUE.
Deep Layer Mean.
Data T-number.
Eye Adjustment number.
European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecasting.
Embedded Cloud Top.
Enhanced InfraRed (satellite) imagery.
El Nino Southern Oscillation.
Empirical Orthogonal Functions.
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN).
FNOC Beta and Advection Model.
Forecast Difficulty Level.
Fleet Numerical Operations Center (US Navy).

GOES
GTS

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (NOAA).
Global Telecommunication System 0NMO/WWW).

hPa

hecta Pascal.
Half Persistence And Climatology.
NHC HUrricane RISK analysis program.
HURRicane ANalogue.

HPAC
HURISK
HURRAN
IDNDR
IF

IR
IWTC

JMA
JSM
JTWC
LAM

LEB
LLCC
McIDAS
MCS
MEOW
MET

MJO
MPI
MRF
MSLP
MSU
MUSIC
MWS

NEPRF
NEXRAD
NGM
NH
NIIC
NMC
NOAA
NOARL
NOGAPS

International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (1990-1999. UN).
Inhibiting Factor for cyclone development.
Infrared Radiation.
International Workshop on Tropical Cyclones 0NMO).
Japan Meteorological Agency.
Japan Spectral Model.
Joint Typhoon Warning Center, (USA. Located at Guam).
Limited Area numerical Model.
Leading Edge Band.
Lower Level Circulation Centre.
Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System.
Mesoscale Convective System.
Maximum Envelope Of Waters.
Model Estimated T-number.
Madden-Julian Oscillation.
Maximum Potential Intensity of a tropical cyclone.
Medium Range Forecast model.
Mean Sea Level Pressure.
Microwave Sounder Unit.
MUltilevel Steering by Integrated Current.
Maximum Wind Speed.
Naval Environmental Prediction Facility (now NOARL).
NEXt generation RADar.
Nested Grid Model.
Northern Hemisphere.
National Hurricane Center, Miami (also RSMC Miami
Hurricane Center).
National Meteorological Center (Washington, Beijing).
National Meteorological Centre (e.g. Melbourne).
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (USA).
Naval Oceanic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory (USA).
Navy Operational Global Analysis and Prediction System.
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NORAPS
NWS

Navy Operational Regional Analysis and Prediction System.
National Weather Service.

OBA
OUR
OTCM

Outer Band Areas.
Over the Horizon Radar.
One-way influence Tropical Cyclone Model.

PAGAS'A

Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services
Administration
Planetary Boundary Layer.
Personal Computer.
PERsistence.
Plan Position Indicator on a radar display.
Peoples Republic of China
Pattern T-number.

PBL

pe
PER

PPI
PRC
PT
QBO

QLM

Quasi Biennial Oscillation.
Quasi-Lagrangian Model.

RADAR
RAPIC
RHI
RMW
RSMC
ROCI

RAdio Direction And Ranging.
RAdar PICture display system.
Range Height Indicator on a radar display.
Radius of Maximum Winds.
Regional/Specialised Meteorological Centre (WMO/WWW).
Radius of Outer Closed Isobar.

SANBAR

STI
STY

SANders BARotropic. model.
Synoptic Factors for tropical cyclone development.
Southern Hemisphere.
Shear Index.
Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes.
Southern Oscillation Index.
Special Experiment Concerning Typhoon Recurvature and Unusual
Movement. (ESCAP/WMO Typhoon Committee).
Special Program to List Amplitudes of Surges from Hurricanes.
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager.
Sea Surface Temperature.
Shanghai Typhoon Institute.
Super TYphoon.

TAPS
TAPT

Tropical Analysis and Prediction System.
Typhoon Acceleration Prediction Technique.

SF
SH

SI
SLOSH
SOl
SPECTRUM
SPLASH
SSMI
SST
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TBB
TC
TC
TCM-90/92
TCWC
TD
TIROS
TOVS
TRMM
TS
TUTT
TY
TYAN
TYM

Temperature, Black Body for IR emittance.
Tropical Cyclone.
ESCAP/WMO Typhoon Committee.
Tropical Cyclone Motion experiment (1990/1992. USA).
Tropical Cyclone Warning Centre.
Tropical Depression.
Television Infrared Observational Satellite (NOAA) ..
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder.
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission.
Tropical Storm.
Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough.
TYphoon.
TYphoon ANalogue technique.
TYphoon Model.

UKMO
UTC

United Kingdom Meteorological Office.
Universal Coordinated Time.

VHRR
VIS

Very High Resolution Radiometer.
VISible wavelength light.

wc

Wall Cloud.
World Meteorological Organization:
Group of Rapporteurs on Tropical Meteorology Research;
Regional Associations I to V (see Table 1.1);
Tropical Cyclone Programme;
Tropical Meteorology Research Programme;
World Weather Watch.

WMO

GRTMR
RA I-V
TCP
TMRP

WWW

9.2 GLOSSARY
Terms and their meanings (WMO, 1992) or otherwise as used in the text of this report*.
Adiabatic Process: The thermodynamic transformation which occurs without the exchange
of heat between a system and its environment. In adiabatic processes, adiabatic cooling
accompanies expansion, and adiabatic warming accompanies compression.

*

Definitions of additional terms are given in the WMO International Meteorological
Vocabulary (WMO, 1992).
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Analogue Method: A forecasting method based on the assumption that a current synoptic
situation will develop in the same way as a similar synoptic situation in the past. (For
example, based on the selection of a tropical cyclone from the climatological archive that has
features similar to that of the cyclone under consideration).
Assimilation: Any means of inc01porating observations, or analyses into the prediction cycle
of a numerical model.
Australian Tropical Cyclone Severity Scale: Five categories indicating the damage
potential of severe tropical cyclones; Section 9.5.
Baroclinic: Has vertical structure, in the form of variable density, temperature and winds.
Baroclinic numerical models have a number of layers in the vertical in addition to a
horizontal grid (Chapter 8).
Barotropic: Single level, with no vertical structure. Current numerical models tend to use
either the barotropic vorticity equation (non-divergent models)· or the shallow-water equations
(free surface, allows divergence).
Barotropic Vorticity Equation: Vorticity equation in the absence of horizontal divergence
and vertical motion. In this case the absolute vorticity of an air parcel is conserved, and:
+ :t) = 0, where is the relative vorticity and f, the Coriolis parameter.
dldt

er

r

Basin: Either an oceanic region with·coherent features (eg, the north Indian Ocean Basin),
or a set of bathymetric data for use in numerical models of storm surge.
Beaufort Scale: Wind force scale originally based on the state of the sea, expressed in
numbers from 0 to 12; Section 9.4.
Best Track: Final cyclone track, after post-analysis, which is promulgated as the official
track of the cyclone forecasting office.'
Binary TropicalCyclones: Two tropical cyclones co-existing in sufficiently close proximity
for each to effect the motion of the other (see also Fujiwhara effect).
Bogus Cyclone: .A preconstructed vortex inserted into analyses to provide a numerical model
with a reasonable approximation of a tropical cyclone in data sparse areas.
Bogus Data: Values which are introduced into an automatic data processing system in order
to ensure that features known to be present in the atmosphere from sources not available to
the automatic system will be represented and will influence the output from the system. (For
example: pseudo observation derived from indirect means, such as human interpretation, or
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empirical relationships with, for example, cloud fields.
information for analysis in data-void regions).

Used to provide additional

Boundary Conditions: The means of specifying the forcing at boundaries of numerical
models (Section 8.2.6)
Central Dense Overcast: The region of very high and cold cirrus cloud covering the core
of a tropical cyclone (Dvorak, 1985).
Centre of a Tropical Cyclone: (Operational services:) The geometric centre of the cloud
eye or, if none is discernible, of the wind eye. (Other aspects: Varies according to the
analysis method; typically one of geometric centre of eye, minimum pressure, zero wind, or
end of a spiral band).
Complex Extratropical Transition: A tropical cyclone moves into high latitudes, merges
with and intensifies a pre-existing baroclinic cyclone.
Compound Extratropical Transition: A tropical cyclone moves into high latitudes and
induces a new development, such as waving on a frontal zone.
Cost-Loss: An objective method of taking strike probability forecasts and calculating the
ratio of expected cost of ameliorating action with the potential loss from taking no action;
a ratio of less than one means that no ameliorating action should be taken on economical
grounds alone.
Deep/Shallow Water: Used in the context of gravity waves, water that is several
wavelengths deep; thus greater than 100 m constitutes deep water for a ocean swell
(wavelength tens of meters), but a stonn surge (wavelength several tens of kilometres) is in
shallow water anywhere on a continental shelf.
Diabatic Process: Thermodynamic transfonnation during which a system yields heat to its
environment or receives heat from it. (For example: diabatic heating - externally imposed
heating such as solar radiation or latent heat release in a cloud).
Direct observation: In situ measurements of meteorological elements at weather stations,
from ships and aircraft, and with instmmented probes such as rawinsondes.

Doppler Effect: The change in the observed frequency of an acoustic or electromagnetic
wave due to the relative motions of the source and the observer. (For example, raindrops
moving towards a Doppler radar will cause the reflected microwave beam to move towards
higher frequency, enabling calculation of the raindrop speed).
Embedded Cloud Top: Regions of very cold, overshooting cloud tops in a cirrus overcast.
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Eulerian Co-ordinate System: Any system of co-ordinates in which properties of a fluid
are assigned to points in space at each given time, without attempt to identify individual fluid
parcels from one time to the next. (In this guide: A co-ordinate system located on the earth
surface).
Extratropical Cyclone: (Operational services): Low pressure system which develops in
latitudes outside the tropics. (Other aspects: A synoptic scale low pressure system which
derives its energy primarily from available potential energy in a pre-existing horizontal
temperature gradient).
Fetch: Distance along a large water surface trajectory over which a wind of almost uniform
direction and speed blows.
Fujiwhara Effect: Interaction of two binary cyclones in which both orbit cyclonically about
their geometric centre; named after the pioneering laboratory experiments of Fujiwhara
(1921).
Fully Developed Sea: Sea in a quasi~steady state in which the energy gained by waves from
the wind is approximately equal to that lost to wave breaking and other mechanisms.

Gravity Wave: Wave characterized by vertical displacements of stable air from the level
of static equilibrium of this air. (For example, perturbation along a vertical density
discontinuity, or gradient, which has gravity as its restoring force; such as ocean waves,
storm surges. In the atmosphere, gravity waves are generated whenever an imbalance
between the mass and wind fields develops. This can be a major problem for the initial
integration of numerical models (Section 8.2.3».
Habitation Layer: The thin layer of the atmospheric boundary layer in which humans live
(Simpson and Riehl, 1981).
Hazard*: An event of occurrence that has the potential for causing injury to life or damage
to property or the environment.
Hazard Risk Map*: Detailed demographic maps, including local community facilities,
storm surge lines, etc, to provide a ready reference of people and facilities at risk when a
tropical cyclone is threatening.

*

For disaster management terms, see 9.2 Appendix.
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Indirect observation: A remotely sensed but quantitative estimate of a meteorological
element. The estimated variable is physically related to the observed quantity, though the
estimate is often made by statistical means in practice. Examples are retrievals of
temperature and humidity from satellite sounders, estimates of winds made by tracking clouds
in satellite imagery, and estimates of rainfall rates from radar or microwave radiometers.
Inferred estimate: An estimate of a meteorological element based on remote observations
of other quantities which are empirically related but not physically related in any direct
sense. Tropical cyclone central pressure and wind speed estimated from satellite observed
cloud top temperatures using the Dvorak method are examples of inferred estimates.
Intensity: The maximum low-level sustained winds or the minimum sea level pressure of
a tropical cyclone. .
Inverted Barometer Effect: The uplift of water in the centre of a tropical cyclone as a
dynamic adjustment to the low air pressure there, roughly 1 cm sea level rise for every 1 hPa
drop in sea level pressure, but substantial enhancement may occur from interactions with
local bathymetry.
Isodrosotherm: Line joining points of equal dew point.
Kalmen Filter: Autoregressive filter used to smooth data series and to provide a forecast
from previous time series, which takes account of previous analysis errors (see Titus and
Jarrell, 1985).
Lagrangian Co-ordinate System: System of co-ordinates whose reference points are fixed
with the fluid particles. Subsequent changes of position or properties of the particles are
thus, in this system, changes "following the motion". (For example, centred on and moving
with a tropical cyclone).
Leading Edge Band: The first convective band on the front of a tropical cyclone.
Markov Chain: Technique used to estimate the transition probabilities between various
ranges or categories in a time series; for example the probability that a cyclone moving in
the speed range 5-10 ms· 1 will accelerate to 15-20 ms- 1 in the next 12 hours (see Leslie et al.,
1992).
Marsden Square: Any region on earth with sides comprised of equal degrees of latitude
and longitude.
Meander: Quasi-oscillatory motion of a tropical cyclone centre about a longer-term mean
track; see also trochoidal motion.
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Mesoscale: Dimensions of an atmospheric layer which ranges from a few kilometres to
some tens of kilometres horizontally.
Mesoscale Convective System: Deep convective system which is considerably larger than
an individual thunderstorm; it is often marked by an extensive middle-to-upper tropospheric
stratiform-anvil cloud of several hundred kilometres in breadth (typically, a small, long-lived
cloud cluster, a few hundred kilometres in diameter).
Monte Carlo Method: Use of random numbers or sequences to solve a numerical problem
which is difficult to solve by an entirely systematic method. (In the context of this volume,
many forecasts made by a numerical model, each with a small change in the initial
conditions; useful for indicating regions of rapid growth of errors in the initial conditions).
Multivariate Analysis: Analysis utilising more than one variable in combination, for
example maintaining the wind and pressure fields in balance (Section 8.2.3).
Murphy'sLaw: Anything that cannot possibly go wrong, will go wrong. There are two
useful corollaries: 1. The chance of something going wrong is directly proportional to the
amount of damage that will ensue; 2. Murphy was an optimist.
Outer Band Areas: The edge of all outer convective cloud regions in a tropical cyclone.
Parameterisation: Approximate representation of subgrid-scale processes in a numerical
model in terms of variables which are explicitly calculated. (For example, cumulus
parameterisation incorporated the sub-grid forcing by convective clouds into a numerical
model (Section 8.2.5)).
Partially Developed Sea: Sea which has not reached a steady state for the imposed wind
conditions and is still developing.
Poisson Distribution: Used in the description of discrete cyclone occurrence in limited
domains; Section 9.7.
Potential Intensity: The theoretical maximum possible· intensity that can be sustained for
the current environmental conditions; normally related to ocean temperature andtropopause
height and temperature (Emanuel, 1986).
Radar: Radio method of determining at a single station the direction and distance of an
object. The distance is determined by the time taken by signals emitted by the station to
reach a distant object and return. The term radar is derived from "RAdio Direction And
Ranging". (Description: A conical beam of pulsed electromagnetic energy in the microwave
range is transmitted outward from a rotating antenna. Backscattered energy from
hydrometeors and other atmospheric scatterers, is collected by the same antenna and
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hydrometeors and other atmospheric scatterers, is collected by the same antenna and
displayed either as a horizontal Plan Position Indicator (PPI) plot, or a vertical Range Height
Indicator (RID) slice. Some radar display systems also have the capacity to integrate
volumetric data collected from several scans at different beam elevations. One such method
is to display a Constant Altitude PPI (CAPPI)).

Radius of Maximum Winds: The radial distance from a cyclone centre to the mean position
of the band of maximum winds.
Rankine Vortex: A special type of vortex, which has zero vorticity outside the radius of
maximum winds. Also called a potential vortex, or vortex patch. A modified Rankine
vortex is sometimes used as an analytic approximation to tropical cyclones (Section 9.7.2).
Repetitive Strain Injury: Injury, generally sustained to wrists elbows and shoulders, arising
from repetitive activities, such as keyboard operation.
Return Period: The projected period of recurrence of a particular event, such as a tropical
cyclone of a particular intensity, severe flooding, or a defined wind gust; derived using
either empirical or Monte Carlo methods and assumed distributions of extreme events. Great
care needs to be taken in interpretation this statistical result; in particular a return period of,
say, 50 years does not mean that the next event will occur in 50 years, it could occur next
year, albeit with a low probability.
Risk: A probability that injury to life or damage to property and the environment will occur
(see 9.2 Appendix).

Rossby Number: Non-dimensinal ratio (Ro) of the inertial force to the Coriolis force for
a particular flow of a rotating fluid, expressed as: Ro = U/fL, where U is a characteristic
velocity; f, the Coriolis parameter; and L, a characteristic length (see section 9.7, also called
Kibble Number in Russia. It indicates the relative magnitude of centrifugal and Coriolis
accelerations; an approximate breakdown of regimes is:
Ro<l
R,>1
Ro>50

Geostrophic Flow,
Gradient Flow,
Cyclostrophic Flow).

Rossby Radius of Deformation: The effective length of the lateral distance between the
region of disturbance generation and its outermost extent: L R = (gh)1I2 f, where f is the
Coriolis parameter; g, the acceleration due to gravity; and h, the height. (The ratio of the
speed of the relevant gravity wave mode and the local vorticity, or, equivalently, the ratios
of the Brunt Vaisala and inertial frequencies; Section 9.7. This scale indicates the amount
ofenergy that goes into gravity waves compared to inertial acceleration of the wind. For a
local length scale, L, and Rossby Radius, 4:
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Relative
Magnitude

Response to a Mass
Perturbation

Response to a Wind
Acceleration

L«4

Mostly gravity waves

L~4

Inertial accelerations
become dominant

Mass adjusts largely
to the winds.
Mass adjusts only partially
to wind acceleration

L»4

Almost no gravity waves

Inertial oscillations with
no mass adjustment).

SaffirlSimpson Hurricane Scale:· Five categories indicating the.damage potential of tropical
cyclones; Section 9.5.
u-Co-ordinate: A special vertical co-ordinate, used in numerical models (Eq. 8.1), which
"smooths out" variable topography by using surface pressure as the baseline.
Size: The extent of the tropical cyclone's circulation, typically given by the extent of gale
force winds, or ROCI, although this is arbitrary.
Spectral Function: A means of representing a variable field, such as horizontal winds or
a time-series of temperatures, as a series of sine waves or polynomials. A spectral model
(Chapter 8) holds the required atmospheric variables in the form of spectral functions.
Spherics: (Shortened from atmospherics). Electromagnetic wave resulting from an electric
discharge (lightning) in the atmosphere.
Statistical Interpolation: A method of analysing random observations onto a regular grid,
using their known errors and spatial correlation characteristics in a statistically optimal way
(Section 8.2.3).
Steering Current: Atmospheric current, generally in the middle or upper troposphere,
whose direction is closely related to that of the disturbances at low levels. (In this guide,
imprecise term used to designate the flow in which a tropical cyclone is embedded; Section
3.3.4).
Storm Surge: The difference between the actual water level under influence of a
meteorological disturbance (storm tide) and the level which would have been attained in the
absence of the meteorological disturbance (i.e. astronomical tide).
Storm Tide: The actual sea level as influenced by a weather disturbance. The storm tide
consists of the normal astronomical tide and the storm surge.
Strike Probability: The probability that a particular region will be directly affected by a
current tropical cyclone; currently calculated from c1imatological and persistence forecasts,
though Monte Carlo forecasts with numerical models now provide an alternative approach
(see Cost-Loss).
Trochoidal Motion: . Short-term, oscillatory motion of a cyclone centre, which can be
approximated by the equations for trochoidal motion. (Trochoid: The path traced by a point
fixed on a wheel rolling on a level surface).
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Tropical Cyclone: (Operational services): Generic tenn for a non-frontal synoptic scale
cyclone originating over tropical or sub-tropical waters with organized convection and
definite cyclonic surface wind circulation. The tenn is also used for a stonn in the SouthWest Indian Ocean in which the maximum of the sustained wind speed is estimated to be in
the range of 64 to 90 knots and in the South Pacific and South-East Indian Ocean with the
maximum of the sustained wind speed over 34 knots (see Chapter 1). (Research aspects:
A synoptic-scale to meso-scale low pressure system which derives its energy primarily from:
1. evaporation from the sea in the presence of high winds and low surface pressure: and 2.
condensation in convective clouds concentrated near its centre).
Univariate Analysis: Analysis of each variable, such as pressure or zonal wind component
independently of all other variables (Section 8.2.3)
Vulnerability: A set of prevailing or consequential conditions composed of physical,
geographic, demographic, socio-economic and/or political factors which increase a
community's susceptibility to calamity, or which adversely affects its ability to respond to
events (see 9.2 Appendix).
Wall Cloud: The region of deep cloud surrounding a mature cyclone eye.
Wave
Height: The vertical distance between a wave crest and trough;
Length: The horizontal distance between two wave crests;
Period: The time between the passage of two successive wave crests past a fIxed
point. (It is equal to the wavelength divided by the wave speed);
Set-Up: Water forced inshore by breaking waves; Section4.3.2;
Significant Wave Height/Period: The average height/period of the highest third of
all waves in a sample of wind-waves;
Swell: Smooth, regularly spaced waves that have propagated long distances from
their initial generation region;
Wind Waves:. Choppy and chaotic waves generated locally by the wind.
Weibull Distribution: A statistical distribution function used for describing precipitation,
wind velocity and streamflow data. (Used in the estimation of extreme events, such as
cyclone return periods).
Wind
Mean, Average or Sustained: The 10-minmean wind, except as used by the USA
and, for tropical cyclones, in the western hemisphere, where I-min means are used;
conversion factor from l:lO-min mean is 0.871; Section 1.3.3;
Maximum Sustained: Highest mean wind (see mean wind above) in the tropical
cyclone;
Gust: The highest wind burst, generally taken as the 1 s value.
Z-R Relationship: Relation between the radar reflectivity (Z) of precipitation and the
rainfall rate (R). It varies with the type and nature of precipitation. (In this guide:
Empirical relationship between the power of the reflected signal from a radar (Z), in units
of dBZ, and rainfall at the ground (R); after Battan (1973). Many relationships exist,
depending on the degree of convection, presence of ice and assumed rain drop distribution).
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9.2
mERARCHY OF I>ISASTER
1.

M~AGEME~

)l]JJ>~~I>I}(

TERMSl

DISASTER MITIGATION
1.1 Risk assessment
1.1.1 Hazard assessment
1.1.2 "uLnerability assessment
1.2 Prevention
1.2.1 Structural measures
1.2.2 Non-structural measures
1.3 Preparedness
1.3.1 Emergency planning
1.3.2 Warning and evacuation

Explanatory notes:
1.1.1 Monitoring, zoning of intensity, probability of occurrence.
1.1.2 "uLnerability functions of all elements exposed to hazards, damage rations, damage
probabilities, expected loss (= risk) from hazard and vulnerability data.
1.1.2.1

Disaster resistant or protective structures (banks, flood-walls, dikes, dams

... ).
1.1.2.2 Land use and building regulations, disaster legislation, public education and
information, disaster insurance.
1.3.1 Planning of actions for the case of a disaster, training of special teams and of
population, contingency planning, testing of disaster scenario.
1.3.2 Development of disaster prediction methods and establishment of warning systems,
including communication facilities, shelter and evacuation planning.

lTerminology of UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs.
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2.

DISASTER RESPONSE
2.1 Relief
2.1.1 Search and rescue
2.1.2 Shelter provision
2.1.3 Food supply
2.1.4 Medical care

2.1.5 Removal of debris
2.1.6 Transport
2.1.7 Partial or full evacuation
Le. immediate intervention of the duration of days or weeks.
2.2 Rehabilitation, Le. restoration of basic functions of the society; duration: weeks to
months.
2.3 Reconstruction, Le. a full resumption of the pre-disaster state including all preventive
measures and modernisation of the urbanistic layout, industry, infrastructure, etc.; duration:
months to years.
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9.3 UNIT CONVERSION
Multiply the line unit by the indicated number to get the column unit; for example,
on the first line, 12 inches gives 1 ft in the second column and on the last line (time) 24
hours gives 1 day in column 4. Only conversions to higher values are shown. Take care
to convert to the degree of accuracy of the original observation only; for example a ship
estimate of 20 kt based on sea state should convert to 10 ms-I, a literal transformation to
10.256 ms- 1 is incorrect.

Length
in

ft

mi

in

1

12

ft

*

mi

mm

m

km

°lat

6.336xl04 7.30x104

*

39.37

39370

4.38x106

1

5280

6080

*

3.28

3281

364320

*

*

1

1.15

*

*

*

69

nm

*

*

*

1

*

*

*

60

mm

25.4

304.8

1.61x106

1.85x106

1

103

106

1. 11137x108

m

*

*

1609

1853

*

1

103

1. 11137x105

km

*

*

1.61

1.853

*

*

1

nm

111.137

Speed

Time

km h-1 mph

sec

min

hour

sec

1

60

3.6x103 8.64x104

min

*

1

60

hour

*

*

1

day

kt

ms- 1

km h- 1 1

1.61

1.85

3.6

1.44x103

mph

*

1

1.15

2.24

24

kt

*

*

1

1.95

Conversion °C to OF
9
F = -C
5

+

32

5 - 32)
C = -(F
9

Conversion K to °C
C

=

K-273
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9.4 BEAUFORT SCALE OF WIND FORCE!
BEAUFORT DESCRIPTIVE
NUMBER

TERM

WIND SPEED EQUIVALENfS

SPECIFICATIONS FOR OBSERVATIONS

metres/sec

knots

On board ship (open sea)

0-0.2

<1

Sea like a mirror

0

Calm

1

Light air

0.3 - 1.5

1-3

Ripples with the appearance of scales are formed, but
without foam crests

2

Ligh t breeze

1.6 - 3.3

4-6

Small wavelets, still short but more pronounced; crests
have a glassy appearance and do not break

3

Gentle breeze

3.4 - 5.4

7 -10

Large wavelets; crests begin to break; foam of glassy
appearance; perhaps scattered while horses

4

Moderate breeze

5.5 -7.9

H- 16

Small waves, becoming longer, fairly frequent white horses

5

Fresh breeze

8.0 - 10.7

17 - 21

Moderate waves, taking a more pronounced long form;
many while horses are formed (chance of some spray)

6

Strong breeze

10.8 - 13.8

22 -27

Large waves begin to form; the white foam crests are more
extensive everywhere (probably some spray)

7

Near gale

13.9-17.1

28 - 33

Sea heaps up.and while foam from breaking waves begins
to be blown In streaks along the direction of the wind

8

Gale

17.2 - 20.7

34-40

Moderately high waves of greater length; edges of crests
begin to break Into the spindrift; the foam is blown in
well-marked streaks along the direction of the wind

9

Strong gale

20.8 -24.4

41- 47

High waves; dense streaks of foam along the direction of
the wind; crests of waves begin to topple, tumble and roll
over; spray may affect visibility

10

Storm

24.5 - 28.4

48 - 55

Very high waves with long overhanging crests; the resulting foam, In great patches, is blown in dense white streaks
along the direction of the Wind; on the whole, the surface
of the sea takes a white appearance; the tumbling of the
sea becomes heavy and shock-like; visibillty affected

H

VIolent storm

28.5 - 32.6

56- 63

Exceptionally high waves (small and medium-sized ships
might be for a time lost to view behind the waves); the s.ea
is completely covered with long white patches of foam
lying along the direction of the wind; everywhere the edges
of the wave crests are blown into front; visibility affected

12

Hurricane

32. 7 and over

64 and over

The air Is filled with foam and spray; sea completely white
with driving spray; Visibility very seriously affected

l.Published by WMO in Manuals (WMO, 1990c; WMO, 1988b) which are both annexes to
the WMO Technical Regulations, issued in accordance with decisions of Congress.
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Several proposals for revision of the Beaufort wind scale have been made over the
years, e.g. by Pielke (1991) and Dunn and Miller (1964), and work has been done by others,
e.g. Black and Adams (personal communication), and R. Simpson (personal communication).
They mostly vary by small degrees.

9.5 USEFUL TROPICAL CYCLONE PARAMETERS
Some of the tables from the main text, Tables 2.1 and 4.2, are also listed on the
following pages for convenience.

9.5.1 Tropical Cyclone Severity Scales
The Saffrr Simpson hurricane intensity scale (Simpson and Riehl, 1981; WMO,
1988), in use by the USA, is a scale from one to five based on the hurricane's present
intensity which gives an estimate of the potential flooding and damage to property along the
coast from a hurricane and associated storm surge. It is as follows:
One:

Winds 74-95 m.p.h. (64-83 kts, 119-153 km h- i , 33-42 ms-i)
No real damage to building structures; damage primarily to unanchored mobile
homes, shrubbery, and trees;

Two:

Winds 96-110 m.p.h. (84-96 kts, 154-177 km h- i , 43-49 ms-i)
Some roofmg, door and window damage to buildings; considerable damage to
vegetation, exposed mobile homes, and piers. Small craft in unprotected anchorages
break moorings.

Three: Winds 111-130 m.p.h. (97-113 kts, 178-209 km h-\ 50-58 ms- i}
Some structural damage to small residences and utility buildings with a minor
amount of curtainwall failures; mobile homes are destroyed.
Four:

Winds 131-155 m.p.h. (114-135 kts, 210-249 km h-\ 59-69 ms-i)
More extensive curtainwall failures with some complete roof structure failure on
small residences.

Five:

Winds greater than 155 m.p.h. (135 kts, 249 km h- i , 69 ms-i)
Complete roof failure on many residences and industrial buildings; some complete
building failures with small utility buildings blown over or away.
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A similar scale, though adapted for local conditions is used in Australia.

Hurricane or
Severe Tropical Cyclone

Maximum Sustained Winds
Saffrr-Simpson
Australian Scale
(l-min mean, kt)

Level

1
2
3
4
5

(10 min mean, km h-1)
63-90
91-125
126-165
166-225
>225

64-83
84-96
97-113
114-135
>135

Global adoption of such scales is strongly recommended.

9.5.2 Gust Factors
Table 4.2: Gust factors defmed by the ratio of peak 2-s wind to the mean wind at 10 m
elevation for various exposures and averaging times and in wind speeds of at least hurricane
force. Parentheses give an indication of the range in gust factors. From Atkinson (1974),
Spillane and Dexter (1976) and Padya (1976).

OCEAN

FLAT GRASSLAND

WOODS/CITY

1-min Mean

1.25
(1.17-1.29)

1.35
(1.29-1.45)

1.65
(1.61-1.77)

lO-min Mean

1.41
(1.37-1.51)

1.56
(1.51-1. 70)

2.14
(1.89-2.14)

1.41

1.31

10-min Mean
over Ocean
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1.11

9.5.3 Dvorak Intensity Relationship
Table 2.1: Empirical relationship between the current intensity number (Cl), the Maximum
sustained l-min Wind Speed (MWS, kt), and the central pressure (hPa) in tropical cyclones.
The central pressure values for the western North Pacific are from Shewchuck and Weir
(1980).

Cl
0.0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8

CENTRAL PRESSURE
(NW Pacific)
(Atlantic)

MWS
(kt)
<25
25
25
25
30
35
45
55
65
77
90
102
115
127
140
155
170

1009
1005
1000
994
987
979
970
960
948
935
921
906
890

1000
997
991
984
976
966
954
941
927
914
898
879
858

9.6 USEFUL CONSTANTS
9.6.1 Universal Constants
Avogadro's Number, N A
Base of Natural Logarithms, e
Boltzmann's Constant, k
Gravitational Constant
7l"

Planck's Constant, h
Speed of Light, c
Speed of Sound in Air at O°C
Stefan-Boltzmann Constant, (J
Universal Gas Constant, R

6.02247xl026 kmoI-l
2.71828
1.381xlO-23 J K l molecule- l
6.673xlO- 11 Nm2 kg- l
3.1415927
6.6262 xlO-34 J S-l
2.998xlO s ms- l
340 ms- l
5.6696xlO-s W m-2 K-4
8.3143xl03 J K l kmoI- l
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9.6.2 The Earth
Angular Velocity, (}
Gravitational Acceleration
at the surface, g
Radius:
Mean, RE
Equatorial
Polar
Volume
Surface Area
Mass
Mean Density
Mean Distance to Moon
Mean Distance to Sun
Orbital Speed around Sun
Azimuthal Speed at Equator
Solar Irradiance

7.292xl0-S

S-1

9.81 ms- 1
6370 km
6379 km
6357 km
1.083xl021 m3
5.1xl012 m2
5.988xl024 kg
5.529x103 kg m-3
3.8xl0s km
1.49xl08 km
2.977xl04 ms- 1
465 ms- 1
1.38x103 W m-2

9.6.3 The Atmosphere
Density of dry air
at ooe and 1000 hPa
Gas Constant:
Universal
For Dry Air, R.i
Mass of Atmosphere .
Molecular Weight
of Dry Air
Specific Heat of Dry Air:
at Constant Pressure, cp
at Constant Volume, Cv
Standard Sea Level:
Pressure, Ps
Temperature, T s
Density, Ps
Speed of Sound, Cs

1.29 kg m-3
8.31436xl03 J Kt kmot l
287 J K l kg- 1
5.3xlO l8 kg
28.966 kg kmole- 1
1004 J K l kg- l
717 J K l kg- 1
1013.28 hPa
288.16K
2.225 kg m-3
331.3 ms- l

9.6.4 Water
Density of Water (O°C)
Density of Ice (O°C)
Gas Constant for Vapour,
Molecular Weight of
Water Vapor
Specific Heat:
Water Vapour:
Constant Pressure
Constant Volume
Liquid Water at O°C
Ice at O°C
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Rv

1. Ox 103 kg m-3
0.917x103 kg m-3
461.5 J K- l kg- 1
18.016 kg kmoI-l

1810
1350
4218
2106

JK1
J Kl
JKl
JK l

kg- l
kg- l
kg- l
kg- 1

Latent Heat:
Vaporisation at O°C
Vaporisation at 100°C
Fusion at O°C
Sublimation at 0°

2.5x106 J kg- l
2.25xl06 J kg- l
3.34x105 J kg- l
2.83x106 J kg- l

9.7 PARAMETERS
9.7.1 Meaning of Terms
b
cg
cp
Cl'

c2

e
f

h,H
I
k
L
Lr

In
Ma
N

p
Pc
Pn

q
R

Rt
~

r

rm
T

t
u
V
v
Vg
Vm

x
z
V

a

r
o
BE

empirical constant.
gravity wave phase speed.
specific heat of dry air at constant pressure.
empirical constants.
base of natural logarithm.
Coriolis paraineter.
atmospheric scale height.
inertial frequency.
unit vector petpendicular to the earth surface.
latent heat of condensation.
Rossby radius of deformation.
natural logarithm.
absolute angular momentum.
Brunt Vaisala frequency, total number in population sample.
air pressure.
central (minimum) pressure of a tropical cyclone.
representative environmental pressure for a tropical cyclone.
specific humidity.
universal gas constant.
gas constant for dry air.
Rossby number.
radius.
radius of maximum winds.
temperature.
time.
wind component, either zonal or radi~1.
velocity.
wind component, either meridional or azimuthal.
geostrophic wind.
maximum wind speed.
empirical parameter.
height above the earth surface.
gradient operator.
partial derivative.
overbar denotes mean.
factorial.
relative vorticity.
potential temperature.
equivalent potential temperature.
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A

latitude, azimuthal angle.
air density.
summation convention.
standard deviation.
earth angular velocity.

p

E
(J

{}

9.7.2 I>erived

}Jara~eters

Angular Momentum:
Ms

where

fa

=

rv

'or

+

2

2 '

is evaluated at the cyclone centre (Holland, 1983).

Brunt Vaisala Frequency (Static Stability):
N 2 = galne.

az

Coriolis Parameter:
, =

2Qsin(A),

=14.584sin(A) S-1.

Divergence:
General

D=V.V,

Cartesian

D

Cylindrical

D

au

=

=

!( aru
r ar

Equation of State:
p

=

pRT

Equivalent Potential Temperature:
Rd

(lE

T

~ T~ 1000) Cp

,E =
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P

Te

..!:9...

cpT.

+

ax

,

av

ay'
+

av)
a),,'

Inertial Frequency (Inertial Stability):
/2

=

(fo + ()(fo + 2v)"
r

Mean:

x = :Ex

N"

Poisson Distribution: The discrete probability distribution
P(Jl)

= }..xe-

A

xl

'

which has the properties of mean="A and standard deviation,

(J="Al,~.

Potential Temperature:
R

6

=

7{PO) cP.

P

Rossby Number:
Ra

=

.!

fr·

Rossby Radius of Deformation:
LR

Cg

=0f'
J(jh

=0f'

=-,NH
Standard Deviation:
a = v(x 2 -Jl).
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Thermal Wind:
·av
Geostrophic 1-fL
alnp

=

-R VT,

=

_RaT.
ar

(2v + f) av
r
alnp

Cylindrical

Vorticity:

,= k.V x V
,= avax _ auay
,= l(arv
_ au)
r ar
a'A

General
Cartesian
Cylindrical

Wind Balance:

v=

Gradient

_

Ir
2

Cyclostrophic

v

=

I ~ ap
\J pr ar

±

+

t2r2
4'

±~.. prar
1 ap.

For cyclones, the positive (negative) root is used in the northern (southern) hemisphere.

Wind Prordes: (Holland, 1980)
Rankine

vr x

= Ct.

~rm' Os;x~1,

V,-1

= G!.

r~rm;
_( 'm)b

Holland

p = Pc + (Pn - pJe
b( rm

v=

b

p , ) (Pn - pJe

vm .,I..p..-(Pn - pJ,
1
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' ,p

~

pe

;$;

b

~.

2.5.

E

_('m)b

'

hPa,

- r

2 2
/
_

4

rf

2'

Wind/Pressure Relationships (ms-l ):
AtkinsonlHolJiday (1975)
Takehashi (1939)
Kraft (1961)
Fujita (1971)

Vm

= 3.4(1010 -

pJO.644,

vm = 6.9J1010 - Pc.
vm

=

6.3J1010 - PC'

v = 13.1J1010 - P
m
a
C"

1 ::;

El ::;

5.

Note that the Fletcher (1955) fonnulation has an error in it and will overpredict wind speeds
(Myers, 1957).
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9.8 TROPICAL CYCLONE RECORDS
Recording records is a difficult task, because of the extreme nature of the event and
the tendency for observing equipment to break. The following records are backed up by
good analysis methods and are considered to be reasonably reliable.

9.8.1 Global Records
Most Intense:

Most Rapid
Intensification:

Highest
Wind Gust:
Strongest
Pressure Gradient:

870 hPa (over 80 ms-I) by dropsonde in Supertyphoon Tip,
western North Pacific Ocean, 12 October 1979 (Dunnavan and
Diercks, 1980); reports from the JTWC indicate that the 12 most
intense cyclones on record occurred in the western North Pacific
Ocean.
51 hPa in 8 hours and 97 hPa in 24 hours, by aircraft
reconnaissance in Supertyphoon Irma, western North Pacific
(Holliday, 1973).
78 ms-l Chetumal, Mexico, 27-28 September 1953 (Dunn and
Miller, 1964).

5.5 hPa km-I measured over 2 km in Tropical Cyclone Tracy,
Darwin, Australia, December 24 1974 (Bureau of Meteorology,
1975). Also 5 hPa km-I in Hurricane Inez, North Atlantic,
28 September 1966 (Hawkins and Imbembo, 1976).

Extreme Storm Tide:

13 m in the Bathurst Bay Hurricane, Northern Australia, 1899
(Whittingham, 1958); there is some controversy over this figure,
which was derived from reanalysis of debris sitings and eye
witness reports (see quote at beginning of Section 4).

Highest Wave:

34 m from USS Ramapo in the western North Pacific,
6-7 February, 1933 (GBR, 1991); also in the western North
Pacific, 25 m on 26 September, 1935 (Arakawa and Suda, 1953).

Highest Rainfall:

All seem to have occurred at La Reunion (Le Goff, personal
communication, 1993):
12 h: 1144 mm at Foc-Foc (2290 m altitude) in Tropical Cyclone
Denise, 7-8 January 1966;
24 h: 1825 mm at Foc-Foc in Tropical Cyclone Denise,
7-8 January 1966;
48 h: 2467 mm at Aurere (940 m altitude) 8-10 April 1958;
72 h: 3240 mm at Grand,..Ilet (1150 m altitude) in Tropical
Cyclone Hyacinthe, 24-27 January 1980;
10 d: 5678 mm at Commerson (2320 m altitude) in Tropical
Cyclone Hyacinthe, 18-27 January 1980.
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Warmest Eye:

Maximum
Vertical Motion:

30°C at 700 hPa in Supertyphoon Nora, western North Pacific
(Holliday, 1975); 16.6°C at 500 hPa in Supertyphoou Marge,
western North Pacific (Simpsou, 1952).
25-35 ms- 1 in Tropical Cyclone Hilda, Coral Sea (Ebert and
Holland, 1992); calculated from observations of overshooting anvil
tops.

Largest:

1100 km radius of gale force winds (15 ms-I) in Supertyphoon Tip,
western north Pacific Ocean, 12 October 1979 (Dunnavan and
Diercks, 1980).

Smallest:

50 km radius of gale force winds (15 ms-I) for Tropical Cyclone
Tracy, Darwin Australia, December 24 1974 (Bureau of
Meteorology, 1977).

Smallest Eye:

6 km radius from radar in Tropical Cyclone Tracy, Darwin
Australia, December 24 1974 (Bureau of Meteorology, 1977).

Largest Eye:

90 km radius from aircraft reconnaissance, Tropical Cyclone
Kerry, Coral Sea, February 21 1979 (Sheets and Holland, 1981).

Longest Lived:

30 days for Hurricane Ginger (North Atlantic, 1971; Avila,
personal communication, 1993), also 20 days for Tropical Cyclone
Elinor, south Indian Ocean, 1983; and Typhoon Rita (79 warnings
were issued) western North Pacific, 1972 (Jeffries et aI., 1992).

Most Deaths:

The death toll in the infamous Bangladesh Cyclone of 1970 has
had several estimates, some wildly speculative, but it seems certain
that at least 300,000 people died from the associated storm tide in
the low-lying deltas. A series of disastrous floods in the Yangtze
River Valley in the mid-1850s resulted in many millions of deaths
(Southern, 1979).

Most Damage:

This is almost impossible to objectively quantify, but some
examples can be used: 80 % of all houses in Darwin, Australia
were destroyed by Tropical Cyclone Tracy, 1974 and many smaller communities have been wiped out by tropical cyclone passage;
the highest cost arose from Hurricane Andrew (1992) in Florida
and Louisiana, USA, for which unconfirmed estimates of US$25
billion damage have been made.
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9.8.2 Regional Records
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9.9 TRIVIA CORNER
Hurricane Rubble: Surge and waves from Hurricane Bebe at Funafuti Atoll (80 S, 179°E)
during 21 October, 1972 raised a permanent rubble rampart 3.5 m high, 37 m wide and 18
km long (Maragos et al., 1973).
Hot Air: A localised region of extremely warm stratospheric air with 240 hPa temperature
anomaly of 18° attained over a distance of 13 km at the end of a cloud band outside the eye
of Tropical Cyclone I)::.erry, February 1979, Coral Sea (Holland et aI., 1984); measured by
747 with meteorologist in the cockpit, caused a major scare as the jet engines lost substantial
power; in a similar incident in Western Australia a jet descended to 3 km altitude before
regaining engine power.
Best Ship Observations: Caught in a typhoon in the western North Pacific during 26
September 1935, officers of the Japanese Imperial Navy collected the first, and possibly still
the most comprehensive set of observations of the surface structure of a tropical cyclone
(Arakawa and Suda, 1953).
Best Book Title: "An Attempt To Develop The Law of Storms By Means of Facts, Arranged
According To Place and Time; and Hence To Point Out A Cause For The Variable Winds
With The View To Practical Use In Navigation" (Reid, 1838).
Meteorology: This word seems to have been introduced to the language by Rear Admiral
FitzRoy (1862), who begged his readers to accept the "abbreviation" from the then accepted
meteorologic or meteorological.
Cyclone = Coiled Snake: Piddington (1855) first coined the term cyclone based on the Greek
word KVKAor;, or coil of a snake, which indicated the characteristic circular and centripetal
air flow.
Typhoon=Big Wind: The derivative of the word typhoon seems to have arisen from very
appropriate Mandarin word t'ai fung for great wind.
Hurricane=Angry God: The derivative of the word hurricane comes from Huracan, or
"God of Evil" used by the Central American Tainos tribe (Anthes; 1982).
Cock-Eyed Bob: Contrary to popular belief, tropical cyclones are not referred to as Willy
Willys in Australia. This name refers to dust devils. However, old timers on the Australian
west coast often used the colourful name Cock-Eyed Bob to refer to severe tropical cyclones.
Divine Wind: In the 14 th century, a Mongol fleet, possibly the largest fleet ever assembled
up to that time, was destroyed by a typhoon on its way to what would have been a successful
invasion of Japan. This great fortune for Japan gave rise to the term kamikaze, for Divine
Wind.
Friend or Foe: Clement Wragge, the Australian forecaster who started the convention of
naming tropical cyclones, occasionally named a particularly severe one after politicians with
whom he was displeased.
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Coincidences?: The TCM-90 Field experiment was initiated following a less than good
series of forecasts for Typhoon Abby; the Project Manager was Bob Abbey. The Director
of the field experiment in Guam was Russ Elsberry; several months later Guam was badly
damaged by Supertyphoon Russ.
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WORKSIlEETS
Copies of worksheets for operational use

Figure 2.2
Figure 2.3
Figure 2.6
Figure 2.7 (3 pages)
Figure 2.22
Figure 2.24

FORMATION EVALUATION CHECKLIST:
SYNOPTIC FACTORS: 1 for "yes", 0 for "not sure," -1 for "no"
SEA LEVEL PRESSURE ANALYSIS
.
Is sea level pressure 2 hPa or more below surrounding area or climatological mean? _ _
Is low pressure anomaly concentrated over an area 500 km radius or less?
Are 24 h pressure tendencies less than

~2

hPa

Is the area of pressure falls less than 500 km in radius?
LOW-LEVEL WIND ANALYSIS
Are there anomalous winds in a cyclonic sense relative to climatology in the
vicinity of the disturbance?
Are there two or more wind observations within 500 km of each other indicating
cyclonic curvature (turning at least 90°) within the disturbance?
Are the winds defining the circulation in excess of 10 m/sec relative to the moving
disturbance?
Do the disturbance-relative winds have a local maximum within 500 km radius
of the middle of the disturbance?
RA WINSONDE ANALYSIS
Is the disturbance at least 2°C warmer than its surroundings at
300 hPa (200.;.500 hPa thickness anomaly of 60 m or more) ?
Is cyclonic curvature evident between 850-500 hPa

SUM OF SYNOPTIC FACTORS

SF

=

1
Dvorak T number

SF

APPLY DVORAK
CLASSIFICATION
(refer to Section 2.3.2
and Figs. 2.6 -2.8)

Unclassified I

1.0 to 2.0

I 2.5 or more

4 to
10

ONE

ONEI
TWO*

TWO

-3 to

ZERO

ONE

TWO

ZERO

ZERO

TWO

T

Determine Stage
Consult Table at
right using Synoptic
Factors total and
Dvorak T unmber
TWO: go to Section 2.3
"Intensity"
ZERO or ONE: go to
Fig. 2.4.

3
-10
to -4

*TWO if gales observed within 250 km of circulation
center or if previous Stage ONE circulation now
embedded within convection.

I

I

Figure 2.2: Monitoring fonnation. Begin keeping these records for any Stage 0 system (see
page 2.10) and continue at 6 or 12 hourly intervals until the system has completely
dissipated. Each circulation center within a larger region of disturbed weather should have
its own evaluation as well.
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FORMATION EVALUATION CHECKLIST:
SYNOPTIC FACTORS: 1 for "yes", 0 for "not sure," -1 for "no"
SEA LEVEL PRESSURE ANALYSIS
.
Is sea level pressure 2 hPa or more below surrounding area or climatological mean? _ _
Is low pressure anomaly concentrated over an area 500 km radius or less?
Are 24 h pressure tendencies less than -2 hPa
Is the area of pressure falls less than 500 km in radius?
LOW-LEVEL WIND ANALYSIS
Are there anomalous winds in a cyclonic sense relative to climatology in the
vicinity of the disturbance?
Are there two or more wind observations within 500 km of each other indicating
cyclonic curvature (turning at least 90°) within the disturbance?
Are the winds defining the circulation in excess of 10 m/sec relative to the moving
disturbance?
Do the disturbance-relative winds have a local maximum within 500 km radius
of the middle of the disturbance?
RAWINSONDE ANALYSIS
Is the disturbance at least 2°C warmer than its surroundings at
300 hPa (200-500 hPa thickness anomaly of 60 m or more) ?
Is cyclonic curvature evident between 850-500 hPa

SF =

SUM OF SYNOPTIC FACTORS

~
SF

APPLY DVORAK
CLASSIFICATION
(refer to Section 2.3.2
and Figs. 2.6 -2.8)

Dvorak T number
Unclassified I 1.0 to 2.0 I 2.5 or more

10

ONE

ONE/
TWO·

TWO

-3 to

ZERO

ONE

TWO

ZERO

ZERO

TWO

4 to

~.

Determine Stage
Consult Table at
right using Synoptic
Factors total and
Dvorak T unmber

TWO: go to Section 2.3
"Intensity"
ZERO or ONE: go to
Fig. 2.4.

3
-10
to -4

"TWO if gales observed within 250 km of circulation
center or if previous Stage ONE circulation now
embedded within convection.

I

I

Figure 2.2: Monitoring formation. Begin keeping these records for any Stage 0 system (see
page 2.10) and continue at 6 or 12 hourly intervals until the system has completely
dissipated. Each circulation center within a larger region of disturbed weather should have
its own evaluation as well.
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FORMATION FORECASTING CHECKLIST:
EVALUATE SATELLITE SIGNATURE:
Note the change in the area covered by IR cloud tops colder than -65°C within 250 km radius of
the disturbance centre in a 24 h period, or relative to the diurnal cycle. If it is
INCREASING with time
COLDER
DECREASING or REMAINING THE SAME
WARMER

EVALUATE INHIBITING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS:
Enter "2" if yes, "1" if not clear, and "0" if no.
VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. 2.-.J:
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)
D Diameter of region of persistent
convection (km)

=

SI = Shear index = 100S/Dsinelat)
SHEAR INDEX of 15 or more?
HORIZONTAL SHEAR: Surface/lwe level anticyclonic horizontal shear and/or
curvature across a 500 km radius circle centred on the disturbance
TROPICAL CYCLONE located within 1000 km of the disturbance
Disturbance separated from OTHER MAJOR CONVECTIVE FEATURES,
especially ITCZ bands, by less than 500 km
Disturbance is moving generally westward (260°-320° in Northern Hemisphere,
220°-280° Southern) AND there is a CLOUD BAND within 2500 km poleward
and westward of the disturbance and the distance is decreasing

I.F.

SUM of INHIBITING FACTORS

"')0

Satellite
COLDER

I.F.
6-10

I.F.
0-5

I

I

NOT LIKELY

POSSIBLE
watch for increasing convective band
curvature

sate~

I

WARMER

I

NOT LIKELY
system could
dissipate

NOT LIKELY
watch for appearance of
LLCC in VIS
imagery

I

II.F.
6-10
I.F.
0-5

ONE

=__

..

Satellite
COLDER

Satellite
WARMER

IMMINENT
subsequent
development will
be slow

NOT LI KELY but
monitor for
improving
environment &
convective burst

IMMINENT
subsequent
development
could be rapid

PROBABLE if
low-level surge
is evident,
POSSIBLE
otherwise

Figure 2.3: Forecasting fonnation; the work sheet should be evaluated at 6-12 h intervals
for each system being monitored.
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FORMATION FORECASTING CHECKLIST:
EVALUATE SATELLITE SIGNATURE:
Note the change in the area covered by IR cloud tops colder than -65°C within 250 km radius of
the disturbance centre in a 24 h period, or relative to the diurnal cycle. If it is
INCREASING with time
COLDER
DECREASING or REMAINING THE SAME
WARMER

EVALUATE INHIBITING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS:
Enter "2" if yes, "1" if not clear, and "0" if no.
VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. 2.-.>:
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)
D = Diameter of region of persistent
convection (km)
SI = Shear index = 100S/DsinClat)
SHEAR INDEX of 15 or more?
HORIZONTAL SHEAR: Surface/lwe level anticyclonic horizontal shear and/or
curvature across a 500 km radius circle centred on the disturbance
TROPICAL CYCLONE located within 1000 km of the disturbance
Disturbance separated from OTHER MAJOR CONVECTIVE FEATURES,
especially ITCZ bands, by less than 500 km
Disturbance is moving generally westward (260°-320° in Northern Hemisphere,
220°-280° Southern) AND there is a CLOUD BAND within 2500 km poleward
and westward of the disturbance and the distance is decreasing

I.F. = _ _

SUM of INHIBITING FACTORS

ZERO

I.F.
6-10

I.F.
0-5

I

I

Satellite
COLDER

Satellite
WARMER

NOT LIKELY

NOT LIKELY
system could
dissipate

POSSIBLE
watch for increasing convective band
curvature

I

NOT LIKELY
watch for appearance of
LLCC in VIS
imagery

':>

I

IF.

6-10

I.F.
0-5

ONE~

Satellite
COLDER

Satellite
WARMER

IMMINENT
subsequent
development will
be slow

NOT LIKELY but
monitor for
improving
environment &
convective burst

IMMINENT
SUbsequent
development
could be rapid

PROBABLE if
low-level surge
is evident,
POSSIBLE
otherwise

Figure 2.3: Forecasting fonnation; the work sheet should be evaluated at 6-12 h intervals
for each system being monitored.
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TROPICAL CYCLONE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
T-NUMBER ESTIMATE FROM MODEL
(AND DT CONSTRAINTS)

T-NUMBER ESTIMATE FROM MEASUREMENTS
FOR DATA T-NUMBER lOT) COMPUTATION

V.rnon f. Dvorak

June 1983
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Figure 2.6: Work sheet for applying the Dvorak technique
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TROPICAL CYCLONE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
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Figure 2.6: Work sheet for applying the Dvorak technique
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IZ

Yes

POSSIBLE EXTRATROPICAL TRANSFORMATION
Prepare composite analysis and 24 h prog chart (Fig. 2.19),
Estimate time to intersection between tropical cyclone and
low-level frontal zone based on present motions.

No
,..

Proceed to
"Extratropical
Tansformation"
(Section 2.5
Fig. 2.2.23)

.... No

SATELLITE IMAGERY
SIGNATURES
FAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear")
Two succesive Dvorak T-numbers at least 6 h apart indicate rapid development
A Dvorak T-number increase indicating rapid development, accompanied by:
A very cold pattern (defined by -70°C/"white" enhancement)
A comma cloud pattern
Number of quadrants with outlflow indicated by cirrus bands emanating
from CDO (0-4)
Cirrus bands "fanning" equatorward and eastward of CDO
ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPONENT OF
MOTION (Northern Hemisphere bearing approx. 260-320°; Southern bearing approx. 280-220°)
No cloud bands within 2500 km in westward/poleward quadrant
Band (previous item) exists but is bowed away from the tropical cyclone (if no band
enter 1)
Band exists but is non-convective (if no band enter 1)
Band exists but is retreating poleward and becoming less convective in last 24 h
(if no band enter 1)
Band exists but it and the tropical cyclone have become further apart in last 24 h
(1 if no band)
TOTAL FAVOURABLE FACTORS (0-13)

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
UNFAVOURABLE SATELLITE IMAGERY SIGNATURES

t
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns.
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UNFAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear")
TC cloud pattern warmer than 24 h ago, or warming relative to diurnal trend over
at least 12 h. (Unless previously had Cold Cloud Cover)
Above, plus warming sufficient to lower Dvorak T-number.
Central Cold Cover (CCC) has persisted at least 3 h
TC moving into stratocumulus region
VIS imagery shows arc clouds emerging from CDO
Eye becoming larger, less distinct, or concentric
Cirrus lines in outflow becoming less curved with time
ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPONENT OF
MOTION
Cloud band exists within 2500 km in westward/poleward quadrant AND
Band is bowed towards the tropical cyclone
Band is convective
Band is expanding equatorward and becoming more convective in past 24 h
Band and tropical cyclone have become closer in last 24 h.
TOTAL UNFAVOURABLE (0 to 11)

subtract "UNFAVOURABLE TOTAL" from "FAVORABLE TOTAL"
and evaluate:
RATE (T-NUMBERS PER DAY)
SUM
1.5 to 2.0
Strongly favourable
9 to 13
Favourable
1.0
5 to 8
Slightly favourable
0.5
2 to 4
Neutral
0.0
-1 to 1
. Slightly unfavourable -0.5
-4 to -1
Unfavourable
-1.0
-7 to -5
Strongly unfavourable -1.5 to -2.0
-11 to -8

Forecast 24 h intensity tendency (in Dvorak T-numbers) based on
favourable and unfavouralble satellite imagery signatures

~

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSES

~
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (cont.d).
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Forecast ten dency (T/day) based on satellite imagery
(brought forward from last page)
ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES

..

VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. A2.1):
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)
__
D

=Diameter of CDO (km)

SI = Shear index = 100S/Dsin("lat)
ADJUSTMENT for SI of:
30 or more
-1.0 T per day
15 to 29
-0.5 T per day
oto 14
0.0 T per day

..
OUTFLOW: evaluate using upper-tropospheric analysis (nominally 200 hPa). See Fig. 2.8 for the
procedure to define the "principal outlflow jet")
Number of quadrants with outflow (0-4)

01 =

_

02=

--

Outflow jet constriction. Number of complete
quadrants the principal outflow jet passes
through within 1000 km radius of center (0-4)
ADJUSTMENT for 01-02 of
-4 to 0
-0.5 T per day
1 to 2
0.0 T per day
3 to 4
0.5 T per day

FINAL INTENSITY FORECAST
Forecast tendency (T/day) after corrections (do not forecast
T-number change of less than -1.5 or more than +1.5 T-day,
regardless of corrections)

FT

Dvorak Current Intensity (Cl)
Estimated Max. Potential Intensity for SST of __oC
at 24 h FORECAST position (Fig. 2.9)

MPI

Forecast intensity (Dvorak) use smaller of MPI and CI+FT

FI _ _

(Vmax, m/sec) _ _

Cl

(MS LP, hPa) _ _

Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (cont.d).
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Yes

POSSIBLE EXTRATROPICAL TRANSFORMATION
Prepare composite analysis and 24 h prog chart (Fig. 2.19),
Estimate time to intersection between tropical cyclone and
low-level frontal zone based on present motions.

No

1

~No

Yes

Proceed to
"Extratropical
Tansformation"
(Section 2.5
Fig. 2.2.23)

SATELLITE IMAGERY
SIGNATURES
FAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear")
Two succesive Dvorak T-numbers at least 6 h apart indicate rapid development
A Dvorak T-number increase indicating rapid .development, accompanied by:
A very cold pattern (defined by -70°C/"white" enhancement)
A comma cloud pattern
Number of quadrants with outlflow indicated by cirrus bands emanating
from COO (0-4)
Cirrus bands "fanning" equatorward and eastward of COO
ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPONENT OF
MOTION (Northern Hemisphere bearing approx. 260-320°; Southern bearing approx. 280-220°)
No cloud bands within 2500 km in westward/poleward quadrant
Band (previous item) exists but is bowed away from the tropical cyclone (if no band
enter 1)
Band exists but is non-convective (if no band enter 1)
Band exists but is retreating poleward and becoming less convective in last 24 h
(if no band enter 1)
Band exists but it and the tropical cyclone have become further apart in last 24 h
(1 if no band)
TOTAL FAVOURABLE FACTORS (0-13)

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
UNFAVOURABLE SATELLITE IMAGERY SIGNATURES

t
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns.
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UNFAVOURABLE FACTORS: (enter 1 for "yes", 0 for "no" or "not clear")
TC cloud pattern warmer than 24 h ago, or warming relative to diurnal trend over
at least 12 h. (Unless previously had Cold Cloud Cover)
Above, plus warming sufficient to lower Dvorak T-number.
Central Cold Cover (CCC) has persisted at least 3 h
TC moving into stratocumulus region
VIS image/)' shows arc clouds emerging from COO
Eye becoming larger, less distinct, or concentric
Cirrus lines in outflow becoming less curved with time
ADDITIONAL FACTORS FOR TROPICAL CYCLONES WITH WESTWARD COMPONENT OF
MOTION
Cloud band exists within 2500 km in westward/poleward quadrant AND
Band is bowed towards the tropical cyclone
Band is convective
Band is expanding equatorward and becoming more convective in past 24 h
Band and tropical cyclone have become closer in last 24 h.
TOTAL UNFAVOURABLE (0 to 11)

subtract "UNFAVOURABLE TOTAL" from "FAVORABLE TOTAL"
and evaluate:
RATE (T-NUMBERS PER DAY)
SUM
Strongly favourable
1.5 to 2.0
9 to 13
Favourable
1.0
5 to 8
2 to 4
Slightly favourable
0.5
Neutral
0.0
-1 to 1
.Slightly unfavourable -0.5
-4 to -1
-7 to -5
Unfavourable
-1.0
-11 to -8
Strongly unfavourable -1.5 to -2.0

Forecast 24 h intensity tendency (in Dvorak T-numbers) based on
favourable and unfavouralble satellite imagery signatures

~

PROCEED TO FOLLOWING PAGE TO EVALUATE
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSES

~
Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (conLd).
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Forecast tendency (T/day) based on satellite imagery
(brought forward from last page)
ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
VERTICAL SHEAR (200 hPa-850 hPa; compute using method in Fig. A2.1):
__
S = Magnitude of shear (m/sec)
D

=Diameter of CDO (km)

SI = Shear index

=100S/Dsin(Olat)

ADJUSTMENT for SI of:
30 or more
-1.0 T per day
15 to 29
-0.5 T per day
o to 14
0.0 T per day

•

OUTFLOW: evaluate using upper-tropospheric analysis (nominally 200 hPa). See Fig. 2.8 for the
procedure to define the "principal outlflow jet")
Number of quadrants with outflow (0-4)

01

=

_

Outflow jet constriction. Number of complete
quadrants the principal outflow jet passes
through within 1000 km radius of center (0-4)
02=
ADJUSTMENT for 01-02 of
-4 to 0
-0.5 T per day
1 to 2
0.0 T per day
3 to 4
0.5 T per day

--

FINAL INTENSITY FORECAST
Forecast tendency (T/day) after corrections (do not forecast
T-number change of less than -1.5 or more than +1.5 T-day,
regardless of corrections)

FT

Dvorak Current Intensity (Cl)
Estimated Max. Potential Intensity for SST of _ _oC
at 24 h FORECAST position (Fig. 2.9)

MPI

Forecast intensity (Dvorak) use smaller of MPI and CI+FT

FI _ _

(Vmax, m/sec) _ _

Cl

(MS LP, hPa) _ _

Figure 2.7: Work sheet for evaluating intensity tendency from cloud patterns (cont.d).
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EVALUATE UPPER-TROPOSPHERIC SUPPORT
Check all that are overspreading or approaching the tropical cyclone
500 hPa cyclonic vorticity advection (CVA)
500 hPa height falls
200-300 hPa divergence or diffluence
200-300 hPa jet streak, especially poleward exit region
midlevel "comma cloud," especially if convective
If above are generally evident, upper support is FAVOURABLE, otherwise
UNFAVOURABLE

-r

EVALUATE POSSIBLE TRANSFORMATION TYPE
Is there
A significant surface low (one or more closed isobars at 2 hPa spacing)
__
OR
A "baroclinic leaf' satellite signature (see Fig. 2.21 a) within the frontal zone
In the region towards which the tropical cyclone is moving?
__

If generally evident
transformation type is COMPOUND (a merger and development of the tropical
cyclone and a pre-esixting low), otherwise
transformation type is COMPLEX (tropical cyclone induces and merges with new
low)

1

Likelihood of transformation resulting in a STRONG extratropical low

Upper Support
Transform-ation
Type
FAVOURABLE

UNFAVOURABLE

POSSIBLE
COMPOUND

PROBABLE

Especially if existing frontal low is
deepening

NOT L1KELY but watch for::
COMPLEX

PROBABLE

"baroclinic leaf' forming in frontal zone
"self-development" of trough upstream
of tropical cyclone outflow ridge

Figure 2.22: A suggested decision strategy for analysing and predicting extratropical
transfonnation of tropical cyclones.
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EVALUATE UPPER-TROPOSPHERIC SUPPORT
Check all that are overspreading or approaching the tropical cyclone
500 hPa cyclonic vorticity advection (CVA)
500 hPa height falls
200-300 hPa divergence or diffluence
200-300 hPa jet streak, especially poleward exit region
midlevel "comma cloud," especially if convective
If above are generally evident, upper support is FAVOURABLE, otherwise
UNFAVOURABLE

L
EVALUATE POSSIBLE TRANSFORMATION TYPE
Is there
A significant surface low (one or more closed isobars at 2 hPa spacing)
__
OR
A "baroclinic leaf' satellite signature (see Fig. 2.21 a) within the frontal zone
In the region towards which the tropical cyclone is moving?
__

If generally evident
transformation type is COMPOUND (a merger and development of the tropical
cyclone and a pre-esixting low), otherwise
transformation type is COMPLEX (tropical cyclone induces and merges with new
low)

~

Likelihood of transformation resulting in a STRONG extratropical low

Upper Support
Transform-ation
Type
FAVOURABLE

UNFAVOURABLE

POSSIBLE
COMPOUND

PROBABLE

Especially if existing frontal low is
deepening

NOT UKELY but watch for::
COMPLEX

PROBABLE

"baroclinic leaf' forming in frontal zone
"self-development" of trough upstream
of tropical cyclone outflow ridge

Figure 2.22: A suggested decision strategy for analysing and predicting extratropical
transformation of tropical cyclones.
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Figure 2.24: Determining rainfall rates for an uncomplicated situation following Spayd and
Scofield (1984). This technique is illustrated in Fig. 2.25. It should not be applied for
periods longer than 24 h.
STEP 1.

Identify and sketch the outlines of the following satellite imagery features and
the storm center onto a piece of glass or clear plastic placed over the current
storm position on a tracking map.

Wall Cloud (WC): the area within 40 km of the outer edge of the eye or the cloud system
centre if no eye is present. Omit regions with no high cloud, even if
within 40 km.
Central Dense Overcast (CDO): as defmed by Dvorak (1974, 1985).
Leading Edge Band (LEB): the first convective band on the front of the storm.
Outer Band Areas (OBA): the edge of all other outer convective cloud regions.
Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT): overshooting tops or extremely cold areas within the OBA.
STEP 2.

Move the overlay along the forecast track and note the length of time each
rainfall region effects the forecast location(s) in the "Elapsed Time" column.
Refer to comments in text for assigning times when Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT)
are present.
Region
WC
COO
LEB
OBA
ECT

Elapsed Time (h) Rate (mm h-t )
a bed e
25 50 75
10 25 50
10 25 50
5 10 15

Rainfall (mm)

5 10 25 50 100
TOTAL

STEP 3.

Determine the rain rate for each region. For areas that will affect the point...
more than 6 h after analysis time, use the average rate (c) for that precipitation
category.
within 6 h· of analysis time, use the higher rain rates for those which are
expanding, becoming colder, or are higWy textured in visible
and the lower rates for those which are diminishing or wanning.
Note that the range of rates for ECTs varies from the OBA minimum to 100 mm
h-'.

STEP 4.

Page 2.54

Multiply the elapsed time by the selected rate, enter the result the rainfall column,
then sum to arrive at the predicted rainfall for the location.

Figure 2.24: Determining rainfall rates for an uncomplicated situation following Spayd and
Scofield (1984). This technique is illustrated in Fig. 2.25. It should not be applied for
periods longer than 24 h.
STEP 1.

Identify and sketch the outlines of the following satellite imagery features and
the storm center onto a piece of glass or clear plastic placed over the current
storm position on a tracking map.

Wall Cloud (WC): the area within 40 km of the outer edge of the eye or the cloud system
centre if no eye is present. Omit regions with no high cloud, even if
within 40 km.
Central Dense Overcast (CDO): as defmed by Dvorak (1974, 1985).
Leading Edge Band (LEB): the first convective band on the front of the storm.
Outer Band Areas (OBA): the edge of all other outer convective cloud regions.
Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT): overshooting tops or extremely cold areas within the OBA.
STEP 2.

Move the overlay along the forecast track and note the length of time each
rainfall region effects the forecast location(s) in the "Elapsed Time" column.
Refer to comments in text for assigning times when Embedded Cloud Tops (ECT)
are present.
Region
WC
CDO
LEE
OBA
ECT

Elapsed Time (h) Rate (mm h-1)
Rainfall (mm)
a bed e
25 50 75
10 25 50
10 25 50
5 10 15
5 10 25 50 100
TOTAL

STEP 3.

Determine the rain rate for each region. For areas that will affect the point. ..
more than 6 h after analysis time, use the average rate Cc) for that precipitation
category.
within 6 h of analysis time, use the higher rain. rates for those which are
expanding, becoming colder, or are highly textured in visible
and the lower rates for those which are diminishing or warming.
Note that the range of rates for ECTs varies from the OBA minimum to ·100 mm
h·'.

STEP 4.
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Multiply the elapsed time by the selected rate, enter the result the rainfall column,
then sum to arrive at the· predicted rainfall for the location.

